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UAE’s VAT plan delayed over 

disagreement in the region

GCC governments unable to agree on details

DUBAI: The United Arab Emirates is still studying a propos-
al to impose value-added tax but its introduction has been
delayed by a lack of agreement among neighboring coun-
tries on rates and exemptions, the Ministry of Finance said
yesterday. “If the GCC countries reach a final agreement on
issues related to the application of VAT, it will  be
announced directly,” the ministry said in a statement car-
ried by UAE state news agency WAM. It did not elaborate
on when agreement might be reached. 

The six oil exporting states of the Gulf Cooperation
Council have been studying the introduction of VAT for
years. The plunge of oil prices since last year has slashed
governments’ income, making it more urgent for them to
find new revenue; the UAE is expected this year to post its
first budget deficit since 2009. But VAT has been delayed
partly because it is politically sensitive, and partly because
GCC governments have been unable to agree on details.
Analysts believe that to limit smuggling and damage to
the competitiveness of economies, the tax would probably
have to be introduced regionally rather than by individual
countries at different times. 

Once a decision to impose VAT is made, the public will
be given “a time horizon of no less than 18 months to pre-
pare for the implementation and discharge the obligations
towards the tax requirements”, the UAE ministry said.
Separately, the ministry said it was still studying reforms to
increase taxation of corporations in the UAE and that the
tax rate was under study. Businesses will be given at least
one year to prepare for any changes, it added.  At present
there is little corporate taxation outside the oil sector,
apart from a 20 percent levy on foreign banks in Dubai. 

Continued on Page 13

KUWAIT: Kuwait’s Shuaiba Oil Refinery is
expected to restart operations “within days”,
a senior official at state refiner Kuwait
National Petroleum Company (KNPC) said
yesterday, after a fire at a heavy oil unit
forced a total shutdown. Ahmed Al-Jemaz,
acting Chief Executive of KNPC, said the
refinery’s closure on Monday would not
impact exports of refined products due to
existing stocks. 

“We have a big storage... any reduction in
production will be compensated for from
the storage and the other refineries,” Jemaz
said. “Even during the (fire) accident,
exports’ operations were not affected,” he
said. The fire at the heavy oil cracking unit at
Kuwait’s 200,000 barrel-per-day Shuaiba
refinery had been brought under control on
Monday afternoon. There were no casualties
reported. OPEC member Kuwait has three
refineries, including Shuaiba, with a com-
bined capacity of 930,000 bpd. — Reuters 
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KUWAIT: Aerial photo shows the Kuwait International Airport. Kuwait’s government said it has awarded a con-
tract to build a new terminal at Kuwait International Airport. 

KUWAIT: Kuwait’s government said it has
awarded a contract to build a new terminal
at Kuwait International Airport. Turkey’s
Limak Holding and local construction firm
Kharafi National won the deal after bid-

ding KD 1.312 billion ($4.34 billion) for the
work. The bid comes in at KD74 lower
than the offer it submitted in November.
The government dismissed all bids prof-
fered in November without explanation. 

The government’s Central Tenders
Committee said late on Monday the
Limak-Kharafi consortium had submit-
ted the lowest bid during the re-tender-
ing process.  —  Reuters

Kuwait to build new airport terminal 
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KUWAIT: National Assembly Speaker Marzouq
Al-Ghanem warned against the dangers of the
current security situation in Kuwait, especially
after the discovery of a terrorist cell and a large
arsenal of weapons.

Kuwaitis are capable of defeating these ter-
rorist attempts aiming to destroy their country,
as they share a strong sense of unity and
nationalism, Ghanem said yesterday in a press
statement. Kuwait will take extreme measures
against all those involved in the incident in or
out of the country, be it individuals, groups, or
other countries, the Speaker stressed.

Meanwhile, Ghanem noted that the gov-
ernment will provide full details and thorough
information on the terrorist group including
their links and supporters, once the investiga-
tions were complete. He called on all cate-
gories of society to unite against these plots
targeting Kuwait’s security and stability and
avoid religious extremism, adding that terror-

ism has no religion, country, or identity.
Ghanem warned against any speech that

would incite sectarian strife and discord within
Kuwaiti society. The National Assembly
Speaker said that setting an umbrella term for
terrorism and including specific sects or eth-
nicities under certain categories was a wrong-
ful act, adding that terrorism is not represent-
ed by any certain portion of society.

Painting a certain sect with a wide brush
and blaming individual groups of wreaking
havoc  are  ac ts  incompat ib le  with  the
Kuwait i  const itut ion’s  ar t ic le  33 which
states  that  “penal t y  i s  personal ,” sa id
Ghanem. He thanked the MPs for their vital,
announced and unannounced, efforts in
keeping with notions of national unity,
adding that the National Assembly wil l
work with all state bodies specifically the
security forces to defend Kuwait from any
harm. — KUNA

Kuwaitis united against terrorist plots

National Assembly Speaker 
Marzouq Al-Ghanem

KUWAIT: Kuwait’s prominent contri-
butions to the humanitarian field had
an international impact and recogni-
tion, as the UN celebrates the World
Humanitarian Day today. Kuwait had
been providing humanitarian aid all
over the world ahead of its independ-
ence. However, the contributions and
efforts had strongly developed since
His Highness the Amir Sheikh Sabah
Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah came
into position in 2006.

His Highness, who was awarded
the title of ‘Humanitarian Leader’ by
the UN, had taken the responsibility
to aid people in natural disaster-struck
countries such as Somalia, Turkey,
Japan and the Philippines. Meanwhile,
Kuwait also played a huge role in eas-
ing the suffering of those living in
conflict-struck countries in the Arab
World, including Syria, Yemen, Iraq
and Palestine. The country also held
three donors conferences for Syria,
which resulted in pledges of $300 mil-
lion in the first conference in 2013,
$500 million in 2014 and $500 million
in 2015. Kuwaiti charity organizations
including the Kuwait Red Crescent
Society (KRCS) and the International
Islamic Charitable Organization (IICO)
had been continuously delivering aid
to Syrian refugees in Jordan and
Lebanon. 

Palestinian cause
As for the Palestinian cause, Kuwait

had also been delivering humanitari-
an aid to provide citizens with their
basic needs amidst Israeli siege and
war. Moreover, His Highness Sheikh
Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah

had donated $34 million for the
United Nations Relief and Works
Agency for Palestine Refugees (UNR-
WA) in January 2009 to develop its
role. Kuwait had also donated $200
million for the Palestinian govern-
ment for the next five years in March
2009, as part of the plan to recon-
struct Gaza after the Israeli war.

In 2012, the country had signed an
agreement with the World Bank to
contribute $50 million to the
Palestinian program for reform and
reconstruction affiliated with the
bank. In addition, Kuwait had organ-
ized many humanitarian aid cam-
paigns to aid people in Yemen, as the
war had waged in the country.

As for natural disasters aid, Kuwait
had donated $10 million for
Bangladesh which was struck by a tor-
nado in November 2007. Meanwhile,
it had also aided Japan with five mil-
lion oil barrel (worth about $500 mil-
lion) upon the destructive tsunami
earthquake that struck the country in
March 2011. In July 2012, Kuwait had
delivered humanitarian aid worth $10
million to Somalia to aid people suf-
fering from famine and drought.

In 2012, the country had donated
$250,000 for victims of Turkey’s earth-
quake. Moreover, it had provided $10
million to the Philippines, suffering
the aftermath of a devastating torna-
do in 2014, while also contributing $5
million to the World Health
Organization (WHO) to fight the Ebola
virus in the same year.

Social assistances
As the celebration for the World

Humanitarian Day begins today,
Kuwait continues its efforts globally
and locally to help the needy under
the guidelines set by His Highness the
Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber
Al-Sabah. Providing help for to about
50,000 people in Kuwait, the Ministry
of Social Affairs and Labor had
launched a new service to provide
social assistances. The ministry
launched an automated system for
social assistance aimed at shortening
the period for paperwork to two days
which in turn would help the needy
and social affairs benefactors to
receive aid as soon as possible.

Minister of Social Affairs and Labor
Hind Al-Subaih said meanwhile that
Kuwait is one of the most countries
interested in sponsoring humanitari-
an aid, locally and internationally.
Subaih, who is also Minister of State
for Planning and Development, added
that Kuwait’s engagement in various
philanthropic activities across the
globe earned it the UN honoring of

‘Humanitarian Center ’ and His
Highness the Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-
Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah as
‘Humanitarian Leader.’ The minister
pointed out that Kuwait always strives
to organize and support humanitarian
aid to be delivered in a timely manner
to those who needs it, especially eld-
erly, orphans and individuals of spe-
cial needs. 

Rebuilding societies
Humanitarian aid is considered a

cross-continents cry for rebuilding
underprivileged societies and for
relieving aftermaths of natural and
man-made disasters, IICO Chairman
Dr Abdullah Al-Maatouq stressed
yesterday. The World Humanitarian
Day is celebrated to recognize aid
workers who have lost their lives in
the course of their  duty,  said
Maatouq, who is  also Kuwait ’s
Humanitarian Envoy to the UN.

It is also an opportunity to spread
awareness on how aid workers put

their lives under the fire to bring
back life to crises-torn nations and to
provide better futures for them. An
estimated 110 million people around
the world are in need of humanitari-
an help, he said, adding the Arab
world alone has witnessed an unset-
tling increase of refugees due to war
in Syria, Palestine and Yemen.

As natural and man-made disas-
ters are on the rise every year,
Maatouq pointed out that there is a
need to recruit more philanthropic
volunteers and workers safeguarded
by their rights to be protected while
carrying out their duties towards the
disaster-stricken people. He added
that Kuwait has left a huge imprint for
the world to see in regards to helping
others. This dedication to philan-
thropic activities earned His Highness
the Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-
Jaber Al-Sabah a UN honor of naming
him as a ‘Humanitarian Leader’ and
Kuwait as a ‘Humanitarian Center.’

Kuwaiti help has reached many
parts of the world. On the Arab coun-
tries front, the Gulf nation showed
support to the Syrians by holding a
UN-sponsored donors’ conference to
raise funds to help the Syrian
refugees due to war in their home-
land, and allocating $200 million to
rebuild Iraq and $100 million for
Yemen. On the international arena,
Kuwait has extended a helping hand
to Pakistan, Turkey, the Philippines,
Indonesia,  Mauritania,  Somalia,
Benin, Niger, and Mali.

KRCS
In celebration of the World

Humanitarian Day, the KRCS contin-
ues to provide aid and assistance to
people in the region and the world
under the guidelines of the Kuwaiti
leadership. In recent years the KRCS
focused its efforts on those affected
by the Syrian crisis that erupted in
2011. In this regard, Chairman of the
KRCS Dr Hilal Al-Sayer said that the
assembly has stepped up its efforts
and humanitarian relief to the Syrian
refugees in neighboring countries
such as Jordan and Lebanon since
the start of the crisis. The humanitari-
an aids delivered to the Syrian
refugees by the KRCS came upon
direction of His Highness the Amir
Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-
Sabah, Sayer said.

The KRCS has worked in the
implementation of many relief activi-
ties to help refugees in Jordan and
Lebanon at a cost of $20 million,
Sayer said.  He stressed that this
humanitarian duty required every-
one to provide all aspects of support
and assistance to the Syrians and to
stand by them in this crisis they are
going through. He also stressed the
full readiness of the Assembly to
meet the different needs of Syrian
refugees. The World Humanitarian
Day is a celebration to honor person-
nel and groups who are working to
better the status of humans world-
wide. It marks the day on which the
then Special Representative of the
Secretary-General to Iraq, Sergio
Vieira de Mello and 21 of his col-
leagues were killed in the bombing
of the UN Headquarters in Baghdad
in 2003. —KUNA

Kuwait Red Crescent Society (KRCS) delivers relief aid to Syrian refugees.

Kuwait humanitarian efforts of strong international impact
Social assistances service launched

KRCS Chairman Dr Hilal Al-Sayer IICO Chairman Dr Abdullah Al-Maatouq

NEW YORK: A number of officials at the UN
praised Kuwait’s contributions to the inter-
national organization, naming Kuwait as a
valuable strategic partner especially within
the humanitarian domain. The State of
Kuwait is a key strategic partner for the
United Nations on humanitarian issues and
it is a world class humanitarian center,
Stephane Dujarric, the spokesman of the
UN Secretary General Ban Ki-moon, told
KUNA.

Dujarric said that Kuwait is considered
among the leading contributors to the UN
funds, programs, and agencies. Following
the global humanitarian efforts exerted by
His Highness the Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-
Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah at the humanitari-
an level, the UN celebrated this effort by
naming His Highness as a “global humani-
tarian leader who generously demonstrates
outstanding leadership and extraordinary
compassion for his fellow human beings
enduring difficult circumstances,” Dujarric
said.

Over the last four years, with the terrible
humanitarian tragedies across the Middle
East, said Ban’s spokesman, affirming that
Kuwait has shown exemplary humanitarian
leadership in supporting these operations.
“At a time when so many of our appeals are
under-funded, it is good to know we can
count on Kuwait’s generosity,” he said.

Therefore, the Secretary General thanks
His Highness the Amir for his continued
humanitarian support and urges more
States in the world to come forward with
assistance. “With so many grave emergen-
cies happening simultaneously, such soli-
darity and generosity is needed more than
ever,” he concluded.

Leadership role
On the same issue, the Assistant

Administrator of the United Nations
Development Programme (UNDP) and
Director of its Regional Bureau for Arab
States, Sima Bahous said that Kuwait, has
taken a prominent leadership role in the
global humanitarian effort and this has
been acknowledged by the UN through the
honoring of His Highness the Amir as a
humanitarian leader.

Bahous noted that ‘Inspiring the World’s
Humanity,’ is this year’s theme commemo-
rating the World Humanitarian Day, cele-
brated today. She added that a humanitari-
an center, Kuwait is an inspiration to the
world community.

In a similar statement, President of the
General Assembly Sam Kutesa welcomed
the positive engagement of Kuwait with the
UN and in particular with the General
Assembly, noting that Kuwait has made an
important contribution in the elaboration
of the sustainable development agenda,

which will be adopted by Heads of State
and Government this September in New
York. President Kutesa commended Kuwait
for its leadership in a number of areas that
are high on the United Nations’ agenda,
including in the humanitarian field. “These
efforts have been instrumental in mobiliz-
ing critical resources for humanitarian assis-
tance to those in need,” he said.

Sovereign directives
Also providing his insight, Kuwait

Permanent Representative to the UN,
Ambassador Mansour Ayyad Al-Otaibi said
that that his country played a major role in
humanitarian field worldwide, due to sover-
eign directives.

The “internationally prestigious” status
Kuwait has from initiatives launched by His
Highness the Amir of Kuwait Sheikh Sabah
Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al -Sabah in several
regional and international conferences, he
added. He added that Kuwait had con-
tributed this year a sum of $800 million in
total for Syria, Iraq and Yemen to improve
the humanitarian conditions. “Kuwait con-
tinues to provide assistance and support to
countries in need as a consistent approach
in its foreign policy,” Ambassador Otaibi
stressed.

Kuwait had taken appropriate stances,
and hosted three International
Humanitarian Pledging Conferences for
Syria, a country plagued by a crisis entering
its fifth year, said Otaibi, adding that “such
conferences underscored the humanitarian
role of the Kuwaiti foreign policy.”

Bilateral pledges
In recent months, Kuwait has announced

bilateral pledges for vital humanitarian
assistance and support for resilience and
development in Iraq ($200 million), Yemen
($100 million) as well as a program for
reconstruction of the Gaza Strip ($200 mil-
lion), to be administered through the
Kuwait Fund for Arab Economic
Development. Kuwait’s commitment to
supporting the victims of humanitarian dis-
asters is not limited to the countries of its
own region but was extended other areas in
Central African Republic, the Philippines,
the Pacific Ocean countries and others.

Among the generous and compassion-
ate support extended includes the three
donor pledging conferences for Syria host-
ed by Kuwait over the past three years that
have raised around $7.5 billion to enable
the United Nations and its partners to pro-
vide essential relief to the victims of the
conflict and support the resilience of the
Syrian people and those in neighboring
countries. Kuwait has donated $1.3 billion,
in addition to the considerable energies
required to host the events. —KUNA

Kuwait strategic partner
to the UN: officials

Kuwait condemns occupation
of UAE embassy in Yemen

KUWAIT: Kuwait condemned yester-
day the Houthi group’s occupation of
the UAE embassy in Yemen. A state-
ment by the foreign ministry said
that the act was of violation for to all
international laws and norms con-
nected with diplomacy. It is a clear
violation to the 1961 Vienna
Convention on diplomatic relations,
said the statement which called on
the Houthis to withdraw from the
embassy.

Occupation
The United Arab Emirates had

condemned the “occupation” of its
embassy in Sanaa by Yemen’s Iran-
backed Huthi rebels, the foreign min-

istry said in a statement demanding
their immediate exit from the com-
pound. The embassy takeover comes
as Yemeni loyalists backed by the
UAE and Saudi Arabia continue
advances against rebels in several
southern provinces as well as in third
city Taez, seen as a gateway to the
rebel-held capital.

“This act is further evidence that
the group that committed this attack
does not show any regard or respect
for international conventions and
diplomatic norms, as it practices the
law of the jungle,” said a statement
published late Monday by the official
WAM news agency. It “condemned in
the strongest possible terms” the

rebel storming of the embassy, which
it said took place on Sunday. The for-
eign ministry “stressed that the occu-
pation of the embassy and the evic-
tion of its staff will not deter the
UAE’s support for the restoration of
stability to sisterly Yemen.”

The six-nation Gulf Cooperation
Council, of which the UAE is a mem-
ber, also released a statement con-
demning the “cowardly act.” The
Huthi rebels, allied with troops loyal
to former president Ali Abdullah
Saleh, seized the Yemeni capital in
September last year. They consolidat-
ed their grip on power in February,
prompting an exodus of foreign
diplomats from the capital.

Violation
The State of Qatar also expressed

its condemnation to the occupation
of the UAE embassy in Yemen by the
Houthi group. According to the Qatar
News Agency (QNA), a statement by
the Foreign Ministry said that the
occupation of the embassy is consid-
ered a violation of all international
laws focusing on protecting diplo-
matic missions. The ministry called in
the statement for the Houthi group
to evacuate the building and relin-
quish control over it.

Meanwhile, Arab League
Secretary General Dr Nabil Al-Araby
condemned the Houthi militias’ occu-
pation of the UAE embassy in Yemen,

deeming the act as a violation of
international diplomacy. In a state-
ment, Araby said that the Houthis’
action was overstepping internation-
al laws and norms. He affirmed that
the act was a violation to the Vienna
treaty on the security and safety of
diplomatic missions. He called on the
Houthis to withdraw from the UAE
diplomatic mission’s grounds,
stressed that the group would be
held responsible to any harm that
might be inflicted on the members of
the embassy’s staff.

Fighting
The UAE shut its embassy in Sanaa

and announced it would open anoth-
er in southern city Aden, which was
later the scene of intense fighting
between local government support-
ers and the rebels before loyalists
retook the city in mid-July. I t is
unclear how many employees were
at the Sanaa embassy and if it had
been operational when it was
stormed. 

Saudi-owned newspaper Al-Hayat
has reported that 1,500 troops, most of
them from the UAE, had entered Aden
in support of loyalists. Official Emirati
media says that six UAE soldiers have
so far been killed in incidents linked to
the Yemen fighting. The UAE is also
part of a Saudi-led coalition that
launched an air war against the rebels
on March 26. — Agencies

TAEZ: A picture shows buildings heavily damaged by fighting between
government loyalists and rebels in Yemen’s third city Taez on August
17, 2015. — AFP
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By Mesaal Al-Enezi and KUNA

KUWAIT: The Criminal Court ordered the
amendment of the description for charges
against 11 defendants in the Imam Al-Sadeq
Mosque bombing case, and adjourned the
closing arguments until the August 8 and
September 1 sessions. The sixth session of the
trial was resumed yesterday, chaired by Judge
Mohammad Al-Duaij. 

The court accused defendants from 1 to 11
of deliberate murder, joining the Islamic State
(IS), attempted murder of the people injured
in the attack, harming Kuwait and national
unity. The court also amended the charges of
defendants from 12 to 28 because they knew
about the crime and helped the first defen-
dant to escape.

Testimony
The hearing started by listening to the civil

defense lawyers, and hearing the testimony of
witnesses mentioned by the lawyer of the
seventh defendant Jarrah Al-Nimer. The civil
defense lawyer told the judge that several
accused women in the case have formed a
group on a social media app called ‘Al-Balabel.’
He pointed to their conversation before the
terrorist attack took place, in which they said
that “something dangerous will take place in
the country.”

Meanwhile,  civil  defense lawyer
Abdelmohsen Al-Qattan said that all the
crime constituents are available against the
defendants, adding that it is clear from the
prosecution investigation’s minutes and state-
ments of state security officers, as well as the

defendant’s confession in front of the court
that he deliberately committed the crime, and
that he first monitored the mosque and
selected it, he was the one who received the
explosives belt, kept it in his car, then received
the person who blew himself up and hosted
him in his house. The defendant further
helped the suicide bomber wear the explo-
sive belt, bought the necessary batteries for
the device, then gave him a ride on the same
day of the explosion to the mosque, knowing
about his intention to blow up the mosque
and the worshippers inside. Qattan said the
evidence evaluation as far as each defendant
is concerned is that of the court alone, and
that the court is free to form its conviction
according to its evaluation.

In the meantime, Civil defense lawyer Ali

Al-Ali said the defendants gave no regard to
Islam’s teachings in violating laws and cus-
toms, as they joined a satanic ideology and
organization, so they attacked innocents
while praying at one of Allah’s worship places.
Ali said the youngest martyr is Mohammad
Al-Jafar, who had his dreams with his family,
but terrorism kil led him along with his
dreams. This satanic IS ideology, want to sell
women in markets, and violate them under
the ‘Jihad Al-Nikah.’ He said they killed the
innocent, and did not have mercy on people;
being elderly, youth or children. They also
caused extensive injury to more than 200 per-
sons, he added.

Extreme sentences
The Public Prosecution had demanded

extreme sentences against the defendants in
the last session, where the prosecution’s rep-
resentative had presented thorough details
on case number 40/2015. In addition, the rep-
resentative had provided visual evidence on
the role of the 29 defendants in the blast,
including hiding vital evidence and helping
the first defendant Abdulrahman Sabah Aidan
to escape.

The court had held its first session on the
case on August 4th, to look into the cases pre-
sented against seven Kuwaiti defendants, five
Saudis, three Pakistanis, 13 illegal residents
and one fugitive with unidentified nationality.
The Imam Al-Sadiq Mosque in Kuwait City was
attacked by a suicide bomber on June 26th
during Friday prayer in Ramadan. The attack
killed 26 people and injured 227.

Court amends charges against 11 defendants in mosque blast case

By Hanan Al-Saadoun

KUWAIT: Customs General Department officers confiscat-
ed nearly 1,350 bottles of liquor that were smuggled in a
refrigerated apple container coming from the United Arab
Emirates. The container had arrived at the Shuwaikh Port
yesterday. An investigation was opened to identify and
arrest the shipment’s importers.

Marijuana busted
Customs officers at Kuwait International Airport foiled

an Asian man’s attempt to smuggle nearly three kilograms
of marijuana. A female inspector had suspicions about a
passenger who arrived from his country, so his luggage
was searched and the drugs were found in frozen meat, a
light bulb and dates. The man was sent to Drugs Control
General Department (DCGD) for further action.

Officer’s death due to overdose
Following up on a case concerning the death of a police

officer inside his car, the public prosecution decided that
his death was due to drug use after receiving the coroner’s
report. Bayan police recently received a call about a person
in police uniform in his car in Mishref co-op society’s park-
ing lot, and found that the dead man, who is of Gulf
nationality, had material thought to contain drugs with
him. The coroner recovered the body.

Suicide attempt
A Kuwaiti woman was taken to Mubarak Hospital for

treatment of fractures she sustained after falling from the
second floor of a cafe in Salmiya. The woman will be ques-
tioned in an attempted suicide case filed against her fol-
lowing investigations.

Stalked
A police patrol arrested a citizen in his thirties and took

him to Riggae police station for encouraging vice acts. A
citizen told police that his wife called him and said some-

one was following her and was trying to give her his num-
ber. Police was waiting for him at her house and arrested
him.

Traffic violations 
Patrols of security monitoring cameras issued 90 traffic

violations for expired insurance and impounded five want-
ed cars. Four abandoned cars were removed.

1,350 liquor bottles
busted at Shuwaikh port

KUWAIT: Several palm trees were
cut down in Jamal Abdul-Nasser
Park in Rawdah where a large space
is to being prepared to build a
building. Residents in the area have
noticed that the trees were
chopped down using axes instead
of being transported, while they all
were in good condition before they
were cut down. The exact reason
why the trees were cut, whether the
space where they used to be is actu-
ally going to be used for a construc-
tion project and to whom this proj-
ect belongs could not immediately
be known. Residents in the area
demand intervention from local
agricultural authorities to stop con-
struction building in the Jamal
Abdul-Nasser Park or any other park
in Kuwait.

Trees cut down in Rawdah park

By Nawara Fattahova

KUWAIT: Smoking inside shopping
malls, shops, ministries and even hos-
pitals was common in Kuwait, as in
many other countries. But with the
discovery of tobacco’s harm to smok-
ers and to others as well, govern-
ments started to issue regulations to
limit this by banning smoking in most
public places. Today it is not axiomatic
that you cannot smoke on board a
plane, which was allowed until the
1990s. And the smoking prohibition in
some places, which have become
common since maybe 20 years in
many countries, was not applied in
Kuwait, until just recently. 

During the past few years, people
avoid smoking in the shopping malls
especially those who are travelling as
they got used to not smoking in pub-
lic places. Rarely do we see a guy,
especially a teenager smoking in the
mall, even if there are no visible ‘No
Smoking’ sign. Thus, it is known that
smoking is prohibited.

Smoking room
Apart from the cafes, the Avenues

Mall for instance set a smoking room
inside the mall to give the smokers a

chance to smoke without bothering
the non-smokers. Some smokers are
using it, while there are few who just
ignore it and simply smoke next to it. 

Serious sanctions
It may sound weird, but many peo-

ple still smoke inside some ministries’
offices or other public authorities’
buildings. Most places already placed
visible signs banning smoking, but
some people just ignore it. 

As a positive step, the Director of
the Labor Department of Mubarak Al-
Kabeer issued a regulation banning
smoking at the whole department
and set a smoking room there to elim-
inate smoking in its premises. If such
act was spread in other departments
and places, this would encourage
more smokers to avoid bothering oth-
ers with their smoking.

In the medical sector, the smokers’
attitude moved towards refraining
from smoking. The private medical
clinic used to let patients smoke in the
waiting rooms, but now such freedom
is no longer available. I t wasn’t
strange to see people smoking inside
hospitals in Kuwait, but now, such act
is not seen. The Ministry of Health pre-
viously set serious sanction against

smokers in hospitals, which helped
since smokers avoided smoking in
these places.

Price as a deterrent
Increasing the price of tobacco was

an international pressing act to
decrease the number of smokers,
especially among the young ones, so
it would be more difficult for them to
buy cigarettes. People can also notice
that supermarkets selling cigarettes
are respecting the prohibition of sell-
ing it to youngsters in Kuwait, which
was not widely applied few years ago,
although this is very common in
Europe or the States due to the high
penalty set for the violating sellers. 

In the present time, almost all the
airports in the world banned smoking
in its places, and applied the idea of
smoking rooms, although there are
some that don’t provide this option.
The Kuwait International Airport as
well applied the smoking ban many
years ago, yet the ban was not
respected by many smokers, including
officers working at the airport. But
after giving tickets to the violators
and publishing it in the press, people
became careful not to break the rules
and now use the smoking room. 

‘Smoking rooms’ and the
smoking attitudes in Kuwait

4.1 magnitude quake in Kuwait
Soldier accidentally shoots self

By Meshaal Al-Enezi

KUWAIT: A 4.1 magnitude earthquake

was registered yesterday at the north-
ern parts of Kuwait. The tremor took
place at 2:26 pm local time on a depth

of 4.0 km, said scientist Farah Al-Jerri,
who is in charge of follow up at the
Kuwait National Seismic Network of
the Kuwait Institute for Scientific
Research (KISR). Some people around
Kuwait have felt the tremor.

Accidental shooting
A bedoon (stateless) soldier died

after he accidentally shot himself at
Al-Shaheed Brigade, according to pre-
liminary investigations. Further inves-
tigations are ongoing in the case.

Care workers to strike
Workers at the juveniles’ care

homes in the Ministry of Social Affairs
and Labor intend to carry out a strike
as the nature of their work clash with
the fingerprint system of employees’
admission. The workers also protest
that allowances they had requested
were not approved, said sources.

Truck ban
Kuwait Ports Authority issued a

decision to ban trucks from parking in
Shuwaikh port’s grounds.

The green spot on Kuwait’s map showing the location where the tremor
was detected. 
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Odd behaviors

Welcome back my honorable readers. I wish all a
joyful and successful academic year to come. In
this article, I would like to pinpoint many odd

behaviors that are seen in the Kuwaiti society and are
hardly seen in other societies. Such behaviors can make
you so angry and frustrated because they are happening
in a country that wants to be among the developed
nations. 

To be in such a position, people must look into the
ways to compete with other developed countries in the
fields of infrastructure, education, security, human
resources development and most importantly, self-
respect. I would like to mention a few points that are con-
sidered odd and strange to the Kuwaiti society that
emerged after the liberation of Kuwait from the Iraqi inva-
sion.

1 - Broken roads everywhere. I advise everyone not to
buy a new car; rather own a used and cheap one so as not
to ‘break down,’ as a result of such ‘wonderful’ roads.

2 - Anyone can be killed for a little stare at the coffee
shop or mall.

3 - Many youngsters roam the streets and malls fortified
with knives and bats, without being screened at the
entrance of shopping centers.

4 - Crossing pedestrians are not respected anywhere
you go around Kuwait.

5 - Illegal vegetables markets are erected in Mahboula
and Khaitan every Friday in defiance of the law.  

6 - In the hospitals, when there is a sign on the doctor’s
door stating ‘No Entry,’ many defy it and do the opposite
and when they are told by the doctor to wait in line, they
beat the physician.

7 - Many are told not to use their mobile phones while
driving, but they insist on doing so and cause major acci-
dents.

8 - Many sponsors are told to respect the contract
signed with the domestic workers’ offices. They pretend to
accept it at first and then many become vicious and turn
into monsters when they arrive home and take it on the
domestic worker.

9 - In many schools, many teachers misbehave at their
schools and the students use all the bad words they
learned at school with other kids at home.

10 - At the roundabouts, when the sign says STOP, all
drives ahead anyway.

11 - Many restaurant workers never wear gloves and
they keep touching all parts of their bodies without wash-
ing their hands and then serve you your meal while sweat-
ing.

After all that, what can be done to brighten the image
of Kuwait and what can be done to overcome these
wrongdoings?

Until the next article insha Allah.

Kuwait Digest

Photo
o f  t h e  d a y

KUWAIT: An artwork for Leonardo da Vinci’s Mona Lisa made using computer motherboards and other hardware materials. It is located at the Yarmouk Park, nine kilometers south of Kuwait City. — Photo by
Joseph Shagra

Kuwaitis honored at
Oregon State University

Authority fights
red palm weevil

CORVALLIS: Several Kuwaiti students studying at Oregon State
University made the Scholastic Honor Roll for the spring term.
The Kuwaiti students on the Honor Roll included Rawan A
Alshaiji, Junior, Industrial Engineering; Yaqoub Y Albrikan,
Freshman, Pre-Chemical Engineering; Ebrahim A Alahmad,
Senior, Electronics and Computer Engineering; Abdullah M
Almutawa, Sophomore, Pre-Chemical Engineering; Abdulaziz J
Akbar, Senior, Mechanical Engineering and Yaqoub S Al-Sanei,
Senior, Chemical Engineering. To be on the Honor Roll, stu-
dents must carry at least 12 graded hours of course work. 

Space Station
visible in Kuwait

KUWAIT: The International Space Station (ISS)
will pass by Kuwait sky and will be seen clearly
starting from today until  August 25th,
Astronomer and historian Adel Al-Saadoun said
yesterday. The ISS travels will be at an average
speed of 27,700 kilometers per hour at an alti-
tude of about of 400 kilometers, Saadoun said.
The ISS serves as both an orbiting laboratory and
a port for international spacecraft. — KUNA

KUWAIT: The Public Authority for Agricultural Affairs
and Fish Resources (PAAAFR) reiterated its full supports
to farmers in fighting the spread of the red palm weevil.
PAAAFR workers tour farms everyday and follow up
with cases where infestation of the insect has been
reported to give assistance to farmers, Chairperson
Nabila Al-Khalil said in a statement. Weevil larvae can
excavate holes in the trunk of a palm trees up to a
meter long, thereby weakening and eventually killing
the host plant. — KUNA

In Brief

DUBAI: Qatar has delayed introducing a new system
designed to make sure firms pay salaries fully and on time,
a Doha newspaper reported yesterday, as the country faces
scrutiny over the rights of migrant workers building stadi-
ums for the 2022 World Cup.

Since being controversially chosen to host the tourna-
ment, the desert nation has been criticized over workers’
safety, late and incomplete wages and the so-called ‘kafala’
system under which companies may stop employees from
leaving the country.

In February, Qatar’s emir approved amending labour
laws to make companies pay salaried workers by electronic
bank transfer.  Firms were given six months before the
Wage Protection System came into force but the govern-
ment has now delayed its launch until Nov. 2 because
some were not yet ready, the Peninsula Qatar newspaper

reported. Government officials did not respond to Reuters’
requests for comment.

Casual workers
Amnesty International has warned the new system will not

cover hundreds of thousands of casual workers or those
employed by small firms. “The protection system has the
potential to be a positive because one of the common com-
plaints among workers is not being paid adequately and/or on
time,” said Mustafa Qadri, Gulf Migrant Rights Researcher at the
human rights group. “An electronic record of how much and
when employees are paid should make companies more
accountable, but it’s only a small step and there’s no clarity on
what action will be taken against companies that flout the
new rules.” Construction firms complain the government and
other clients can take so long to pay that it strains cash flows.

The kafala system makes it all too easy for employers to delay
wage payments, Amnesty said.

Qatar said in May 2014 it would introduce reforms includ-
ing the abolition of kafala, but Amnesty says the proposed
changes fall far short of ending the practice, and companies
would still be able to stop employees joining another Qatari
firm for five years. “Overall, the proposed changes are wel-
come, but they are of limited scope, have yet to materialize
and it’s questionable whether they will come actually into
force,” added Qadri. “There’s a fear the introduction of the wage
protection system is being used to deflect attention away from
the fact that no other reforms have been implemented.”
Amnesty says 441 migrant workers from India and Nepal died
in Qatar in 2014, according to figures it obtained from the two
countries’ governments. The figure covers all migrant deaths,
not just those directly related to labour conditions. — Reuters

Qatar delays reform to protect
salaried workers: newspaper

Qatar under scrutiny as it builds World Cup 2022 sites

Dubai’s Emirates 
Airline to resume 

flights to Baghdad
DUBAI: Dubai’s Emirates Airline said yesterday it
will resume passenger flights to the Iraqi capital
in September, months after they were suspended
over safety concerns. Emirates will operate four
weekly flights from Dubai to Baghdad, served by
an A330-200 aircraft starting from September 17,
the carrier said in a statement published by the
UAE’s official WAM news agency.

“After conducting an exhaustive safety and
security review, we have decided to restart servic-
es between Dubai and Baghdad,” said Sheikh
Majid Al-Mualla, a company vice president. In
January, Emirates was among several carriers to
suspend flights to Baghdad after a bullet hit the
fuselage of a flydubai airliner, its sister no-frills
firm, on its descent in the capital. A young girl
was lightly wounded in the incident. Many have
since resumed the flights, including Turkish
Airlines and Lebanon’s Middle East Airlines.

Airlines flying over Iraq had feared that
jihadists from the Islamic State group might
acquire weapons able to hit cruising airliners.
Iraqi security forces are battling to regain ground
from IS in Anbar province, west of Baghdad.
Baghdad International Airport is located near the
border with Anbar. 

Emirates operates four weekly services to Iraq’s
northern city of Arbil and a twice-daily service to
Basra in the south. 

“We want to continue to support the develop-
ment of economic opportunities in Baghdad by
increasing access to international markets and
inward investment,” Mualla said. — AFP

CAIRO: The Arab League Council called
during an extraordinary meeting at the
level of permanent delegates for expedit-
ing the forming of an Arab strategy to
provide military support for Libya so as to
combat the Islamic State (IS).

The strategy, at these difficult circum-
stances, is badly needed for Libya so as to
counter IS, the council said in a final com-
munique following the meeting held to
discuss the dangerous developments
Libya is witnessing. The communique
urged the Arab countries to necessarily
implement the UN Security Council reso-
lution 2,214, mainly the items calling on
the UN member states to support Libya
in its war against terrorism in order to
maintain security and stability there. The
council expressed relief for the continua-
tion of holding rounds of Libya’s national
dialogue in Geneva in line with the UN-
brokered initiative, urging all Libyan par-
ties to be resilient, put the country’s
interest ahead of anything else and form
quickly a government of national unity,
the communique noted.

The council also called on the interna-
tional community to support the Libyan
government so as to face violations and
massacres committed by IS against civil-
ians in Sirte city, it said.

The council reaffirmed the necessity
of respecting the unity and sovereignty
of Libya, maintaining its territorial integri-
ty, continuing national dialogue, discard-
ing violence and supporting the current

political process in Morocco’s Skhirat city,
it pointed out.

Military support
Earlier today, Arab League Secretary

General Nabil Al-Araby stressed the Arab
military support for Libya’s army, up on its
request, and internationally recognized
government to counter terrorist groups,
mainly IS. The request submitted Tuesday
by Libya’s Foreign Minister Mohammad Al-
Dairy on providing support for the coun-
try†goes in harmony with the resolutions
of the Arab summits and Arab Foreign
Ministers’ meetings, Araby said in a speech
during the meeting at the level of perma-
nent delegates to Arab League.

“We back the request calling for an
immediate intervention to save Libya and
protect its territories from the terrorist
organizations,” Araby said, expressing his
regret that Arab support for the country is
insufficient and under expectations.

On Syria, the Arab League chief strong-
ly condemned the random airstrikes that
target civilians across the country, refer-
ring to the recent airstrikes carried out by
the regime troops against residents in
Duma city that killed scores of people. He
called for stopping these airstrikes imme-
diately, expressing his hope that the cur-
rent international and Arab efforts and
contacts would lead to a political solution
to the Syrian crisis in accordance with the
Geneva I document.

Separately, the Arab League stressed

Tuesday the necessity of activating the
economic boycotting of Israeli goods in
support of the steadfastness of Palestinian
people in the face of the Israeli violations
in Jerusalem and Al-Aqsa Mosque.

The boycott is a political message that
shows the rejection of violations of the
international law, the United National
Charter and the international resolutions,
Assistant Secretary-General of the Arab
League for Palestine and Occupied Arab
Territories Affairs Mohammad Subeih said.

Subieih made the statement during
the 89th meeting of the communication
officers of the regional offices for boy-
cotting Israel.

The meeting is held amid difficult cir-
cumstances at the Arab and international
levels, he said, adding that this requires
concerted efforts to boost the steadfast-
ness of Palestinians in the face of the viola-
tions of the Israeli occupation forces.

Boycotting the Israeli goods is grow-
ing across the globe, he added, stressing
that the need to buy Arab goods as a
base to build economy of the Arab
nation. He called for promoting commu-
nications among the Arab countries per-
taining to boycotting Israel until it stops
the exercises of extremism, expressing
his appreciation to the European boycott
of the Israeli goods. Representatives from
Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, Qatar, UAE, Iraq,
Lebanon, Sudan, Morocco, Palestine,
Oman, Yemen and others are participat-
ing in the meeting. — KUNA

Arab League calls for strategy
to help Libya counter terrorism
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KUWAIT: Every year the UK-based
Economist Intelligence Unit publishes
a list of the Most Livable Cities in the
World. Kuwait, sadly, has long ranked
low on the list. But in 2015, Kuwait
began to show a marked improve-
ment, moving up 2.5 points to rank at
number 83 out of 140 cities across the
globe. While not a stellar listing, it at
least shows a positive trend. 

This is remarkable and noteworthy
given the otherwise negative trend of
rising global instability. “Over the past
six months 38 cities of the 140 sur-
veyed have experienced changes in
scores. This rises to 53 cities, or 37% of
the total number surveyed, when look-
ing at changes over the past year. Of
these changes the majority have been
negative, 38 in the past 12 months,
reflecting a deterioration in stability in
many cities around the world,” notes
the EIU’s 2015 report. 

The EIU ranks cities based on an
index of factors that affect living condi-
tions including stability, healthcare,
culture and environment, education
and infrastructure. Within these cate-
gories, cities are indexed on issues like

prevalence of petty or violent crime,
threats of terror, military conflict or civil
unrest; availability of healthcare (both
public and private); weather, corrup-
tion, censorship, sports, social and reli-
gious restrictions, food and services,
availability and quality of education,
road network, public transport, avail-
ability of housing, quality of water and
telecommunications. 

Given that Kuwait faces challenges
in pretty much every category, it is no
surprise that the country continues to
rank far down on the list. 

Top five most livable cities:
1. Melbourne, Australia 
2. Vienna, Austria
3. Vancouver, British Columbia
4. Toronto, Canada
5. Adelaide, Australia
5. Calgary, Alberta

Least five livable:
136. Tripoli, Libya
137. Lagos, Nigeria
138. Port Moresby, Papua New
Guinea 
139. Dhaka, Bangladesh
140. Damascus, Syria

KUWAIT: VIVA, Kuwait’s fastest-growing and
most developed telecom operator, announced
that The VIVA Coded Academy (the first academy
dedicated to teaching software programming to
the entire GCC) in collaboration with StartupQ8,
a community for startups in Kuwait, hosted two
speakers from the startup world to talk about
some of the lessons and experiences they’ve
gons through, and talk about the startup they’re
currently working on. The two speakers were Ali
Abulhasan, co-founder of GoTap, a new payment
ecosystem for Kuwait, and Saleh Almusallam, co-
founder of Prodesign IT (the developers of
FanScan - an Instagram based app that has over
3 million downloads. 

Abdulrazzaq Bader Al-Essa, Director of
Corporate Communications at VIVA, said: “We are
honored to have hosted these two young
Kuwaitis, as their discussion gave the attendees
different perspectives on how they might run
their startup businesses in the future, as well as
strike the right balance between business and

technology.”  “The discussions and hosts at The
VIVA Coded Academy are aimed to create a
strong technology community, and showcase
the ventures created by young Kuwaiti entrepre-
neurs as it is part of VIVA’s mission to continu-
ously support such initiatives,” added Essa. 

Two topics
The two topics of discussion were mirrored

around how a technical founder deals with the
business side of a startup, and how a business
founder manages a technical project and a
development team where both speakers offered
valuable insights on their respective approach.

For Ali Abulhasan, he admitted having initial
trouble bridging the gap between himself and
his technical team. One of the ways he mitigated
that was by educating himself on some of the
fundamentals of software as related to his field
(payments) in which he already had previous
experience. As for Saleh Almusallam, he is a
technical founder, and has had experience

launching a few applications and websites. In his
talk, he discussed the importance of learning on
how to stay “lean”. He warned that the biggest
pitfall for a technical founder was not in disre-
garding the business side, but rather the need to
perfect a product before launching. 

After the talk, students got a chance to have
informal group discussions with the speakers, in
which they debated the right approach for a
startup founder. VIVA’s sponsorship of this pro-
gram stems from its belief in investing in the intel-
lectual capabilities of young men and women in
Kuwait. Supporting such initiatives is part of
VIVA’s relentless efforts to empower youth in
Kuwait with the tools they require to build their
dreams. More information on the course and on
‘The VIVA Coded Academy’ can be found on
www.joincoded.com and @JoinCoded on
Instagram. Any information can be found by visit-
ing any of VIVA’s 69 branches, authorized distribu-
tors, the company’s website at www.viva.com.kw
or contact its 24 hour call center at 102.

‘VIVA Coded Academy’ hosts Ali Abulhasan, Saleh Almusallam
In collaboration with StartupQ8

Kuwait rising on EIU
Livability index

A table showing Kuwait’s ranking among the top ten cities with the most
improved livability scores over five years. — The Economists Intelligence Unit

Ali Abulhasan during his discussion Saleh Almusallam during his discussion

Students at the VIVA Coded Academy
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Israel arrested Palestinian national Mohammad Allan not
long ago, then because of his delayed trial and for not
releasing him, and maybe for other reasons, Allan went on

a hunger strike 59 days ago. Out of fear that he may die,
prison authorities took him to Berzali hospital, in Asqalan, to
force-feed him, in a clear violation of international treaties.
Hospital Director Dr Heezi Levi refused to oblige and force
feed the prisoner of war while he was fully conscious, because
the law in Israel speaks about forcing the hunger striker to
receive treatment only if he loses consciousness. Meanwhile,
doctors’ organizations in Israel refused to force feed Allan,
even if he loses consciousness, stating that the ethics com-
mittee alone has the right to decide on the matter! The doc-
tors’ stand was strongly opposed by the security minister, but
the ‘Israeli-Jewish’ doctors did not care about his protests.

I am not concerned here with lauding the ‘civilized’ way
various authorities in Israel dealt with prisoner Mohammad
Allan and other prisoners, as this is a gone conclusion, and
the description of ‘civilized’ is relative compared with what
political prisoners face in Arab prisons, but I am more con-
cerned with the refusal and protest of the medical and
humanitarian bodies in Israel, only on the way on how to deal
with Allan!

And this is a stand we did not find one like it in Arab pris-
ons, but I am more concerned with the rejection and protest
of medical and humanitarian bodies in Israel, only on the way
on how to deal with Allan! And this is a stand we did not find
one like it in any Arab country or any Islamic medical organi-
zation, as if our world has forgotten or ignored all that is relat-
ed to Palestine and its people!

Yet, all people of our countries and all our medical organi-
zations and human rights organizations have kept silent, as
the silence of cemeteries and graves, towards what
Palestinian Mohammad Allan have faced, and towards all the
Arab and Muslim killings and displacements. 

But those people did not hesitate to show their anger and
go out in demonstrations, closing roads, burning tires and
flags if their sectarian symbols were insulted, or if one came
close to their religious signs, their sounds go so loud, “We will
not keep silent towards attacks on our religious symbols, and
we will behead everyone who says that our religion call for
violence!”

Yes, Israeli doctors and societies alone defended the right
of Mohammad Allan by refusing to force-feed him. Israel
alone has a law that allows its authorities to force-feed the
hunger striker, only if he loses consciousness. Israel alone has
those who care about our humanity, maybe more than us, so
what a shame. Israel alone has private organizations that can
tell the government ‘no’!

I am not, of course, in the field of lauding Israel’s systems,
rather to learn from them if we want to dream of being victo-
rious over it, to learn from it that the human being is the
essence and not nuclear power ownership and Najdi slippers. 

— Translated by Kuwait Times

Wish to be 
like them

Al-Qabas

By Ahmad Al-Sarraf

Al-JaridaKuwaiti ‘Casanova’ arrested  
Security cooperation between Capital and Mubarak Al-
Kabeer detectives resulted in closing the case of a citi-
zen who posed as several senior dignitaries in the soci-
ety and tricked some girls into believing he wants to
marry them, only to get their money. A security source
said that Capital and Mubarak Al-Kabeer detectives
received information that a citizen is conning girls by
making them believe he wants to marry them and
poses as a sheikh, businessman and high-ranking offi-
cer, among others, to get the girls’ attention and then
after taking large amounts of money, he disappears
and goes and looks for a new victim. A joint team was
formed to search for and arrest the suspect. Once
detectives found out that he was in Khairan, a warrant
was obtained, and detectives raided the place, but did
not find the wanted person. But the next day, they
were told where he was by an undercover source, so
detectives went there, but the man escaped and a
chase ensued from Yarmouk to Khaitan, until he was
finally arrested when he collided with a patrol. 

Viral photo
A policeman was arrested for taking a picture of a
Syrian man while detained in a police station then
posted it on social media. A security source said that
after the Syrian was arrested for posing as a detective
and then held in Farwaniya police station, a picture of
his came out on social media. A policeman admitted
that he took the picture, so he was arrested.

Armed robberies
A case concerning a KD 50 robbery of an Indian man
revealed the involvement of two juveniles in 13 armed
robberies after their arrest by Rabiya police. The victim
had told officers in a police patrol that he was robbed,
so police combed the area and were able to arrest the
two who confessed to committing 13 robberies. They
were sent to criminal detectives. —  Al-Rai

Crime
R e p o r t

Mobile robbery
gang busted

KUWAIT: Capital and Jahra detectives arrested a gang that
stole phones valued at KD 8,000 from a company in Sharq.
The thieves also had drugs on them and were sent to con-
cerned authorities. A security source said an Iranian man
who works in a Sharq company told detectives his store
was broken into and phones were stolen and gave police a
tape from the surveillance camera. The source added that
an undercover reached someone who offered him some
phones and found it has the same specifications like the
stolen ones, so an agreement was made and he was arrest-
ed red handed. A Saudi national who was with him was
also arrested. The two suspects had seven phones and
bags with substances thought to be drugs. The sources
added that investigations revealed that the citizen is one of
the thieves and said that two Saudis were with him and
gave their details, so they were arrested and the rest of the
phones were found in their Sulaibiya home. They were all
sent to concerned authorities.

‘Lieutenant’ arrested
An officer at the Interior Ministry and his bedoon (stateless)
friend are being questioned after the interior officer gave
the bedoon his lieutenant’s rank. A patrol in Jabriya asked
the bedoon for his ID and noticed his lieutenant rank
between his papers. When asked about it, he said his
friend, a citizen, who works at the Interior Ministry gave
him the rank as a gift. The bedoon’s car was searched and a
uniform was also found inside. The lieutenant said that he
gave him the rank, but does not know a thing about the
uniform, saying it does not belong to him.

Drug arrest 
Capital police arrested an ex-convict citizen with five
envelopes of heroin, along with narcotic pills and two
pieces of hashish. A police patrol in Doha stopped a person
who was roaming at night and he seemed worried, so he
was searched and the drugs were found. He was sent to
Drugs Control General Department (DCGD).

KUWAIT: The Manpower Public
Authority prepared a note recommend-
ing an extension for an amnesty given
to workers whose companies’ files were
suspended in order to legalize their sta-
tus. 

Kuwait had offered a 60-day
amnesty starting from June 1, 2015 for

at least 33,000, after the files of their
companies were suspended under
code 71 for violating regulations that
force employers to provide jobs for
workers they hire. The recent recom-
mendation calls for extending the
amnesty for another month, according
to a source in the authority. Separately,

sources revealed that the Ministry of
Health plans to add a leprosy test in the
medical checkup that expatriate labor
forces have to undergo before obtain-
ing a visa to come to Kuwait. The step
comes after the discovery of limited
leprosy cases among workers recently,
according to sources. — Al-Anbaa

Extension for suspended
companies’ workers mulled

Kuwait request renewing
Catholic Church contract

KUWAIT: The Foreign Ministry ’s Acting
Undersecretary Walid Al-Khubaizi asked Kuwait
Municipality to urgently complete procedures to
renew the leasing contract for the land where the
Catholic Church is in Kuwait City. Khubaizi’s request
comes amid preparations for His Highness the Prime
Minster Sheikh Jaber Al-Mubarak Al-Sabah’s visit to
the Vatican later this year, where he is set to meet
Pope Francis.  — Al-Rai

University students
join NBK Summer

Training Program 
KUWAIT: More than 200 students participated in
National Bank of Kuwait’s (NBK) Annual Summer
Training program for university students in Kuwait.
This summer, NBK also offered training sessions for
Kuwaiti students studying abroad.

NBK initiated the Summer Training Program for
university students as part of its commitment to
provide young Kuwaitis the opportunity to devel-
op their skills, gain valuable corporate experience

and learn firsthand about
banking.

“NBK is fully committed
to providing training and
career development pro-
grams as part of its corpo-
rate social responsibility,”
said Emad Al-Ablani, NBK
General Manager, Human
Resources Group. “We are
keen to utilize all  our
potential and expertise to
support a national work-

force.”  Ablani added: “More than 200 students par-
ticipated in NBK`s Summer Training program for
university students in Kuwait this year. We are
pleased to see the number of Kuwaiti students
willing to gain banking skills and benefit from the
opportunities provided annually by NBK during
summer season increasing year after year.” 

In addition to the Summer Training program for
university students, NBK regularly organizes the
Summer Internship Program for high school stu-
dents. The five hour daily sessions featured a mix-
ture of theoretical and practical training dedicated
to providing the interns with valuable knowledge
on a variety of subjects including team work, cre-
ative thinking, means of self expression and mod-
ern banking procedures, in addition to providing
interns with greater exposure to daily banking
practices and norms. 

Summer ends
August 23

KUWAIT: Kuwait’s summer this year is set to end on
August 23 this year astronomically, astronomer Khalid
Al-Jamaan said. The appearance of Canopus, the sec-
ond brightest star in the night-time sky, is the first sign
of the end of summer, Jamaan said, adding that the
star is expected to appear in Kuwait in the southern
horizon at dawn of September 4. — Al-Rai

Emad Al-Ablani

KUWAIT: Gulf Bank recently concluded
its platinum sponsorship of the 27th
Memorial Journey for Pearl Diving. The
journey, which ran from the 6th- 13th
August, is organized each year by the
Committee of the Marine Heritage of the
Kuwait Sea Sport Club, under the
Patronage of His Highness Sheikh Sabah
Al-Ahmed Al-Jaber Al-Sabah, Amir of
Kuwait. 

The closing day ceremony, also called
“Youm Al-Quffal” in Arabic, was attended
by Sheikh Salman Sabah Al-Salem Al-
Sabah, Minister of Information and Youth
Affairs, representing His Highness the
Amir, Retired Lieutenant General Fahad
Al-Fahad, the President of the Kuwait Sea
Sport Club, Tarek Al-Saleh, Assistant
General Manager- Investment Unit Head

at Gulf Bank, as well as a number of VIPs
and Ministry representatives  who took
the opportunity to welcome back and
honor the young Kuwaiti divers, as well
as the captains of the dhows for uphold-
ing and preserving the traditional legacy
of Kuwait. 

During the yearly memorial journey,
young participants are reminded of the
difficulties Kuwaiti sailors faced before oil
had been discovered, along with the tra-
ditions and values their ancestors devel-
oped during these times. 

Gulf Bank is fully committed to sup-
porting and developing the youth
through a wide variety of social activities
and events. For more details about these
initiatives, please visit the bank’s website
www.e-gulfbank.com. 

Gulf Bank welcomes home young
divers from pearl diving trip

Journey held under the slogan ‘Those are my children’
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Islamic State fighters urged to conquer Istanbul
IS Video urges Turks to join Islamic State

ISTANBUL: A fighter proclaiming allegiance to Islamic
State has appeared in a video urging fellow Turks to rebel
against “infidel” President Tayyip Erdogan and help con-
quer Istanbul, highlighting the threat the NATO member
faces as it battles the radical insurgents. Turkey has been in
a heightened state of alert since launching a “synchronized
war on terror” last month, which included air strikes
against Islamic State fighters in Syria and the opening of its
air bases to US-led coalition forces.

The moves marked a major policy shift by Ankara after
years of reluctance in taking a frontline role against the
Islamist fighters pressing on its borders. The steps followed
a suicide bombing, blamed on Islamic State, in the Turkish
border town of Suruc on July 20 which killed 34 people.
Speaking in accent-free Turkish, the Islamic State fighter, a
rifle propped against his body, accused Erdogan in the
video of “selling the country to crusaders” and of allowing
US access to Turkish bases “just to keep his post”.

“Turkish people: without losing any time you have to
rebel against these atheists, crusaders and infidels who
have made you slaves,” he said, as two other armed and
bearded men, their heads covered with turbans, sat silently
beside him. It also described Kurdish PKK militants in
Turkey, some of whom have joined the fight against Islamic
State in Syria, as “atheists” and warned that eastern Turkey
would fall into Kurdish hands unless Islamist fighters rose
up.

Reuters could not verify the authenticity of the video,
which made no specific threats of attacks. But the SITE
Intelligence Group, which tracks extremist activity,
described the recording as a call by a Turkish Islamic State
fighter for support from Muslims in Turkey. The video,
which was widely cited on social media and reported on by
mainstream Turkish media outlets, was entitled “A Message
to Turkey” and said to have been produced by the “Raqqa
state media office”, a reference to the Sunni hardline
group’s de facto capital in northern Syria.

“Altogether and under the orders of Abu Bakr al
Baghdadi ...  let’s conquer Istanbul, which the traitor
Erdogan works day and night to hand over to crusaders,”
the man said, referring to Islamic State’s leader. The video,
which emerged late on Monday, comes two months after
Islamic State launched a Turkish-language magazine with a
story entitled “The Conquest of Constantinople” on its cov-
er, urging a new Islamic conquest of Turkey’s biggest city
Istanbul.

Turkey exposed
The United States carried out its first manned air strikes

against Islamic State from Turkey’s southern Incirlik Air
Base last week and officials have said operations will be
ramped up once additional coalition forces arrive. Ankara
and Washington are working on plans to provide air cover
for Syrian rebels and jointly sweep Islamic State fighters
from a strip of land along the Turkish border in a bid to cut
off one of the group’s lifelines. Turkey has already carried
out three of its own air strikes in northern Syria after one of
its soldiers was killed in a cross-border firefight with Islamic
State, while authorities have tried to break up the group’s
networks in Turkey with a series of raids and mass arrests in
recent weeks.

Islamic State long used the porous Turkish border to
bring in foreign fighters and supplies and appeared not to
target Turkey in return. But security experts say the
jihadists will be re-evaluating that understanding as air
strikes from Turkish bases begin to take their toll. “Turkey is
a lot more exposed now, particularly as they can’t easily

RAMADI: Debris from damaged buildings are seen during clashes between Iraqi security forces, backed by Shiite and
Sunni pro-government fighters, and Islamic State group militants in the eastern suburbs of Ramadi, Anbar province. — AP 

back away from the commitment on (the United States)
using their bases,” one Western diplomat said. 

A senior Turkish government official said security forces
seized around 30 suicide vests in the first half of this year
that intelligence suggested were going to be used by
Islamic State militants in attacks on targets including police
stations. Following an online crackdown by Turkish author-
ities in which more than half a dozen Islamist news web
sites were blocked, at least one group that claimed alle-
giance to Islamic State had already warned of retaliation.

Islamic State has seized large parts of Syria and Iraq,
both of which border Turkey, declaring a caliphate within
the territory it rules. It has attracted thousands of foreign
fighters from around the world. The group’s strict interpre-
tation of Islam has also found thousands of supporters in
Turkey. Foreign Minister Mevlut Cavusoglu has said around
700 Turks have joined the group but Western diplomats say
the figure could be far higher. The 7-minute video, shot in
what appeared to be a semi-desert location, included
archive footage of Erdogan at a press conference with US
President Barack Obama and greeting Saudi King Salman.
Speaking over the footage, the fighter accused Erdogan of
being an ally to “Americans, Jews, Crusaders, and infidel
agents of the al Saud family”.—Reuters

Trump still tops 
Republican field

WASHINGTON: Bombastic real-estate mogul Donald
Trump has extended his lead in the 2016 Republican nomi-
nation race, beating establishment candidates and anti-
Washington renegades alike as he topped a new poll
released yesterday. Trump, who has taken America’s politi-
cal world by storm ever since announcing his White House
campaign in June, leads with 24 percent support, well
ahead of second-place Jeb Bush with 13 percent, according
to a new national CNN/ORC poll. 

Despite a broad field of 17 Republican candidates,
Trump’s backing is five points higher than in the same poll
three weeks ago, prior to the party’s much-watched first
major debate earlier this month. Retired neurosurgeon Ben
Carson is third, with nine percent, Wisconsin Governor
Scott Walker and Senator Marco Rubio of Florida are tied at
fourth with eight percent, and Kentucky’s Senator Rand
Paul is in sixth place with six percent.

The poll is the latest of several surveys showing the
world’s most famous landlord is ruling the roost in his par-
ty’s presidential race. It also shows respondents trusting
him over all other Republican candidates when it comes to
handling the economy, immigration, social issues like abor-
tion, and battling Islamic State extremists. But the survey
also points to a potential Achilles heel: when asked
whether Republican chances for winning the White House
would be better with or without The Donald as the nomi-
nee, 38 percent said better with him, but 58 percent said
better without. He was underwater in favorability as well-
whether a voter’s overall feeling toward a candidate is posi-
tive or negative.

Trump polled 36 percent favorable to 59 percent unfa-
vorable, figures which were very similar to those of Bush,
the former Florida governor and the son and brother of
two presidents. Among the major candidates, former
Hewlett-Packard chief executive Carly Fiorina-in eighth
spot with five percent support-received one of the best
favorability rankings, at 27-19. But in a sign that it is still
very early in the presidential race, with more than five
months before the first votes in the primary process are
cast and nearly 15 months before election day, a whopping
43 percent of respondents said they had never heard of
Fiorina.— AFP 
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BEIRUT: The UN Security Council has backed a new push
for peace talks in Syria, in a step unanimously adopted by
Damascus ally Russia and the world body’s 14 other mem-
ber states. Monday’s vote was the first time in two years-
since a deal to eliminate Syria’s chemical weapons-that
the international community agreed a political statement
on the country’s brutal conflict which broke out in mid-
2011. Many initiatives have tried at the international level
to seek peace in Syria, all of which have failed. No planned
ceasefire has led warring factions to lay down their arms:

Arab initiatives 
November 2, 2011: The Arab League announces an

accord with Syria on a plan under which violence would
stop, prisoners be freed, the army pull out of towns and
cities and Arab observers and the press would be allowed
freedom of movement. None of the clauses are respected
and the League within weeks suspends Syria’s member-
ship and adopts unprecedented sanctions against a
member state. The United States and the European Union

had already imposed sanctions on Syria in April, which
have since been strengthened.

January 22, 2012: A new initiative by Arab foreign
ministers calls for the transfer of power from President
Bashar Al-Assad to his deputy. On January 24, the regime
shuts the door on any Arab solution and says it is deter-
mined to stamp out the popular revolt.

Friends of Syria 
February 24, 2012: First meeting of the “Friends of

Syria” group, a diplomatic initiative by countries backing
Syria’s opposition, boycotted by Moscow and Beijing. The
group, which includes the United States, France and
Britain, organizes several meetings in different cities.

Annan plan 
April 12, 2012: A ceasefire, proposed under a plan

drawn up by UN-Arab League peace envoy Kofi Annan,
comes into force but is shattered within hours. On April
14 and 21, two Security Council resolutions authorize the

deployment of 30, then 300 observers. But on June 16
the head of the UN observers announces the suspension
of the mission because of an intensification of violence.

Geneva I 
June 30, 2012: In Geneva, the Syria Action Group

involving the United States, China, Russia, France and
Britain, along with Turkey and the Arab countries, agree
on the principles of a Syrian transition, before differences
emerge on their interpretation. Washington believes the
accord clears the way to a post-Assad era, while Moscow
and Beijing say it is up to Syrians to decide on their
future. The accord is never applied.

US-Russian deal 
September 14, 2013: The United States and Russia

reach an accord in Geneva on dismantling Syria’s chemi-
cal weapons arsenal, ending the prospect of US air strikes
brandished after a chemical attack blamed on the
regime. The Organization for the Prohibition of Chemical

Weapons (OPCW) says that chlorine gas has since been
“systematically” used in the conflict.

Geneva II
January 22-31, 2014: Negotiations launched in

Switzerland under the framework of a “Geneva II” conference
between the opposition and the regime. The talks are initiat-
ed under pressure from the United States, ally of the opposi-
tion, and Russia, which backs the regime. The talks wind up
without concrete results. On February 15, UN mediator
Lakhdar Brahimi, who has replaced Annan, winds up the
deadlocked negotiations in Geneva. On May 13, Brahimi
resigns after more than 20 months of fruitless efforts.

4th Russian-Chinese veto 
On May 22, 2014, Russia and China veto a draft French UN

resolution under which the organisation would go to the
International Criminal Court in The Hague over crimes com-
mitted by the regime and rebels. It is the fourth time that
these two countries have blocked Western resolutions since
the beginning of the conflict. — AFP 

Diplomatic efforts to halt Syrian war

BAGHDAD: Iraq’s former Prime Minister Nuri Al-
Maliki yesterday denounced as worthless a par-
liamentary report which blamed him and others
for the fall of Mosul to Islamic State last year and
which called for them to be referred to the judi-
ciary. “There is no value to the results that came
out of the parliamentary investigation commit-
tee”, Maliki said on Facebook in his first public
comments since the report was released on
Sunday and referred to the public prosecutor on
Monday.

Maliki, who has been in Iran since Friday
according to his website, said political differ-
ences in the panel compromised its objectivity.
By seeking to provide accountability for the loss
of majority Sunni Mosul, the report could help
restore confidence in the Shiite-led government,
especially among Sunni Muslims marginalized
by Maliki’s divisive politics. It coincided with a
campaign by Prime Minister Haider Al-Abadi to
reduce Iraq’s patronage system, another move
which could help rebuild a security apparatus
riven with graft and mismanagement, but also
risks further splits.

Abadi sacked a third of his cabinet on
Sunday. Yesterday he ordered the positions of
advisers hired as contractors in ministries to be
eliminated and limited the number of advisers
for himself, the president, and the parliamentary
speaker to five each. 

The reforms follow weeks of street protests in
Baghdad and southern cities demanding better
government services and a call by leading Shiite
Muslim cleric Grand Ayatollah Ali Al-Sistani to
“strike with an iron fist” against corruption. They
are the biggest move yet by Abadi to strengthen
his hand, even as nearly a third of Iraq’s territory
has fallen to Islamic State and the central gov-
ernment faces a financial crisis from the collaps-
ing price of its oil exports.

Maliki blames Turkey, Kurds
The parliamentary report alleged that Maliki had

an inaccurate picture of the threat to Mosul because
he chose commanders who engaged in corruption
and failed to hold them accountable. Maliki, who
had previously accused unnamed countries, com-
manders and rival politicians of plotting the city’s
fall, yesterday blamed Turkish and Iraqi Kurdish lead-
ers. “What happened in Mosul was a conspiracy
planned in Ankara, then the conspiracy moved to
Erbil,” he said in a second Facebook post, referring to
the capitals of neighboring Turkey and the Kurdistan
Regional Government (KRG), a semi-autonomous
region in northern Iraq whose forces have taken a
leading role in battling Islamic State.

The report criticized the Turkish consul in
Nineveh, of which Mosul is the capital, for alleged
links to Islamic State, and Kurdish peshmerga
fighters accused of confiscating weapons and
ammunition abandoned by the military. The con-
sul was seized after Mosul’s fall but released three

months later following negotiations. Turkish offi-
cials from Prime Minister Ahmet Davutoglu down
have repeatedly and categorically denied sup-
porting radical Islamist groups including Islamic
State. KRG Spokesman Safeen Dizayee said Erbil
respected the panel’s findings and accused Maliki
of trying to shift blame away from himself. The
Kurds have said Barzani warned Baghdad that
Mosul was in danger shortly before its fall but
Maliki refused their assistance.

The army’s collapse in Mosul left the Baghdad
government dependent on Shiite militias, many
funded and assisted by neighboring Iran, to defend
the capital from the radical Islamist insurgents and
recapture lost ground. The militias’ participation in
Baghdad’s ongoing efforts to retake western Anbar
province - Iraq’s Sunni heartland - from Islamic State
could further inflame sectarian tensions there. It was
not clear whether or when Maliki would return from
Iran, which supported him for much of his eight divi-
sive years as premier, but backed Abadi last summer
after the fall of Mosul, Iraq’s second city, exposed the
weakness of the system left by the 2003-2011 US
occupation.

Maliki’s vice president position was cancelled
last week in the first wave of Abadi’s reforms. On
Sunday, Abadi sacked a third of his cabinet, reduc-
ing the number of ministers to 22 by eliminating
positions or combining some ministries with oth-
ers. Following the first meeting of the downsized
cabinet, Abadi said the cuts were aimed at reduc-
ing flab but were not targeted at a specific bloc or
person. “It does not mean the people whose posi-
tions were cancelled are accused of corruption”, a
statement from his office said. Along with eliminat-
ing Iraq’s three vice president positions, Abadi has
cut politicians’ security details and other perks,
encouraged corruption investigations and given
himself the power to fire provincial governors and
regional officials. — Reuters

Iraqi former PM rejects 

blame for fall of Mosul

Turkey denies supporting radical Islamist groups

Former Iraqi Prime Minister Nuri Al-Maliki

SANAA: Warplanes from a Saudi-led coalition hit the
Houthi-controlled Red Sea port of Hodeida yester-
day, destroying cranes and warehouses in the main
entry point for aid supplies to Yemen’s  north. Rival
factions also battled further south overnight in
Yemen’s third city, Taiz, Arab television stations
reported, as local militias opposed to the Houthis
attempted to consolidate recent advances on it. The
human rights group Amnesty International mean-
while said the Saudi-led air campaign had left a
“bloody trail of civilian death” which could amount to
war crimes. An Amnesty report said it had investigat-
ed eight coalition air strikes in Yemen that killed 141
civilians, including children.

Evidence revealed a pattern of strikes against
populated areas, in most of which no military target
could be located nearby, it said. Coalition officials
could not immediately be reached for comment on
the Amnesty report but has previously denied tar-
geting civilians. Amnesty also said it had investigated
30 attacks in Aden and Taiz by the Houthis that killed
68 civilians and also may amount to war crimes. The

Iranian-allied Houthis seized Yemen’s capital Sanaa
last September in what they called a revolution
against a corrupt government, then took over much
of the country.

The Saudi-backed President Abd-Rabbu Mansour
Hadi fled to the southern port of Aden, then
escaped to Riyadh in March. Gulf Arab countries led
by Saudi Arabia intervened in the conflict to push
back what they see as spreading Iranian influence in
their backyard. Loyalist forces, backed by Gulf Arab
planes, weapons and training, have been on the
offensive since breaking out of Aden last month,
claiming a string of gains against the Houthis. The
war has killed more than 4,300 people, many of
them civilians, and spread disease and hunger in
one of the Arab world’s poorest states. Hodeida,
lying about 150 km due west of Sanaa, has become
a focal point of Yemen’s humanitarian crisis, which
the International Committee of the Red Cross said
last week was critical. 

Officials said the latest raids destroyed the port’s
four cranes and also hit warehouses, bringing work to a

halt. There was no information on what was in the
warehouses. Aid groups have previously complained
that a coalition naval blockade has stopped relief sup-
plies entering Yemen. The coalition, in which the United
Arab Emirates also plays a big military role, has accused
the Houthis of commandeering aid shipments for war
use. Anti-Houthi groups have pushed the northern mili-
tia out of some southern provinces since late July, but
while that has allowed aid to reach Aden in the south,
the humanitarian crisis elsewhere remains critical.

Besides advancing from the south, coalition-
backed forces are also fighting the Houthis and Saleh’s
troops on a second front around Marib, northeast of
Sanaa. As well as retaining a foothold in Taiz, the
Houthis and allied army units loyal to former president
Ali Abdullah Saleh control the northern highlands and
Red Sea coastal plain as far south as Ibb, where coali-
tion-backed forces advanced last week. Ibb is about 50
km (30 miles) north of Taiz and 200 km southeast of
Hodeida. Saudi Arabia fears a victory for the Houthis
would be used by its main regional foe Iran to encircle
Gulf states and undermine their security. — Reuters

Saudi-led warplanes wreak 

havoc on aid port Hodeida

SANAA: Yemeni people stand in a line to buy a canister of gas as they wait for hours at a street in Sanaa yesterday. The Saudi-imposed blockade
has created severe shortages of gas, petrol and other goods, causing prices to skyrocket. — AP 

RIZE: Photo shows a partrigde standing on Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan’s
head as he releases birds during the opening of a mosque in the Black Sea Province
of Rize. — AFP 

ANKARA: Turkish President Recep Tayyip
Erdogan appeared a shadow of his former self
after his party suffered major losses in June
elections - embattled and no longer in control
of his political fate. His once-dominant move-
ment was forced into the humiliating position
of seeking a coalition with opposition parties
intent on reining him in. Two months on, the
shrewd politician seems to be back in the sad-
dle. The coalition-building he reportedly
opposed has collapsed, and Turkey is now
edging closer toward the repeat elections that
he has been angling for.

Erdogan appears to be betting that a new
ballot could revive the fortunes of the Islamic-
rooted party, which he founded and led for
more than a decade. That would put him back
on course to reshape Turkey’s democracy, giv-
ing the largely ceremonial presidency sweep-
ing powers that would allow it wield control
over government affairs. Last week, he claimed
that since he was elected by popular vote
instead of by Parliament, Turkey now had a “de
facto” new system with a more powerful presi-
dent, and a new constitution was needed to
reflect the change. 

PKK and IS
Erdogan has already been overstepping the

bounds of his symbolic role, and is believed to
be calling the shots on most matters of state,
including Turkey’s fight against terror. But new
elections at a time of escalating violence
between Turkey’s security forces and Kurdish
rebels - and amid Turkey’s deeper involvement
in the US-led campaign against Islamic State
extremists - could backfire. In recent weeks,
dozens have been killed in renewed clashes
between Turkey’s military and the rebels of the
Kurdistan Workers’ Party, or PKK. 

Turkish jets have conducted air raids on IS tar-
gets in Syria and Kurdish rebel positions in north-
ern Iraq, while US jets last week launched their
first airstrikes against IS targets in Syria from the
key Turkish base at Incirlik, close to the border
with Syria. The truth is Erdogan is already calling
the shots, including on military affairs, behind
the scenes.  “Erdogan is back in the driver’s seat,”

said Svante Cornell, Director of the Central Asia-
Caucasus Institute. “But the car’s wheels are
falling - and the car is breaking down.”

The ruling Justice and Development Party,
or AKP, came first in the June 7 elections, but
fell short of a majority for the first time since it
came to power in 2002. A coalition govern-
ment would have limited Erdogan’s ability to
steer the government from behind the scenes.
After weeks of stalling, Prime Minister Ahmet
Davutoglu, a former foreign minister and
Erdogan adviser, embarked on talks with
Turkey’s pro-secular party leader, Kemal
Kilicdarogu, to seek a common ground for pos-
sible with coalition. The power-sharing talks
failed on Thursday, days after Kilicdaroglu
accused Erdogan of obstructing the coalition
efforts - a view shared by many.  

Aug 23 deadline
Erdogan denied he stood in the way of the

coalition efforts. Davutoglu held a failed last-
ditch coalition meeting with the leader of
Turkey’s nationalist party just days before the
Aug 23 deadline for the formation of a govern-
ment runs out - leaving Turkey with little
option but to hold new elections, probably in
November. 

Erdogan is apparently betting that this time
around the party could reverse its losses, with
many voters who deserted the party returning
to avoid the prospect of another uncertain
coalition.  Opponents have accused Erdogan
of launching the military operations against
the PKK in a bid to win nationalists’ support
and discredit a pro-Kurdish party, whose gains
in the June elections deprived the AKP of its
majority. 

Last week, Erdogan cited the violence -
which has wrecked a nearly three-year old
peace process - in stressing the need for a
strong government.  The government rejects
any political motivation behind the military
strikes, insisting that the operations were
launched in response to a series of PKK attacks
on police and the military.  “The gamble is that
the people will go back to the safe embrace of
the AKP,” said Cornell. —AP

Turkey’s Erdogan takes 

gamble with new polls

ADDIS ABABA: South Sudan President
Salva Kiir has won a 15-day reprieve from
international sanctions despite refusing to
sign a peace deal, but ending the famine-
threatened country’s civil war could still
be far off, experts warn. Diplomats had
said failure to sign a peace deal by
Monday could trigger “serious conse-
quences” including possible targeted
sanctions and an arms embargo, but Kiir
still faces a tough challenge to convince
hardliners at home of the need to strike an
agreement.

Luka Biong Deng, a former govern-
ment minister now running a peace
centre at Juba university, has warned of
the need to “allay the fears of those who
may see themselves as losers in the
peace deal.” 

While rebel chief Riek Machar signed a
deal late Monday, Kiir only initialed parts
of the document, diplomats said, with

mediators saying he would return at the
beginning of September to “finalize” a
deal. Yesterday, as Kiir returned to Juba,
Information Minister Michael Makuei
slammed the deal as a “sellout”, and said
the government would discuss the deal
with the people. 

“We strongly believe that this docu-
ment cannot save the people of South
Sudan,” Makuei said. Key issues of dis-
agreement are understood to include
details of a power-sharing proposal
between the government and rebels,
which could see Machar return as vice-
president. Issues of demilitarization of
major cities-especially the capital Juba as
well as the presence of Ugandan troops
who are backing Kiir, are also sticking
points. “For some, it is not clear yet if the
cost of not signing is higher than the cost
of signing,” an analyst close to the talks
said. —AFP

‘No peace’ but S Sudan’s Kiir

dodges sanctions for now
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IOWA: Democratic presidential candidate Hillary Clinton waves to fairgoers while campaigning at the Iowa State Fair in Des Moines. — AFP 

STOCKTON: A new report says the 600
shots police fired at the chaotic end to a
California bank robbery that left a
hostage dead were excessive and unnec-
essary, with some officers only firing
their weapons because other officers
were shooting. The report released
Monday by the nonprofit Police
Foundation also found some Stockton
police officers opened fire with their col-
leagues standing right in front of them.
The report said a lack of planning was
partly to blame for the unnecessary
shooting. “In reviewing dispatch tapes
and in response to interviews, the review
team determined there was no planned
response for when the suspect vehicle
stopped,” the report concluded. “This
lack of planning, along with the number
of officers involved, created a level of
chaos that was difficult to manage and
overcome.”

The July 2014 shootout left two of the
suspects and a hostage, Misty Holt-
Singh, dead. Police have said Holt-Singh,
41, was struck by 10 of the bullets offi-
cers fired as she was used as a human
shield by the sole surviving suspect,
Jaime Ramos. Ramos has been charged
with three counts of murder in addition
to robbery, kidnapping, carjacking and
gang counts. He has pleaded not guilty.
Stockton police had requested the
review by the Police Foundation. Police
Chief Eric Jones said in a statement the
department intends to learn everything
it can from the report and use it to
improve. “There are elements of this

report that are tough for us to read,” he
said. “But it’s important that we be as
brave in reviewing this incident as our
officers were in responding to it.”

Joe Marchelewski, a spokesman for
the law firm representing Holt-Singh’s
family, said the firm had no immediate
comment on the report. It has scheduled
a news conference with Holt-Singh’s hus-
band, Paul, on Tuesday for a discussion
of the Police Foundation report and the
Singh family filing a lawsuit. The family’s
attorney, Gregory Bentley, has said
police should not have fired on the rob-
bers as long as Holt-Singh was exposed
to danger. Police Foundation President
Jim Bueermann praised Stockton police
as heroes in a foreword to Monday’s
report, saying no police agency in the
country had ever dealt with a similar sit-
uation.

The three suspects, armed with hand-
guns and an AK-47, robbed a Bank of the
West branch on July 16 and took three
women hostage before fleeing in a bank
employee’s SUV. Holt-Singh, one of those
hostages, had gone to the bank with her
12-year-old daughter, who sent a text
message to her father, according to the
report. “Leave work. Bank got robbed.
They took mom,” the message read. The
suspects then led police on an hour-long
pursuit and gun battle during which
they fired about 100 shots from the AK-
47 and shot up more than a dozen police
vehicles. Officers texted loved ones dur-
ing the pursuit, some fearing they might
not survive, according to the report.—AP 

Clinton server’s probe could find ‘more than just emails’
Machine in protective custody amid concerns

WASHINGTON: Now that federal investigators
have Hillary Rodham Clinton’s homebrew email
server, they could examine files on her machine
that would be more revelatory than the emails
themselves. Clinton last week handed over to the
FBI her private server, which she used to send,
receive and store emails during her four years
while secretary of state. The bureau is holding the
machine in protective custody after the intelli-
gence community’s inspector general raised con-
cerns that classified information had traversed the
system. 

Questions about her use of the server have
shadowed her campaign for the Democratic presi-
dential nomination. Clinton again this weekend
repeated a carefully constructed defense of her
actions, in that she did not send or receive emails
marked classified at the time. But her emails show
some messages she wrote were censored by the
State Department for national security reasons
before they were publicly released. 

The government blacked out those messages
under a provision of the Freedom of Information
Act intended to protect material that had been
deemed and properly classified for purposes of
national defense or foreign policy. What hasn’t
been released: data that could show how secure
her system was, whether someone tried to break
in, and who else had accounts on her system. A
lawyer for Platte River Networks, a Colorado-based

technology services company that began manag-
ing the Clinton server in 2013, said the server was
provided to the FBI last week. Indeed, many physi-
cal details of the server remain unknown, such as
whether its data was backed up. In March, The
Associated Press discovered that her server traced
back to an Internet connection at her home in
Chappaqua, New York. A computer server isn’t a
marvel of modern technology. Just like a home
desktop, the computer’s data is stored on a hard
drive. It’s unclear whether the drive that Clinton
used was thoroughly erased before the device was
turned over to federal agents.

Precise term ‘wiped’
If it had been, it’s also uncertain whether the FBI

could recover the data. Clinton’s lawyer has used a
precise term, “wiped,” to describe the deleted
emails, but it was not immediately clear whether
the server had been wiped. Such a process over-
writes deleted content to make it harder or impos-
sible to recover. An FBI spokesman declined to
comment. Investigators who examine her server
might find all sorts of information - how it was con-
figured, whether it received necessary security
updates to fix vulnerabilities in software, or
whether anyone tried to access it without permis-
sion. Running a server is akin to her messages
being stored inside an office file cabinet. But while
a file cabinet only yields the documents stored

inside, a server can also offer information about
the use of that data over time: Who had access to
the filing cabinet? Did anyone try to pick the lock?
Did the owner attempt to alter the files in any way?
And who was given keys to the building in the first
place? Since her server was first installed in 2009, it
most likely used a traditional hard disk-based
device rather than a newer solid state unit that
only has become commonly used in the last two or
three years, said computer scientist Darren Hayes.
Solid state drives, until recently, were much more
expensive than their counterparts for storing lots
of data.

Difficult to manipulate
Forensics experts would then have an easier

time retrieving erased data because such older,
disk-based servers are not as efficient in deleting
material, said Hayes, assistant professor and direc-
tor of cybersecurity at Pace University’s School of
Computer Science and Information Systems in
New York. “A hard disk drive is very difficult to
manipulate,” he said. “Once you get your hands on
a hard drive, there’s a lot you can recover.” Even
after files are marked for deletion on a disk, Hayes
said, their contents remain on the drive and can be
retrieved. Even if the full file is gone, fragments can
be pulled off the drive. Sometimes a complete
email file even can be found inside other files
marked for deletion.— AP 

Officers ‘fired too much’ 
during California robbery

WASHINGTON: Chelan County Public Utility District workers stand next to a burned structure along State Route
Alt 97 highway, outside of Chelan, Wash. Big wildfires threatened the Lake Chelan resort region of central
Washington after driving away tourists, destroying a warehouse filled with nearly 2 million pounds of apples and
forcing thousands of residents to flee. —AP 

SPOKANE: Big wildfires threatened
the Lake Chelan resort region of cen-
tral Washington on Monday after driv-
ing away tourists, destroying a ware-
house filled with nearly 2 million
pounds of apples and forcing thou-
sands of residents to flee. The several
large fires burning near the town of
Chelan have scorched more than 155
square miles and destroyed an esti-
mated 75 homes and businesses
Friday and Saturday, officials said.
Scores of homes remain threatened,
and mandatory evacuation orders
remained in effect for more than 2,900
people in the Chelan area.

The Chelan fires were just some of
the many destructive blazes burning
throughout the Northwest. In north-
ern Idaho, more than 40 homes were
lost near the town of Kamiah, and in
Oregon a lightning-sparked blaze on
the Malheur National Forest has grown
to more than 60 square miles and has
destroyed at least 26 homes. So many
fires are burning across the West that
the National Interagency Fire Center
announced Monday that 200 active-
duty military troops were being called
in to help. They will be sent to a fire on
Aug 23.

Structure protection
A wildfire on California’s Central

Coast saw new life Monday as winds
pushed it across containment lines,
forcing several hundred people from

their homes, state fire officials said.
The wildfire burning north of San Luis
Obispo was one of the few blazes in
the state that was growing amid a
cooling trend expected to continue.
The blazes near Chelan, about 180
miles east of Seattle, are burning
through grass, brush and timber, fire
spokeswoman Janet Pearce said. The
uncontained fires were being battled
by more than 900 firefighters, she said.

“Today our focus is on structure
protection,” she said Monday.  Air
tankers established lines to keep the
flames from reaching downtown
Chelan, fire officials said. The flames
come in the midst of the summer
tourist season in the scenic town locat-
ed along Lake Chelan in the Cascade
Range. But lots of tourists left Chelan
after the fires broke out on Friday, said
Mike Steele, director of the Lake
Chelan Chamber of Commerce. It’s too
early to determine the economic
impact, but Steele said it would be sig-
nificant. “We’re working hard to get
our feet back on the ground,” Steele
said, noting that many of the people
who would serve tourists have either
had to leave or lost homes.  “We’ll be
welcoming visitors back here very
shortly,” Steele said. “That’s our goal.”
The fires also threaten apple orchards
and packing warehouses in the heart
of the state’s apple belt during what
has been a summer of drought in the
Northwest. Chelan Fruit lost one of its

major fruit-packing warehouses in
Chelan to wildfire on Friday. The ware-
house contained 1.8 million pounds of
apples and employed about 800 peo-
ple, said Mac Riggan, director of mar-
keting for the company.

The employees are being sent to
Chelan Fruit’s other facilities in the
region, Riggan said. “Our other plant in
Chelan is fully operational,” he said.
Washington is by far the nation’s
largest apple producer, and the indus-
try produced more than 140 million
cartons of apples last year, of which
perhaps 6 million remain in warehous-
es, Riggan said. “It’s not a major loss to
the industry,” Riggan said. “It is to us.”
Washington farmers grossed about $2
billion from the apple crop last year,
and late-season apples tend to sell at a
discount as buyers are waiting for new
fruit, he said.  

Air quality
The air was clouded with smoke in

Spokane, about 150 miles east of the
Chelan fire, on Monday. Air quality was
expected to remain in the “unhealthy
for sensitive groups” range for at least
the next couple of days because of the
Chelan fire and other fires, according
to the Spokane Regional Health
District, which serves the metropolitan
area of nearly 500,000 people.  “Smoke
from wildfires is especially harmful for
those with health conditions like asth-
ma. —AP

Huge wildfire threatens
Washington resort town 

WASHINGTON: A man known for dressing up
in a Batman superhero costume to cheer up
sick children in hospital was struck and killed
on a US highway after his “Batmobile” broke
down, reports said. Lenny Robinson, 51, had
got out of his Lamborghini, customized to
resemble the Caped Crusader’s “Batmobile”,
on an unlit stretch of highway in Maryland
Sunday night to check the engine when it
was struck by another vehicle, slamming the
car into him. He died at the scene, The
Washington Post said. Robinson, who lived in
Maryland and was a father of three boys,
worked in the cleaning business before buy-
ing an elaborate Batman costume and car,

The Post reported. He spent his free time
striding into hospitals across the state, north-
west of Washington, visiting sick children,
handing out gifts and signing autographs as
“Batman”.

Robinson spent hundreds of thousands of
dollars on his superhero-themed car and it
took him 45 minutes to put on the outfit and
makeup, The Post reported. He became an
Internet sensation in 2012 after police
footage of him being pulled over in full cos-
tume for his Batman license plates went viral.
Asked why children so loved his character, he
said, “Batman is the only superhero that does-
n’t have superpowers.—AFP 

US ‘Batman’ killed



SIMFEROPOL: A couple walks past a graffito depicting Russia’s President Vladimir
Putin in the Crimean city of Simferopol yesterday. — AFP
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MOSCOW: The powerful president of Russia’s state-
owned railway company, Vladimir Yakunin, confirmed
late Monday that he would step down next month after a
decade in the top post and expects to become a senator.
Yakunin, 67, is a long-time confidant of President Vladimir
Putin and on the United States sanctions list over the
Ukraine crisis. He has headed Russian Railways, or RZD,
since 2005. Known for his Orthodox Christian beliefs, he
is set to become a senator in the upper house of parlia-
ment representing Russia’s westernmost region of
Kaliningrad.

The upper house is seen largely as a rubber-stamp
body for laws backed by the Kremlin. Yakunin told RIA
Novosti state news agency that he expected to quit his
post after a governor is elected in the Kaliningrad region
at a September poll and then appoints new senators. “I
plan to leave the company after the elections are fin-

ished,” Yakunin said. The Vedomosti business newspaper
wrote yesterday that Yakunin is considered “one of the
functionaries closest to Putin.” Yakunin has known Putin
since the early 1990s and was one of the co-founders of
the so-called Ozero (Lake) Dacha, an influential group of
luxury real estate owners close to Putin.

This link was cited by the US Treasury as it slapped
sanctions on Yakunin and others seen as close to Putin in
March last year. Yakunin’s job change represents one of
the biggest shifts by a close Putin ally since the start of
the Ukraine crisis. Such a shakeup within Putin’s inner cir-
cle would not happen without his consent, political ana-
lyst and former Kremlin advisor Gleb Pavlovsky told
Vedomosti. Yakunin-believed to have served as a Soviet
intelligence officer-has brushed off the US sanctions say-
ing they were “like mosquitos in Siberia. They bother you
but everyone gets on with life just the same.”

Alleged wealth  
Opposition leader and anti-corruption campaigner

Alexei Navalny in 2013 published a detailed report accusing
Yakunin of possessing vast undeclared property and busi-
ness assets, which he denied. Yakunin, unlike most top
Russian officials, declined to publish his annual income
declarations, saying it was “unseemly” to talk about one’s
pay.  He told Russian Forbes magazine in May that his
monthly pay was up to 5.5 million rubles ($83,000). Under
Yakunin, Russian Railways has privatized some of its func-
tions and introduced high-speed trains on flagship routes
but has struggled to expand lucrative freight traffic. 

This year it received subsidies of 30 billion rubles ($458
million at the current exchange rate) while last year it made
a loss of 99.3 billion rubles. Russia’s sprawling railway net-
work fully connects the country from Kaliningrad in the
west to Vladivostok in the far east. For passengers, trains are

punctual if often shabby. Under Yakunin, Russian Railways
has privatized some of its functions and introduced high-
speed trains on flagship routes but has struggled to expand
lucrative freight traffic.  

Yakunin was not able to adapt to the harsh period of
economic crisis, Konstantin Kalachev of the Moscow-based
Political Expert Group think tank told Rosbalt news agency.
“Such a leader, when it was just a question of assimilating
huge budgetary funds was appropriate in the ‘fat years’ but
now a lot of projects are being frozen,” Kalachev said. An
engineer by training, Yakunin served as a diplomat to the
United Nations in the late Soviet era. Under Putin, he served
as deputy transport and railways minister. He heads a foun-
dation that espouses traditional Orthodox family values
and brings holy relics for believers to worship in Russia. He
has made a number of anti-Western statements in articles
and lectures. — AFP 

Putin’s sanctioned ally quits as head of Russian railways

BODRUM: Duaa, a 22-year-old Syrian refugee and
mother of two, is nervously counting down the
hours in the Turkish resort city of Bodrum, hoping
this will be the night her family’s life will finally take
a turn for the better. She says her husband paid
people-smugglers $1,200 (1,000 euros) for each
member of the family to squeeze into an inflatable
dinghy for the short but perilous passage from the
Turkish coast across the Aegean to the Greek island
of Kos and-maybe-to a new life in the EU.

“My husband is now talking with the man (the
smuggler). We paid him $1,200 each,” she said, wait-
ing in the garden of the town’s municipality with
her family. “We are scared if he takes the money and
just disappears. We don’t know. Tonight at 11:00 pm
we go with him.” Migrants escaping Syria,
Afghanistan, Africa and elsewhere are taking advan-
tage of the calm summer conditions to make daily
attempts to cross the Aegean between the Bodrum
peninsula and Kos, one of the narrowest waterways
between Turkey and the European Union. Far from
striking out independently, they rely on the services
of people smugglers who coordinate the enterprise,
including taxi transport to the embarkation point.

Inflatable boats are ordered by the traffickers
from the Turkish cities of Istanbul or Izmir and then
delivered to the bus station. Hasan, 16, who learnt
Turkish in a camp from Syrian refugees on the bor-
der, said would-be migrants make contact with the
people smugglers in southeast Turkey before mak-
ing their way to the upmarket holiday resort of
Bodrum. “The smuggler gave us the news. He tells
us to wait. We don’t know when to leave,” he said,
frustrated. Without money for a hotel, Hasan has

been sleeping rough in a playground for children
along with some 100 other refugees. “Hotels are
very expensive. I am staying here for a week. We eat
only yoghurt and bread.”

‘Pledges of a better life’
With the Turkish security forces stepping up

their presence on the Bodrum coast, there is no
guarantee that the refugees’ faith or investment in
the smugglers will be repaid. “Today we caught one
Iranian organizer red handed,” one member of the
Turkish gendarmerie told AFP at the scene, saying
the smugglers come from countries such as Iran,
Pakistan, Syria, Turkey, and even Ivory Coast. He said
if convicted, the traffickers face up to eight years in
prison. If refugees are caught making what is an ille-
gal violation of the Turkish border by crossing, they
receive a fine of 2,200 lira ($770) and are then sent
to an office of the Turkish migration agency and
onward to a refugee camp. One eyewitness
involved in rescue operations said: “Most cannot
pay the fine. They go to the camps and come back
again.”

He said he had seen one man try to make the
crossing four times. Metin Corabatir, president of
the Ankara-based Research Center on Asylum and
Migration (IGAM), said after more than four years of
civil war many of the 1.8 million Syrian refugees in
Turkey were losing hope of ever going back home
and were instead trying their luck getting into the
EU. “Smugglers encourage refugees to travel to
Europe with pledges of better lives in return for
money,” he said. Corabatir said it was a profitable
business for smugglers and that the money they

get varies according to the number of people who
are waiting to cross and their destination.
According to Turkish government figures seen by
AFP, Turkish coastguards rescued almost 18,300
migrants in the Aegean Sea in the last month and
more than 5,275 in the last week alone.

‘Regular customers’
The refugees take almost no possessions with

them on the already over-loaded rubber boats. But
almost all ensure they are carrying some kind of
lifejacket to give them a reasonable chance of sur-
viving several hours in the water. Some even take
inflatable rings used by children for playing in
swimming pools. Shops on the Bodrum peninsula,
which would normally be doing a roaring trade
catering to beach tourists, are now focusing on sell-
ing the life vests to the refugees. “I sell 100 to 150
lifejackets in a week,” said one souvenir shop seller,
who asked not to be named. 

“I buy them for 30 lira ($10.50) each and sell for
35 lira ($12.25),” she added. “I’ve been selling (them)
for 16 years. But in the past I sold them to holiday-
makers as there are aqua parks and swimming
clubs here.” Another seller in a market said local
businesses were simply responding to a commer-
cial demand. “If they were tourists, I would sell
wine,” he said. Meanwhile, the local taxi drivers have
no qualms about taking refugees to the beach-
heads, saying they are treated like any other cus-
tomer. “A taxi driver cannot say ‘you are refugee and
don’t get in my car’. He sees them as regular cus-
tomer,” said one Bodrum driver who gave his name
as Memduh. — AFP 

EU-bound migrants put faith in 

smugglers and cheap lifejackets

Kos - the narrowest waterways between Turkey and EU

KOS: Migrants rescued from their dinghy in their attempt to cross the sea from Turkey, gather at the port at the southeastern island of Kos,
Greece yesterday. More than 130,000 migrants have reached Greece so far in 2015, straining the country’s resources.  — AP 

KIEV: Ukraine yesterday said pro-Russian
rebels had sharply reduced their attacks in
the wake of Western condemnation of the
most deadly violence in the separatist east
in more than a month. A top military
spokesman in Kiev reported the death of
one soldier and the injury of another in
the Russian-speaking provinces of
Lugansk and Donetsk. But the military
also noted a “sharp drop-off in the num-
ber of provocative attacks on Ukrainian
positions.”  The insurgents also reported
no initial casualties from overnight attacks
that have been waged daily since the two
sides signed up to a February armistice
that only helped contain battles to select
hotspots.  The two sides on Monday
reported the death of at least 10 soldiers
and civilians-the bloodiest 24-hour span
in more than a month, sparking interna-
tional condemnation and fears of a return
to all-out war.

UN Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon
said he was “seriously alarmed” by
Monday ’s death toll  while European
Commission spokeswoman Catherine Ray
said in Brussels: “We really strongly con-
demn this escalation.” The clashes culmi-
nated a restless week in the former Soviet
nation that saw the number of rocket and
heavy artillery fire exchanges escalate
sharply, seemingly without explanation.
The militias have been trying to seize a
road linking their de facto capital Donetsk
with Mariupol-a southeastern port held by
the government and responsible for
exporting much of the industrial region’s
factory output. Mariupol also provides a

land bridge between eastern rebel territo-
ries and the Crimea peninsula that Russia
seized from Ukraine in March 2014.

But Monday’s deaths were reported in
strikes across the war zone. The worrying
development sparked a new diplomatic
flareup between Moscow-which firmly
denies either arming or funding the
revolt-and Western powers who want to
prop up Kiev’s new pro-European leaders
against what they view as Russian aggres-
sion. “There can be no mistake as to who is
responsible-Russia and the separatists are
launching these attacks, just as they esca-
lated the conflict last August,” US State
Department spokesman John Kirby told
reporters. He appeared to be referring to
Ukraine’s loss of hundreds of soldiers who
were surrounded by a far more heavily-
armed militia force in the eastern town of
Ilovaysk a year ago.

Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov
said the recent rise of attacks signaled the
imminent launch of a Kiev offensive on the
separatist-controlled regions. “We are con-
cerned by the course of events in recent
days which very strongly resembles the
preparation for more military action,”
Lavrov said. Separatist attacks have often
dropped off in the wake of Western con-
demnation of Russia-which allegedly
directs most rebel campaigns-as it faces
the threat of even sterner economic sanc-
tions. The United Nations believes the con-
flict-sparked by the February 2014 top-
pling of a Moscow-backed leadership-has
killed more than 6,800 people and driven
1.4 million from their homes. — AFP 

Ukraine violence eases 

LAGOS: Claims that Nigeria’s Boko Haram has been
“decapitated” have been spectacularly rebuffed by the
jihadists’ leader, yet his first broadcast in months may
not see off an impending mutiny, say analysts.
Abubakar Shekau released an eight-minute audio
recording on Sunday-his first since March-denying
claims by Chadian leader Idriss Deby that he had been
replaced, and dismissing the president as a “hypocrite”
and a “tyrant”. The tirade was a reaction to Deby telling
reporters in N’Djamena last week that Boko Haram
was no longer led by the fearsome Shekau and that
his successor, whom he named as “Mahamat Daoud”,
was open to talks with the government. Security ana-
lysts accept the Shekau recording as genuine and
many experienced observers are taking Deby’s claims
with scepticism, pointing out that similar reports have
proven untrue in the past. But Ryan Cummings, chief
security analyst at South African consultancy Red 24
and an expert on the Nigerian insurgency, described
the Chadian head-of-state’s claims as “not without
merit”.

Cummings believes Boko Haram may be an
umbrella movement comprising many disparate fac-
tions rather than a monolithic organization and says
internal rivalries “would be no means be a new devel-
opment for the sect”. He points to the formation of
Ansaru, a splinter group formed in 2012 on the back
of ideological differences and a leadership struggle
between Shekau and a high-ranking Boko Haram

commander known as Khalid Al-Barnawi. “So this does
highlight that a precedent for leadership squabbles
and factionalism does exist within the Boko Haram
entity,” Cummings said. 

‘Top dog’
Boko Haram has been waging a six-year uprising

against the Nigerian state, claiming more than 15,000
lives, but the jihadists’ recent extension of their north-
eastern insurgency across borders has brought Chad
and its neighbors into the fray. In March, Shekau
pledged allegiance to the Islamic State group and its
leader Abu Bakr Al-Baghdadi, renaming his organiza-
tion “Islamic State West Africa Province”, or “ISWAP”. 

Deby’s speech on the group’s decapitation made
headlines around the world, but shed little light on
Shekau’s putative replacement, an apparently new
player in global jihad who was virtually unknown
before last week. Nigerian security analyst Fulan
Nasrullah, one of the country’s most respected Boko
Haram watchers, argues in a blog post for the
London-based Royal African Society that the
“Mahamat Daoud” to whom Deby referred is actually
Muhammad Daud, a Shuwa Arab from Borno State,
the cradle of the insurgency. 

Daud, aged around 38, is an ex-serviceman and
protege of slain Boko Haram founder Muhammad
Yusuf, who disagrees with the 2009 uprising and is
“one of the few top dogs against the pledge of alle-

giance made to Islamic State”, Nasrullah says. The mili-
tant, who has a Chadian mother, is a powerful com-
mander in charge of counter-intelligence and internal
security who oversaw the training of suicide bombers
and the planning of attacks in major cities, according
to the analyst. Nasrullah says Daud has broken away
from ISWAP with hundreds of fighters, including com-
manders who are against the IS pledge and disagree
with Shekau’s “extreme brutality”. 

Hatred of Shekau
Two months ago, he says, they retook Boko

Haram’s preferred pre-pledge name “Jama’atu Ahlil
Sunnah lidda’awati Wal Jihad”, or “Group of the People
of Sunnah for Preaching and Jihad”. “They have
declared Shekau a rebel against the teaching of
Muhammad Yusuf, an apostate, a deviant and a reli-
gious hypocrite,” Nasrullah writes. Daud, he says, has
approached the government to form an alliance to
wipe out Shekau’s IS franchise in return for an
autonomous state in the northeast ruled by Islamic
sharia law. Crucially, Daud would go into any negotia-
tions with Abuja in possession of key secrets about
Boko Haram’s fundraising, inner structure and even
possibly intelligence on how to track down and kill
Shekau. Boko Haram’s leader, according to Nasrullah,
is now likely to be in the “rifle sights” of the breakaway
Daud, whose “hatred of Shekau may very well surpass
his hatred for the Nigerian state”. — FAP 

Boko Haram ‘mystery’ - just 

who is leading the jihadists?

JOHANNESBURG: Retired Archbishop
Desmond Tutu’s has been admitted to a
South African hospital, for the third time in
recent months. Tutu was hospitalized
Monday evening, his daughter Mpho Tutu
said in a press briefing in Cape Town yester-
day. He is being treated for “a slight inflam-
mation,” she said, adding that it is not the
same infection that Tutu had been treated
for earlier.

Mpho Tutu added that doctors antici-
pate that her father will be home from hos-

pital within a few days.
“He is in good spirits. It’s the right place

for him to be right now,” said Mpho Tutu. “As
you know, and as my father is finding out,
he is 83, not 38, so bouncing back from an
illness is not qite as easy as it once was ...
this is caution, not crisis ... we are concerned
but not panicked.” Tutu, 83, was hospitalized
twice in July for a persistent infection. The
Nobel Peace Prize laureate has been treated
for prostate cancer for many years which
Mpho Tutu said is under control. — AP 

Tutu back in South 

Africa hospital

CAPE TOWN: Reverend Mpho Tutu, daughter of Anglican Archbishop Emeritus and
Nobel Peace Prize winner, Desmond Tutu (picture on book cover), addresses the
media about the health of her father, yesterday in Cape Town. Archbishop Tutu has
been readmitted to hospital for treatment of inflammation, which is unrelated to the
infection for which he was admitted to hospital, last month. — AFP
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BANGKOK: Hong Kong warned its resi-
dents yesterday to avoid travel  to
Bangkok while other governments in
Asia advised citizens to be extra vigi-
lant, after a bombing in the Thai capital
killed at least 20 people. Beijing, mean-
while,  condemned the attack and
called on Thailand to investigate the
bombing and “punish the assailants
severely ”.  Chinese,  Hong Kong,
Singaporean, Indonesian and Malaysian
citizens were among the 20 people
confirmed killed when the explosion
sent a fireball into the sky on Monday.
Scores more were wounded.

Hong Kong published a red alert for

Bangkok, the second highest of the
government ’s  three -t ier  system.
“Residents intending to vis it
(Bangkok)... should adjust their travel
plans and avoid non-essential travel,
including leisure travel,” a government
spokesman said in a statement. “Those
already there should pay attention to
announcements by local authorities,
attend to their personal safety and
avoid areas affected by the explosion.”
Two Hong Kong residents were among
those killed, according to Thai police.
Another two of the dead were from
mainland China. The Chinese govern-
ment “expressed its strong condemna-

tion” of the bombing in a foreign min-
istr y statement.  Beij ing also urged
Bangkok to “carry out a full investiga-
t ion into the issue,  punish the
assailants severely and take measures
to ensure the safety of Chinese person-
nel and institutions”.

The China National  Tourism
Administration ordered its Singapore
office, which is tasked with handling
tourism matters in Southeast Asia, “to
assist the injured in their medical treat-
ment” and called on tour guides to
remain alert and help Chinese tourists
aver t  danger.  Austral ian off icials
advised their citizens to exercise a high

degree of  caution in Thai land but
stopped short of changing the level of
advice issued to travelers. During a par-
liamentary address, Australian Prime
Minister Tony Abbott urged his fellow
cit izens to not be intimidated by
extremism. “Australians should contin-
ue to go to Thailand because the object
of  the sor ts  of  people who let  off
bombs in crowded cities is to scare us
from being ourselves and we should
never be intimidated by that,” said
Abbott.

In Manila,  the foreign ministr y
advised Filipinos in Bangkok “to remain
calm and to observe necessary precau-

tions to ensure their personal safety”.
Singapore also urged its citizens in
Bangkok “to take the necessary safety
precautions”. Although no one has yet
claimed responsibility for the attack,
Thailand’s junta leaders said the bomb
was aimed at damaging the country’s
tourist industry and tarnishing the gov-
ernment ’s  reputation.  The Tourism
Authority of Thailand announced that
officials had beefed up security at key
locations across the Thai capital and
noted that the Royal  Thai  Pol ice
requested “locals and tourists exercise
caution when out and about in
Bangkok”. — AFP 

Hong Kong warns residents to avoid Bangkok after bombing

COLOMBO: Former president
Mahinda Rajapaksa’s attempt to stage
a comeback in Sri Lanka’s general
election has ended in defeat as results
yesterday showed the alliance that
toppled him making decisive gains.
The ruling United National Party (UNP)
was likely to fall just short of an out-
right majority but Prime Minister Ranil
Wickremesinghe should still com-
mand enough support to form a sta-
ble government. “I invite all of you to
join hands,” Wickremesinghe, 66, said
in a statement. “Let us together build a
civilized society, build a consensual
government and create a new coun-
try.” The outcome is a triumph for
President Maithripala Sirisena, who
beat his former ally Rajapaksa in a
presidential vote in January and called
early parliamentary polls to secure a
stronger mandate for reforms.

Defeat for Rajapaksa will keep Sri
Lanka on a non-aligned foreign policy

course and loosen its ties with China,
which during his rule pumped billions
of dollars into turning the Indian
Ocean island into a maritime outpost.
Wickremesinghe’s UNP won 93 of the
196 seats up for grabs in multi-mem-
ber constituencies. The alliance led by
Rajapaksa’s Sri Lanka Freedom Party
(SLFP) took 83 seats after suffering
losses. Final representation in the 225-
seat chamber will be decided when 29
national seats are allocated by propor-
tional representation. UNP sources
said the party expected to win up to
107 seats overall - just shy of a 113-
seat majority. It won 45.7 percent of
the popular vote, ahead of 42.4 per-
cent for Rajapaksa.

Failed comeback
Nationalist strongman Rajapaksa

set his sights on becoming premier of
an SLFP-led government but Sirisena,
who succeeded him as party leader in

January, has ruled that out and
purged Rajapaksa loyalists from senior
posts. A group of Sirisena followers is
expected to cross the floor to join a
broad-based national unity govern-
ment led by Wickremesinghe, who
was likely to be confirmed in his post
yesterday. “The UNP will not have an
overall majority - it will have to look
for coalition partners from those who
support Sirisena,” said Paikiasothy
Saravanamuttu, head of the Centre for
Policy Alternatives.

With outside support, the centre-
right alliance could hope to muster
the two-thirds majority required to
pass proposed constitutional reforms
that would make government more
accountable and simplify Sri Lanka’s
complex election laws. The power
struggle between the past and pres-
ent presidents overshadowed the
election in a country with a history of
political feuding that has often spilled

over into violence and even the assas-
sination of its leaders. A backlash
against Rajapaksa’s attempt to win an
unprecedented third term led support
to coalesce around his former health
minister Sirisena, a humble figure with
none of the muscular bravado of his
predecessor.

The 69-year-old Rajapaksa, expect-
ed to lead a rump parliamentary
opposition, told Reuters earlier he
would “support good policies and
oppose bad things”. Yet he could now
be confronted with a judicial reckon-
ing, along with two brothers who held
high office, for alleged corruption and
abuse of power during his decade in
power. They have denied any wrong-
doing. “Mahinda has to compromise -
resign from politics and parliament,
and settle down as a former president
- or face the legal consequences,” said
a Sirisena aide, who spoke to Reuters
on condition of anonymity. — Reuters

Rajapaksa’s comeback bid fails; 

Lankan voters back reforms
Ruling UNP racks up gains; just short of majority

COLOMBO: Supporters of Sri Lanka’s ruling United National Party celebrate their party’s election performance in Colombo yesterday. — AP 
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NAYPYITAW: Myanmar’s Nobel laureate Aung
San Suu Kyi said yesterday her opposition
would ally with powerful ousted ruling party
leader Shwe Mann, as the country’s political
forces re-align in the biggest shake-up since the
end of military rule. President Thein Sein purged
rival Shwe Mann and his allies from the Ruling
Union Solidarity and Development Party (USDP)
in dramatic fashion last week, just months
before a landmark election. “It is now clear who
is the enemy and who is the ally,” Suu Kyi told
reporters at the country’s parliament, when
asked if Shwe Mann’s sacking had cost her an
ally. “The National League for Democracy will
work with the ally.” She did not detail how they
would work together. As chairman of the USDP,
Shwe Mann sought to build ties with Suu Kyi,
which sparked suspicion among some mem-
bers of the ruling party and contributed to his
sacking. The USDP is made up of many former
military officers. Shwe Mann had antagonized
the military by backing Suu Kyi’s campaign to
reform the constitution to limit the sway of the
generals over Myanmar’s politics. She is banned
from the presidency under a constitution draft-
ed by the military before it handed over power
in 2011. The armed forces hold a veto over any
charter changes.

Yesterday, Shwe Mann denied he had divid-
ed the country in a speech to the joint cham-
bers of parliament. “I am not destroying party
unity and stability,” he said. Security forces sur-
rounded the USDP compound late today, lock-
ing down the building while the president’s
allies met party leaders to remove Shwe Mann’s
faction from the leadership committee. “As for
the happenings of the middle of the night, this
is not what you expect from a working democ-
racy,” Suu Kyi said. In response, Information
Minister Ye Htut told reporters at a news confer-
ence that police had a duty to respond to a
request for protection made during the evening
by the USDP. Suu Kyi’s said the upheaval in the
USDP was likely to benefit her National League
for Democracy (NLD) party, which would win
more votes in the election. Her party was
already expected to win the most seats in the
November ballot, seen as a crucial test of the
country’s democratic reforms. Concerns over
the durability of those reforms were heightened
last week by a media crackdown in the wake of
Shwe Mann’s sacking. The scrapping of censor-

ship in 2012 was one of boldest reforms of
Thein Sein’s government. Ye Htut said yesterday
that a radio station, Cherry FM, with links to
Shwe Mann had been taken off the air until
after the election after failing to convince the
government it would be impartial.

Speaker of the house
Shwe Mann still holds the position of speak-

er of the house and opened parliament for the
last session before the vote yesterday. He was
under pressure to table a bill that establishes
the rules for constituents to recall members of
parliament and could lead to his own impeach-
ment. He faces a petition from his own con-
stituents. The bill was not tabled, but a multi-
party committee would submit the draft to par-
liament no later than Thursday, USDP MP Win
Oo said. Suu Kyi said the bill was “ridiculous”, as
MPs could be recalled by just 1 percent of con-
stituents. Shwe Mann yesterday also denied
that he had misused party funds, which he said
he was accused of in a letter last week. He did
not give further details.

Shwe Mann’s allies vowed to defend him in
parliament. “Most of the USDP lawmakers in the
lower house are going to support Shwe Mann,”
said Aung Lynn Hlaing, a USDP member, as he
entered parliament. “Shwe Mann always repre-
sents us when we are ignored by the president. I
think it’s not right the way they did what they
did in our party.” Tension between the rival
camps rose after the USDP last week omitted
from its list the majority of a group of around
150 officers who retired from military service to
run as USDP candidates. The USDP also side-
lined two of the president’s closest allies by
leaving them off the candidate list. They were
Soe Thein, a powerful minister of the president’s
office, and Aung Min, who was picked by Thein
Sein to lead the government’s efforts to forge a
peace agreement with the country’s armed eth-
nic groups. Shwe Mann’s fall from grace bears
echoes of the political purges under the junta,
leading some to doubt he has a future in public
life. “We can be sure they will uproot him by
hook or by crook,” said Thein Nyunt, a member
of the parliament from the New National
Democracy Party (NNDP). “So my best advice for
him is ‘resign from the speaker’s position if you
want to prevent further perils for you and your
family.” — Reuters

Shake-up in Myanmar 

Suu Kyi allies with ousted

ruling party boss

KARACHI: Gunmen yesterday shot and
wounded a Pakistani opposition lawmaker and
killed the driver of his car, police said, as the
government sought to woo his party’s deputies
back to parliament after they resigned over the
arrests of several leaders. Police said four
attackers on two motorcycles fired on Abdul
Rashid Godil, a member of the powerful
Muttahida Qaumi Movement (MQM) in
Pakistan’s southern port city of Karachi, as they
sped past his car. “They made sure of his identi-
ty and shot him multiple times,” said Nasir
Lodhi, a deputy police superintendent. “The
lawmaker has sustained bullet wounds in his
jaw and neck.”

Rashid’s driver died in the attack, said
another senior police official, Munir Shaikh.
Police said it was not immediately clear who
was behind the attack, which was being inves-
tigated. The MQM dominates politics in
Pakistan’s largest city, where it has gained a
reputation over decades for sometimes violent
rivalry with other parties and criminal gangs. It
has recently been targeted by police and mili-
tary seeking to tighten control over the city.
The MQM has decried the crackdown, which
has included several raids on party offices, as
politically motivated.

The attack came as talks began at MQM’s
Karachi headquarters over last week’s parlia-
mentary walkout to protest against what the
MPs called a denial of due process for party
activists who had been arrested. The govern-
ment of Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif is seeking
to convince MQM’s 24 lawmakers to rejoin par-
liament for the sake of stability in Karachi,
although their resignation does not cripple the
legislature’s functioning. The attack cut short the
reconciliation talks, with the MQM saying in a
statement that its leaders would hold an emer-
gency meeting to decide their course of action.

“We all think this is an intensely sad
moment, that when there was momentum for
political reconciliation, a member of parliament
and people’s representative was shot in a cow-
ardly attack,” MQM parliamentary leader Farooq
Sattar told reporters. The attack was an attempt
to derail the talks, said Fazl-ur-Rehman, the
leader of another minority party and the gov-
ernment’s representative in the negotiations.
“This was an attempt to sabotage this process,
and now I am again thankful that despite such
a big tragedy, the MQM have not changed their
stance to continue talks.” The talks would con-
tinue in Islamabad but the date has not yet
been decided, he added. — Reuters

Pakistan’s opposition 

MP shot, driver killed

KARACHI: Pakistani paramedics move critically injured MQM legislator Rashid Godil
through a hospital after an attack by gunmen in Karachi. — AFP 

DHAKA: Bangladesh’s elite security
forces yesterday arrested three suspect-
ed Islamist militants, including a British
citizen who police said was the “main
planner” of the murder of two promi-
nent atheist bloggers. Rapid Action
Battalion (RAB) spokesmen said they
arrested Touhidur Rahman, 58, and two
other “active members” of Islamic group
Ansarullah Bangla Team (ABT), which
was banned in May over a series of
killings of bloggers. “We’ve arrested
them in the capital today. We can con-

firm that Rahman is a Bangladesh-origin
British citizen. He is the main planner of
the attacks on Avijit Roy and Ananta
Bijoy Das,” Major Maksudul Alam of the
RAB said. “He told us that he is a British
citizen,” said Mufti Mahmood, the head
of the RAB’s legal and media division.
Four secular bloggers have been hacked
to death in Muslim-majority Bangladesh
since the start of the year, including Roy
and Das, prompting international con-
demnation and sparking protests mainly
by secular activists in the capital. Roy, a

US citizen who was born in Bangladesh,
was murdered in February by a gang
wielding machetes in Dhaka. Das, 33,
was killed in similar fashion as he head-
ed to work at a bank in the northeastern
city of Sylhet on May 13. The govern-
ment has vowed to hunt down the
killers after facing accusations that too
little was being done to stop such
attacks.

Rahman ‘shadowed bloggers’
After studying IT, Rahman worked

for about 22 years in Britain before
moving to Bangladesh where he
became a top aide to ABT’s firebrand
spiritual leader, according to
Mahmood. “He came to Bangladesh in
2012 and did not go back,” Mahmood
said. Police described Rahman as the
main planner of the attacks as well as
the “main financier” of ABT, whose
members are mostly students from pri-
vate universities. Rahman shadowed
bloggers Roy and Das in the days
before their deaths, after ABT’s spiritual
leader ordered the group carry out the
killings, according to Mahmood. “He
used to monitor the targets and their
movements. He confessed to us that he
also helped Ansarullah Bangla Team
financially in different ways,” he said.
ABT’s spiritual leader is currently in jail
in connection with the killing of anoth-
er blogger in 2013. 

The other two suspects arrested are
Sadek Ali whom police accuse of tak-
ing part in both murders and Aminul
Mollick, accused of helping ABT mem-
bers flee the country by making them
fake passports. Bangladesh police last
week also arrested two suspected
members of the group for the murder
of Niloy Chakrabarti, who became the
fourth blogger to be killed when he
was hacked to death at his home on
August 7. Chakrabarti, who used the
pen-name Niloy Neel, had posted on
Facebook months before his death that
he had been followed by two young
men, but police refused to register the
complaint and instead told him to
leave the country. — AFP 

Bangladesh elite forces arrest 

Briton over blogger murders

DHAKA: Bangladesh Rapid Action Battalion personnel (in black) present before media, suspected mem-
bers of a banned Islamic militant outfit Ansarullah Bangla Team, Touhidur Rahman (second left) Sadek Ali
(center) and Aminul Mollick (second right) in Dhaka yesterday. An anti-crime agency in Bangladesh said
yesterday they have arrested three men, including Touhidur Rahman a British citizen, for their involvement
in the murders of two secular bloggers. — AP 
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JAYAPURA: Ambulance workers wait to transport the bodies of the victims of the crashed Trigana Air Service flight at Sentani airport in Jayapura, Papua province, Indonesia yesterday.  The
Indonesian passenger plane that went missing two days ago was destroyed when it slammed into a mountain, killing all 54 people on board, the country’s top rescue official said. — AP 

Continued from Page 1

The government has been considering whether to
impose a broad corporate tax across the economy. Though
the UAE is one of the financially strongest countries in the
GCC, it has been the most aggressive in reforming its
finances to save money. This month it cut state gasoline
subsidies, allowing prices paid by consumers to rise, and in
January Abu Dhabi reduced electricity and water subsidies.

The International Monetary Fund has been advising the
UAE to impose taxes gradually to limit any disruption to
the economy and gain experience operating a tax collec-
tion regime. In a report this month, the IMF suggested that
the UAE consider imposing VAT at a 5 percent rate, a 10
percent corporate income tax, and a 15 percent excise tax
on automobiles. It estimated these steps would ultimately
generate revenue equal to 7.4 percent of non-hydrocarbon
gross domestic product. — Reuters

UAE’s VAT plan delayed over disagreement...

JAYAPURA: A plane that crashed in eastern Indonesia
was yesterday found “completely destroyed” with the
bodies of all 54 passengers and crew strewn amid the
wreckage in a fire-blackened jungle clearing, officials
said. Rescuers finally reached the debris of the Trigana
Air plane, which went down Sunday in Papua province
during a short flight in bad weather, after abandoning

search efforts a day earlier due to mountainous terrain,
thick fog and rain.

The black box flight data recorders, which could pro-
vide clues about the cause of the crash, were retrieved.
Money-some of it burnt-was also found among the
wreckage of the plane, which had been transporting 6.5
billion rupiah ($470,000) in cash.  “The plane has crashed,

it is completely destroyed,” Bambang Soelistyo, head of
the country’s search and rescue agency, said of the ATR
42-300 plane after teams reached the site in the morn-
ing. “Everything was in pieces and part of the plane is
burnt.” It is just the latest air accident in Indonesia, which
has a poor aviation safety record and has suffered major
disasters in recent months, including the crash of an
AirAsia plane in December with the loss of 162 lives.
Photos of the site showed a fire-blackened clearing in
thick jungle strewn with debris. The twin-turboprop
plane was carrying 54 people - 49 passengers and five
crew-and officials said all the bodies had been found. 

The team of about 100 rescuers, including soldiers
and police, who reached the crash site found some bod-
ies were not intact while others were badly burnt.  All
those on board were believed to be Indonesians.
Authorities were planning to airlift the bodies from the
site by helicopter but efforts were suspended on
Tuesday afternoon due to thick fog, Soelistyo told
reporters in Jayapura, Papua’s capital.  A fresh attempt
would be made today.  

‘Unpredictable weather’   
The money on the plane, which was being carried in

four bags by postal officials, was government social
assistance funds to be distributed to poor families in the
remote community of Oksibil where the plane had been
heading. Soelistyo did not say how much cash had been
found, but he told reporters:  “I have instructed the

team there to secure all the items, including the money,
to be handed over to the authorities as evidence.”

The plane had set off from Jayapura on what was
supposed to be a 45-minute flight to Oksibil. But it lost
contact with air traffic control about 10 minutes before
reaching its destination, soon after the crew requested
permission to start descending in heavy cloud and rain
to land. Captain Beni Sumaryanto, Trigana Air’s service
director of operations, said “unpredictable weather and
mountainous terrain” had likely caused the accident,
adding that the plane was in good condition and the
pilot experienced. Small aircraft are commonly used for
transport in remote and mountainous Papua and bad
weather has caused several accidents in recent years.

Last week a Cessna propeller plane crashed in
Papua’s Yahukimo district, killing one person and seri-
ously injuring the five others on board. Officials suspect
that crash was also caused by bad weather.  Trigana Air,
a small domestic Indonesian airline, has experienced a
string of serious incidents and is banned from flying in
European Union airspace. Last year’s AirAsia crash was
one of two major air accidents that Indonesia has suf-
fered in the past year alone. In June an Indonesian mili-
tary plane crashed into a residential neighborhood in
the city of Medan, exploding in a fireball and killing 142
people. The aviation sector in Indonesia is expanding
fast but airlines are struggling to find enough well-
trained personnel to keep up with the rapid growth in
the archipelago of more than 17,000 islands. — AFP 

Crashed plane found ‘completely destroyed’; 54 perish

FORWARD OPERATING BASE CONNEL-
LY: From his watchtower in insurgency-
wracked eastern Afghanistan, US army
Specialist Josh Whitten doesn’t have
much to say about his Afghan col-
leagues. “They don’t come up here any-
more, because they used to mess
around with our stuff.” Welcome to
Forward Operating Base Connelly, where
US troops are providing training and tac-
tical advice to the 201st Afghan army
corps as they take on the Taleban on the
battlefield. For seven months after the
formal end of the NATO combat opera-
tion in Afghanistan, US forces have guid-
ed their counterparts from the sidelines
with a mixture of pride, bewilderment-
and suspicion.

The latter is clearly evident in the lay-
out of this temporary base in Nangarhar
province, where a snaking barbed-wire
fence separates the armies of the two
nations.  For “Operation Iron Triangle”
which concluded on Saturday, US forces
kept very much to themselves-with a
squad of guard dogs and a 7.62 Caliber
machine-gun at the entry point reinforc-
ing a simple message to Afghan forces:
do not enter. Whitten chews his tobacco
and spits. “Sometimes they shoot in the
air, we don’t really know what for,” he

says, in a sign of the mistrust that per-
meates US forces after years of “insider
attacks”, including the killing of General
Harold Greene by a radicalised Afghan
soldier a year ago.

Twice a day, a dozen military advisers
would go with heavily armed escorts to
the Afghan side to provide their views
on how best to “clean up” three districts
near the Pakistani border of all traces of
Taleban resistance. The 2,000 Afghan
soldiers, police and intelligence agents
involved in Iron Triangle were tasked
with cornering the Taleban in the
Hisarak district, west of the base. The
Taleban, facing a period of uncertainty
following the controversial appointment
of their new chief Mullah Akhtar
Mansour, have recently stepped up their
bombing campaign in the capital Kabul.

In eastern Afghanistan their guerilla
war shows no sign of letting up, and mil-
itants are now taking refuge across the
border in Pakistan, claimed General
Mohammad Zaman Waziri, commander
of the Afghan regional forces. 

“The enemy comes from Pakistan,” he
said, echoing the words of President
Ashraf Ghani who last week accused his
neighbor of sending “messages of war”
to Afghanistan. Pakistan, which was one

of three countries to recognize the
Taleban’s 1996-2001 government, is
often accused of supporting the mili-
tants’ insurgency for its own strategic
purposes, a charge it denies.

‘This is how we do it’
Since the end of December, 13,000

foreign troops deployed in the country
have been mainly limited to training
local forces. 

“A lot of it is just sharing ‘This is how
we do it.’ I don’t care if they do it our way,
we just give them recommendations,”
explained Major Edward Bankston, head
of the US advisers at the base.
Lieutenant Ellyn Grosz, who assists
Afghan Major Rassoul, head of air sup-
port, at the Iron Triangle headquarters,
has a more positive view of the training,
saying it transformed coordination
between air and ground forces. 

“It’s a huge success, before that they
would do a gun run (aerial bombard-
ment), land, and ask ‘so how did I do?,”
she said enthusiastically. Still, the grey-
bearded Major Rassoul, who earned his
wings at the helm of a helicopter fight-
ing Soviet forces in the 1980s, says he is
under no illusions about the task ahead.
“In the Eighties, we had new gear. —AFP

After NATO drawdown, US forces 

guide Afghans from the shadows



BANGKOK: Thailand’s tourism industry
may have bounced back after previous
bouts of polit ical  unrest but a bomb
attack in Bangkok targeting foreigners
will likely prove a more formidable chal-
lenge, analysts say. Monday night’s blast,
which killed 20 people-more than half of
them foreigners-was unprecedented for
Thailand, despite a history of coups and a
decade of instability that has at times
turned violent. The blast hit one of the
Thai capital’s most popular commercial
hubs, ripping through a crowd of wor-
shippers at a Hindu shrine close to five-
star hotels and upscale shopping malls.
The attack “could undermine the recovery
in the tourism industry, deepening the

countr y ’s  economic woes”,  said BMI
Research, a subsidiary of financial infor-
mation provider Fitch Group.

The ruling junta that seized power in a
coup in May last year was swift to say the
perpetrators of the attack were targeting
the countr y ’s  crucial  tourism sector,
although who exactly was behind the
attack was not yet known. Tourism was
one of the few bright spots in the strug-
gling Thai economy after a difficult year
and the government had been hoping to
see a surge of tourists in October, partic-
ularly among Chinese visitors. The blasts
came just  hours  af ter  data showed
Thailand’s economy had slowed in the
second quarter, hit by weak domestic

demand and exports.
Tourism, which accounts for 10 per-

cent of the country’s GDP - or up to 20
percent by some calculations including
its indirect contribution to the economy
was one of the few growth areas. With
fears rife over how the bombing will
impact the economy, the baht currency
slumped to a six-year low and the stock
market dived 2.6 percent, with tourism-
related companies suffering the worst of
the losses. “A loss of momentum in the
tourism sector-the only firm growth driv-
er in Thailand currently-will present a
new downside risk to economic activity,”
Australia’s ANZ bank said in a research
note. It warned that the bombing had the

potential to damage the tourism sector
even more than previous episodes of
unrest.

‘Tourism will bear the brunt’ 
Since 2006, Bangkok has witnessed

repeated rounds of  deadly violence,
flanked by two coups that have seen the
military claim the streets, and the 2010
occupation of parts of the capital by anti-
government Red Shirts that was crushed
by soldiers. “Previous declines in tourist
arrivals have been temporary in nature as
previous episodes of political unrest in
2006, 2010 and 2014 indicated. The risk is
that a bombing could be perceived as a
more negative development than politi-
cal unrest,” ANZ said. “Tourism-which was
a key growth dr iver  in  Q2 economic
growth-will bear the brunt”. Earlier this
month the Tourism Authority of Thailand
said arrivals were at 12.4 million in the
first five months of this year, a 25 percent
increase on the same period last year
when Bangkok was hit by street protests
that eventually led to the military coup.

But  unti l  Monday,  foreigners  had
rarely been caught up in the political
woes and several countries immediately
reacted to news of the blast by advising
citizens to be extra vigilant. Hong Kong
even went as far as to advise its residents
against non-essential travel to the Thai
capital. The Erawan shrine targeted in
Monday ’s bombing is an enormously
popular site dedicated to the Hindu god
Brahma but is visited by thousands of
Buddhist devotees every day. It is partic-
ularly popular with Chinese visitors, who
travel to Thailand in larger numbers than
any other nationality-four million arrived
in the first six months of this year alone.

Thailand had been expecting a surge
in Chinese visitors in October for the
annual National Day holiday, but that is
now in doubt after the attack claimed the
l ives of  three Chinese and wounded
some 28 others. BMI said the blast would
add to the country ’s economic woes,
especially since the economy was still
recovering from the political turmoil that
ended with last year’s coup. The “tourism
sector as well as the ‘hotel and restaurant’
industry could suffer a setback, under-
mining government efforts to bolster the
ailing economy”, it said. The sight of extra
security forces in the capital would fur-
ther weigh on wavering investor and
tourist confidence, it added.— AFP 
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Thailand’s conflict-wracked society is inured to violence,
but the scale and ruthless targeting of Monday’s
Bangkok bombing has no historical precedent and

analysts say it is far from the usual modus operandi of the
nation’s armed agitators. Opaque armed elements often try
to press home an advantage by stoking insecurity in a nation
that has hosted endless-and often well-rehearsed-rounds of
protest and coups, as well as a festering Muslim insurgency.

But Monday evening’s bomb which left at least 20 dead,
the majority foreigners, at the packed Erawan shrine in the
commercial core of the city has confounded many observers.
Mass casualty bomb attacks on this scale are simply unprece-
dented in the Thai capital. And until Monday, foreigners had
rarely been caught up in the country’s cycle of bloodshed.
Eleven of the dead were foreigners from China, Hong Kong,
Malaysia, Indonesia and Singapore. A manhunt was under-
way Tuesday for the prime suspect-a young man in a yellow
t-shirt caught on CCTV leaving a backpack at the crime scene
just moments before the explosion.

Links to two primary groups are being explored: Muslim
rebels from the country’s insurgency-wracked deep south
and hardliners on all sides of the political spectrum. “But
what’s so strange about this attack is it fits no-one’s MO
(modus operandi), neither Muslim insurgents nor anti-mili-
tary groups,” Zachary Abuza, an expert on Thailand’s south-
ern insurgency said. “In reality I don’t think you can write
anyone off yet,” he added. Neither group has shown an
appetite for such large-scale violence, although Malay
Muslim rebels in the south frequently plant IEDs and car
bombs that have claimed several lives at a time and bring
havoc to town centers.

Drive-bys and grenades
Insurgents are fighting for greater autonomy in the coun-

try’s three Muslim-majority states bordering Malaysia
annexed by Thailand a century ago. More than 6,400 people-
mostly civilians-have died in the last decade of conflict there.
Army chief Udomdej Sitabutr also told Channel 3 television
however that it was “not likely” the attack was carried out by
southern insurgents because the explosives used did not
match their tactics. Equally, militants among the “Red Shirt”
supporters of the toppled former government have favored
streetside gunfights or drive-by shootings of political rivals.
In the worst bloodshed since their emergence, more than 90
people were killed and hundreds wounded during a 2010
crackdown by security forces on a Red Shirt rally in central
Bangkok. They are one side of Thailand’s caustic political
divide that broadly pits rural and working-class voters loyal
to the Shinawatra family against a Bangkok-based middle
class and royalist elite, backed by parts of the military and
judiciary. Pipe bombs and grenades are also favored among
both side of the political divide-but never a blast calculated
to cause so much carnage. 

Superstition and karma
Thai politics expert Pavin Chachavalpongpun said the

Red Shirts were also unlikely to attack a religious shrine in the
Buddhist-majority country where superstition and the con-
cept of karma are deeply enmeshed in the psyche. “Judging
from the scale of this assault, I think it is unlikely that the
attack was fuelled by Thai domestic politics,” he said. Some
have speculated that the targeting of the Erawan shrine,
which is hugely popular among Chinese tourists, may have
been an attempt to hit back at Beijing after Thailand last
month forcibly repatriated more than 100 Uighur refugees.

That incident, which comes amid a warming of ties
between Bangkok’s authoritarian regime and Beijing,
sparked widespread international condemnation and violent
protests in Turkey targeting the Thai consulate in Istanbul.
But while international Islamic militants have carried out
many attacks in other parts of Southeast Asia, including on
Indonesia’s holiday island of Bali in 2002 that killed 202 peo-
ple, they have not made Thailand a prime target. And Uighur
militants from Muslim-majority Xinjiang, where many com-
plain of religious and cultural discrimination, have never
staged such an attack far from the Chinese mainland.

Others security experts have pointed to Thailand’s long
history of shadowy power plays by groups linked to factions
within the military. “If you want to know who might have
been behind this, you have to ask who has the capability,”
Paul Chambers, director of research at the Institute of South
East Asian Affairs in Chiang Mai said. Whoever laid the device
would have known the blast would kill and maim merciless-
ly. Police say the device itself was sophisticated-an estimated
three kilograms of high-explosive that scattered body parts,
glass and chunks of concrete across one of the city’s busiest
thoroughfares.— AFP 
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No usual suspects 

in blasts that defy 

easy explanation

Thai tourism set for rough ride after blasts

By Jerome TAYLOR

Sri Lanka’s former strongman Mahinda
Rajapakse, who conceded defeat yes-
terday in parliamentary polls months

after being toppled as president, is a polar-
izing figure. Rajapakse, who had hoped to
become prime minister, won huge popular-
ity among the majority Sinhalese commu-
nity for crushing Tamil separatist rebels in a
no-holds-barred offensive in 2009 that end-
ed a 37-year ethnic war on the island.

But the 69-year-old veteran leader is
deeply unpopular with the Tamil minority,
who voted overwhelmingly for his succes-
sor at a presidential election in January. He
has also been criticized for filling positions
of power with his relatives, some of whom
now face charges of large-scale corruption.
Rajapakse’s success in overseeing an end to
the war propelled him to a huge election
victory and a second term in office. He
oversaw a period of growing prosperity
with average growth rates of 7.5 percent,
built Sri Lanka’s first expressway and rolled
out new highways and railroads.

But he also used his mandate to give
himself more powers and remove a two-

term limit on the presidency. His decision
to call a snap election in January for a third
term prompted a stunning revolt from
within his own party. Rajapakse publicly
blamed his January defeat on lack of sup-
port from Tamils and Muslims, who togeth-
er account for about a quarter of Sri Lanka’s
20 million people and can tip the scales
when the majority Sinhalese are divided.
His opponents blamed nepotism and huge
corruption. The new government launched
several investigations into charges
Rajapakse and his family siphoned off bil-
lions of dollars. 

His second son has also been implicated
in a murder, although Rajapakse has
defended his family, claiming a political
vendetta. “Whatever you may say, we are
not thieves and I don’t have blood on my
hands,” he told a press conference last
week. Some of the strongest criticism of
Rajapakse has come from outside Sri Lanka.
He has repeatedly refused to allow any
international scrutiny of his rights record,
including allegations that his troops killed
some 40,000 Tamil civilians in the final

months of fighting against the Tamil Tigers.
Navi Pillay, the then-UN rights chief,
accused him of becoming an authoritarian
leader after his 2013 sacking of chief justice
Shirani Bandaranayake, whose rulings went
against his regime. 

Rajapakse, a veteran street-fighter
politician who entered parliament aged
24, had no qualms about falling out with
the West-even when some world leaders
boycotted a Commonwealth summit that
he hosted in November 2013 over his
rights record. When the United States
and the European Union cut  off  a id,
Rajapakse leaned heavily on China, Iran
and Libya as well as other Asian nations
for cash and arms to fight the Tamil Tigers
during the war. A lawyer by profession,
Rajapakse is a strong believer in astrolo-
gy. During the current campaign he was
nicknamed “lord of the rings” because he
wore rings as lucky charms-adding to the
number as the campaign got tougher.
Rajapakse also has an easy charm with
ordinary people, including a penchant for
kissing babies.— AFP 

Sri Lanka’s ex-strongman thwarted at election

Former Sri Lankan president 
Mahinda Rajapakse

BANGKOK: A Skytrain runs above the Erawan Shrine as the streets around the Rajprasong intersection are open the day after an
explosion at the shrine in Bangkok. — AP 



LONDON: Fast bowler Mark Wood, who took the final wicket in the fourth
test to seal England’s Ashes triumph, is expecting to be dropped  for the
fifth and final match against Australia at The Oval that starts tomorrow.

James Anderson missed the last game in Nottingham due to a side injury
but is fit to return. “Jimmy’s got 400 wickets and he’s England’s lead bowler,”
Wood told reporters on Tuesday. “He had a bowl yesterday and he seemed
fine and if he’s fit and ready to go it looks like he would get the nod.

“It’s out of my hands but I’m going to prepare how I’ve
prepared for every other game.” Wood, who made his
debut in the first test against New Zealand at Lord’s in
May, has taken nine wickets in the Ashes series
despite missing the third game in Birmingham due
to an ongoing ankle injury. “Long-term I think the
ankle problem that I’ve got may need some work
done to it,” Wood said. 

“Everyone saw that (in the second test) at Lord’s I
struggled a bit so I might have to have that operation
done.” Wood returned figures of three for 69 in Australia’s
second innings in Nottingham, finishing the match by bowl-
ing Nathan Lyon to give England an unassailable 3-1 lead in
the series. — Reuters
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LAGOS: Wolverhampton Wanderers goalkeeper Carl Ikeme was called up by
Nigeria for the first time on Tuesday in an 18-man list of foreign-based players
selected for next month’s African Nations Cup qualifier in Tanzania.

English-born Ikeme, 29, is joined by fellow newcomers Russian-based
Izunna Ernest Uzochukwu and strikers Emem Eduok and Sylvester Igboun as
new coach Sunday Oliseh showed his hand ahead of his debut match. Players
from Nigerian clubs must still be added to the squad for the match in Dar-es-
Salaam on Sept. 5. Oliseh, who has taken over from Stephen Keshi, left out the
Chelsea pair of John Obi Mikel and Victor Moses to underline a promise that he
would select only players who were showing form at club level and getting
regular game time.

Squad
G oalkeepers: Vincent  Enyeama (L i l le) ,  Car l  I keme ( Wolverhampton

Wanderers) Defenders: Leon Balogun (Mainz), Kingsley Madu (AS Trencin),
Godfrey Oboabona (Caykur Rizespor), Kenneth Omeruo (Kasimpasa), William
Troost Ekong (Haugesund).

Midfielders: Lukman Haruna (Anzhi Makhachkala), Rabiu Ibrahim (AS
Trencin), Obiora Nwankwo (Academica Coimbra), Joel Obi ( Torino), Izunna
Ernest Uzochukwu (Amkar Perm)

Strikers: Emem Eduok (Esperance), Emmanuel Emenike (Al Ain), Sylvester
Igboun (Ufa), Ahmed Musa (CSKA Moscow), Moses Simon (Ghent), Anthony
Ujah (Werder Bremen).— Reuters

Ikeme gets Nigeria call
MADRID: Croatia midfielder Mateo Kovacic has agreed to join
Real Madrid from Inter Milan subject to a medical. The Spanish
club said on their website (www.realmadrid.com) on Tuesday that
the 21-year-old had agreed to sign a six-year contract.

No financial details were disclosed but Spanish media reports
estimated the transfer fee was around 30 million euros ($33.13
million).

Kovacic is viewed as ideal backup for Croatia team mate Luka
Modric and Germany midfielder Toni Kroos at Real. He

will compete for a place with the likes of Isco, Asier
Illarramendi, Casemiro and Lucas Silva although his
arrival could prompt the exit of at least one of
those players.

Born in Austria, Kovacic came through the
Dynamo Zagreb youth academy before join-
ing Inter in January 2013. He made his debut
for Croatia in a World Cup qualifier against
Serbia in March 2013 and has won 21 caps
including three at last year’s finals in Brazil.

— Reuters

Kovacic in big money move Wood resigned to axe

ST. LOUIS: Rookie Stephen Piscotty tripled and
scored the go-ahead run on Mark Reynolds’
groundout in the eighth inning, and the St. Louis
Cardinals beat the San Francisco Giants 2-1 on
Monday night.

The run came a little too late for Michael Wacha,
who allowed one run in seven innings with six
strikeouts but missed a chance to become the
majors’ first 15-game winner.

Yadier Molina hit his third homer leading off the
fourth for St. Louis.  The Giants tied it on Brandon
Crawford’s two-out RBI triple in the sixth. The
Cardinals have won nine of 12, ended the Giants’
four-game winning streak, and lead Pittsburgh by
six games in the NL Central. Kevin Siegrist (4-0)
worked a perfect eighth against the top of the
Giants order and Trevor Rosenthal earned his 37th
save in 39 chances when pinch-hitter Buster Posey
flied out to the wall in center.

ORIOLES 4, ATHLETICS 2
Steve Clevenger hit a three-run homer, Chris

Tillman won his seventh straight decision and the
Orioles completed a four-game sweep of the
Athletics. Clevenger, who was called up Friday from
Triple-A Norfolk, got his first homer since June 29,
2012. He also had a career-high four hits in
Baltimore’s 18-2 victory Sunday.

Tillman (9-7) allowed two runs on three hits
with three walks and three strikeouts over seven
innings. He has not lost since May 31.Oakland went
winless on its seven-game East Coast road trip.

Darren O’Day had a perfect eighth and Zach
Britton pitched the ninth for his 29th save. Oakland
left-hander Sonny Gray (12-5), who was scratched
from his previous start with back spasms, allowed
four runs (one earned) on seven hits with two
walks and five strikeouts over 5 2/3 innings.

INDIANS 8, RED SOX 2
Danny Salazar pitched seven strong innings to

cool off Boston’s hot bats, and Lonnie Chisenhall
had a solo homer and three RBIs to carry the
Indians past the Red Sox.

Carlos Santana also hit a solo shot, and
Chisenhall’s two-run double highlighted a five-run
fourth that lifted Cleveland to its sixth win in nine
games. Salazar (11-6) allowed one run on four hits,
striking out five and walking one. He’s given up two-
or-fewer runs in six of his last seven starts. Travis
Shaw drove in both Boston runs with a solo homer
and an RBI single for the Red Sox, who scored 45
runs on 60 hits in their previous three games against
Seattle. The Indians broke a scoreless tie with their
five-run inning against Matt Barnes (3-3).

RANGERS 4, MARINERS 3
Fernando Rodney walked Adrian Beltre with

one out in the ninth inning to force in winning run
and give Texas a win over the Mariners.

The Rangers have won eight consecutive home

games and are three games over .500 for the first
time since June 23. Shawn Tolleson (5-2) worked a
scoreless ninth inning for Texas.  Rodney (5-5) only
retired one of the batters he faced. He gave up two
bunt hits and hit a batter before the walk.

Cole Hamels came away with his second no-
decision to go with one loss in his three Texas starts
since being acquired from the Philadelphia Phillies
on July 31. He missed his previous turn in the rota-
tion last week with a groin injury.

DIAMONDBACKS 4, PIRATES 1
Jeremy Hellickson won on the road for the

first time in 2 1/2 months and Jake Lamb home-
red to lead the Diamondbacks to a victory over
the Pirates.

Hellickson (9-8) allowed one run and three
hits in 5 1-3 innings while striking out four and
walking one. He had gone 0-4 with an 8.67 ERA in
his previous six road starts since winning May 30
at Milwaukee. Lamb connected for his fifth home
run in the fourth inning, a solo shot off Gerrit
Cole (14-7) that put the Diamondbacks ahead 4-0
and helped snapped the National League wild
card-leading Pirates’ four-game winning streak.
David Peralta had two hits for the Diamondbacks,
including an RBI double in a two-run first inning.
He is hitting .469 (30 for 64) with 21 RBIs in his
last 19 games.

MARLINS 6, BREWERS 2
Rookie left-hander Justin Nicolino pitched 6 2-3

solid innings and Derek Dietrich homered as the
Marlins beat the Brewers.

Nicolino (2-1) scattered six hits and allowed just
two runs in his fourth major league start. He retired
the first two batters of the seventh inning before
allowing a two-out double and was replaced after
throwing 95 pitches.

Milwaukee starter Matt Garza (6-13) pitched
two perfect innings to start the game but ran into
trouble the rest of the way, lasting only five innings.
He allowed five runs on eight hits while striking out
two. He set a career record for losses in a season -
he was 8-12 with Tampa Bay in 2009.

Dee Gordon had two hits, two RBIs, scored a run
and stole a base for Miami, which has won five of
seven games. Ryan Braun had two singles and a
walk for Milwaukee, which had its three-game win-
ning streak snapped.

YANKEES 8 , TWINS 7
Chase Headley hit a bases-loaded grounder in

the 10th inning that Minnesota’s five-man infield
bobbled and the New York Yankees, after losing
starting pitcher Bryan Mitchell to a line drive to the
face, beat the Twins. Brian McCann homered, drove
in five runs and sliced a double off left fielder Eddie
Rosario’s glove in the 10th that set up the winning
misplay. The catcher also threw out three runners
trying to steal. Andrew Miller (1-2) got the victory

as the AL East-leading Yankees started off a season-
high 10-game homestand with their third win in
four games.

The Twins, contending for a wild card, lost to
begin a 10-game trip that will later take them to
Baltimore and Tampa Bay.

RAYS 9, ASTROS 2
Tim Beckham hit a three-run homer in the first

inning and the Rays cruised to a victory over the
Astros. The Rays were up 1-0 when Beckham con-
nected on his first home run since May 22 to give
them a big early lead. Asdrubal Cabrera added
three RBIs for the Rays, who got back on track after
being swept by the Rangers in a three-game series
this weekend. Erasmo Ramirez (10-4) yielded six
hits and two runs in 5 2-3 innings for his second
straight win. Houston starter Scott Kazmir (6-8) tied
season highs by allowing nine hits and six runs in 5
1-3 innings, falling to 0-3 this month after going 2-
0 with a 0.26 ERA in July. He’s won just one of his
five starts since a trade from Oakland.

PADRES 5, BRAVES 3
Rookie Colin Rea won his second straight start

and Will Venable hit a two-run single to help the
Padres beat the Braves. Rea became the seventh
starter in Padres history to begin his big league
career 2-0. Odrisamer Despaigne did it last season.

Rea allowed two runs and five hits in 5 2-3
innings while striking out four and walking one. His
only big mistake was allowing a home run to for-
mer Padres outfielder Cameron Maybin leading off
the fourth, his 10th. Craig Kimbrel, obtained from
the Braves the day before the season started,
pitched a shaky ninth for his 34th save. He allowed
one run on two hits and a walk.

Rea got all the backing he needed when the
Padres scored three runs on four hits off William
Perez (4-4) in the second inning.

ANGELS 2, WHITE SOX 1
CJ Cron hit a tiebreaking home run in the sev-

enth inning and Albert Pujols also homered, lead-
ing the Angels to a victory over the White Sox.

The victory was only the second in eight games
for the defending AL West champion Angels, who
returned home from Sunday night’s 10-inning loss
at Kansas City out of a playoff spot for the first time
since July 2. They still trail Houston by 3 1-2 games
in the division race, and Toronto by a half-game for
the second wild card spot.

Cron drove an 0-1 pitch into the right field seats
for his ninth homer with one out against rookie
Carlos Rodon (5-5), who allowed just four hits over
eight innings and struck out five in the longest of
his 17 big league starts.

Fernando Salas (3-1) pitched one inning for the
victory. Joe Smith got  three outs in the eighth and
Huston Street set down the White Sox 1-2-3 in the
ninth for his for his 28th save in 32 attempts. — AP

MLB results/standings

Toronto 3, NY Yankees 1; Pittsburgh 8, NY Mets 1; Baltimore 18, Oakland 2; Atlanta 2, Arizona 1
(10 innings); Seattle 10, Boston 8 (12 innings); Chicago White Sox 3, Chicago Cubs 1; Houston
6, Detroit 5; Milwaukee 6, Philadelphia 1; Minnesota 4, Cleveland 1; Miami 6, St. Louis 4; Texas
5, Tampa Bay 3; San Francisco 5, Washington 0; LA Dodgers 2, Cincinnati 1; Colorado 5, San
Diego 0; Kansas City 4, LA Angels 3 (10 innings).

American League
Eastern Division

W L PCT GB
NY Yankees 64 52 .552 - 

Toronto 65 54 .546 0.5
Baltimore 60 56 .517 4 
Tampa Bay 58 59 .496 6.5
Boston 52 65 .444 12.5  

Central Division
Kansas City 71 46 .607 - 
Minnesota 59 58 .504 12
Detroit 56 61 .479 15
Chicago White Sox 55 60 .478 15
Cleveland 54 62 .466 16.5  

Western Division
Houston 64 54 .542 - 
LA Angels 60 57 .513 3.5
Texas 59 57 .509 4 
Seattle 55 63 .466 9 
Oakland 51 68 .429 13.5  

National League
Eastern Division

NY Mets 63 55 .534 - 
Washington 58 59 .496 4.5
Atlanta 53 64 .453 9.5
Miami 47 70 .402 15.5  
Philadelphia 46 72 .390 17

Central Division
St. Louis 75 42 .641 - 
Pittsburgh 69 46 .600 5 
Chicago Cubs 67 49 .578 7.5
Cincinnati 51 65 .440 23.5  
Milwaukee 51 68 .429 25

Western Division
LA Dodgers 67 51 .568 - 
San Francisco 64 53 .547 2.5
Arizona 57 59 .491 9 
San Diego 56 62 .475 11
Colorado 48 68 .414 18

BALTIMORE: Oakland Athletics’ Ike Davis (17) delivers a pitch against the Baltimore Orioles
during the eighth inning of a baseball game. — AP

ST. LOUIS: Cardinals 
shortstop Jhonny Peralta is
unable to reach a single up

the middle by San Francisco
Giants’ Chris Heston as

Giants’ Kelby Tomlinson
advances safely to second in

third inning action. — AP

Cardinals edge Giants, Orioles win
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SOUTH BEND: With or without a union, more rights
and benefits are coming for college athletes.
Whether the NCAA schools that compete in big-
time athletics can provide enough to keep at bay
more ominous threats to college sports remains to
be seen. Even the failed attempt to unionize the
Northwestern University football players could be
viewed as progress for those still pushing reform.

“I certainly don’t think this is the end of this type
of discussion,” said David Ridpath, a professor of
sports administration at Ohio University and presi-
dent-elect of the Drake Group, a watchdog group
for college sports. “And certainly regardless of what
happens, this has energized the athletes’ rights
movement for years to come.”

The National Labor Relations Board on Monday
blocked a historic bid by Northwestern football
players to form the nation’s first college athletes’
union. In a unanimous decision, the board said the
prospect of union and nonunion teams in college
could lead to different standards at schools - from
how much money players receive to how much
time they practice - and create competitive imbal-
ances on the field.

The new ruling annuls a 2014 decision by a
regional NLRB director in Chicago who said scholar-

ship football players are employees under U.S. law
and thus entitled to organize. But Monday’s deci-
sion did not directly address the question of
whether the players are employees, which allowed
the organizers of the movement to claim it was only
a setback and not a total defeat.

“The door’s not closed,” said Ramogi Huma, a for-
mer UCLA football player and executive director of
the advocacy group, the National College Players
Association.

In explaining its ruling, the board said the
biggest factor was the NLRB’s jurisdiction, which
extends only to private schools such as
Northwestern and Notre Dame. The board repeat-
edly cited the need for standardized rules and poli-
cies in sports. Collective bargaining rights for one
team would disrupt that uniformity. Public universi-
ties are subject to state labor laws.

Huma and former Northwestern quarterback
Kain Colter, who became the face of the union
movement, said the bid to unionize helped advance
NCAA reforms such as extended long-term health
coverage for athletes, guaranteed four-year scholar-
ships and the removal of restrictions on meals for
athletes. Starting this school year, universities can
begin paying stipends worth several thousands of

dollars to college athletes to cover cost-of-atten-
dance expenses beyond tuition, books and room
and board. Many in college sports have been push-
ing these reforms for years.

“Some of the changes that have been adopted
were items that were on the Southeastern
Conference agenda before the unionization effort
was identified,” SEC Commissioner Greg Sankey told
The Associated Press by phone. “But certainly as
we’ve dealt with the external issues, the litigation
and this, it’s increased awareness to the extent
there is an interest or desire in sharing credit. OK,
but we’re going to continue to focus on how we
improve the support for our student-athletes.

“That’s really been our focus from the beginning
of the conversation, probably going back to 2010 or
so.” Conference leaders have said they would like to
decrease the time demands on athletes, give them
more flexibility when making the decision to turn
professional and provide more continuing educa-
tion and health care. Some administrators have sug-
gested that compensating athletes for the use of
their names, images and likenesses would be rea-
sonable.

Notre Dame athletic director Jack Swarbrick told
the AP he never felt unionization was a serious

threat to college sports, especially compared to the
legal challenges facing the NCAA and its member
schools.

“We’ll never know, but I would have thought it
likely that if the ballots were ever opened we would
have found out the unionization effort probably
failed,” he said.

Last year’s ruling against the NCAA in the Ed
O’Bannon case, which would allow schools to pay
athletes thousands of dollars for the use of their
likenesses, is in the process of being appealed.
Another case working its way through the court
system challenges the rights of schools to cap com-
pensation at the cost of a scholarship. The NCAA
and individual member schools are facing numer-
ous lawsuits by former college athletes over treat-
ment of concussions. There is also the possibility of
congressional intervention in college sports.

Oklahoma offensive lineman Ty Darlington, who
was part of a new student delegation that voted on
NCAA legislation at the last convention, said he
doesn’t believe the majority of athletes want to
unionize - but that won’t stop reform.

“I feel like we need to work within the system
that we have to get the changes accomplished that
we need to get accomplished,” he said. — AP

Failed union bid won’t stop reforms in college athletics

BEIJING: Sergey Bubka and Sebastian Coe were
pressing the flesh among IAAF Congress delegates
yesterday in a final push for votes ahead of today’s
election for the next president of the governing
body of athletics.

The doping allegations that have rocked the sport
in the run-up to the 15th world championships could
not fail to be a campaign issue as the two former
Olympic champions go head-to-head to replace
octogenarian Lamine Diack.

It is, however, by no means the only issue engag-
ing the 214 national federations who will vote to
decide which of the two track and field greats will
lead the sport after 16 years under the guidance of
the Senegalese. Diack said on Monday that he was
confident of the future of the IAAF under either of
the “bona fide sons of the sport” after the “founda-
tion” he had laid. The manifestoes of the two candi-
dates to replace him, however, suggest athletics is
still struggling for profile and the cash that goes with

it outside the quadrennial Summer Olympics.
Both Bubka and Coe have plans to promote the

sport better, generate more revenue from sponsor-
ship, coordinate the top level of competition into a
more immediately understandable and saleable
product as well as to attract a younger audience.

Coe would certainly have been talking to dele-
gates about his role in successfully delivering the
London Olympics, while Bubka can point to his stew-
ardship of the Ukrainian Olympic Committee to illus-
trate his leadership credentials.

Both showed fierce competitiveness during their
athletics careers-Bubka as the most dominant pole
vaulter of the modern era and Coe as a champion
middle distance runner-so it would be no surprise if
the vote was very close.

It seems unlikely that the issue of doping will
prove decisive. Coe launched a passionate defence
of the IAAF against what he described as a “declara-
tion of war” on his sport after allegations from

German broadcaster ARD/WRD and the Sunday
Times that blood doping was rampant in athletics.

Bubka has also pointed to the investment the
IAAF has made in the fight against doping and the
many ways in which they have led the way in weed-
ing out drug cheats.

Coe is committed to moving towards establishing
an independent anti-doping authority, while Bubka
favours working with the existing World Anti-Doping
Agency to take the battle to those athletes who use
banned substances.

Englishman Coe, who will offer each federation an
annual grant of $25,000 if he wins, has garnered
more public declarations of support but his
Ukrainian rival on Monday said he was confident of
victory. And while the issue of doping and the public
relations crisis it has plunged the sport into over the
last few weeks might not decide the election, deal-
ing with it will be the first major task the successful
candidate must undertake. —Reuters

FRANCE: This combination of two file pictures made on August 16, 2015
shows Ukrainian former pole vaulting legend Sergei Bubka (left) and
British track legend Sebastian Coe (right)  in the southern French city of
Marseille. — AFP

Champions to lead sport in crisis

TOKYO: Yuji Tachikawa & Hiroaki
Ishiura in the No. 38 ZENT CERUMO RC
F achieved a podium finish by finishing
second in Round 4 of the 2015 AUTO-
BACS SUPER GT series which took place
at Fuji Speedway recently in Shizuoka
Prefecture. The results reinforce the
consistent performance of the Lexus
RC F during the current season with
Round 5 scheduled to take place in
Suzuka, Japan on August 29-30.

In contrast to the 500-km race held
here at Fuji Speedway in Round 2 of
the season, this time the race distance
was 300 km to be completed over 66
laps. Starting from pole position, Yuji
Tachikawa in the No. 38 ZENT CERUMO
RC F held the early lead. In winning
pole position, veteran Yuji Tachikawa,
the man known as “the fastest at Fuji”
and solo record holder of most poles in
the GT500 class, extended that record
to 21 pole positions. 

In the second half of the race,
Hiroaki Ishiura was behind the wheel of
the No. 38 ZENT CERUMO RC F but he
was unable to consolidate his lead and
eventually had to settle for a well-
deserved second place finish.

Takayuki Yoshitsugu, Chief
Representative, Middle East and North

Lexus RC F Powered ZENT CERUMO 
Team grab podium finish in Round 4

Africa Representative Office, TOYOTA
Motor Corporation said, “Round 4 of
the AUTOBACS SUPER GT series again
proved to be a great showcase for the
capabilities and racing pedigree of the
Lexus RC F.  

Our participation in such races is
important as it gives us significant
insights into how a vehicle performs on
the track in extreme conditions which
translates into better cars on normal
roads for our valued customers. As
always, we appreciate the constant
support from our fans and their enthu-
siasm for our racing initiatives.”

The AUTOBACS SUPER GT series is
very popular in Japan and attracts the
most fans of any racing series in the
nation. The attraction lies in the fierce
competition as car manufacturers put
their reputations on the line with their
GT car entries with the top drivers in
Japan participating in the series. The
series includes elements to prevent
one car from dominating throughout
the year, incorporating weight handi-
caps based on the results of the previ-
ous race. This prevents one team and
car from winning week-in and week-
out, with the title generally contested
until the last race of the season.
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COLOMBO: Kumar Sangakkara gets a chance to bow
out in style by leading Sri Lanka to a series-clinching
victory in the second Test against India starting in
Colombo tomorrow.

The prolific left-hander, the highest run-getter
among those still playing at the highest level, will bid
adieu to international cricket after the match, ending a
glorious 15-year career.

With Sri Lanka leading the three-match series after
conjuring a brilliant come-from-behind win in the first
Test in Galle by 63 runs, the stage is set at the P. Sara
Oval for a Sangakkara special.

The 37-year-old will be desperate to end an unusu-
ally barren streak at the venue where he has fallen for
zero in each of his last three Tests, including a first-ball
duck against Pakistan in June.

Sangakkara scored five and 40 against the Indians
in Galle, where Sri Lanka snatched a remarkable victo-
ry after seemingly heading for a crushing loss. The

hosts had been reduced to 95-5 in their second
innings before lunch on the third day, still 98 runs
away from avoiding an innings defeat, when Dinesh
Chandimal led the recovery with a brilliant 162 off 169
balls. Chandimal shared valuable partnerships with
Lahiru Thirimanne (44) and Jehan Mubarak (49) to lift
the hosts to 367 before veteran left-arm spinner
Rangana Herath took over.

Herath grabbed seven wickets as Virat Kohli’s men,
chasing a modest victory target of 176, were skittled
for 112 soon after lunch on the fourth day.

Sri Lanka captain Angelo Mathews said nothing
less than a series win would be a fitting tribute to
Sangakkara. “We will definitely go for the kill,” he said.
“Sangakkara deserves the best possible farewell and
only a win can do that. There is so much to play for in
this Test.”

Indian team director Ravi Shastri said it hurt to lose
at Galle after dominating the Test till the third after-

noon, but promised to set things right in the next two
matches.

“Matches like Galle hurt you more than some oth-
ers, because you have dominated the Test and still lost
it,” the former all-rounder said.

“You learn from this kind of result quicker than any
other kind of result. Hopefully you will see it in the
next few days.” The Indians, victims of several con-
tentious umpiring decisions in Galle, paid dearly for
the defiant refusal by their powerful cricket board to
adopt the Decision Review System (DRS) for bilateral
matches. Both Chandimal and Thirimanne were fortu-
nate to get into double figures, having survived three
appeals for catches close to the wicket in a 10-minute
period before lunch on the third day. Replays showed
all three catches-two against Chandimal and one
against Thirimanne-were clean, but the absence of
DRS meant India could not ask for reviews from the
television umpire. Indian captain Virat Kohli was reluc-

tant to speak about those decisions, but said the need
for DRS will be discussed after the series.

“It is not an issue I want to debate on,” he said.
“When the series is over, we will sit down and figure
out how important is it or how much we want to use
it.” The tourists were dealt a major blow when in-form
opener Shikhar Dhawan, who hit a century at Galle,
was ruled out of the two remaining Tests with a hair-
line fracture in his right hand.

The injury to Dhawan left India in a spot of bother
as the other opening batsman, Lokesh Rahul, was dis-
missed for seven and five in Galle.

First-choice opener Murali Vijay missed the Galle
Test with a hamstring injury but is expected to recover
in time for the second match. Top-order batsman
Cheteshwar Pujara is waiting in the wings, while India
had already summoned all-rounder Stuart Binny to
join the squad as the 16th member before Dhawan’s
non-availability was confirmed. — AFP

Sri Lanka aim to give Sangakkara victorious send-off

CENTURION: When it was announced that
South Africa and New Zealand would play a one-
day international series during the South African
winter, the obvious marketing angle was that it
would provide a rematch of the dramatic World
Cup semi-final between the two teams.

New Zealand won the World Cup showdown
with a six off the penultimate ball of the match
in Auckland in March. The series which starts at
SuperSport Park today is, however, far from a
replay. Both sides are missing key players.

New Zealand, in particular, have been hit
hard by injuries as well as a player management
policy which sees regular captain Brendon
McCullum and fast bowler Tim Southee being
rested.

Despite injuries ruling out Trent Boult, Corey
Anderson, Ross Taylor and Mitchell Santner, the
Black Caps showed in sharing a Twenty20 series,
which ended on Sunday, that they are capable of
mounting a strong challenge. After losing the
first Twenty20 international in Durban by six
wickets, New Zealand bounced back by winning
the second game by 32 runs in Centurion on
Sunday.

Stand-in captain Kane Williamson praised the
way the side had turned around their fortunes
but warned they would need to improve even
further going into a 50-overs series.

On the evidence of the T20 games, New
Zealand will need bigger contributions from
their middle order batsmen after Williamson and
Martin Guptill gave them good starts which
were not fully capitalised on. Williamson is likely
to return to his regular number three spot after
opening in the short-form games.

South African captain AB de Villiers, mean-
while, bemoaned his side’s inability to adapt to
an untypical Centurion pitch, which in winter
conditions was dry and slower than usual.

South Africa’s bowling will be strengthened
by the return of fast bowlers Dale Steyn and
Vernon Philander and leg-spinner Imran Tahir,
who both missed the T20 games.

But they will be without fast bowler Morne

Morkel, who will join batsman JP Duminy on
paternity leave. New Zealand are currently third
on the International Cricket Council one-day
rankings list, one point ahead of fourth-placed
South Africa.

Cricket South Africa chief executive Haroon
Lorgat, meanwhile, said the experiment of play-
ing matches in August had been successful so

far, with near-capacity crowds attending the T20
matches.

The groundsmen in Durban and Centurion
were able to prepare good batting surfaces. At
high altitude Centurion, the normally bleached
winter grass was sprayed with a green dye which
could not disguise the dryness of the outfield,
making sliding by fielders difficult. — AFP

South Africa plot

N Zealand ambush

Trent Boult

GREENSBORO: Tiger Woods will play the
Wyndham Championship for the first time. In
an email to The Associated Press on Monday,
agent Mark Steinberg confirmed that Woods
will play in Greensboro this week. That ends a
few days of uncertainty around Sedgefield
County Club, the site of the final tournament
of golf’s regular season.

Woods created a stir by entering the field
just ahead of the deadline last Friday. But after
closing out a 73 and missing the cut at the
PGA Championship in Sheboygan, Wisconsin,
he hedged a bit.  He said he would “go
through it with my team” to “see if that’s the
right move or not.”

On Monday morning, Wyndham tourna-
ment director Mark Brazil sent out a brief
tweet: “Bam! Tiger is coming!” The first round
begins tomorrow.

The Wyndham annually is the last chance
for the PGA Tour’s bubble players to play their
way into the FedEx Cup playoffs. They begin
next week at The Barclays in New Jersey.

Woods - who’s at No. 187 on the points list -
comes to Greensboro rather far from the bub-
ble. Only the top 125 players reach the play-
offs. He would get into The Barclays with a vic-
tory and could possibly advance by finishing
alone in second.

Last year, only one player outside the top
125 - Sang-Moon Bae - earned enough points
here to move into the playoffs, jumping from
No. 126 to No. 120 after his tie for 14th.
Nobody did it in 2013.

Now the question is how long Woods will
stick around at Sedgefield. In 10 events this
year, Woods missed the cut in four of them
and withdrew from another. He missed the
cut in the last three majors.

He had three rounds in the 80s. His best fin-
ish was a tie for 17th at the Masters, a remark-
able effort coming off a two-month break to
fix a short game that turned shockingly bad in
Phoenix and San Diego. His best week was The
Greenbrier Classic. While he tied for 32nd, he
finished six shots out of the lead. In the other
four events where he made the cut, he was no
closer than 10 shots. At Whistling Straits last
week, he said his game building, and that he
found a key to his putting Saturday morning
“but the damage had already been done.” Now
for the first time, he’ll test that putter on the
Donald Ross-designed turtleback greens at
Sedgefield. —AP

LONDON: Australia’s Steve Smith claps his hands during the nets session at The
Oval cricket ground. The fifth and final Test of the current Ashes series begins
tomorrow.  — AP

LONDON: Australian opening batsman
Chris Rogers confirmed yesterday that he
will retire from test cricket at the end of the
current Ashes series in England.

Rogers had already indicated that the
series would be his last and the 37-year-old
told reporters in London he had no reason
to change his mind.

“I think it is time, I have had an amazing
couple of years playing for Australia and
enjoyed it and been part of some pretty
special things but everything comes to an
end and I have been pretty lucky,” he told
reporters at Australia’s hotel in London.

“You are never 100 per cent sure but I
felt like this was the last one, there’s been a
few things, particularly the head issues
lately, I am quite happy to call it a day.

“People tell me you know when you
know and I felt like this is the right time.”
Rogers is the oldest member of the current
Australian team but has been one of the
few to shine in the Ashes, scoring 437 runs
at an average of 62.42.

He made 173 in the first innings of the

second test at Lord’s, but retired hurt in the
second innings, complaining of dizziness
after being hit in the head earlier in the
match.

After struggling for years to cement a
place in the team, the left-hander has been
in the best form of his career, in which he
has excelled at first-class cricket but man-
aged only 24 test appearances since his
debut in 2008.

“It’s pretty special, someone said to me
not many people go out when they’re scor-
ing runs or taking wickets, it’s generally not
how it happens, so that’s something to be
proud of as well,” he said.

“It would’ve been perfect to have won
this series but it’s not to be, England have
been deserving winners and we’ve been
outplayed. “I think I can be proud I’ve
played quite well and stood up, and made
a little bit of a difference.”

Australian captain Michael Clarke is also
retiring after the fifth and test, which starts
at The Oval on Thursday with England hold-
ing an unbeatable 3-1 lead. — Reuters

Rogers confirms he 

will quit after Ashes 

Tiger to play this week’s 

Wyndham for first time

Tiger Woods tips his hat to the crowd in this file photo.

LONDON: England coach Stuart
Lancaster has made 14 changes to his
team for the World Cup warm-up match
against France in Paris on Saturday.

Winger Jonny May was the only player
to keep his place in the starting lineup
from the side that beat the French 19-14
at Twickenham on Saturday.

Chris Robshaw was recalled to captain
the side in the back-row alongside Billy
Vunipola and James Haskell. “Having
reviewed last Saturday there were a lot of
things we were pleased with considering
it was the first game,” Lancaster told the
RFU website on Tuesday.

“ There is now an opportunity for
those not involved or who didn’t get
much opportunity from the bench to put
a marker down and build on that per-
formance. “France will be even stronger
at home and this will be a big test but

these guys have been working hard for
the opportunity and are desperate to go
out and perform.”

Lock Joe Launchbury returns to the
team for the first time in a year after
recovering from injury while uncapped
hooker Jamie George was named on the
replacements’ bench.

England team - 15-Mike Brown, 14-
Jack Nowell, 13-Jonathan Joseph, 12-
Luther Burrell, 11-Jonny May, 10-George
Ford, 9-Ben Youngs; 8-Billy Vunipola, 7-
Chris Robshaw (captain), 6-James Haskell,
5-Courtney Lawes, 4-Joe Launchbury, 3-
Dan Cole, 2-Tom Youngs, 1-Joe Marler

Replacements: 16-Jamie George, 17-
Mako Vunipola, 18-David Wilson, 19-Dave
Attwood, 20-Nick Easter, 21-Danny Care,
22-Danny Cipriani, 23-Billy Twelvetrees
(Reporting by Ed Osmond; Editing by
Ken Ferris). — Reuters

England ring 

changes for France
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BRAZIL: Athletes compete during the International Road Cycling Challenge test event, ahead of the Rio 2016 Olympic Games at Copacabana Beach. — AP

RIO DE JANEIRO: Mexico sailing coach
Agustin Bellocchio offered a tip to sailors and
windsurfers at this week’s Olympic test event in
Rio de Janeiro’s polluted Guanabara Bay: Don’t
swallow the water.

“Shut your mouth when you’re in the bay,
and don’t take in any water,” said Bellocchio, an
Argentine working for Mexico. “Everyone
knows this bay is badly contaminated.”

Much of the focus at the recent test events
for sailing and rowing has been on having lim-
ited contact with the water. Amid reports of
high pollution in Rio’s waters, athletes are get-
ting advice from team doctors and their feder-
ations about precautions to avoid becoming ill.
How hard is that? To get an idea, picture
golfers not touching grass with their hands. Or
figure skaters fearful of taking ill from a fall on
the ice.

“It’s not normally such a consideration at
any other events, but clearly it’s a considera-

tion here,” said Peter Conde, the performance
director for the Australian sailing team. Conde
said Australia has installed hand sanitizers on
the coach boats, the dinghies that coaches
ride. “We need to clean our hands after we’ve
handled ropes, or touched the water or any-
thing of that nature,” Conde said. Asked if this
was standard practice, Conde replied:
“Definitely not.”

Polish windsurfer Malgorzata Bialecka said
she took a spill into the bay the other day and
said “the water doesn’t smell good.” “I had to
swim in this water and it wasn’t nice,” she said.
“And I was a little bit afraid after that.” Rio’s pol-
lution has been in the spotlight since an inde-
pendent five-month analysis by The Associated
Press published July 30 showed dangerously
high levels of viruses from human sewage at all
Rio Olympic water venues.

Under growing pressure, Rio state officials
are employing stop-gap measures to retrieve

floating rubbish from the bay, track detritus
from helicopters, and step up bacteria-only
monitoring. The IOC has declined to endorse
testing for viruses, which can cause stomach
and respiratory ailments that could knock an
athlete out of competition.

Local organizers and the International
Olympic Committee have rejected moving
rowing and sailing to cleaner venues. Rowers
in a test event a week ago in Rodrigo de Freitas
Lagoon sterilized their oars with bleach, sealed
water bottles in plastic zip-top bags, and car-
ried antiseptic mouthwash.

“I don’t think in this lake they’ll be throwing
the coxswain into the water,” quipped Swiss
rower Katharina Strahl. Dr. Nebojsa Nikolic, the
top medical official of the International Sailing
Federation, met over the weekend with team
doctors to remind about basic hygiene, shots
for hepatitis A and typhoid and other preven-
tative measures. “Frankly, sailors are thinking

about how to win the medals, not how to not
get infected,” Nikolic said.

Sailors in Rio are encouraged to shower or
hose off after leaving the water, a common
practice in sailing events. Dr. Nikolic recounted
seeing some grab water bottles with wet
hands soaked in polluted bay water. “Sailors
come back and they are thinking about hydra-
tion,” he said. “They start on the boat, and they
don’t think to clean themselves. So if someone
immediately drinks from the bottle with soiled
hands, you have the risk of transporting dis-
ease.” A bout of diarrhea could sideline an ath-
lete for several days, jeopardizing any chance
at an Olympic medal. The Americans seem
among the hardest hit with illnesses, although
it’s difficult to connect falling ill directly to the
polluted water.

“Our team had a few isolated incidents of a
fast-moving bug which impacted a few of our
athletes,” said Josh Adams, managing director

of U.S. Olympic Sailing.
Adams said 15 American athletes were in

Rio, but declined to give a specific number
who fell ill. At least a dozen American athletes,
in a squad of 40, fell ill at the rowing test. An
American team physician speculated it was the
water, but test-event officials attributed it to
“travel diarrhea.”

“We’re well aware of the concerns over the
water,” Adams said. Many teams have trained
for years in Rio, hoping to build immunity.
Several have done water-quality tests. And
over the weekend, dozens of sailors watched
as a brown substance poured into the bay,
just a few meters (feet) away from a boat
launching ramp. Olympic gold-medalist
Nathan Outteridge told The Australian news-
paper of sailing through sewage flowing into
the bay to reach the race course. “You just
don’t want to have to be dealing with stuff
like that,” he said. — AP

CINCINNATI: Controversial Nick Kyrgios was
dumped out of the ATP and WTA Cincinnati
Masters yesterday, a 6-2, 6-1 first-round victim
of French 12th seed Richard Gasquet.

Kyrgios, building a reputation as the bad
boy of the game, was unremarkable in his
loss, which lasted for only 56 minutes on the
cement of the American Midwest.

The 37th-ranked Australian is now short of
match play after this week with the US Open
starting in less than a fortnight. Kyrgios ended
with four aces and seven double-faults, with
the experienced Gasquet breaking four times.
The French player now owns a 4-1 lead in
their series and set up a second-round clash
with Australian teenaged qualifier Thanasi
Kokkinakis. Kyrgios was beaten by Gasquet in
thier last meeting, the Estoril final on clay last
May, a loss which denied Kyrgios a chance at

his first ATP title. The Australian was involved
in a verbal dust-up last week in Montreal over
crude remarks he made in a match over the
personal life of Roland Garros champion Stan
Wawrinka of Switzerland.

Meanwhile, the ever-positive Rafael Nadal
is confident he can end a disappointing sea-
son on a high note as he prepares for an
assault on the US Open.

The 14-times Grand Slam winner is com-
peting this week at the ATP and W TA
Cincinnati Masters, which he won in 2013, the
last time that he played the tournament.

After an injury absence which decimated
his 2014 season, the 29-year-old has been
fighting all year to make improvements to a
ranking which dropped to tenth after he
failed to win a tenth Roland Garros title in
June. “The last part of the season is important.

I want to finish feeling better than when I
started,” said the eighth seed. “This is an
important week for me.”

Nadal arrived in the Midwest after losing a
Montreal quarter-final to Japan’s Kei
Nishikori,who withdrew from the American
tournament with a hip muscle problem which
should be right for the US Open starting in a
fortnight.

“I played OK in Montreal, but every week is
a different test - a different story. I’m working
more than ever to change the dynamic,” said
Nadal. With a two-hour rain interruption slow-
ing a full day’s schedule Ivo Karlovic still found
time to produce the first upset of the week as
the Croatian hammered 35 aces in a 6-4, 6-7
(1/7), 6-3 defeat of French 10th seed Gilles
Simon.

Belgian 13th seed David Goffin beat Lu
Yen-Hsun 5-7, 6-3, 6-4. Former top 10
American Mardy Fish began winding up his
Cincinnati career with a defeat of Serb Viktor
Troicki 6-2, 6-2. Fish, who has suffered from a
heart-scare problem and full-fledged anxiety
attacks, will end his time on court at the US
Open after dealing with his worries since
2012. “I was a little surprised at my level, I had-
n’t practised a ton or (practised) particularly
well for a little while.  I was struggling with my
serve,” said the winner, 2010 finalist against
six-time champion Roger Federer.

Fish moved into a second-round challenge
with third seed and world number two Andy
Murray, who comes to Cincinnati after his
Montreal title at the weekend over Novak
Djokovic.

Australian Bernard Tomic reached the sec-
ond round over Sergiy Stakhovsky 6-4, 6-3
while fellow Aussie Thanasi Kokkinakis elimi-
nated Fabio Fognini 4-6, 6-2, 6-3. 

France’s Gael Monfils meanwhile stoked
controversy after slumping out 6-4, 7-5 to
Poland’s Jerzy Janowicz, with former US
women’s singles star Tracy Austin accusing
the 14th seed of not trying his best. “To not
give 100 percent and be so blatant about it, I
think it’s disrespectful,” said Austin, commen-
tating on the game for the US-based Tennis
Channel.

“It looked like exhibition tennis.” In the
women’s draw, veteran Venus Williams and
young compatriot Coco Vandeweghe both
notched wins over Kazakh opposition.

The 35-year-old Williams came back after
the rain interruption to finish off Zarina Diyas
7-6 (8/6), 6-4, while Vandeweghe beat Yulia
Putintseva 6-3, 6-2. Wimbledon finalist
Garbine Muguruza, the Spanish eighth seed,
lost to Yaroslava Shvedova 6-4, 7-6 (7/0) while
Roland Garros semi-finalist and 12th seed
Timea Bacsinszky of Switzerland went out 6-4,
6-3 to Madison Keys. — AFP

LAS VEGAS: Plaintiffs who say the May 2
Las Vegas fight between Manny Pacquiao
and Floyd Mayweather Jr. was a fraud and
they deserve their pay-per-view money
back will argue their cases in front of a fed-
eral judge in California.

Judge R. Gary Klausner, the same judge
hearing arguments in cases filed against
the Sony movie studio related to a comput-
er hacker attack last year, will decide if the
Pacquiao cases are granted class-action sta-
tus before any trial proceeds.

A panel of judges that decides whether
to consolidate similar claims brought in
different jurisdictions into a single court-
room ruled Friday that lawsuits filed in
several states will be heard in the Central
District of California where Pacquiao was
said to injure his shoulder while training
for the fight.

The U.S. Judicial Panel on Multidistrict
Litigation said in its decision that determin-
ing the severity and timing of the boxer’s
rotator-cuff injury could require “significant
factual, and possibly expert, discovery.” The
panel said questions about the facts of the
case, including for example who knew

about the injury, are sufficiently complex to
warrant consolidating the large number of
related cases.

At least 32 lawsuits had been filed as of
mid-May in California, Nevada, Florida,
Illinois, Maryland, New Jersey, New York
and Texas. Several more appear to have
been filed since.

Pacquiao and his promoter Top Rank Inc.
are named in all of the lawsuits, and most
include Mayweather, his promoters and
cable companies HBO and Showtime. In
court filings, attorneys representing
Pacquiao and Top Rank have said the
claims are without merit.

An attorney for the defendants declined
to comment Monday. So did representa-
tives for HBO and Showtime. Attempts to
reach Mayweather’s promoter by phone
and email were unsuccessful.

The lawsuits argue the injury wasn’t
revealed until after the fight, too late for 4.4
million viewers who had already paid up to
$100 each to watch it. HBO and Showtime
have said they earned more than $400 mil-
lion from the fight. Each of the fighters
earned more than $100 million. —AP

Sailors try to limit contact with polluted Rio venue

LAS VEGAS: In this May 2, 2015, file photo, boxer Floyd Mayweather Jr., celebrates his
unanimous decision victory over Manny Pacquiao, from the Philippines, after their
welterweight title fight. — AP
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CINCINNATI: Nick Kyrgios of Australia returns a shot to Richard Gasquet of France during their
first round match on Day 4 of the Western & Southern Open. — AFP
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GLASGOW: Celtic striker Leigh Griffiths has warned
his teammates they will have to tighten up in
defence or face European heartache.

The Scottish champions, who are preparing to
host Swedish side Malmo in the first leg of their cru-
cial Champions League play-off round at Celtic Park
on Wednesday, have conceded late goals in their
past two matches. Celtic lost their spot at the top of
the Scottish Premiership last Wednesday when a
late Kilmarnock penalty earned the Rugby Park side
a 2-2 draw. And on Saturday, the Hoops had raced
into a four goal lead against Inverness Caledonian
Thistle thanks to first half headers from Mikel Lustig
and Griffiths before a second half brace from Stuart
Armstrong. However, errors at the back allowed
Inverness Caledonian Thistle to halve the deficit and

Griffiths conceded that Swedish champions Malmo
would take advantage of any similar sloppiness
today. “It’s a warning. If we play like that in the
Champions League we will be severely punished,”
the Scottish striker said. “We played really well but
we gave away a couple of sloppy goals at the end
that by our standards were very poor. “It is some-
thing we will look at in training during the week
and make sure we sort it for today.

“We proved we can break at pace and we have
players who can hurt teams, like myself, Stefan
Johansen, Gary Mackay-Steven, Stuart Armstrong,
but it’s all about taking your chances.

“The Malmo game wasn’t in our minds. We take
each game as it comes and we wanted to get a pos-
itive result after last Wednesday night.” Griffiths has

started the season strongly with four goals to his
name already. However, the Scotland international
has so far been overlooked for Celtic’s Champions
League qualifiers, with summer signing Nadir Ciftci
leading the line against FC Stjarnan and FK
Qarabag. “You never know if I will get the nod,”
Griffiths added.

“I have done my chances no harm with scoring
the goal. “It’s all about what the manager thinks on
Wednesday afternoon when he names the team.

“If I am not in it I will give my full support to
Nadir. He will no doubt do a job for the team and I
will be ready if I am needed to come on.

“It’s disappointing when you score a goal and
the big games come around and you are on the
bench. I just have to bide my time.”

Malmo boss Age Hareide led his side to the
Champions League group stages last year and is
confident he can repeat the feat following his side’s
win over Red Bull Salzburg, who had the better of
Celtic in last year’s Europa League.

“Salzburg are a better team than Celtic. Celtic are
a good team. We have every respect for Celtic,” the
Norwegian said. “But the truth is Salzburg are better
and showed it in the Europa League last year too.”
His Celtic counterpart and Fellow Norwegian Ronny
Deila dismissed his claims.

“We’ll see today. That’s when they have to show
they are better,”  the Hoops boss said. “European
matches are tough - you win or lose on the smallest
details.  We’ll fight to show Hareide is wrong. The
pressure is on him after what he said.” — AFP

Malmo will punish Celtic sloppiness, warns Griffiths

Antonio Barragan

MADRID: Valencia will have to cope without
Argentine international Nicolas Otamendi as
they attempt to move a step closer to ending a
three-year absence from Champions League
group action when they host Monaco today.

Otamendi is expected to complete a lucrative
move to Manchester City in the coming days,
the timing of which is far from ideal for Nuno
Espirito Santo’s men as they prepare for two
games against last season’s quarter-finalists that
could make or break their season.

“We are concentrated on the game against
Monaco. What happens with Otamendi is out of
our control,” Valencia defender Antonio Barragan
admitted on Monday. “We need to go through. It
hasn’t crossed our minds we won’t go through
the qualifier.”

Otamendi’s departure is the latest episode of
an unsettling summer for Valencia which was
compounded by drawing the toughest oppo-

nents they could have faced at this stage in
Monaco.

Hampered by financial fair play regulations
and a number of compulsory purchase agree-
ments on loan deals agreed for players last sum-
mer, Nuno hasn’t been able to significantly
improve the squad that pipped Sevilla to a top
four finish on the final day of the La Liga season.

Australian international Matthew Ryan is
expected to make his debut in goal for the
Spaniards with Diego Alves ruled out for the rest
of the year due to cruciate ligament damage.

Santi Mina and Zakaria Bakkali could also
make their competitive bows, but both are likely
to start on the bench. Monaco’s preparations for
the tie have also been far from smooth after suf-
fering a double injury blow in a disappointing 0-
0 draw at home to Lille on Friday.

Portuguese midfielder Joao Moutinho will
miss both legs after being ruled out for four to

six weeks with ankle ligament damage, whilst
Lavyin Kurzawa is a doubt as he too suffered an
ankle knock.

In contrast to Valencia, Monaco are also a
much changed side from the one that surpris-
ingly reached the last eight last season.

The likes of Yannick Ferreira-Carrasco and
Geoffrey Kondogbia were sold on with eight
new players coming in. Ivan Cavaleiro is one of
the new recruits who has experience of facing
Valencia from his time at Deportivo la Coruna
last season and knows what a tough task the
French side face to make it back into the group
stages.

“Valencia are a great team. They had a great
season last year and that is where they are in the
position to play for a place in the Champions
League,” he told the club’s website. “They have
great players and it will be a very tough tie for
us.” — AFP

Valencia desperate for 
Champions League return

MILAN: Beaten Champions League finalists
Juventus are primed for another record-breaking
season in Italy in the face of expected challenges
from Lazio and Roma, while struggling Milan
giants AC and Inter continue their search for
Serie A credibility.

Barely two months after wrapping up one of
their most successful seasons to date, Juventus
kick off the 2015-2016 campaign at home to
Udinese on Sunday looking to take a first step
towards a record fifth consecutive Serie A title.

Having steered his side to the cusp of an
unprecedented club treble, only to fall  to
Barcelona in last May ’s Berlin final,  coach
Massimiliano Allegri would do well to register a
repeat-especially given the movement of key
players over the summer.

Juventus sold midfield maestros Arturo Vidal
and Andrea Pirlo to Bayern Munich and New
York City FC respectively, while Argentinian strik-
er Carlos Tevez ended his successful two-year
spell in Turin by returning to formative club Boca
Juniors. But Juventus have been quick to plug
the gaps, recruiting German midfielder Sami
Khedira on a free transfer from Real Madrid and
signing both Mario Mandzukic (Atletico Madrid)
and Paolo Dybala (Palermo) before the height of
the summer transfer period.

If any proof were needed the new team can
work together, strikers Mandzukic and Dybala
hit one apiece as Juve stunned Lazio 2-0 in
Shanghai last week to win the Italian Super Cup.

Allegri, as cautious as ever throughout his
first season at the club, repeated his mantra of
calling for calm. “We start this season from zero.
What we’ve achieved was great, but it’s now in
the past. Only with hunger and patience will we
manage to repeat it,” he said.

Roma finished runners-up last season but
Rudi Garcia’s men only did so, claiming the
league’s second automatic Champions League
qualifying spot in the process, by the skin of
their teeth.

For the past two seasons the Giallorossi have
started their bid for a first league crown since
2001 by snapping at Juve’s heels, only to trail off
somewhere before actually biting a chunk. Last
season’s campaign started with a flourish while
the summer sun still  shone on the Stadio

Olimpico, only to begin to fizz out before the
snow in Turin had melted by the end of March.

A seemingly unending run of draws shortly
after the winter break was decisive for Garcia’s
side, and the Frenchman has done well in luring
Edin Dzeko and Mohamed Salah to the club on
initial loan deals-acquisitions that could make
the difference for his stuttering side.

But with French defender Mapou Yanga-
Mbiwa having signed for Lyon and Ashley Cole
angling to move after a disastrous first season,
Roma could start the campaign with holes in
their defence.

“The attack and midfield are fine, but I don’t
have much time to work on the defence as our
new arrivals have come in late,” Garcia told Roma
TV. “That’s okay though, we did it last year with
(Kostas) Manolas and (Jose) Holebas, we’ll do it
again this year.” Lazio were strong finishers last
season, beating Fiorentina to the Italian Cup and
only settling for third place after a thrilling duel

with Roma. Stefano Pioli’s men played some
cracking football last season, thanks in large part
to the pace and goalscoring of Felipe Anderson.

Lazio will join Juventus and Roma in the
Champions League group stages if they manage
to overcome Bayer Leverkusen over two legs in
their play-off on August 18 and 26.

Doing so would only further underline the
recent inadequacies of the once-heralded Milan
giants. Seven-time European champions AC
Milan, and Inter-Italy’s last treble winners in 2010
— both failed to qualify for Europe last season
and so begin their respective campaigns already
shouldering the weight of expectation.

Former Sampdoria coach Sinisa Mihajlovic
has taken the Rossoneri reigns while Roberto
Mancini will begin his second season in what
is his second spell at Inter, whom he led to
seven titles, including four consecutive Serie
A trophies, in his previous spell in charge
(2004-2008). — AFP

Juve primed for more 
success in crucial season

Sami Khedira

MADRID: When a visibly nervous Real
Madrid president Florentino Perez was
grilled by the media after sacking Carlo
Ancelotti in May he comically responded
that he “didn’t know” where the Italian
had failed in his two years in charge.

Ancelotti delivered the coveted “La
Decima”, the club’s 10th European Cup,
and three other trophies but his inability
to win a major title last season proved
fatal to his chances of remaining in the
hot seat at the Bernabeu. The scepticism
over Ancelotti’s dismissal was only aggra-
vated by the appointment of Rafael
Benitez as his successor.

Benitez is undoubtedly a Madrid man.
It is where he started a playing career cur-
tailed by injury and as a coach-he ended
up as assistant coach of the senior team-
before going on to greater things at
Valencia and Liverpool.

Yet, the concern raised by his arrival is
that Benitez hasn’t won a league title
with four clubs in three different leagues
since he left Spanish shores with Valencia
11 years ago. Moreover, to do so now, the
55-year-old must overcome a Barcelona
side fresh from winning the treble and
win over a dressing room full of super-
stars who weren’t keen to see Ancelotti
go. Despite Perez’s uncertainty, the one
area where blame could be clearly point-
ed at Ancelotti last season was failing to
adequately rotate his squad as Los
Blancos tore through the autumn on a
22-match winning run.

As a consequence in a season coming
hard on the back of the World Cup,
Madrid were clearly the more physically
drained come the second half of the sea-
son as Barca got stronger.

Benitez was often ridiculed for his con-
stant tinkering when in charge of
Liverpool, but he can’t be accused of not
using all the resources available to him.

And those resources are far greater at
the Bernabeu than any of the stops on his
journey as a coach so far. “Undoubtedly
this is the highest quality squad I have
coached,” he said on the day he was pre-
sented to the media.

Perez has unusually resisted from mak-

ing a major splash in the transfer market.
Instead Benitez’s squad has been bol-
stered by a host of young players return-
ing from loan spells.

The likes of Denis Cheryshev, Casemiro
and Lucas Vazquez will offer plenty of
hunger and dynamism as well as giving
their more esteemed colleagues the rest
time needed to ensure there isn’t a repeat
of last season’s collapse in the final
months of the campaign.

Yet, two of the other major issues
faced by Ancelotti remain unresolved.
Firstly, despite Iker Casillas finally depart-
ing the club after 18 years, a question
remains over who will start in goal.

Kiko Casilla was signed days after
Casillas’s move to Porto to challenge
Keylor Navas to be number one, but
Madrid are still expected to try and land
Manchester United’s David de Gea before
the transfer window closes at the end of
the month.

Benitez also has to find a way to get
the best out of an under-performing
Gareth Bale in what is expected to be a
make or break season for the Welshman.

Bale has made clear his intention to
play through the middle this season
rather than from the right as he has in his
first two campaigns in the Spanish capi-
tal. “It’s my best position,” Bale said after
downing former club Tottenham in a pre-
season friendly.

“When I played for Tottenham, I felt I
played my best football there and when I
play for Wales, I play there and play my
best football. For me, that’s my position
and it’s where I want to play.”

Insisting on playing in the role with
most competition for places is only likely
to pile the pressure on Bale even more,
especially with patience among the
Madrid support already tested after such
a disappointing campaign.

It is also a virtue Benitez knows won’t
be bestowed upon him unless he wins La
Liga or the Champions League. “I grew up
in Madrid. I understand the expectations
and I accept them,” he told El Pais on
Monday. For Bale and Benitez there is no
room for error this season. — AFP

Benitez tasked with 
bettering Bale, Barca

Rafael Benitez
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SPAIN: Bilbao teammates celebrate with the trophy after the second leg Spanish Super Cup soccer match between Barcelona and Athletic Bilbao at the Camp Nou stadium.  — AP

MADRID: Athletic Bilbao claimed their first trophy in 31
years as they drew 1-1 with 10-man Barcelona to win
the Spanish Super Cup 5-1 on aggregate on Monday.

Lionel Messi had given the European champions-
who trailed 4-0 from the first leg-a glimmer of hope
with the opener two minutes before half-time.

However, any realistic hope Barca had of pulling off a
monumental comeback disappeared when Gerard
Pique was shown a straight red card for dissent 10 min-
utes into the second-half.

And Aritz Aduriz exploited the space left by the
Spanish international defender’s dismissal to follow up
his hat-trick in the first leg with the crucial away goal
midway through the second-half.

“For us to win a title is the best thing that can hap-
pen to us,” Aduriz told Spanish TV station Telecinco.
“Apart from the birth of my daughter this is the happi-
est day of my life.”

Defeat ends Barcelona’s hopes of matching the club
record set by Pep Guardiola’s side in 2009 of winning six
trophies in a calendar year. They won’t have long to wait
for a chance at revenge, though, as the two sides square
off once more in their opening game of the La Liga sea-
son on Sunday in Bilbao.

“It is a tie of two games and in the first they were

clear victors,” said Barca captain Andres Iniesta. “Today
we tried everything. Possibly we needed another goal in
the first-half so that they would have more doubts. “I
think very few teams have won six titles. Very few have
won three or four, we will go for the fifth and until
December we have an interesting first part of the sea-
son ahead of us.”

Barcelona boss Luis Enrique had made six changes to
the side that was thrashed at the new San Mames on
Friday with a host of first-team regulars coming back
into the side.

The hosts started on the front foot as Luis Suarez saw
a shot deflected just over before Pique’s effort came
back off the crossbar.

Yet, Athletic’s mass ranks of defence were comfort-
ably keeping Enrique’s men at bay and the visitors even
had a great chance to put the tie to bed when Javier
Eraso skipped past Javier Mascherano before firing into
the side-netting rather than squaring for Aduriz to
apply a simple finish.

Barca finally found a way through thanks to a bril-
liant move as Suarez headed down for Messi who con-
trolled the ball on his chest before sweeping home.

Claudio Bravo kept Barcelona’s hopes alive early in
the second period with saves from Markel Susaeta and

Aduriz, but the Chilean’s good work was undone when
Pique was sent-off for something he said to the referee’s
assistant after he failed to flag Aduriz offside.

To their credit Barca didn’t give up as Pedro
Rodriguez, Ivan Rakitic and Suarez all fired off target
with fine chances to reduce the deficit to two goals.

However, Athletic struck the final blow when Aduriz
was given acres of space to latch onto Eraso’s flick-on
and he slotted into an empty net at the second attempt
after Bravo had saved his first effort. Both sides ended
the game with 10 men as Athletic substitute Kike Sola
also saw a straight red for a late challenge on Javier
Mascherano.

Meanwhile, Athletic Bilbao’s Spanish Super Cup vic-
tory over Barcelona prompted immense joy in the
Basque city but the players cannot afford to soak it up
for too long with Thursday’s Europa League playoff
looming.

Bilbao, who lost 3-1 to Barca in May’s King’s Cup final,
secured a 1-1 draw at the Nou Camp in Monday’s Super
Cup second leg to seal a 5-1 aggregate success that
gave them their first trophy since they won Spain’s tra-
ditional season opener in 1984.

Bilbao president Josu Urrutia promised a big party
but said the fact the team were travelling to play a

Europa League playoff first leg at Slovakian side Zilina
on Thursday meant celebrations would need to be
reined in for now.

Bilbao have twice reached the final of Europe’s sec-
ond-tier club competition, losing to Juventus in 1977
and Atletico Madrid in 2012.

Coach Ernesto Valverde, a former Bilbao player who
also had stints in charge at Espanyol, Villarreal, Valencia
and Olympiakos Piraeus, admitted his side had suffered
at times during Monday’s game, especially after going
1-0 down to a Lionel Messi strike shortly before half-
time.

He praised his players for their fighting spirit and sin-
gled out striker Aritz Aduriz, who scored the equaliser
16 minutes from time after netting a hat-trick in a 4-0
win in the first leg at the San Mames.

“The most important thing about my team is their
solidarity and their refusal to throw in the towel,”
Valverde said. “That’s one of the demands we have at
Athletic. Sometimes we do it better or worse but we are
clear that we never give in and always take things for-
ward.” Barca captain Andres Iniesta said that despite
Monday’s reverse the team were excited about starting
their bid for a sixth La Liga title in eight years at Bilbao
on Sunday.—Agencies

Bilbao end 31-year trophy wait

LIVERPOOL: Liverpool manager Brendan
Rodgers backed new signing Christian
Benteke to transform his side’s play after the
former Aston Villa striker’s goal secured a 1-0
victory over promoted Bournemouth.
Benteke struck in the 26th minute at Anfield
on Monday, prodding home a cross from
Jordan Henderson in front of the Kop, and the
goal stood despite Philippe Coutinho appear-
ing to have been offside. Liverpool have
adopted a more direct approach now that
Benteke is in the team and Rodgers is hopeful
that the £32.5 million ($50.8 million, 45.8 mil-
lion euros) Belgium international’s musculari-
ty and awareness will help solve the chronic
goal-scoring problems that plagued his team
last season. “I thought he was a real handful
tonight (Monday),” said Rodgers. “I think
you’ve seen all the facets of his game. His
hold-up play is outstanding and he’s got a
wonderful touch for a big guy.

“He can help the ball on into areas, he can
take the ball in, control the game, switch the
game. His touch is good. You see him linking
and combining.

“There was one moment when the ball
came into the box, which was one of the rea-
sons we looked to bring him in. “Because of
his strength and power, he tried to make con-
tact with it,  and we had a chance with
Coutinho to then shoot. In my time here,
that’s never really happened.

“ The ball ’s come in and maybe been
cleared out, but because of his physicality and
his contact, he keeps the ball alive in a dan-
gerous area of the field.

“And that will really help. Once the players
get used to seeing that and working with
that, that will offer us more opportunities to
score goals. So it gives us a different dimen-
sion to our game.”

Victory built on Liverpool’s 1-0 win at Stoke
City and left them level on points with
Manchester City, Leicester City and
Manchester United at the top of the early-sea-
son standings.

But it came at the cost of an injury to new
captain Henderson, who departed early in the
second half with a foot problem.

As well as Benteke’s goal, Bournemouth
were also aggrieved that captain Tommy
Elphick had seen an early header ruled out for

a foul after he was adjudged to have clam-
bered over Dejan Lovren.

Arriving at his post-match press confer-
ence, Bournemouth manager Eddie Howe
was asked for his thoughts on the goal and
shot back: “Which one?”

He added: “It’s hugely frustrating really,
especially after the goal being disallowed, so
that’s basically a two-goal swing against us.”

Howe was particularly disappointed that
Benteke’s goal had been allowed to stand
despite Coutinho’s attempt to make contact
with Henderson’s in-swinging cross from the
left.

New guidelines by rule-making body the
International Football Association Board
explicitly state that in such instances, the play-
er who attempts to play the ball should be
flagged offside and Howe’s exasperation was
plain.

“The problem for us as managers was that
we felt it (the offside rule) was a little bit grey,”
he said. “We were assured that it wouldn’t be
and that the rule would be adhered to cor-
rectly. The problem tonight is that if that’s not
offside, that’s the clearest example that you’ll
see of the new rule.

“It ’s a yard and a bit offside and he
(Coutinho) has clearly impacted on the goal-
keeper. I don’t think it’s a tough one. “I’d like
some feedback on both decisions.”

Benteke secures Liverpool victory

Liverpool 1 

Bournemouth 0

ANFIELD: Liverpool’ s Christian Benteke (right) celebrates with team-mate Dejan
Lovren after he scores the first goal for his side during their English Premier
League soccer match against Bournemouth. — AP

Howe nonetheless took heart from
the courage shown by his players and
said that the performance would give his
side “confidence that we can succeed at
this level”.

Liverpool never recovered from losing
three of their first five games last season,

but despite his team’s steady start,
Rodgers was unwilling to look too far
ahead. “Last season it was October
before we got back-to-back wins,” he
said. “To get that in the first two games is
pleasing, but we still have a lot of work to
do.” — AFP
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SCOTTSDALE: In this April 16, 2015, photo, construction workers continue their work on a new large apartment complex in Scottsdale, Ariz. The National Association of Home Builders releases its housing market index for
August on Monday. — AP

US housing starts near eight-year high
Building permits fall 16.3 percent after string of gains

WASHINGTON: US housing starts rose to a near eight-
year high in July as builders ramped up construction of
single-family homes, suggesting that the economy was
firing on almost all cylinders.

The Commerce Department report yesterday added
to solid payrolls, retail sales and industrial output data in
suggesting the economy got off to a strong start in the
third quarter. The steady flow of upbeat economic
reports has bolstered views that the Federal Reserve will
raise interest rates in September.

“The Fed is likely to take further reassurance that
housing is on an improving trend and this should add to
the view that the economy is in more normal territory,”
said John Ryding, an economist at RDQ Economics in
New York.

Groundbreaking increased 0.2 percent to a seasonally
adjusted annual pace of 1.21 million units, the highest
level since October 2007. June and May starts were
revised higher, a sign that builders are growing more
confident in the economy.

Housing starts have now been above a one million-
unit pace for four straight months. Economists had fore-

cast groundbreaking on new homes rising to a 1.19 mil-
lion-unit pace last month.

The dollar was trading higher against a basket of cur-
rencies, while prices for U.S. Treasury debt fell. The S&P
homebuilding index jumped 3.09 percent, outperform-
ing the broader market, which was weighed down by
weaker-than-expected quarterly results from Wal-Mart.

D.R. Horton Inc, the largest US homebuilder, increased
2.69 percent. Lennar Corp, the nation’s second-largest
homebuilder, surged 3.26 percent. Housing is getting a
tailwind from a tightening labor market, which is encour-
aging young adults to move from their parents’ base-
ments and set up their own lodgings.

Economists expect that housing will absorb some of
the slack from a struggling manufacturing sector and
contribute to growth this year. The economy expanded at
a 2.3 percent annual pace in the second quarter and fore-
casts for the July-September period are close to a 3.0 per-
cent rate.

Most economists expect the Fed to hike interest rates
next month for the first time in almost a decade.

LEADING LIGHT
“The housing market is a leading light of the economy

and it looks like that will be the case for a while. My take
is the economy is moving forward solidly,” said Joel
Naroff, chief economist at Naroff Economic Advisors in
Holland, Pennsylvania.

A report on Monday showed confidence among
homebuilders climbed to a near 10-year high in August.
The firming housing market is bolstering profits at Home
Depot Inc. The world’s No.1 home improvement retailer
reported better-than-expected quarterly same-store
sales and raised its full-year sales and profit forecast yes-
terday.

In July, groundbreaking for single-family homes,
which accounts for the largest share of the market,
surged 12.8 percent to a 782,000 unit pace, the highest
level since December 2007. Single-family home building
in the South, where most of the home construction takes
place, rose to the highest level since January 2008.

Though housing starts in the Northeast tumbled 27.5
percent, that followed several months of strong gains as
builders rushed to take advantage of tax incentives for

real estate development in New York that expired in mid-
June.

Groundbreaking on single-family homes in the
Northeast in July rose to the highest level since October
2013. Single-family starts in the West increased to a near
eight-year high.

“Construction activity is picking up across the country,
which we take as a positive signal about the health of the
US  consumer and overall economy,” said Jesse Hurwitz,
an economist at Barclays in New York. Starts for the
volatile multifamily segment fell 17 percent to a
424,000,000 unit rate. The decline, however, is likely to be
temporary given a tightening rental vacancy rate.

While building permits fell 16.3 percent in July to a
1.12 million-unit pace, that followed three straight
months of hefty increases and the decline was likely
related to the expiration of the tax incentives in New
York. Building permits in the Northeast plunged 60.2 per-
cent last month.

Single-family building permits slipped 1.9 percent in
July.Multi-family building permits tumbled 31.8 per-
cent.  — Reuters

ATHENS: Greece has agreed to sell to a German company
the rights to operate 14 regional airports. The deal is the
first in a wave of privatizations the government had until
recently opposed but needs to make to qualify for bailout
loans.

The decision, which was published in the government
gazette overnight Monday, would hand over the airports,
including several on popular tourist island destinations, to
Fraport AG, which runs Frankfurt Airport among others
across the world.

The concession, worth 1.23 billion euros ($1.37 bil-
lion), is the first privatization decision taken by the gov-
ernment of Prime Minister Alexis Tsipras, who was elect-
ed in January on promises to repeal the conditions of
Greece’s previous two bailouts. The government had ini-
tially vowed to cancel the country’s privatization pro-
gram, but Tsipras has been forced to renege on his pre-
election promises in order to win a deal on a third inter-
national bailout for Greece, worth 86 billion euros.
Without the rescue loans, the country would default on
its debts and risk being forced out of Europe’s joint cur-
rency.

Separately, the government slightly relaxed its restric-
tions on banking transactions, allowing small amounts to
be sent abroad for the first time in about two months.

The finance ministry’s amendments, also published in
the government gazette, include allowing Greeks to send
up to 500 euros ($555) abroad per person per month, and
allowing up to 8,000 euros per quarter to be sent to stu-
dents studying abroad to cover accommodation costs.

Greeks can now also open new bank accounts that will
have no withdrawal rights, in order to repay loans, social
security contributions or tax debts. The government
restricted banking transactions in late June to prevent a
bank run after Tsipras announced a referendum on credi-
tors’ terms for a new bailout.

The government’s U-turn on pre-election promises to
secure its new bailout has sparked a rebellion within
Tsipras’ governing left-wing Syriza party, increasing the
possibility of early elections being called as early as next
month.

The prime minister is widely expected to call a confi-
dence vote in his government this week, after dozens of
Syriza lawmakers voted against him during the ratification
of the new bailout deal in Parliament last Friday.

Tsipras was meeting with members of his financial team
yesterday, but the government has said any announce-
ments on political developments will be made tomorrow,
when Greece must repay a European Central Bank debt for
which it needs new loans. — AP

Greece sells to German firm 

rights to run 14 airports

THESSALONIKI: People read newspapers as other walk in the northern port city of Thessaloniki, Greece, yesterday.
Greece has agreed to sell to a German company the rights to operate 14 regional airports, in a wave of privatizations the
government had until recently opposed but needs to make to qualify for bailout loans. — AP
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ASIAN COUNTRIES
Japanese Yen 2.440
Indian Rupees 4.655
Pakistani Rupees 2.979
Srilankan Rupees 2.265
Nepali Rupees 2.915
Singapore Dollar 216.240
Hongkong Dollar 39.154
Bangladesh Taka 3.902
Philippine Peso 6.557
Thai Baht 8.582

GCC COUNTRIES
Saudi Riyal 81.003
Qatari Riyal 83.441
Omani Riyal 788.980
Bahraini Dinar 806.700
UAE Dirham 82.702

ARAB COUNTRIES
Egyptian Pound - Cash 40.675
Egyptian Pound - Transfer 38.840
Yemen Riyal/for 1000 1.417
Tunisian Dinar 155.890
Jordanian Dinar 428.600
Lebanese Lira/for 1000 2.038
Syrian Lira 2.165
Morocco Dirham 31.625

EUROPEAN & AMERICAN COUNTRIES
US Dollar Transfer 303.600
Euro 337.000
Sterling Pound 474.380
Canadian dollar 232.470
Turkish lira 105.780
Swiss Franc 312.020
Australian dollar 225.270
US Dollar Buying 302.400

CURRENCY BUY SELL
Europe

Belgian Franc 0.007921 0.008921
British Pound 0.466039 0.475039
Czech Korune 0.004394 0.016394
Danish Krone 0.040877 0.045877
Euro 0.329977 0.337977
Norwegian Krone 0.032827 0.038027
Romanian Leu 0.075625 0.075625
Slovakia 0.009062 0.019062
Swedish Krona 0.031470 0.036470
Swiss Franc 0.303303 0.313503
Turkish Lira 0.108860 0.115860

Australasia
Australian Dollar 0.215237 0.226737
New Zealand Dollar 0.193763 0.203263

America
Canadian Dollar 0.226186 0.234686
US Dollars 0.299500 0.304000

US Dollars Mint 0.300000 0.304000

Asia
Bangladesh Taka 0.003559 0.004159
Chinese Yuan 0.046579 0.050079
Hong Kong Dollar 0.037062 0.039812
Indian upee 0.004637 0.005027
Indonesian Rupiah 0.000018 0.000024
Japanese Yen 0.002353 0.002533
Kenyan Shilling 0.002948 0.002948
Korean Won 0.000246 0.000261
Malaysian Ringgit 0.073074 0.079074
Nepalese Rupee 0.003045 0.003215
Pakistan Rupee 0.002814 0.003094
Philippine Peso 0.006555 0.006835
Sierra Leone 0.000062 0.000068
Singapore Dollar 0.212189 0.218189
South African Rand 0.017438 0.025938
Sri Lankan Rupee 0.001983 0.002563
Taiwan 0.009197 0.009377
Thai Baht 0.008369 0.008919

Arab
Bahraini Dinar 0.797274 0.805247
Egyptian Pound 0.038844 0.041674
Iranian Riyal 0.000084 0.000085
Iraqi Dinar 0.000198 0.000258
Jordanian Dinar 0.424209 0.431709
Kuwaiti Dinar 1.000000 1.000000
Lebanese Pound 0.000151 0.000251
Moroccan Dirhams 0.019884 0.043884
Nigerian Naira 0.001254 0.001889
Omani Riyal 0.782560 0.7887240
Qatar Riyal 0.082680 0.083893
Saudi Riyal 0.080323 0.081023
Syrian Pound 0.001287 0.001507
Tunisian Dinar 0.151740 0.159740
Turkish Lira 0.108860 0.115860
UAE Dirhams 0.081678 0.082827
Yemeni Riyal 0.001372 0.001452

UAE Exchange Centre WLL

CURRENCIES TELEX TRANSFER PER 1000
Australian Dollar 203.13
Canadian Dollar 235.15
Swiss Franc 315.06
Euro 340.06
US Dollar 303.70
Sterling Pound 477.98
Japanese Yen 2.48
Bangladesh Taka 3.899
Indian Rupee 4.649
Sri Lankan Rupee 2.267
Nepali Rupee 2.909
Pakistani Rupee 2.981
UAE Dirhams 0.08263
Bahraini Dinar 0.8071
Egyptian Pound 0.03868
Jordanian Dinar 0.4319
Omani Riyal 0.7886
Qatari Riyal 0.08373
Saudi Riyal 0.08100

Rate for Transfer Selling Rate
US Dollar 303.450
Canadian Dollar 234.075
Sterling Pound 475.955
Euro 338.810
Swiss Frank 297.505
Bahrain Dinar 806.190
UAE Dirhams 82.995
Qatari Riyals 91.000

Saudi Riyals 81.725
Jordanian Dinar 428.010
Egyptian Pound 38.680
Sri Lankan Rupees 2.265
Indian Rupees 4.653
Pakistani Rupees 2.979
Bangladesh Taka 3.896
Philippines Pesso 6.550
Cyprus pound 578.550
Japanese Yen 3.435
Syrian Pound 2.605
Nepalese Rupees 3.910
Malaysian Ringgit 75.390
Chinese Yuan Renminbi 47.880
Thai Bhat 9.590
Turkish Lira 117.480

GOLD
20 gram 226.690
10 gram 116.040
5  gram 58.700

SEOUL:  The chairman of South
Korea’s Lotte Group secured cru-
cial shareholder support Monday
in his bitter struggle against his
father and elder brother for con-
trol of the family-run retail giant.

S h a r e h o l d e r s  o f  L o t t e
H o l d i n g s - t h e  g r o u p’s  J a p a n -
based de fac to holding group -
approved corporate governance
p r o p o s a l s  t o  b e  i m p l e m e n t e d
“u n d e r  t h e  l e a d e r s h i p” o f  t h e
chairman Shin Dong-Bin,  Lotte

said in a statement.
It said Lotte, the country’s fifth

largest conglomerate, “welcomed”
t h e  vo te.  Th e  k e e n l y - w a tc h e d
shareholder meeting moved a step
closer to resolving a very public
feud between Shin, his father Shin
Kyuk-Ho and his  e lder  brother,
Shin Dong-Joo.

Lotte-founded in Tokyo in 1948
by Shin Kyuk-Ho-operates a vast
network of businesses including
department stores and hotels in

S outh Korea  and Japan,  whose
combined assets are worth around
$90 billion. 

The feud began after Dong-Joo
and his father sought last month
to dismiss a group of senior Lotte
Holdings executive board mem-
bers  including Dong-Bin,  ques-
tioning his management ability.

But Dong-Bin fought back, with
the board not only nullifying the
dismissals but also removing the
father as co-CEO.

Disputes escalate
The dispute further escalated as

the two brothers accused each oth-
er of mismanagement and  manipu-
lating the frail,  92-year-old Shin
Kyuk-Ho whose mental faculties
have been called into question.

The company’s board members
as well as the labour union voiced
support for Dong-Bin. But Dong-Joo
soldiered on, saying he would await
the verdict from the shareholders. 

The family  feud has renewed

publ ic  cr i t ic ism of  the wealthy
founding famil ies  behind the
South’s family-run conglomerates,
known as “chaebol”.

Squabbles over control of the
business empires have often made
headlines, prompting public calls to
overhaul their governing structure
and improve transparency.

Many families now own a small
fraction of the groups’ entire stake
but still retain control via a complex
web of cross-shareholdings. — AFP

Lotte chief wins key battle in family feud

DUBAI: Major Middle East stock markets plunged yes-
terday after tumbling Chinese equities put pressure on
global oil and commodity prices. Chinese stocks fell
more than 6 percent yesterday as the yuan weakened
against the dollar, raising fears that Beijing may further
devalue its currency. That could decrease China’s con-
sumption and imports.   Saudi Arabia’s main stock index
fell 2.9 percent to a seven-month closing low of 8,197
points. The index fell this week below technical support
around 8,500 points, where it had bottomed in March
and April. That triggered a double top formed by the
March and April peaks, which points to December’s low
of 7,226 points in coming months.

The economics department of local lender Samba
Financial Group said in a report yesterday government
spending had supported Saudi economic activity
throughout the first half of this year despite oil’s plunge.

“However, the picture has begun to change recently
with the persistence of low oil prices now beginning to
have an impact on government spending, confidence
and private activity,” it said.

“We expect a weaker trajectory of spending (in fact,
a half-on-half contraction seems likely) as we move
through the rest of 2015 and into 2016.” London-based
Capital Economics said in a report the Saudi economy
appeared to be growing at an annual rate of more than
5 percent at the end of the second quarter, buoyed by
rising oil output. But the impending return of Iranian oil
to the market after the lifting of sanctions meant Riyadh
was likely to have little scope to raise oil output further.

Meanwhile, fiscal policy looks set to become less

supportive, so economic growth is set to slow to around
1.5 percent in 2016, below analysts’ consensus expecta-
tions of 2.5 percent, it argued.

Petrochemicals giant Saudi Basic Industries, for
which China is an important market, fell 1.7 percent.
Saudi Arabian Mining Co (Ma’aden) tumbled 5.8 percent
as the Chinese equities rout depressed metals prices.

Many Saudi small-caps, especially insurance compa-
nies, fell their daily 10 percent limits. Halthcare was the
only bright spot. Health insurance will become manda-
tory for most visitors to the kingdom in the fourth quar-
ter, the local newspaper Al-Watan reported, citing the
supervisory body Council of Cooperative Health
Insurance. Dallah Healthcare added 0.6 percent, Saudi
Pharmaceutical Industries rose 0.4 percent and
Mouwasat Medical Services edged up 0.2 percent.

UAE, EGYPT
Dubai’s index dropped 2.5 percent to a four-month

low of 3,828 points, falling below technical support at its
May low of 3,913 points. Builder Arabtec, which posted
its third quarterly loss in a row this week, suffered one of
the biggest price falls, tumbling 4.6 percent.

The most traded stock, heavyweight developer
Emaar Properties, dropped 3.0 percent. Stock exchange
data showed selling pressure in Dubai mostly came
from foreign and institutional investors. Abu Dhabi’s
main index fell 2.0 percent, its biggest daily loss since
early January. Abu Dhabi National Insurance Co , which
this month said it had swung to a loss in the first half of
2015, sank its daily 10 percent limit.

Qatar’s market slipped 0.6 percent, still supported by
expectations of more foreign investment after its
weighting in MSCI’s emerging markets index was
increased. Ezdan Holding, one of the stocks whose
weighting will be boosted at the end of August, climbed
0.2 percent. Egypt’s leading index dropped 2.6 percent
to 7,398 points, its lowest close since February 2014,
falling below chart support at its July low of 7,527
points. Although Egypt is a net oil importer and should
benefit from lower oil prices, its close economic ties with
the Gulf - including overlapping investor bases - have
led the Cairo bourse to move in sync with the Gulf in the
last few days.

YESTERDAY’S HIGHLIGHTS
SAUDI ARABIA
The index slid 2.9 percent to 8,197 points.
DUBAI
The index dropped 2.5 percent to 3,828 points.
ABU DHABI
The index fell 2.0 percent to 4,540 points.
QATAR
The index edged down 0.6 percent to 11,671 points.
EGYPT
The index dropped 2.6 percent to 7,398 points.
KUWAIT
The index slipped 0.02 percent to 6,195 points.
OMAN
The index lost 0.5 percent to 6,191 points.
BAHRAIN
The index fell 0.2 percent to 1,329 points. — Reuters

Markets sell off after China 

hits oil, Saudis down 2.9%
Dubai falls below chart support

KUALA LUMPUR: A Malaysian Muslim woman checks her mobile phone while shop-
ping at a mall outside Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia yesterday. Malaysia’s economy is
expected to be resilient despite the weakening of the Malaysian ringgit. — AP

LONDON: US oil prices fell towards six-
year lows yesterday after stock mar-
kets tumbled in China, the world’s
largest energy consumer, adding to
worries about global fuel demand at a
time of heavy oversupply.

Chinese stocks fell more than 6 per-
cent yesterday as the yuan weakened
against the dollar, raising fears that
Beijing may further devalue the cur-
rency. Such a move could decrease
China’s consumption and import lev-
els. Industrial metals, including copper,
also traded near six-year lows, adding
to bearish market sentiment.

“That is dragging oil lower - it was
in bearish territory to start with,” SEB
chief commodity analyst Bjarne
Schieldrop said. US crude futures were
20 cents weaker at $41.67 a barrel by
1205 GMT, close to their lowest since
early 2009.

North Sea Brent was at $48.50 a
barrel, down 24 cents but still some
way from its 2015 low of $45.19. Both
crude oil benchmarks have more than
halved in value over the last year. They
rallied earlier in the year but are now
almost a third below their last peak in
May. Data shows many speculators
have taken huge bets on further falls.

US stockpiles are expected to rise in
coming months as refiners reduce

operations for maintenance and the
summer driving season comes to an
end, reducing demand for US crude.

Many oil traders are positioning
themselves to profit from a further
drop in US prices,  buying “puts” -
options to sell contracts once they
have fallen to a particular level - at
prices as low as $35 and even $30 a
barrel.

“ The amount of queries we’ve
received recently about leveraging
bets on further price falls has been
astonishing,” one broker said.

“It now seems only a matter of time
before Brent slips below the 6-1/2-
month low of a good $48 per barrel
that it recorded a week ago and WTI
falls below the 6-1/2-year low of
$41.35 it reached at the end of last
week,” Commerzbank said in a note to
clients. Underscoring the bearish sen-
timent, hedge funds cut their net long
holdings of Brent crude futures for a
fourth straight week, exchange data
showed on Monday.

The long-term outlook is bearish,
said BMI Research, part of the Fitch rat-
ings agency. It forecast “oil prices will
remain anchored until  2018” with
global supply growth likely to outstrip
the growth in global consumption for
the next two years. — Reuters

US oil prices near 6-year 

lows as China weighs

Wal-Mart cuts profit outlook as costs rise

BENTONVILLE: Wal-Mart Stores Inc. cut its annual
earnings outlook yesterday because of currency fluc-
tuations and higher wages and investments in over-
hauling its stores are squeezing its profits.

The world’s largest retailer also reported an 11.4
percent drop in second-quarter profit, though an
important sales measure rose for the fourth straight
quarter. Wal-Mart is facing challenges on all fronts,
obstacles that have resulted in its shares falling 16 per-
cent this year. Its low-income shoppers are still strug-
gling in an economy that is slowly recovering.  The
company is also facing increasing competition from
the likes of online king Amazon.com and dollar stores.

Wal-Mart has been doing a number of things to
improve its results. It’s increasing its spending for its
online operations to between $1.2 billion and $1.5 bil-
lion this year, up from $1 billion last year. It’s opening a
string of fulfillment centers dedicated to e-commerce
that should speed up delivery and put more items in
one box. And it’s testing an unlimited free-shipping
service for $50 a year, undercutting Amazon’s popular
Amazon Prime, whose annual dues are $99.

Wal-Mart’s U.S. division, which accounts for 60 per-
cent of its total sales, is undergoing a major overhaul
under Wal-Mart’s new U.S. CEO Greg Foran. The com-
pany is trying to improve pricing and selection as well
as beef up customer service. It promises tidier stores
and an improved holiday shopping season. Earlier this
year, it announced wage increases for hourly workers.

The company, based in Bentonville, Ark, earned
$3.63 billion, or $1.08 per share, in the quarter ended
July 31. That compares with $4.09 billion, or $1.26 per

share, a year ago.
The results did not meet Wall Street expectations.

The average estimate of 13 analysts surveyed by Zacks
Investment Research was for earnings of $1.12 per
share. The world’s largest retailer posted revenue of

$120.23 billion in the period, beating Street forecasts.
Eleven analysts surveyed by Zacks expected $120.06
billion. Wal-Mart now expects full-year earnings to be
$4.40 to $4.70 per share.Shares slipped 47 cents to
$71.91 in pre-market trading. — Reuters

LANDOVER: In this December 31, 2015 file photo, a Walmart store is seen in Landover,
Maryland. US retail behemoth Wal-Mart Stores reported yesterday a dip in second-quarter prof-
its due in part to the strong dollar and higher operating costs. — AFP



LONDON: Britain’s biggest customer-owned
lender Nationwide said a new banking tax will
cost it 300 million pounds ($470  million) over
the next five years and potentially hurt lending.

Nationwide, Britain’s second biggest provider
of home loans, said the tax cost was the equiva-
lent of the capital required to fund 10 billion
pounds worth of lending.

Chief Executive Graham Beale warned that
the introduction of a new surcharge on profits
from next year, announced by Finance Minister
George Osborne last month, would have a dis-
proportionate impact on building societies,
which are smaller than major banks and focus
on domestic lending.

“This represents a missed opportunity to sup-
port diversity by acknowledging that building
societies are different to banks and to recognise
the contribution Nationwide and other mutuals
make by lending to the UK economy, and the

housing market in particular,” Beale said in a
statement accompanying the lender’s quarterly
results yesterday.

Nationwide paid 28 million pounds in tax
under Britain’s existing bank levy in the 2014/15
tax year.

In an interview with Reuters, Beale said the
new surcharge would see its net tax cost rise to
between 90 million and 100 million pounds in
the 2016/17 financial year, the first in which the
new rules will have a full impact.

Capital strength
Beale said customer-owned lenders such as

Nationwide should be treated differently to
banks because they are less of a risk to the
British economy.

“Instead of having a surcharge of 8 percent
for the large mutuals, to acknowledge that we’re
different with a different risk profile, it could

have been 4 percent,” he said.
Nationwide reported a 52 percent increase in

first-quarter underlying profit to 400 million
pounds and a 50 percent rise in statutory profit
to 379 million.

It provided more than a quarter of overall net
lending to the British housing market during the
period. Nationwide’s gross mortgage lending
rose 17 percent to 6.8 billion pounds and net
lending climbed 23.5 percent to 2.1 billion
pounds.

Nationwide is targeting a 10 percent share of
Britain’s personal current account market. Its
share remained unchanged at 6.8 percent in its
first quarter, which started in April.

Nationwide said its core tier 1 ratio, a key
measure of financial strength, rose 1 percentage
point to 20.8 percent, higher than any British
lender. Its leverage ratio strengthened 10 basis
points to 4.2 percent. — Reuters

FRANKFURT: Insurance claims from the
devastating explosions at the Chinese port
of Tianjin last week could exceed initial esti-
mates and strain the finances of regional
insurers, credit ratings agency Fitch said
yesterday.

Credit Suisse analysts estimated that
total insurance losses could amount to $1
billion to $1.5 billion, basing their calcula-
tions on Chinese media reports, but Fitch
said the bill could be higher.

Local Chinese insurers are likely to bear
the brunt of the costs and it is unclear how
much of their exposure will be transferred
to reinsurance companies.

“The high insurance penetration rate in
this area could make the blasts one of the
most costly catastrophe claims for the
Chinese insurance sector in the past few
years,” Fitch said.

“Claims from the blasts are likely to
undermine the financial performance of
some regional players and those property
and casualty insurers with high risk accu-
mulation in the affected areas.”

It was too early to say how the credit
strength of China’s insurance sector as a
whole would be affected, it added.

If claims were to come in at the high
end of the forecast, it would represent

more than 5 percent of aggregated share-
holder capital of the six leading insurers
with exposure to Tianjin, Fitch estimated.

PICC Property and Casualty Company,
Ping An Property & Casualty Insurance
Company of China, China Pacific Property
Insurance, China Continent Property &
Casualty Insurance, Sunshine Property &
Casualty Insurance and Taiping General
Insurance are the most active insurers in
the region, Fitch said. They account for
nearly 80 percent of property and casualty
premiums.

Property and casualty insurers in the
region typically pass on about 10-15 per-

cent of risks to local and international rein-
surers, Fitch said.

China Reinsurance Group, which this
month applied to carry out an initial public
offering, is the country’s biggest reinsurer,
but other top spots in the market are occu-
pied by European players Swiss Re,
Hannover Re, Munich Re and Scor.

Reinsurance officials on Tuesday said it
was too early to comment on the likelihood
or extent of claims their insurance compa-
ny clients might pass along. “A potential
participation (in the claims) is possible,” a
Hannover Re spokeswoman said.

Zurich Insurance and Allianz are among

the foreign insurers who have received
claims stemming from the blasts on
Wednesday, which killed more than 100
people and destroyed or damaged about
10,000 cars at Tianjin, the world’s third-
largest port by cargo volume.

The IUMI marine insurance body said
that losses on motor vehicles alone in
Tianjin could amount to $300 million.

“Container losses are likely to be spread
among many marine cargo insurers but
motor vehicle insurance is a specialist sec-
tor and so that market is likely to be hit
hard,” said Nick Derrick, chairman of the
IUMI’s cargo committee. — Reuters
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Tianjin blast to test Chinese insurers: Fitch

Nationwide warns new bank 

tax puts lending at risk
Net tax cost to rise to 90-100m pounds in 2016/17

MADRID: As a general election looms in
Spain, the central bank said the country’s
leaders should be careful not to backtrack
on recent reforms and spending cuts as
they try to cement an economic recovery
and create much-needed jobs.

The Bank of Spain sees economic out-
put continuing to expand in the second
half of 2015 and growth of 3.1 percent this
year in Spain and of 2.7 percent for 2016,
putting Spain far ahead of most euro zone
peers as it emerges from a period of deep
spending cuts, economic reforms and a
bank bailout.

But Bank of Spain Governor Luis Maria
Linde said yesterday that a jobless rate
hovering at 22.4 percent and a high level
of public debt were weighing on Spain’s
progress since a deep recession ended in
2013.

With a general election just months
away, he urged politicians to continue with
efforts to rein in spending, adding that any
doubts over this could harm the recovery.

“We’re far from having overcome all of
the factors of vulnerability (in the econo-
my),” Linde told parliament, adding that an
exceptional phase of growth “does not
mean that Spain has sufficiently overcome
the consequences of the crisis that started
in 2007”.

Linde said there was already a risk that
Spain could miss its deficit target of 4.2
percent of output for 2015.

Political groups backed by the anti-aus-

terity party Podemos performed well in
regional elections in May. With a national
parliamentary election due around
November, polls show that new move-
ments are eroding the voter base of the
traditional parties, leading to what could
be an untested era of coalitions.

That could increase uncertainty over
the economy, which has benefited from
falling debt costs. Spain sold 5.45 billion
euros in short-term Treasury bills yesterday
at lower rates, with yields on 6-month bills
turning negative.

Linde said Spain’s jobless rate could fall
to around 20 percent by the fourth quarter
of 2016.

Economists warn that the economic
revival may slow as a rebound effect wears
off, and Linde also said that government
projections for a higher tax take next year
needed to be monitored in case they fell
short. Some underlying trends are for now
still encouraging, however.

Spanish banks’ bad debts as a percent-
age of total credit fell further to 10.99 per-
cent in June, new data showed, and
exports reached a record high in the first
half of the year, the Economy Ministry said.

Linde said consumer prices in Spain
were still weak, but the risk of an overly
long period of depressed prices had dissi-
pated. Year-on-year core inflation, which
strips out volatile energy prices, jumped
to 0.8 percent in July from 0,6 percent in
June.  — Reuters

LONDON: Gold traded little changed
yesterday, as investor focus shifted
back to the prospect of a US rate rise
by the Federal Reserve. Gold snapped
a seven-week losing streak and scaled
a three-week high of $1,126.31 last
week after China’s devaluation of its
yuan fuelled some speculation that the
Fed could hold off on raising interest
rates this year.

“Gold is still reacting to dollar weak-
ness after the Chinese currency deval-
uation,” ABN Amro analyst Georgette
Boele said.  “September,  when we
expect the first US rate hike, is going to
be crucial  for the precious metal ’s
medium-term direction.”

Spot gold was up 0.1 percent at
$1,118.56 an ounce by 1148 GMT,
while US gold for December delivery
was flat at $1,118.20 an ounce. “For
one to two weeks, it’s going to oscillate
around $1,100,” said Mark To, head of
research at Hong Kong’s Wing Fung
Financial Group.

“I think the rate hike has already
been discounted fully, whether it hap-
pens in September or December.” The
dollar was unchanged against a basket
of leading currencies, while European
shares were mixed, following a 6 per-
cent slump in Chinese markets.

Data on Monday showed US home-
builder sentiment rose in August to its
highest s ince a matching reading

almost a decade ago, helping counter
a plunge in New York manufacturing
activity to its weakest since 2009.

Solid jobs growth, rebounding retail
sales and a housing sector on the
mend suggest the Federal Reserve is
on track to raise interest rates this year,
perhaps at the next policy meeting in
September.

“Despite the recent market volatility
caused by the RMB (yuan) devaluation
last week, (we) believe that the Fed will
look past international macro develop-
ments, focusing instead on positive
trends in US labor data, and therefore
continue to see September Fed lift-off
as the most likely scenario,” Citi said in
a note.

Higher interest rates would put
non-yield-bearing gold under further
pressure, increasing the opportunity
cost of holding the metal.

There should be more clues on the
Fed’s thinking regarding interest rates
when the minutes of the US central
bank’s July 28-29 meeting are released
today.

Investors withdrew $2.3 billion from
gold exchange-traded products in July
as the dollar strengthened, BlackRock
data showed. Spot silver dropped 1.1
percent to $15.14 an ounce, platinum
was down 0.1 percent at $992.49 and
palladium sl ipped 1.5 percent to
$603.25. — Reuters

Gold steadies as

investor focus shifts

back to US rate rise

MADRID: Spanish Prime Minister Mariano Rajoy (R) looks on past Spanish Deputy
Prime Minister and Spokeswoman Soraya Saenz de Santamaria during a parliamen-
tary session in Madrid yesterday. Spanish lawmakers were poised to approve today
Greece’s third international bailout which Prime Minister Mariano Rajoy decided to
put to a vote in parliament ahead of a year-end general election.— AFP

Spain’s economy

recovering after

recession, exports up

BEIJING: A delivery man waits in his truck in Beijing. — AFP

ISTANBUL: Turkey’s central bank held interest
rates yesterday after a drop in food and energy
prices eased inflationary pressures, maintaining
a cautious stance with one eye on political ten-
sions that have driven the lira to record lows.

Prime Minister Ahmet Davutoglu is expected
yesterday to relinquish the mandate to form the
next government after coalition talks failed, rais-
ing the prospect of another parliamentary elec-
tion in the autumn after June’s indecisive vote.

Against that background, the bank kept its
one-week repo rate at 7.50 percent and the
overnight borrowing rate at 7.25 percent. The
overnight lending rate remained 10.75 percent
and the primary dealers’ overnight borrowing
rate 10.25 percent.

“ Taking into account the uncertainty in
domestic and global markets and the volatility in
energy and food prices, the committee decided
to implement a tighter liquidity policy as long as
deemed necessary,” the bank said in a statement.

In a Reuters poll of 12 economists, eight had
expected the key one-week rate to be left
unchanged and four had forecast a 50-100 basis
point hike.

Months before the election, President Tayyip
Erdogan had exerted pressure on the central
bank to cut rates to boost a flagging economy,
but economists say the country needs tighter
policy to fight inflation.

Speaking before the central bank decision,
Economy Minister Nihat Zeybekci said that calls
for higher interest rates did no good to Turkey
and that the recent appreciation of the dollar
was “totally speculative”.

Government officials have said economic
growth is likely to fall far short of Ankara’s tar-
gets this year.

The lira has plunged more than 18 percent
against the dollar this year, making it one of the

worst-performing major emerging market cur-
rencies.

It is expected to remain under pressure with
no sign of the political uncertainty easing in the
near term, or an end to a cycle of violence in the
country’s southeast pitting government forces
against Kurdish PKK militants.

Under the terms of the constitution, Erdogan
could dissolve Davutoglu’s caretaker cabinet and
call for the formation of an interim power-shar-

ing government to lead Turkey to a new election
within months if no deal is reached by Aug. 23.

Such a temporary arrangement would theo-
retically hand cabinet positions to four parties
with deep ideological divisions, leaving policy-
making paralysed and deepening uncertainty.

Erdogan’s ruling AK Party has cultivated a
record of sound economic management since it
first came to power in 2002 but lost its ability to
govern alone in the June 7 election.  — Reuters

Turkey holds interest 

rates, shrugs off weak lira

DALLAS: Provided by the Federal Reserve Bank of Dallas shows Robert Steven Kaplan. The
Federal Reserve Bank of Dallas said August 17 that Kaplan, a Harvard University professor and
former Goldman Sachs executive, will become its new head. Kaplan’s appointment as presi-
dent and chief executive of the Dallas Fed will take effect on September 8, succeeding Richard
Fisher, who retired in March. — AP
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VALENCIA:  All the lady wanted was some
chicken. But in shortage-plagued Venezuela,
she waited in line five hours, only to go home
empty-handed.

“I got here at 5:30 am and came away with
nothing! It is just not fair that you have to
work so hard-and then put up with these
lines,” said an exasperated Lileana Diaz, a 49-
year-old receptionist at a hospital emergency
room.

Venezuelans have been enduring short-
ages of the most basic goods, such as toilet
paper, for more than a year.  In Caracas, a cot-

tage industry has emerged with people who
will wait in line for you-at a price. But things
are even worse outside the capital. 

The problems are staggering here in
Valencia, an industrial city west of the capital
of this oil-rich country. Valencia has big facto-
ries that produce food and other essentials.
Still, the list of goods in short supply is long. 

It includes coffee, cooking oil, cornmeal,
soap, detergent, you name it.  Chicken is one
of the most coveted. Frustrated shoppers like
Diaz are legion. One tells the story of people
who climbed over a fence to get a good place

in line outside a store, prompting police to
intervene and stop scuffles that broke out.
Another lady shopper shows off  a nasty
bruise on her right leg, thanks to a fight she
got into as she tried to buy disposable dia-
pers.

In recent weeks, the lines of people wait-
ing hopefully outside supermarkets and
stores have grown longer in cities away from
the coast, such as Maracaibo, Puerto Ordaz
and Cumana.   

Venezuelan media have reported situa-
tions of nerves running very, very high and

shoppers coming close to looting.
At times it has gotten that bad, in

fact. In late January, one person died and
dozens were arrested in the chaos of a
looting outbreak at stores in the town of
San Felix in the southern state of Bolivar.

Pedro Palma, an economist, says that
historically governments in Venezuela
try to keep Caracas better stocked with
essentials, to the detriment of other
cities.

“It is in their interest to avoid critical
situations in Caracas so as not to see a
social explosion with truly dramatic con-
sequences,” Palma told AFP.

‘Lines of hope’ 
In another supermarket in Valencia, a

line 50 meters (yards) long snakes away
from the entrance.

“We cal l  these ‘holding out hope
lines,’ because once you get inside, there
is nothing on the shelves,” said Oscar
Oroste, a 53-year-old chef. 

Oroste said that until recently, people
would wait in line knowing what was
available to buy. “Now, people are in line
but do not even know what they will be
sold.”

Venezuelans go from supermarket to
supermarket, and store to store, clamor-
ing for basic necessities which have
prices regulated by the leftist govern-
ment.

But some buy just to resell at a hand-
some profit, and economists say that is
another source of the shortages.

Egne Casano, a 28-year-old home-
maker, said things are a bit better in

Caracas. “I went there not long ago and
saw that there is a better supply,” she
said. No one knows exactly how bad the
situation is,  in numbers. The central
bank has not released figures on short-
ages since March 2014. 

Then, it said 29.4 percent of the items
the average household needs is in short
supply. Some private companies warn
that the problem-exacerbated by lower
oil prices, the source of virtually all hard
currency in Venezuela-has got much
worse since then. Venezuela imports
most of its food and basic necessities.

‘Lucky day’ 
In the long lines, people digest their

woes with a mix of humor, resignation
and anger. At another supermarket in
Valencia, a whopping 600 people stood
in line under a blazing sun to buy pow-
dered milk.

Graciela Duran, a retiree, got a kilo of
it after waiting for four hours. “I was
lucky today,  Sometimes I  come and
there is nothing,” she said.  “Waiting in
huge lines is what we do all day, every
day,” said Duran, shielding herself from
the sun with an umbrella.

A dozen police were stationed at the
entrance of the store and around the
parking lot through which the queue
moved. A truck drove by and the driver
shouted out sarcastically: “Homeland,
homeland, beloved homeland.” 

That comes from a song that late
president Hugo Chavez used to sing and
is heard often on government-run media
and at official events. — AFP

Away from Caracas, shortages even worse in Venezuela
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BANGKOK: Thailand’s currency slumped
to a six-year low yesterday and shares fell
in Bangkok over concerns an unprece-
dented attack in the capital could hit the
vital tourism sector.

At least 20 people were killed and over
120 wounded when a bomb ripped
through a Bangkok religious shrine late
Monday, in what authorities said was the
worst ever attack on Thai soil and target-
ed at foreigners.

The baht fell as much as 0.8 percent to
35.648 against the dollar on Tuesday,
touching its lowest point since April 2009.

It closed at 35.556. Bangkok shares
slumped as much as 2.8 percent in open-
ing deals, their steepest decline this year.
The market ended down 2.56 percent or
36.13 points at 1,372.61. 

Tourism-linked companies led the sell-
off, with Airports of Thailand plunging
6.62 percent while Central Plaza Hotel
tumbled 10.60 percent. 

“Thailand is vulnerable right now as
economic growth and corporate earnings
are weak, while tourism is not doing
great,” Andrew Stotz, CEO of Bangkok-
based Stotz Investment Research, told

Bloomberg News. The timing of the blast
just as “we’re coming into this high
tourism season” means it could be partic-
ularly damaging to the sector, which
accounts for 8.5 percent of GDP, he added.

Chinese, Hong Kong, Singaporean,
Indonesian and Malaysian citizens were
among those killed in the attack on the
Erawan shrine in the heart of Bangkok’s
tourist and commercial centre.

Morgan Stanley said big-spending
Chinese tourists-whose numbers have
soared in recent years, bucking a general
downtrend-are particularly likely to be

put off by the unrest.
Last year around 4.6 million Chinese

nationals visited the kingdom, with the
average tourist spending 5,500 baht
($155) per day, more than the average
European visitor.

The attack comes after Thailand’s econ-
omy slowed in the second quarter, hit by
weak domestic demand and exports, with
growth expected to be hampered this
year by China’s devaluation of the yuan.

Gross domestic product grew 2.8 per-
cent between April and June compared to
a year earlier, official data showed

Monday, slowing from three percent in
the previous quarter.

Hours before the blast, Thailand’s plan-
ning board trimmed its 2015 growth fore-
cast to 2.7-3.2 percent, down from 3.0-4.0
percent.

It also warned growth faces “major
constraints” after China devalued the
yuan last week, sparking fears of a curren-
cy war in Asia. The Thai baht is among sev-
eral Asia-Pacific currencies that have
slumped since the yuan cut, suffering
their worst two-day sell-off since the
Asian financial crisis last week. — AFP

Thai baht at six-year low, shares fall after bombing

BEIJING: A Chinese investor looks at her cellphone as others monitor stock prices at a brokerage house in Beijing, yesterday. The Shanghai
Composite Index fell 6.2 percent on Tuesday as investors resumed sell-offs of Chinese stocks despite the stabilization of the Chinese yuan. —AP

HONG KONG: Asian shares fell yesterday, with
Shanghai leading the declines as investors doubt-
ed Beijing’s commitment to prop up shares while
Bangkok slumped after a bomb attack in the Thai
capital.

The dollar headed higher against the euro,
helped by improving confidence in the US housing
sector ahead of the release of US central bank min-
utes. Shanghai closed down 6.15 percent, or 245.51
points, at 3,748.16 — its biggest daily fall in three
weeks-while Hong Kong lost 1.43 percent, or
339.68 points, to end the day at 23,474.97.

Tokyo closed down 0.32 percent, or 65.79
points, at 20,554.47. Sydney fell 1.20 percent, or
64.55 points, to 5,303.10 and Seoul dipped 0.62
percent, or 12.26 points, to close at 1,956.26.

Thai shares, meanwhile, notched their steepest
decline this year of 2.56 percent and the baht slid
to its lowest level since 2009 after a bomb attack
killed at least 20 people and injured scores.

Asian shares gave up early gains driven by a
higher close on Wall Street as jitters about the
health of China’s economy spread across the
region.  Traders in China said they now doubt
Shanghai will be able to break above the key 4,000
point level soon without evidence Beijing will
unleash fresh stimulus.

“The market lacks the momentum to go up,”
Shen Zhengyang, an analyst at Northeast
Securities, told AFP. “In the short-term, the market
will fluctuate on the weak side.”

Markets have long been on edge about slowing
growth in China, but concerns reached fever pitch
last week after a shock devaluation of the yuan
sparked fears it is stalling more than previously
though. The steep fall in the yuan scared many
investors into dropping Chinese assets and last
week Shanghai and Hong Kong shares saw $531

million net outflows-the ninth week of sales out of
10.

Fed in focus 
China’s central bank on Tuesday said it pumped

120 billion yuan into the money market, which
state media said was the largest single-day cash
injection since January 2014. Even a pledge Friday
by the securities regulator, to keep supporting
equities through the state-backed China Securities
Finance Corp. for years to come, has not reassured
some dealers.

“Investors ran for the exit when the government
failed to step in to support the market,” Steve
Wang, chief China economist at Reorient Financial
Markets, told Bloomberg News.

“The CSF has become a main player in this mar-
ket so everyone is watching it. People panic when
it stops buying.” Markets are now awaiting the
release of minutes from the Federal Reserve on
Wednesday, which could shed light on the US cen-
tral bank’s timing for an interest rate rise.

Speculation the Fed will soon raise its key rate
for the first time in almost a decade has strength-
ened the dollar, while concerns the fall in the yuan
could spark a currency war has dragged on many
Asia-Pacific currencies.

In Tokyo the dollar was quoted at 124.32 yen,
down from 124.41 yen in New York late Monday.
But it strengthened against the euro, which traded
at $1.1068 and 137.60 yen from $1.1078 and 137.81
yen. The Thai baht fell to 35.556 against the dollar,
touching its lowest point since April 2009 on fears
a deadly bombing in the capital could hit the vital
tourism sector. Bangkok shares slumped 2.56 per-
cent, the most in eight months, led by a slump in
tourism stocks. Transport-related companies were
also hit. Oil prices slipped as fears of a lasting glob-

al oversupply weighed on the market.
US benchmark West Texas Intermediate for

September delivery was down 32 cents to $41.55
in afternoon trade. Brent crude for October gave
up 11 cents to $48.63. Gold was at $1,119.83 com-
pared to $1,121.23 late Monday.

In other markets:
Wellington fell 0.29 percent, or 16.66 points, to

5,710.76. Fletcher Building was 1.81 percent off at
NZ$7.58 while Contact Energy rose 0.76 percent to
NZ5.28 Taipei slid 0.44 percent, or 36.2 points, to
8,177.22.  Taiwan’s biggest bank Cathay Financial
Holding fell 3.86 percent to Tw$44.80 while Fubon
Financial Holding declined 3.38 percent to
Tw$51.40.  Manila ended flat, losing 3.39 points to
7,333.45. Top-traded Universal Robina rose 1.06
percent to 190 pesos, SM Prime Holdings was flat
at 20 pesos, while GT Capital dropped 1.22 percent
to 1,294 pesos. Mumbai eased 46.73 points, or 0.17
percent, to 27,831.54. Engineering firm Tata Elxsi
gained 19.71 percent to 2132.10 rupees, while
Indian Bank slid 4.89 percent to  153.70. Kuala
Lumpur rose 7.06 points or 0.45 percent to
1,579.60. Maybank added 2.93 percent to 8.43 ring-
git and Tenaga Nasional gained 0.58 percent to
10.46, while Public Bank lost 0.11 percent to 17.96
ringgit.

Singapore fell 0.58 percent, or 17.70 points, to
3,049.65. City Developments eased 0.56 percent to
Sg$8.95 while Singapore Airlines gained 1.5 per-
cent to Sg$10.16. Jakarta ended down 1.63 percent
or 74.91 points at 4,510.48. IT firm Multipolar
Technology gained 4.69 percent to 1,340 rupiah,
while media company Media Nusantara Citra fell
6.37 percent to 1.910 rupiah.

Bangkok closed down 2.56 percent, falling 36.13
points to 1,372.61.—AFP

China shares slump 6% 

leading losses across Asia

Market lacks momentum to go up

LONDON: The significant slowdown in
many emerging market economies is a
medium-term trend that could persist for
years, a senior Moody’s analyst said yester-
day.

Marie Diron, senior vice president at the
rating agency, said countries such as Brazil,
Turkey and South Africa were all at risk as
local political concerns added to broader
pressure on developing economies.

“Emerging markets for a range of coun-
try-specific factors are growing significantly
more slowly than before the global finan-
cial crisis. We think that this is a medium-
term trend, here to stay for some time,”
Diron said in response to questions in the
Reuters Global Markets Forum chatroom.

South Africa and Turkey were the two
most exposed to a rise in US interest rates,

expected next month or in December, due
to their high levels of dollar-denominated
debt. Brazil, which like Turkey is on the low-
est rung of the investment grade ladder at
Baa3, has political troubles and sells com-
modities to now stuttering China.

“We forecast a marked recession
(around -2 percent) this year, followed by
zero growth,” Diron said. “We have also seen
business confidence plummet as political
and policy uncertainty is high. Investment
has fallen abruptly. These factors will likely
stay in place for some time.”

She refused, however, to comment on
the prospects for either country’s rating.

She saw slower Chinese growth for the
rest of the decade.  Last week Moody’s said
Beijing’s move to loosen its reins on the
yuan was credit positive. — Reuters

Emerging markets to 

stay sluggish: Moody’s 

Big business could help Brazilian 

president survive political storm 

BRASILIA: Brazilian business leaders may
have ideological differences with struggling
leftist President Dilma Rousseff, but calls for
her impeachment make many of them nerv-
ous, effectively giving her support from an
unexpected quarter.

The business community worries that a
traumatic ouster would pile a period of deep
political uncertainty onto a downturn that
economists say could translate into a 2 per-
cent contraction of the economy this year.

That tacit support of big business and a
tentative deal with a restive Senate is helping
Rousseff survive a crisis just seven months
into her second four-year term.

“An impeachment is a traumatic affair that
affects the political and business arenas at a
time when Brazil is struggling to regain its
credibility abroad,” said Alencar Burti, presi-
dent of the Sao Paulo state Federation of
Chambers of Commerce, which represent
some 200,000 business owners.

“What matters now is saving our country.
We need to find a solution above personal
interests.” Though some businessmen have
told lawmakers that an impeachment would
help Brazil regain credibility, most see few
gains from the uncertainty it would likely
bring. Earlier this month, Brazil’s biggest
industrial groups and most powerful media
corporation, Globo Comunicacao e
Participacoes SA, called for a political deal to
secure stability.

But while they may not want her
impeached, many investors hope Rousseff’s
weakened political state will force her to
abandon her interventionist economic poli-
cies for good.

Under intense pressure from Congress,
Rousseff last week embraced a business-
friendly agenda proposed by Senate chief
Renan Calheiros. Such a plan had long been
demanded by companies struggling with the
country’s notoriously tangled red tape and
byzantine tax system.

The measures includes fast-tracking envi-
ronmental permits, simplifying taxes and bol-
stering guarantees in contracts with the state.
The plan, which is yet to be debated in the
Senate, could bring down costs for compa-
nies ranging from retailer GPA SA to miners
like Anglo American Plc and even embattled
engineering firms such as Odebrecht SA.

Although Rousseff scored political and
court victories last week that made an
impeachment vote in Congress less likely in
the short term, it still looms as a threat as her
opponents press allegations she took illegal
campaign donations and doctored public
accounts. A Datafolha poll published on Aug.
6 showed two out of three Brazilians say
Rousseff should be impeached. Her approval
rating was 8 percent, as her popularity
plunged to the lowest of any president since

Brazil returned to democracy 30 years ago.
Hundreds of thousands of Brazilians took to
the streets on Sunday to call for her ouster.

The upheaval is already hurting business-
es. In the second quarter, the number of com-
panies ruling out investments over the next
12 months surpassed those considering new
capital expenditures, the worst result since
the Getulio Vargas Foundation started the
investments survey in 2012.  The survey’s
coordinator, Aloisio Campelo, said the politi-
cal noise is making companies more wary of
new investments.

From crisis to change?
Rousseff, of the leftist Workers Party, has

struggled to control its motley alliance in
both the Senate and the Lower House, which
is led by the Brazil Democratic Movement
Party. She also needs business on her side -
throughout Brazil’s turbulent years of democ-
racy, the business elite has traditionally been
a power behind the throne.

Rousseff is organizing a meeting with the
heads of the country’s biggest companies as
early as this week, seeking support in trying
to revive the economy, government officials
told Reuters.

Finance Minister Joaquim Levy, seen by
many in financial markets as her govern-
ment’s remaining anchor of credibility,
already met with senior executives of top
lenders such as Itau Unibanco Holding SA
and Banco Bradesco SA, sources familiar with
the meeting said. Rousseff, a technocrat and
ally of former leftist president Luiz Inacio Lula
da Silva, has had rocky relations with big busi-
ness since she first took office in 2011.

Though during her first term Rousseff
bestowed dozens of billion of dollars in cheap
loans for Brazilian corporations to expand
abroad, her involvement in the contracts of
electricity producers and imposition of low
rates of return in road projects angered many
executives.

Since her re-election last October,
Rousseff has eased her intervention in the
economy and opted for more a orthodox
approach that included fiscal austerity. She is
now adopting the Senate’s pro-business
agenda to get Congress on her side.

“Her fragility could pave the way for a
modernization drive that brings forward
measures that have been dormant for a long
time,” said Leonardo Barreto, head of political
consultancy Mosaico. The measures could
also help recover some lost market confi-
dence.

“This new agenda arrived late, but at least
it puts something on the table that could
help bring back confidence,” said Paulo
Protasio, head of Rio de Janeiro’s Chamber of
Commerce. “This could change the mood, but
we need to see it materialize.”—Reuters

DYBVAD: Workers are seen at the drilling site of French gas giant Total in Dybvad,
Denmark yesterday. Locals protesting against the project turned up outsite the drilling
site to celebrate the news that Total is pulling out of its controversial shale gas explo-
ration project in northern Denmark after failing to find sufficient deposits.  — AFP 

TOKYO: Crisis-hit Toshiba said yesterday it will
book a net loss for the last fiscal year, as it scram-
bles to revise its financial records to account for
a billion dollar accounting scandal.

The company also announced that it would
appoint a host of renowned Japanese business
people as outside directors in a management
overhaul to improve its corporate culture, in
which high-handed bosses routinely pressured
their subordinates to inflate profits. Toshiba said
it expected to log a net loss for fiscal 2014, which
ended March this year, although it was not able
to provide an exact figure.

The company also said it expected to report
annual sales of 6.66 trillion yen ($54 billion) and
an operating profit of 170 billion yen for that
year. In a bid to beef up its corporate gover-
nance, the company also announced it would
expand the number of outside directors from
four to seven, including a former supreme court
justice along with a number of well-known busi-
ness leaders from other major firms.

The vast 140-year-old conglomerate has been
hammered by revelations that top executives
pressured underlings to systematically inflate
profits by about $1.2 billion since the 2008 glob-
al financial crisis.

One of the most damaging accounting scan-
dals to hit Japan in recent years, the case
prompted an incumbent president and seven
other top executives to resign last month after a
company-hired panel found top management

complicit in a years-long scheme to pad profits.
Toshiba will hold an extraordinary sharehold-

ers meeting in September to discuss the new
board members as well as its plans to improve
its corporate culture. Best known for its televi-

sions and electronics, including the world’s first
laptop personal computer and DVD player,
Toshiba has more than 200,000 employees glob-
ally and also operates in power transmission and
medical equipment. —AFP

Toshiba taps ex-top execs 

of major firms as directors

TOKYO: Japan’s troubled electronics giant Toshiba president Masashi Muromachi bows his
head as he announces the new management of the company at Toshiba’s headquarters in
Tokyo yesterday. Crisis-hit Toshiba said it will book a net loss for the last fiscal year, as it scram-
bles to revise its financial records to account for a billion dollar accounting scandal. —AFP
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BEIJING:  Chinese home prices rose for a third
consecutive month in July, fuelled by a pick-up
in sales and market sentiment, a rare counter-
point to a growing list of grim indicators in the
world’s second-largest economy.  Average new
home prices rose 0.3 percent in July versus
June, according to Reuters calculations based
on data released by the National Bureau of
Statistics (NBS) on Tuesday, slightly slower than
June’s 0.4 percent rise.

Even a modest recovery in a sector that
accounts for around 15 percent of GDP is a wel-
come boost for an economy heading for its
weakest growth in 25 years.

Property sales bottomed out during the first
half of 2015 after declining for more than a
year, propped up by a barrage of government
support measures since last September, includ-
ing a series of interest rate cuts and lower
downpayment requirements.  Exports have
tumbled, investment growth has hit repeated
lows, and the stock market crashed 30 percent
in a matter of weeks, keeping policymakers
busy with an unprecedented array of support
measures, including a currency devaluation
and repeated attempts to increase lending.

Some of those measures, along with gains
made on stocks in a 150 percent run-up in the
year before the crash, have helped buyers like
Lilian Liu, a 33-year-old worker in the tourist
industry, who purchased a second home in the
eastern city of Hangzhou last month.

“It’s the policy that makes it possible to buy
my second apartment. Without lower down-
payments, I couldn’t make the decision this
time,” she said.

While policy measures and increased lend-
ing helped fuel a wave of pent-up home buying
in recent months, a huge overhang of unsold
houses in smaller cities is keeping the sector
under pressure.

China’s overall real estate investment growth
continued to slow in the first seven months of
2015, but property sales and housing invest-
ment improved.

Compared with a year ago, home prices still
fell 3.7 percent in July, easing from the previous
month’s 4.9 percent drop, Reuters calculated
from NBS data showed.  China Vanke, the coun-
tr y ’s  largest proper ty developer,  said on
Monday that the housing market was slowly
emerging from a year-long slump, but it would
take time to see a full recovery.

“ The number of land acquisit ions has
decreased, and inventor y is  slowly being
digested. It’ll take time, but it’s confirmed that a
recovery is ongoing,” said Vanke President Yu
Liang.

First tier leads the charge
An uptick in the property market will also be

welcomed by related industries, such as manu-
facturers and retailers of furniture and home
appliances.

Qiong Zhou, marketing manager at home
improvement chain B&Q (China), said the past
three months had seen year-on-year growth,
and monthly sales had kept growing since this
year’s Spring Festival, which fell in February.

The NBS data showed home prices across
China rose month-on-month in 31 of the 70
major cities monitored, up from 27 in June.

Prices in first-tier cities such as Beijing,

Shanghai and Shenzhen have been leading the
recovery.  “I’ve been watching the housing mar-
ket for several months,” said a Beijing lawyer
who gave his surname as Wang. “Upward is
surely the direction of home prices in Beijing. A
recent recovery in transactions helped me sell
my first flat quickly and got the money to buy
another one,” he said.  Beijing prices rose 1.0
percent last month from a year earlier, revers-
ing June’s drop of 1.1 percent, while Shanghai
prices were up 3.1 percent, compared with 0.3
percent in June.  The southern city of Shenzhen
was the top performer, however, recording the
fourth consecutive monthly rebound, up 23.6
percent in July from a year ago, following a 15.7
percent rise in June.

“We should pay high attention to overheat-
ing risks in some bigger cities,” said Yan Yuejin, a
property analyst at real estate services firm E-
House China EJ.N in Shanghai. —Reuters

Bumper to Bumper’s 2016
Chevrolet’s Cruze campaign

KUWAIT: Due to the unprecedented
mass appeal and great success, Bumper
to Bumper service centers extend their
biggest campaign of the year till end of
August, thereby offering customers
more chances to win the new 2016
Chevrolet Cruze. With every KD 25 spent
in any of Bumper to Bumper service cen-
ters, customers instantly receive a valu-
able gift through a scratch & win coupon
as well as a chance to participate in the
grand draw on the new 2016 Chevrolet
Cruze, scheduled to take place on
Wednesday, 9th September 2015. This
one-of-a-kind promotion, which began
on the 21st of June, has been available
for almost two months and a half, and
will end on the 31st of August.

The scratch & win coupon offers a
number of amazing instant prizes
including smartphones, watches, gift
vouchers from X-cite and many more, as
well  as desk items like pens, mugs,
lights, and other cool gifts. In addition,
Bumper to Bumper provides exceptional
expertise and competitive prices on
original spare parts and car services for
all car makes.

Founded in 1980, Bumper to Bumper
started as quick-service shops that spe-
cialized in replacing and repairing
exhaust systems. Five years later, in
1985, the brand Bumper to Bumper was
created as a unique concept in the
Kuwaiti  market.  Today, Bumper to
Bumper`s clear mission is to exceed
expectations by offering the best in car
maintenance and spare-parts services,
for both individual customers and cor-
porate owners. But what makes Bumper
to Bumper truly stand out is the highly-
trained crew of technicians and profes-
sionals, who collectively provide high
quality of service through state-of-the-

art equipment and auto maintenance
knowledge at affordable prices.

As one of the strongest local brands
in the country, with more than 150,000
vehicles serviced each year, in one of
150 service platforms in 8 service cen-
ters throughout the country, Bumper to
Bumper provides customers with total
convenience and peace of mind, dealing
with all makes and models of cars. At
Bumper to Bumper, the customer comes
first and each center is designed with
the customer’s comfort in mind, includ-
ing free wireless access, a spacious
lounge area, a cafÈ, a playroom and
much more.

Indeed, choosing Bumper to Bumper
service centers means turning over your
car to a crew of specialized technicians
which operates the most advanced
equipment and analyzing tools to pro-
duce a highly detailed report and an
accurate estimate of total cost of repair.
To top it off, Bumper to Bumper service
centers offer genuine spare parts for all
car models, as well as warranties for
parts and labor. Bumper to Bumper serv-
ice centers also offer easy finance solu-
tions such as installments and other pay-
ment plans.

Bumper to Bumper service centers
are strategically located throughout
Kuwait including Sharq, Fahaheel,
Shuwaikh and Jahra, and are also inte-
grated in Alfa Petrol Stations in Shaab,
Agaila, Shuwaikh and South Surra. With
this new extension until the 31st of
August, customers now have an even
bigger chance than ever to benefit from
Bumper to Bumper service centers’
exceptional services, and enter the big
draw to win the new 2016 Chevrolet
Cruze, in addition to other valuable
prizes. 

China home prices rise 
for third month in July

Modest recovery underway

MANILA: In this Thursday, Aug 13, 2015 photo, Benjamin Diokno, an economist at the
University of the Philippines and former Cabinet secretary, poses after an interview with The
Associated Press in Mandaluyong city, east of Manila, Philippines. The Philippines ranks 95th
out of 144 countries on a World Economic Forum survey of infrastructure quality. Its 2011-16
development plan promises to reduce the number of homes without access to power and run-
ning water and build ports, railways, power plants and cargo terminals. —AP

LONDON:  A relatively small group of
hedge fund managers has placed a
record bet on US oil prices declining fur-
ther in the months ahead. Hedge funds
and other money managers had accu-
mulated gross short futures and options
positions totalling 163 million barrels in
the main NYMEX light sweet crude con-
tract by Aug. 11, according to data
released by the Commodity Futures
Trading Commission.

The number of gross short positions
was up from 59 million barrels on June 2
and closing in fast on the record 179 mil-
lion barrels set back in March. The num-
ber of traders identified by the CFTC as
having shorts above the reporting
threshold has actually fallen slightly over
the same period, from 60 to 57.

The number of hedge funds with
reported short positions is not especially
high and well below the record 84 iden-
tified in March. But the average short
position has almost tripled since June,
from under 1 million barrels to almost 3
million, a record and nearly twice the 1.6
million barrels reported in March. The
CFTC data is anonymised to prevent
identification of individual traders so it is
not possible to know whether the 57
traders with large short positions last
week were the same ones as at the

beginning of June or a different group.
However, it seems safe to assume a

relatively small group of hedge funds
have made large mark-to-market profits
on short positions established more
than two months ago which they have
yet to close out.

The existence of large mark-to-mar-
ket gains provides a cushion enabling
hedge funds to ride out a small and
short-term rise in oil  prices, if  they
choose to do so.

The shorts are betting continued
oversupply, the resilience of US shale
production, the end of the summer driv-
ing season and autumn refinery mainte-
nance will depress WTI prices further.
But at some point these funds will have
to buy back a good proportion of their
short positions to book the profits. When
they do, US crude prices are likely to rise
substantially.

Experience shows the accumulation
and liquidation of both long and short
positions in WTI by hedge funds is cycli-
cal and closely correlated with the rise
and fall in prices.

The question is when and at what
price the funds start to buy back their
short positions, and whether the trigger
is fundamental news or a change in sen-
timent/strategy. — Reuters

KUWAIT: To mark the summer sea-
son, Hyundai Northern Gulf recent-
ly launched its 2015 season special,
the “Push Start Your Summer with
Hyundai” campaign, on a large
selection of 2015 and 2016 models.

The promotion offers new sedan
customers 5-year payment plans
with 4-year interest calculations,
gift vouchers worth KD100, and
offers all customers 1000 liters of
courtesy petrol cards and free regis-
tration and insurance.

The campaign includes the 2016
Tucson, featuring dual airbags, 17”
alloy wheels, LED lights and
Bluetooth connectivity; the 2016
Santa Fe with 18” alloy wheels,
cruise control, Bluetooth connectiv-
ity and parking sensors; and the
2015 Grand Santa Fe with global
navigation, 19” alloy wheels, leather
electric seats, LED interior lights, a
panoramic sunroof and Xenon
headlights.

“Push Start Your Summer with
Hyundai” runs to the 30th of
September, which demonstrates
Hyundai’s confidence in the quality
of its vehicles and Northern Gulf ’s
position as one of the brand’s
strongest dealers in the region. The
campaign comes alongside a host
of other value-added services the
company regularly offers, including
high valuations for trade-ins and
competitive service packages and
lifetime warranties at the cus-
tomer’s request. Coupled with great
prices on all models and flexible
financing plans through banks and
financial service institutions,
becoming a Hyundai owner has
never been easier.

“Hyundai is proud to launch its
summer campaign in its efforts to
ensure customer loyalty and we’re
hopeful people are as excited about
the promotion as we are. We’re con-
stantly looking for new and exciting
promotions to make Hyundai’s
exceptional vehicles even better
value,” said the company’s market-
ing spokesperson.

Northern Gulf constantly offers a
variety of promotions to ensure
customer satisfaction and to make
Hyundai’s vehicles accessible to all
with competitive and reasonable
prices. The company is also keen to
reinforce Hyundai’s global brand
value as a leading automotive
brand that has been able to com-
pete with older legacy brands. The
promotions stand as a tribute to
Hyundai’s customer-centric philos-
ophy, which places customer needs
at the top of its priorities, whether
before or after purchase.

‘Push Start Your Summer with Hyundai’

Northern Gulf launches
summer specials campaign

UK’s Menzies sets out case 
for keeping company united

GATWICK: John Menzies Plc, facing pressure from
investors to consider splitting its two businesses,
said that keeping its newspaper and magazine dis-
tribution and aviation units together was the “best
way forward”.

The more cash-generative distribution arm
could provide the firepower needed to expand an
aviation business that offers baggage handling
and other airport services, Chief Executive Jeremy
Stafford told Reuters yesterday.

“ The aviation business has a great deal of
opportunity around the world and as we take full
advantage of that opportunity it requires substan-
tial amount of cash to sustain our leading position
in that market,” Stafford said.

“Having a very strong cash-generative business
working alongside it gives us a winning formula.”

The pressure on Menzies management to deliv-
er on its strategy is likely to grow after it reported a
near 60 percent fall in pretax profit to 5.8 million
pounds ($9 million) in the six months ended June
30.

Operational problems at London’s Gatwick air-
port and the loss of a major contract with Spanish
airports hurt its aviation unit, the company said
yesterday.

Shares in the company fell as much as 7.5 per-
cent, before paring some losses. They were down
3.5 percent at 475 pence at 0940 GMT.

Shareholder Lakestreet Capital Partners AG sug-
gested in April that Menzies should consider split-
ting up, believing that both the units would be
worth more separately.

While Kabouter Management, Menzies’ largest
independent investor with a stake of about 10 per-
cent, echoed the sentiment, it was unclear if
Lakestreet was able to garner the support of the
Menzies family, which controls just over a fifth of
the company’s shares through various holdings.

Menzies has been seeking to expand its aviation
business as dwindling demand had limited growth
at the arm that distributes the Financial Times and
the Independent in Britain.

Lakestreet is now among Menzies’ top 5 share-
holders after disclosing in a filing on July 3 that it
had raised its stake to 6.027 percent from the
about 3 percent held at the time of its April state-
ment.

Menzies’ stock had risen roughly 26 percent
since Lakestreet ’s  Apri l  statement,  valuing
Lakestreet’s holding at slightly over 18 million
pounds. — Reuters

Hedge funds aggressively 
bearish towards US crude
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WASHINGTON: The US Internal
Revenue Service (IRS) said Monday a
hacking attack into one of its comput-
er  databases revealed in May was
much more extensive than previously
thought, with nearly three times as
many taxpayers hit by data theft.

The IRS said in late May the tax
return information of about 114,000
U.S.  taxpayers  had been i l legal ly

accessed by cyber criminals over the
preceding four months, with another
111,000 unsuccessful attempts made.

A new review has identified 220,000
additional incidents where data was
breached, the tax collection agency
said. It identified another 170,000 sus-
pected failed attempts by third parties
to gain access to taxpayer data.

The attackers sought to gain access

to personal tax information through
the agency’s “Get Transcript” online
application, which allowed taxpayers
to call up information from previous
returns. The system was shut down
after the May attacks.

“The IRS believes some of this infor-
mation may have been gathered for
potentially filing fraudulent tax returns
during the upcoming 2016 filing sea-

son,” the agency said in a statement.
I t  added that it  wil l  soon begin

mailing letters in the next few days to
the taxpayers whose accounts may
have been accessed, offering them
free credit monitoring and a new per-
sonal identification number to verify
the authenticity of  next year ’s  tax
returns.

In May, the agency said that as a

result  of  the breach,  some 15,000
fraudulent returns were processed in
the 2015 tax filing season, likely result-
ing in refunds of less than $50 million.
An IRS official said the agency was
reviewing whether the number of
fraudulent returns had grown due to
the more extensive data breaches, but
that requires a manual review of the
individual returns. —Reuters

US tax agency says cyberattacks  more extensive than thought

HARMONY: This Nov. 2, 2011, file photo shows a DirecTV satellite dish on a post in the front yard of a home in Harmony. —AP

FCC says Dish can’t use 

credits in airwaves auction
NEW YORK:The Federal Communications
Commission said Monday that Dish Network
Corp. can’t apply $3.3 billion in small-business
credits toward the purchase of airwaves it
gained in a government auction. The govern-
ment sells spectrum to carriers like AT&T and
Verizon so they can add more capacity for wire-
less Internet. Dish is a satellite TV company that
has stocked up on airwaves although it has no
cellphone business.

Dish has reportedly been in talks to acquire
wireless carrier T-Mobile. But on an earnings call

earlier this month, Dish Chairman and CEO
Charlie Ergen said that the prospect of losing the
discount had caused difficulties in the negotia-
tions.

In the latest auction that ended in January,
Dish won $13.3 bill ion worth of spectrum
through two small companies it invested in. It
paid $10 billion, with the small-business credit
saving it $3.3 billion.

The FCC said Monday the two companies
aren’t eligible for credit. Dish owns 85 percent of
each company, which it has called a non-control-

ling interest.
The FCC found that Dish, which is based in

Englewood, Colorado, does have a controlling
interest in the companies and denied them
the credit. That means they are on the hook
for  the rest  of  the money.  They can also
appeal, or not pay the $3.3 billion and instead
pay a penalty.In a statement Monday, Dish
General Counsel R. Stanton Dodge said that
the company is “disappointed” and that it had
followed FCC precedent. The company said it
will consider its options.—AP

Bid to accelerate digital 

transformation in Kuwait

KUWAIT: With Kuwait stalling in the World
Economic Forum’s Network Readiness
Index in the Global Information Technology
Report 2015 (GITR), the country must take
full advantage of the potential offered by
information and communications tech-
nologies (ICTs) to drive social and econom-
ic transformation. Out of 143 countries,
Kuwait placed in the second half, at 72nd,
maintaining its 2014 ranking. In response,
senior Cisco executives are highlighting the
considerable challenge facing Kuwait as it
seeks to develop the infrastructure, institu-
tions, and skills needed to reap the full ben-
efits of ICTs.

Only 39 percent of the global popula-
tion enjoys access to the Internet despite
the fact that more than half now owns a
mobile phone, according to the World
Economic Forum. 

In Kuwait, despite having one of the
highest mobile phone subscription rates
(190.3 percent), the lack of access to the
Internet is depriving many Kuwaiti citizens
of the opportunity to take full advantage of
e-learning as well as online financial, data,
and health services.

Crucial to achieving societal and eco-
nomic transformation is the ability to
embrace the Internet of Everything (IoE),
the connections between people, process,
data and things to create unprecedented
opportunities for Kuwaiti citizens, and pub-
lic and private sectors.

In order to embrace the IoE, Kuwait’s
government and businesses must be fully
digitised, supported by a highly robust and

secure network. Becoming digital requires
an agile IT model, and the ability to rethink
core processes for the digital era.
Embracing new security, cloud, mobile,
social and analytics technologies required
to fully digitize takes imagination, invest-
ment and expertise. This is why Networked
Readiness is such a crucial indicator of a
country’s ability to implement and take full
advantage of ICTs.

The GITR report suggests that investing
in infrastructure and education; supporting
the development of local content; and cre-
ating an enabling environment by promot-
ing competition through sound regulation
will correct the imbalance in Kuwait. Cisco
executives stressed that government can
shape policies that will spur development
of broadband access.

Cisco is committed to working with
public and private sector organisations in
Kuwait to work on strategies for the digital
transformation, thereby helping them
transform their IT strategy, connect every-
thing, embrace analytics, and secure tech-
nology and operations.

Ziad Salameh, Managing Director &
General Manager Gulf, Levant & Pakistan
and Middle East Services Leader, Cisco
Systems said, “At Cisco, we have learned
that technology helps people find innova-
tive solutions to address societal problems.
We believe there has never been a better
time to combine human ingenuity and
technological innovation to improve the
lives of all Kuwaiti citizens. As home to the
world’s second-fastest employment
growth, the wider Middle East is ripe for
transformation and is an increasingly
attractive environment for global business
investments. Technology is at an inflection
point and Kuwait’s economy needs to pri-
oritise ICT adoption to take full advantage
of the benefits that embracing digital trans-
formation strategies will offer.”

Dr Robert Pepper, Vice President, Global
Technology Policy, Cisco said,”Kuwait can
make massive strides in connecting more
citizens and bringing about positive social
and economic change by improving its
Networked Readiness. With political will
and commitment from the private sector,
progress can be made in bringing the ben-
efit of ICTs to more people. We are already
facing the next wave of the Internet - the
Internet of Everything (IoE) -Kuwait needs
to prioritise ICT development if it is to ben-
efit from the new experiences and efficien-
cies that the IoE will bring.”

Ziad Salameh, Managing Director &
General Manager of Gulf, Levant &
Pakistan and Middle East Services
leader of  Cisco Systems.

California:  A miniature remote controlled car sits on a counter at the Ford Motor Company Research and
Innovation Center in Palo Alto, Calif. — AP 

CALIFORNIA: Nitin Bandaru works on a hackathon project at the Ford Motor Company Research and Innovation
Center in Palo Alto, Calif. The convergence of cars and technology is blurring the traditional geographical bound-
aries of both industries. -— AP

PALO ALTO: The office has all the trappings of
a high-tech startup. There’s a giant beanbag in
the foyer and erasable, white board walls for
brainstorming. Someone’s pet dog lounges
happily on the sunny balcony. Welcome to the
Palo Alto home of the Ford Motor Co., six miles
from the headquarters of Google. Meanwhile,
in a squat, industrial building in suburban
Detroit, a short drive from Ford’s headquarters,
workers are busy building a small fleet of dri-
verless cars.  The company behind them?
Google.

The convergence of cars and computers is
blurring the traditional geographical bound-
aries of both industries. Silicon Valley is dotted
with research labs opened by automakers and
suppliers, who are racing to develop high-tech
infotainment systems and autonomous cars.
Tech companies - looking to grow and sensing
an industry that’s ripe for disruption - are
heading to Detroit to better understand the
auto industry and get their software embed-
ded into cars.  The result is both heated com-
petition and unprecedented cooperation
between two industries that rarely spoke to
each other five years ago.

“It’s a cross-pollination. We’re educating
both sides,” says Niall Berkerey, who runs the

Detroit office of Telenav, a Sunnyvale,
California-based firm that makes navigation
software.  There’s also plenty of employee
poaching. Apple recently hired Fiat Chrysler’s
former quality chief. Ride-sharing service Uber
snagged 40 researchers and scientists from
Carnegie Mellon’s Pittsburgh robotics lab.
Tesla’s head of vehicle development used to
work at Apple.  For years the fast-paced tech
industry showed little respect for the plod-
ding car industry. 

Google and Palo Alto-based Tesla, with its
high-tech electric sedans, helped change that.
“People think it’s shiny Silicon Valley versus
grungy Detroit, but that’s garbage,” says Chris
Urmson, who leads Google’s self-driving car
program. “If you look at the complexity of a
vehicle, it’s an engineering marvel.” Dragos
Maciuca, a former Apple engineer who’s now
the technical director of Ford’s Palo Alto
research lab, says he’s seeing a new excite-
ment about the auto industry in Silicon Valley.
For one thing, cars provide a palpable sense
of accomplishment for software engineers.

“If you work at Google or Yahoo, it’s hard to
point out, ‘Well, I wrote that piece of code.’ It’s
really hard to be excited about it or show your
kids,” Maciuca he says. “In the auto industry,

you can go, ‘See that button? The stuff that’s
behind it, I worked on that.’” But cocky tech
companies have had to adapt to the tough
standards of the auto industry, which requires
technology to work perfectly, for years, in all
kinds of conditions. Maciuca spends much of
his time educating software and app develop-
ers about the industry’s needs.  

“Silicon Valley goes toward this model of a
minimum viable product. It’s easy to throw
things out there and try them and see if they
work,” Maciuca says. “We can’t do that.” Santa
Clara, California-based Nvidia was best known
for making chips for computer games before
it got into the car business. Now, it makes the
computer processors that power Tesla’s 17-
inch touchscreen dashboard and Audi’s
experimental self-driving cars, among other
products. It had to develop new manufactur-
ing techniques and higher levels of certifica-
tion for the auto business, such as tests to
make sure its computer chips would still work
in subzero temperatures, says Danny Shapiro,
Nvidia’s senior director of automotive.

For their part, the automakers are learning
that rolling out cars that remain static for
years until the next model comes out is no
longer practical. At the insistence of tech

companies such as Telenav and Nvidia, they’re
learning to make cars with navigation, info-
tainment and other features that can be con-
stantly updated. Mercedes-Benz, Tesla, Toyota,
BMW, and others can now update vehicle
software wirelessly to fix problems or add
more capability Shapiro says the cost-con-
scious auto industry has had to learn to spend
a little more - maybe $10 to $20 per car - on
computer hardware. 

Automakers would often go with the
cheapest option but then spend even more
fixing bugs, or be forced to replace processors
that didn’t have enough power to add
updates. Nvidia now has eight permanent
engineers at various automakers in Michigan.
“We’ve helped them adopt more of a comput-
er industry mindset, which is not to reinvent
what they’re doing every five to seven years,”
Shapiro says. Even with that new spirit of col-
laboration, automakers and tech companies
also use their local labs to do a little spying.

Frankie James, a former NASA researcher
who now runs General Motors’ Palo Alto
office, says spotting trends and potential
threats is one of the most important parts of
her job. Her team alerted GM to the car-shar-
ing trend, for example, and the automaker

invested $3 million in Relay Rides in 2011.
Now, she’s watching companies that could
potentially disrupt the auto business, such as
Google and Apple. Google has promised a
self-driving car within five years, and Apple
has hired people from Tesla, Ford and other
car companies for its own top-secret project.
“We need to say, ‘OK, if we think Apple is going
to build something like this because they’ve
got this vision of the future,’ if we take that
same vision of the future, what can we do?
How can we continue to play?” James says.

The tech industry is also watching its back.
Telenav is making a new navigation system for
the 2016 Tacoma pickup and other Toyota
vehicles, but Apple and Google are also vying
for the car’s dashboard with their CarPlay and
Android Auto systems, which give drivers
access to certain smartphone apps. Telenav’s
Berkery says automotive accounts for 70 per-
cent of its business, up from just 10 percent
when its 10-person Detroit office opened four
years ago. Its success in Detroit led to new
offices in Berlin, Shanghai and Tokyo. “A huge
amount of disruption is going to take place in
this landscape, and new players will come in,”
Berkery says. “There’s no reason why tradition-
al players will succeed.”— AP 

High-tech cars bring Detroit, Silicon Valley face to face
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MIAMI: A study of high school students in
California out yesterday has shown that those
who have tried e-cigarettes are more likely to
also try traditional cigarettes or cigars. However,
the findings in the Journal of the American
Medical Association stop short of showing that
e-cigarettes cause teens to try other forms of
tobacco, and scientists said more research is
needed to explore any such link. E-cigarettes are
battery-powered devices that heat a nicotine-
containing liquid that is inhaled by the user, a
process known as “vaping.” They are not current-
ly subject to the same regulations as tobacco
cigarettes, and some health experts are con-
cerned that their use will balloon in the coming
years, particularly among vulnerable youths
worldwide.

The JAMA study was based on a pool of 2,530
students, with an average age of 14, from 10
public high schools in Los Angeles. At the begin-
ning of the study, all reported never having used
combustible tobacco, such as cigarettes, cigars

or hookahs. A total of 222 said they had tried e-
cigarettes. Students answered surveys after six
months and then again after one year of enroll-
ment, describing their use of any combustible
tobacco products. Those who used e-cigarettes
were more likely than students who did not try
the devices to report smoking cigarettes, cigars
or hookahs during the study period.

In all, 31 percent of e-cigarette users tried oth-
er forms of tobacco, compared to eight percent
of non-vapers, after six months of follow up.
Some experts stressed that the findings do not
show cause and effect. “The new study does not
show that vaping leads to smoking,” said Peter
Hajek, professor of clinical psychology at the
University of London. “It just shows that people
who are attracted to e-cigarettes are the same
people who are attracted to smoking,” he added.
“Despite the headlines this study will generate,
there is no evidence to suggest that experimen-
tation with vaping among non-smokers leads to
even regular vaping, let alone to smoking.”— AFP

NEW YORK: Like other little boys,
Baraka Cosmas Lusambo loves to play
soccer. When he hears music, his feet
tap and his face breaks out into a wide
smile. During summer pool time
recently, he used his left hand to toss a
ball through a basketball hoop while
red arm floaties keep him above water.
The joy vanished, though, when he was
reminded of the night men armed with
torches and knives burst into his fami-
ly’s home in western Tanzania, knocked
his mother unconscious and sliced off
his other hand. “We were simply sleep-
ing when someone just arrived,” Baraka
said. “They came to me with  machetes.”
Baraka has albinism, a condition that
leaves its afflicted with little or no pig-
ment in their skin or eyes. In some tra-
ditional communities of Tanzania and
other countries in Africa, albinos, as
they’re often called, are thought to
have magical properties, and their
body parts can fetch thousands of dol-
lars on the black market as ingredients
in witch doctors’ potions said to give
the user wealth and good luck.

Baraka and four other children with
his condition have escaped the threat,
at least temporarily, brought to the
United States by the Global Medical
Relief Fund, a charity started by Elissa
Montanti in 1997 that helps children
from crisis zones get custom prosthe-
ses. Montanti, moved by an article she
read about Baraka, reached out to
Under the Same Sun, a Canada-based
group that advocates for and protects
people with albinism in Tanzania and
had been sheltering Baraka since his
attack in March.

Productive life
When Montanti asked if she could

help him, the group asked whether
she would also help four other victims
get prosthetics, as well. She agreed
and brought all five to live for the sum-
mer at her charity ’s home in New
York’s Staten Island while they under-
went the process of getting fitted for
and learning to use prostheses about
two hours away at Philadelphia
Shriners Hospital for Children. “They’re
not getting their arm back,” Montanti
said. “But they are getting something
that is going help them lead a produc-
tive life and be part of society and not
be looked upon as a freak or that they
are less than whole.”

Albinism affects about one out of
every 15,000 people in Tanzania,
according to the UN. Anyone with the
condition is at risk, and people
attacked once can be attacked again
The government there outlawed witch

doctors last year in hopes of curtailing
the attacks, but the new law hasn’t
stopped the butchering. There has
been a sharp increase in attacks in
Tanzania and neighboring Malawi,
according to the UN Tanzania recorded
at least eight attacks in the past year.

The children have been in the US

since June. Once they receive their
new limbs after a few months, they
will return home to safe houses in
Tanzania run by Under the Same Sun.
Montanti’s fund will bring them back
to the US to get new prostheses as
they grow. On a recent visit to the hos-
pital, Baraka was fitted for a prosthetic
right hand. He poked at the  flesh-col-
ored plastic hand as it lay beside him
on the examination table. His atro-
phied right arm was barely able to lift
the prototype prosthesis, but that was
to be expected; it would grow
stronger once the prosthetic hand was
in place.

Sweet voice
One of the other victims, 17-year-

old Kabula Nkarango Masanja, said
that her attackers asked her family for
money, and that her mother offered
the family’s bicycle because they had
none. The attackers refused, held the
girl down and in three hacks cut off her
right arm to the armpit. Before leaving
with her arm in a plastic bag, her
attackers told her mother other men
would be back to take her daughter’s
organs - but they didn’t return.— AP

For Africa’s hunted albino children, 

new limbs and new hope

WASHINGTON: Being overweight more
than doubles the risk of bowel cancer in
people with a certain gene disorder, but a
regular dose of aspirin can reverse the
trend, a study found Monday. The interna-
tional study, published in the US-based
Journal of Clinical Oncology, followed 937
people with an inherited genetic disorder
known as Lynch Syndrome in 16 countries,
in some cases over a decade. About half of
the people with the disease eventually
develop cancer. Study participants took
two aspirin tablets (600 milligrams each) or
a placebo per day for two years.

The researchers at Newcastle University
and the University of Leeds in Britain
found that being overweight increases the
risk of bowel cancer by 2.75 times. But par-
ticipants who took aspirin had the same
risk, whether or not they were obese.
“Obesity increases the inflammatory
response,” said lead researcher John Burn,
professor of Clinical Genetics at Newcastle
University. “One explanation for our find-

ings is that the aspirin may be suppressing
that inflammation which opens up new
avenues of research into the cause of can-
cer.”

Burn recommended, however, that
patients consult their doctor before taking
aspirin on a regular basis as the drug is
known to be associated with a risk of
stomach ailments such as ulcers. He point-
ed to a growing body of evidence linking
an increased inflammatory process to
higher cancer risk. “The lesson for all of us
is that everyone should try to maintain a
healthy weight and for those already
obese the best thing is to lose weight,” said
John Mathers, professor of human nutri-
tion at Newcastle University. “However, for
many patients this can be very difficult so a
simple aspirin may be able to help this
group.” The team of researchers is now
readying a follow-up trial for which they
want to recruit 3,000 participants around
the world to test the effect of various dos-
es of aspirin. — AFP

Aspirin reduces bowel

cancer risk in obese patients 

NEW YORK: Dr Scott H Kozin examines 13-year-old Emmanuel Rutema, of Tanzania, who has the hereditary condition of albinism,
before his surgery at the Shriners Hospital for Children. — AP photos

NEW YORK: Emmanuel Rutema, 13, of Tanzania draws a picture on a
clipboard before his surgery.

NEW YORK: Pendo Noni, 15, and Baraka Lusambo, 5, both of Tanzania,
wait to be fitted with prosthetic limbs at the Shriners Hospital for
Children.

WASHINGTON:  File photo illustration shows a woman smoking a “Blu” e-cigarette (electronical
cigarette). — AFP

Study finds link between E-cigarettes, smoking in US youths

OLIVET, SD: A spaghetti dinner with people in
prairie dress and a church service in German is all
in a day’s work for Kerri Lutjens. The 33-year-old
nurse, who doesn’t speak German, has spent the
past few years gaining the trust of several com-
munities of Hutterites, a deeply religious people
with ancestral ties to the Amish who live in insu-
lar farming communities in the Plains, Upper
Midwest and Canada. Although she provides a
broad range of care to the eight South Dakota
Hutterite colonies she serves, Lutjens has paid
particular attention to vaccinating children in
these communities and preventing outbreaks like
one in Ohio last year in which 383 people, most
of them unvaccinated Amish, got the measles.

In the first seven colonies that welcomed
Lutjens, the combined rate of children with up-
to-date vaccinations has gone from about 13 per-

cent since she started administering vaccines in
2013 to well over 90 percent today. Her work has-
n’t gone unnoticed: The Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention recently lauded Lutjens’
vaccination success, noting the cultural sensitivity
she has shown along the way. “They’re their
future. They’re going to keep their colony going,”
Lutjens said of the children she treats. “So if we
can instill those values as little people, we’re
going to have a much healthier colony in 20
years.”

Radical Reformation
In traditional Hutterite colonies, the women

wear ankle-length dresses and black head
scarves and the men serve as the providers, work-
ing mostly in agriculture or building homes on
the colonies. Like the Amish, the Hutterites aren’t
averse to vaccinations, but because they live in
remote areas and go into town infrequently, get-
ting their children vaccinated hasn’t been routine.
“They’re not anti anything,” Lutjens said. “They
just have a different way of going about things.”
Hutterites colonies are spread across the Great
Plains of the US and southern Canada and the
majority of American colonies are centered in
Montana and South Dakota. Along with the
Mennonites and Amish, the Hutterites are
descended from Anabaptists and trace their roots
back to the Radical Reformation of the 16th cen-
tury.

Unlike the Amish, those in the Hutterian
Brethren Church embrace technology, using cell-

phones, cars and trucks - and modern medicine.
Residents of Lutjens’ colonies still seek medical
treatment at local hospitals and clinics, but she
provides much of their initial care. Lutjens said
her personal interactions are the key to earning
these communities’ trust. Hoping to establish ties
with an eighth colony, she attended a communal
dinner this spring to explain what she could offer
to residents. She then joined them for their night-
ly church service in German, which is the primary
language in many colonies and which many
Hutterites learn before learning English.

Medical history
“That’s what makes it work,” she said. “It’s a

very personable relationship. Each person has a
name, and you try to figure that out, and you try
to figure out the connections between the

colonies.” With the help of a physician’s assistant,
Lutjens sets up shop in a different one of the
eight colonies she treats nearly every day. At the
Tschetter Colony, a remote outpost of single-sto-
ry homes and communal buildings surrounded
by acres of farmland about 70 miles southwest of
Sioux Falls, Lutjens’ makeshift clinic is housed in
an empty room, sandwiched between the
colony’s church and usual dining hall. Lutjens
uses the colony’s speaker system here to let
patients know she has arrived and is seeing
patients; she’ll also use a phone in the nearby
church to call families and ask them to come in.
Lutjens treats hundreds of patients in the eight
colonies, and she greets each with a warm famil-
iarity.

On a recent day, Karen Hofer brought her son
to Lutjens’ clinic for an ear infection. She said
Lutjen’s presence has helped families by making
health care more accessible. In Hutterite colonies,
mothers are the primary caretakers, but in many
they don’t drive. “It’s ... just easier, and she stresses
(vaccinations) a lot,” said Hofer, who wore a long
purple dress and black head scarf and spoke in a
thick German accent. Larry Decker, 64, said
Lutjen’s presence helps the entire colony be
healthier, particularly him, who has a lengthy
medical history and is generally apprehensive of
leaving the colony to seek medical attention.
“Like today, I wouldn’t have seen anybody. I
would have pushed it off five years if I had to go
see somebody, but if I can go see her I will,” said
Decker, who farms and keeps honeybees. — AP

South Dakota nurse embeds in 

colony life to transform care

OLIVET, SD: Nurse Kerri Lutjens draws blood from a Hutterite during a home visit at
the Tschetter Colony near Olivet yesterday. — AP

KUWAIT: While many asthma patients
fear the effects of exercise on lungs,
healthcare experts at Cinfa suggest that
exercise can actually strengthen the
lungs if symptoms are kept under con-
trol. A recent study conducted in Kuwait
on the cost of asthma in Kuwait,
authored by Dr Mousa Khadadah, sug-
gests that the prevalence of asthma is at
15 percent among adults, and 18 per-
cent among children, placing the coun-
try among the highest prevalence rates
in the region. Asthma patients are often
warned of the many health-risks associ-
ated with strenuous physical activity.
Because most asthma patients suffer
from Exercise - Induced Bronchoconstriction
(EIB), symptoms including wheezing,
tight chest, cough, shortness of breath,
and in some cases, chest pain, will
appear within five to 20 minutes of
moderate to strenuous exercising, mak-
ing sufferers avoid exercise altogether.

Healthcare experts at Cinfa, a
European drugs maker with a history of
leadership in providing accessible care
for asthma patients, are advising asthma
patients to maintain a healthy lifestyle
with regular exercise. With correct meas-

ures, alongside sticking to a prescribed
regimen of medication, asthma patients
can improve lung strength and overall
fitness levels with regular moderate
physical activity. “The end goal of asth-
ma medication is to reduce the symp-
toms of the condition and to help asth-
ma sufferers enjoy a normal, healthy
lifestyle,” said Dr. El Hakim, Senior
Advisor to Cinfa. “If patients consult with
their physicians, and commit to a strict
medication guideline, certain exercises
can actually improve lung functionality.”

Physical activity
Asthma symptoms are usually trig-

gered by the cold and dry air that is
quickly inhaled through the mouth after
strenuous physical activity. To avoid this,
exercises that involve shorter, sporadic
periods of exertion are better options
for asthma patients if accompanied by
appropriate medication. “These involve
sports such as baseball or gymnastics.
Swimming is also an excellent exercise
option for patients as swimmers breathe
warm and moist air when swimming,” Dr
Hakim added.

Experts at Cinfa suggest that regular,

Kuwait doctors urge 

asthma patients to keep fit



ISTANBUL: A group of Is lamic exper ts
urged the world’s 1.6 billion Muslims yes-
terday to do more to fight global warming,
in a new example of religious efforts to gal-
vanize action before a UN climate summit
in Paris in December. In June, the world’s
most impor tant Christian leader,  Pope
Francis, urged world leaders to hear “the
cry of the earth and the cry of the poor” in
an encyclical on the environment for the
world’s 1.2 billion Roman Catholics. Unlike
Roman Catholicism, Islam is a highly decen-
tralized religion with no single recognized
authority.  But Muslim exper ts from 20
nations agreed an 8-page declaration at
talks in Istanbul where it was adopted by
60 participants including the Grand Muftis
of Uganda and Lebanon, a statement said.

“Excessive pollution from fossil fuels

threatens to destroy the gifts bestowed on
us by God, whom we know as Allah - gifts
such as a functioning climate, healthy air to
breathe, regular seasons, and living oceans,”
they wrote. They said inaction on reining in
manmade greenhouse gas emissions, from
factories, power plants and cars, would
mean “dire consequences to planet earth”.

The declaration called on rich govern-
ments -  and oi l -producing states  that
include some OPEC nations where Islam is
the state religion - to lead the way in “phas-
ing out their greenhouse gas emissions as
early as possible and no later than the mid-
dle of the century.” It is unclear what weight
the Is lamic declarat ion wi l l  have for
Muslims in the run-up to the climate sum-
mit in Paris from Nov 30-Dec 11.

Din Syamsuddin, chairman of a Muslim

organization in Indonesia which has some
30 million members, welcomed yesterday’s
declaration. “Let’s work together for a bet-
ter world for our children, and our chil-
dren’s children,” he said. Cardinal Peter
Turkson, a key collaborator on the papal
encyclical,  praised the declaration and
promised closer cooperation with Muslims
“to care for our common home and thus to
glorify the God who created us.”

Christiana Figueres, the head of the UN
Climate Change Secretariat, said religion
was a guide for action. “Islam’s teachings,
which emphasize the duty of humans as
stewards of the Earth and the teacher ’s
role as  an appointed guide to correc t
behavior, provide guidance to take the
right action on climate change,” she said in
a statement. — Reuters
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EDGARTOWN, MASS: The White House
announced a new strategy on Monday to tackle
the explosion in heroin use in a collection of
eastern states, focusing on treating addicts
rather than punishing them and targeting high-
level suppliers for arrest. The move is a response
to a sharp rise in the use of heroin and opiate-
based painkillers, which the US Centers for
Disease Control has described as an epidemic.

Heroin use has more than doubled among
people aged 18-25 in the United States in the
past decade, according to CDC figures, while
overdose death rates have nearly quadrupled.
An estimated 45 percent of US heroin users are
also addicted to prescription painkillers.
Announcing the ‘Heroin Response Strategy’ on
Monday, Michael Botticelli, Director of National
Drug Control Policy, said the new plan will
address the heroin and painkiller epidemics as

both “a public health and a public safety issue.”
Under the plan, $2.5 million of $13.4 million

in new funding to combat drug trafficking will
target regions the White House said are facing a
severe heroin threat: Appalachia, New England,
New York, New Jersey, Philadelphia,
Washington, DC and Baltimore. The Obama
administration will work with local law enforce-
ment to increase access to treatment for addicts
and try to trace the sources of heroin trafficking.

The policy is in line with new criminal justice
strategies that seek to treat more drug offenders
as addicts within the public health system
rather than as criminals who must serve long
sentences in jail.  Republican Senator Rob
Portman of Ohio and Democrat Senator
Sheldon Whitehouse of Rhode Island have
pushed for such policies for more than a year in
Congress. —Reuters

Islamic experts urge more 

Muslim action on climate change
Religions more involved before Paris climate summit 

White House launches plan 

to counter explosion in heroin use

KUALA LUMPUR: A giant panda leant by
China to Malaysia has given birth to a cub
in captivity, Prime Minister Najib Razak said
yesterday, following a diplomatically tough
year between the two countries. “Glad to
hear  that  L iang Liang,  a  panda at  the
National Zoo, has given birth to a child at
1:45 this afternoon,” he wrote on his Twitter
and Facebook accounts. The two countries
agreed in 2012 that China would send a
pair of giant pandas for a 10-year stay as

part of Beijing’s “panda diplomacy”.
They were due to arrive last April but

were delayed by a month after the disap-
pearance of Flight MH370, which vanished
on March 8 with 239 people on board
including 153 Chinese on board. Beijing,
and especially Chinese relatives of those on
board,  have been highly  cr i t ical  of
Malaysia’s handling of the disaster. The pan-
das had also caused controversy in Malaysia
over a decision to house them in a special

$7.7 million facility at the national zoo.
Environmentalists had argued the mon-

ey would have been better spent on con-
servation efforts for threatened Malaysian
wildlife. Mat Naim Ramli, the director of the
Giant Panda Conser vation Centre,  said
authorities were unable to determine the
sex of the new cub.  “We can see legs and
some parts of the body but Liang Liang is
still protecting it,” he was quoted as saying
by The Star newspaper. — AFP

Giant panda gives birth in Malaysia

We all like the reassurance of knowing
we are healthy and may have a med-
ical check-up from time to time to

confirm that we are, or perhaps to detect if
there are any potential problems early on. In-
depth knowledge of your body gives you the
opportunity to take control of your health.
Advanced diagnostic technology has made it
possible to manage your lifetime risks like never
before. With the summer holidays fast
approaching after Eid, why not take the oppor-
tunity of having a bespokepersonal medical
check-up. XVIII The Centre for Advanced
Screening is conveniently located in the heart of
London’s premier medical district and offers an
in-depth and highly personalized service which
includes screening for the six biggest killer dis-
eases which are often prevalent in modern
times: Bowel, Breast, Prostate, Lung and Pelvic
Cancers and Cardiovascular disease.

Traditional screening services such as blood
pressure, cholesterol and blood glucose tests
are good general indicators of basic health,
however, they are not able to diagnose major
life-threatening cancers or cardiovascular dis-
eases on their own. ‘We believed there was a
need for a more thorough, considered and per-
sonalised type of screening,’ says Professor
Roger Kirby, Consultant Urologist, founder of
The Prostate Centre and Chair of XVIII’s Clinical
Board. Hegoes on to explain that XVIII ‘Is not
about doing unnecessary tests but having emi-
nent doctors with years of experience assess
your individual risk factors and arrange state-of-
the-art investigations, on the same day in the
same place as far as possible. No-one else is cur-
rently doing this.’ 

XVIII offers a high-end, bespoke, thorough
approach to screening. The programme com-
bines the latest state-of-the-art imaging tech-
nology such as 3D mammography, CT colonog-
raphy and 3 Tesla MRI, with the medical knowl-

edge and expertise of the XVIII Board Members,
15 of London’s eminentconsultant specialists.

The sophisticated imaging technology avail-
able enables us to detect any abnormalities
without the need for biopsies. ‘A 3 Tesla MRI, for
example, can pick-up raised levels of protein -
PSA in the prostate - which is the screening test
normally used for prostate cancer,’ explains
Professor Kirby. XVIII is comprised of fifteen emi-
nent clinicians, who believe passionately that
early detection can save lives. They have come
together to establish the very best, evidence-
based approach to advanced screening while
minimising the problems of over-diagnosis. This
is what sets XVIII apart from other screening
centres, giving the highest level of quality assur-
ance. The XVIII Advanced Screening Programme
will provide you with a complete picture of your
health and will explain the significance of any
findings and their implications for your future
health. Your XVIII screening report can be used
as a basis for discussion about you future health
and any preventative action that can be taken. 

What you don’t know,

you can’t change

Prof Roger Kirby

KUALA LUMPUR:  Female giant panda Feng-Yi, renamed ‘Liang-Liang’ on loan from China, rests inside the giant panda complex enclosure at the
National Zoo. — AFP 
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The Interior Ministry organized an open day for officers and their families at the Aqua Park recently. — Photos by Fouad Al-Shaikh
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Jumeirah Messiah Beach Hotel and Spa
welcomed the next generation of hospi-
tality professionals from LOYAC, a non-

profit organization that works to develop the
country’s youth. 

The successful collaboration between
Jumeirah in Kuwait and LOYAC continues
after a successful inaugural program in
January.  This intake included seven students,
aged between 18 - 25 years in a month-long
introduction to the hotel industry. Their expe-
riential training is guided by a team of profes-
sionals in various departments throughout
the hotel.

General Manager, Hakan Petek, said: “We
are very proud to have the opportunity to
provide professional hospitality training in
the work place to the students. It is an invest-
ment into their future and who knows, they
might be the next generation of colleagues.
We are pleased that the LOYAC students are
motivated and enjoy working in the hotel
environment. They can be seen interacting

well with our guests and applying the
Jumeirah hallmarks.”

Fahad Al-Dassan, a student at Kuwait
University, is being trained as a Guest
Relations Executive and Lobna Rajab, a stu-
dent at Gulf University for Science and
Technology, is learning the daily duties of a
Spa Receptionist.  Hessa Al-Ammar and
Muneera Al-Haddad who are both students at
Government High Schools, and Mohammad
Al-Ostad, a student at Jabriya Indian School,
are experiencing the workings of the hotel’s
reception desk, while Mohamed Zaher and
Tareq Abu Baker, students from the Australian
College of Kuwait and Kuwait University
respectively, chose the Engineering
Department. 

The aim of the partnership with LOYAC is
to introduce the hotel industry as a career so
students are also given the option to gain
exposure and experience in other areas of
interest such as Concierge, Airport Services,
Club Executive and Service One. 

10th Onam celebration 

St.Thomas Orthodox Christian Youth Movement- a spiritual organization
under St.Thomas Indian Orthodox church Ahmadi Kuwait is organizing the
10th Onam Celebration -”Thiruvonapulari 2015” on August 28th from 8:30am

to 4:30pm at Al-Sahel Sports Club Abu Halifa.

Jumeirah welcomes LOYAC students for internship
Second group welcomed for summer program

The Kuwait Industries Union (KIU) con-
stantly focuses its interest towards the
youth sector in the country, aiming to

prepare a new generation of business mag-
nates in the future, a senior executive said.

It is important to attain social security, pro-
vide work opportunities, and develop newer
sources for the national income in the country,
Huda Al-Baqshi, KIU’s Director-General, said on
the sidelines of conclusion of a workshop titled
‘industry knights’, which was organized by KIU
in cooperation with LOYAC summer program.

She stressed the importance of implement-
ing His Highness the Amir’s vision in varying
income sources, pointing out the industrial sec-
tor’s capability in attaining new economic and
social gains in the forthcoming stage.

The Union strives to raise industrial culture
awareness in the society, particularly among
youngsters aged between 14 and 18 year-olds,
through symposiums and workshops that are
organized in cooperation with state and private
bodies, Baqshi said, adding that KIU’s organized
events aims at encouraging the youth to join
the industrial sector.

KIU adopted the media awareness campaign
idea in order to boost the industrial culture
among youngsters, she noted, stressing the
importance of cooperation with state bodies on
wider scale in the upcoming stage in order to
attain the development goals for the country.

Baqshi also expressed her confidence in the
capability of Kuwaiti labor to work in various
fields, particularly industrial, noting that the
second ‘Future Business Magnates’ project,
organized previously by the union, helped in
employing Kuwaiti nationals in a number of
industrial companies. —  KUNA

Industries Union, LOYAC organize business workshop

KIU Director-General
Huda Al-Baqshi

A delegation from the Sabah Al-Ahmad Center for Giftedness and Creativity returned to Kuwait after participating in FAB 11 - the International Fab Lab Conference, held recently in the United States of America. Students from the
center won three first place awards during their participation at the event.

A group picture of LOYAC students with General Manager Hakan Petek.



00:45 Tanked
01:40 Shamwari: A Wild Life
02:10 Shamwari: A Wild Life
02:35 Mauled: Survivor’s Club
03:25 Gator Boys
04:15 Beast Lands
05:02 Treehouse Masters
05:49 Shamwari: A Wild Life
06:13 Shamwari: A Wild Life
06:36 Meet The Orangutans
07:00 Meet The Orangutans
07:25 Too Cute! Pint-Sized
07:50 The Wild Life Of Tim
Faulkner
08:15 Shamwari: A Wild Life
08:45 Shamwari: A Wild Life
09:10 Treehouse Masters
10:05 Tanked
11:00 Groomer Has It
11:55 Treehouse Masters
12:50 North America
13:45 Wildest Latin America
14:40 Gator Boys
15:35 Tanked
16:30 North America
17:25 Shamwari: A Wild Life
17:55 Shamwari: A Wild Life
18:20 Penguins On A Plane: Great
Animal Moves
19:15 Gator Boys
20:10 Tanked
21:05 Into The Dragon’s Lair
22:00 Penguins On A Plane: Great
Animal Moves
22:55 Beast Lands
23:50 Gator Boys
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OUTPOST- RISE OF THE SPETSNAZ ON OSN MOVIES ACTION HD

THE EQUALIZER ON OSN MOVIES HD

00:30 Antiques Roadshow
01:25 Antiques Roadshow
02:15 Rachel Khoo’s Kitchen
Notebook: London
02:45 Come Dine With Me
03:10 Bargain Hunt
03:55 Tareq Taylor’s Nordic
Cookery
04:20 Antiques Roadshow
05:15 Antiques Roadshow
06:05 Antiques Roadshow
07:00 Antiques Roadshow
07:50 Phil Spencer: Secret Agent
08:45 Masterchef: The
Professionals
09:40 Antiques Roadshow
10:30 Antiques Roadshow
11:20 Antiques Roadshow
12:15 Rachel Khoo’s Kitchen
Notebook: London
12:40 Come Dine With Me
13:05 DIY SOS: The Big Build
14:00 Phil Spencer: Secret Agent
14:50 Masterchef: The
Professionals
15:45 Antiques Roadshow
16:35 Come Dine With Me
17:00 Antiques Roadshow
17:55 Tareq Taylor’s Nordic
Cookery
18:20 Kirstie Allsopp’s Home Style
19:10 Masterchef: The
Professionals
20:05 Bargain Hunt
20:50 Antiques Roadshow
21:45 DIY SOS: The Big Build
22:35 Tareq Taylor’s Nordic
Cookery
23:05 Kirstie Allsopp’s Home Style
23:50 Masterchef: The
Professionals

00:20 Fast N’ Loud
01:10 The Island With Bear Grylls
02:00 Dual Survival
02:50 Dual Survival
03:40 Auction Hunters: Pawn Shop
Edition
04:05 Auction Hunters
04:30 American Digger
05:00 What Happened Next?
05:30 How Do They Do It?
06:00 Gold Rush
06:50 Fat N’ Furious: Rolling
Thunder
07:40 Fast N’ Loud
08:30 Auction Hunters: Pawn Shop
Edition
08:55 Auction Hunters
09:20 American Digger
09:45 What Happened Next?
10:10 How Do They Do It?
10:35 The Island With Bear Grylls
11:25 Dual Survival
12:15 Dual Survival
13:05 Auction Hunters: Pawn Shop
Edition
13:30 Auction Hunters
13:55 American Digger
14:20 Gold Rush
15:10 Fat N’ Furious: Rolling
Thunder
16:00 Fast N’ Loud
16:50 What Happened Next?
17:15 How Do They Do It?
17:40 Deadliest Catch
18:30 Mythbusters
19:20 The Carbonaro Effect
19:45 Magic Of Science
20:10 Auction Hunters
20:35 Savage Family Diggers

00:00 Stewarts And Hamiltons
00:55 Extreme Close-Up
01:25 Keeping Up With The
Kardashians
02:20 Giuliana & Bill
03:15 Christina Milian Turned Up
04:10 THS
05:05 E!ES
06:00 Keeping Up With The
Kardashians
07:50 Style Star
08:20 New Money
09:15 Giuliana & Bill
11:10 #RichKids Of Beverly Hills
12:05 New Money
12:35 The Comment Section
13:05 Fashion Bloggers
14:05 Extreme Close-Up
14:30 Style Star
15:00 Keeping Up With The
Kardashians
17:00 Eric And Jessie: Game On
18:00 E! News
19:00 #RichKids Of Beverly Hills
20:00 Christina Milian Turned Up
21:00 Keeping Up With The
Kardashians
22:00 E! News
23:00 House Of DVF

00:00 Chopped
01:00 Diners, Drive-Ins & Dives
02:00 Man Fire Food
04:00 Diners, Drive-Ins & Dives
05:00 Chopped
06:00 Iron Chef America
07:00 Man Fire Food
08:00 Chopped
09:00 Guy’s Grocery Games
10:00 The Kitchen
11:00 Easy Chinese
12:00 Chopped
13:00 Guy’s Big Bite
14:00 Diners, Drive-Ins & Dives
15:00 Man Fire Food
15:30 Roadtrip With G. Garvin
16:00 Chopped

00:10 The Chase
01:05 Who’s Doing The Dishes?
02:00 Emmerdale
02:25 Come Dine With Me Ireland
02:55 Coronation Street
03:25 Doc Martin
04:20 Breathless
05:15 Murdoch Mysteries
06:10 Who’s Doing The Dishes?
07:05 Coronation Street
07:30 Doc Martin
08:25 Breathless
09:20 The Doctor Blake Mysteries
10:15 Come Dine With Me Ireland
10:40 The Chase
11:35 Who’s Doing The Dishes?
12:30 Murdoch Mysteries
13:25 Emmerdale
13:50 Come Dine With Me Ireland
14:15 Coronation Street
14:40 The Chase
15:35 The Doctor Blake Mysteries
16:30 Endeavour
18:20 Murdoch Mysteries
19:10 Coronation Street
19:35 The Doctor Blake Mysteries
20:30 Endeavour
22:20 Coronation Street
22:50 Emmerdale
23:15 Murdoch Mysteries

00:10 Extreme Ice
01:00 Ultimate Survival Alaska
02:00 Dead End Express
02:55 Locked Up Abroad
03:50 World’s Biggest Festival:
Kumbh Mela
04:45 Die Trying
05:40 Wild Congo
06:35 Cesar To The Rescue
07:30 Naked Science
08:25 Last Days Of Man
09:20 Die Trying
10:15 Cesar To The Rescue
11:10 Hacking The System
12:05 Innovation Nation
13:00 Plastiki
14:00 Storm Worlds
15:00 Cesar To The Rescue
17:00 Hacking The System
18:00 Innovation Nation
19:00 Wicked Tuna
20:00 Cesar To The Rescue
20:50 Hacking The System
21:40 Innovation Nation
22:05 Innovation Nation
22:30 Wicked Tuna
23:20 Wild Congo

01:00 The Nightly Show With Larry
Wilmore
01:30 Louie
02:00 Silicon Valley
02:30 Veep
03:00 Mulaney
03:30 Fresh Off The Boat
04:30 The Tonight Show Starring
Jimmy Fallon
05:30 Til Death
06:30 Cristela
07:00 Late Night With Seth Meyers
08:30 Til Death
09:00 Mulaney
09:30 Black-Ish
10:30 Cristela
11:00 The Tonight Show Starring
Jimmy Fallon
13:00 Til Death
13:30 Cristela
14:00 Fresh Off The Boat
14:30 Black-Ish
16:00 The Nightly Show With Larry
Wilmore
17:00 Late Night With Seth Meyers
18:00 Men At Work
18:30 Last Man Standing
19:00 2 Broke Girls
19:30 2 Broke Girls
20:00 The Tonight Show Starring
Jimmy Fallon
21:30 The Nightly Show With Larry
Wilmore
22:00 Jonah From Tonga
22:30 Silicon Valley
23:00 Veep
23:30 Late Night With Seth Meyers

15:00 Scandal
16:00 Emmerdale
16:30 Coronation Street
17:00 The Ellen DeGeneres Show
19:00 Parenthood
21:00 The Flash
22:00 Backstrom
23:00 Salem

14:20 For Me And My Gal-FAM
16:00 The Unsinkable Molly Brown-
FAM
18:05 The Merry Widow-FAM
19:50 Ocean’s Eleven-PG
22:00 Hot Millions-FAM
23:45 The Fastest Gun Alive-PG

03:20 Total Drama: Revenge Of
The Island
03:42 Total Drama: Revenge Of
The Island
04:05 Ninjago: Masters Of
Spinjitzu
04:28 Ninjago: Masters Of
Spinjitzu
04:50 Teen Titans Go!
05:00 Teen Titans Go!
05:10 Grojband
05:35 Grojband
06:00 Regular Show
06:11 Regular Show
06:20 New Regular Show
06:31 Regular Show
06:40 Uncle Grandpa
06:50 Uncle Grandpa
07:00 Adventure Time
07:25 Steven Universe
07:35 Steven Universe
07:45 The Amazing World Of
Gumball
08:10 Ben 10
08:55 Ninjago: Masters Of
Spinjitzu
09:15 New Regular Show
09:26 Regular Show
09:40 The Amazing World Of
Gumball
10:00 Uncle Grandpa
10:12 Uncle Grandpa
10:25 Steven Universe
10:36 Steven Universe
10:45 Total Drama: All Stars
11:10 Adventure Time
11:20 Adventure Time
11:30 Johnny Test
12:15 Teen Titans Go! New
12:25 Teen Titans Go!
12:40 New Regular Show
12:51 Regular Show
13:00 Regular Show
13:11 Regular Show
13:25 Adventure Time
13:35 Adventure Time
13:45 Uncle Grandpa
14:10 Steven Universe
14:21 Steven Universe
14:30 Total Drama: Pahkitew
Island
14:55 Ben 10: Omniverse
15:15 Ben 10: Omniverse
15:40 Ninjago: Masters Of
Spinjitzu
16:00 Matt Hatter Chronicles
16:25 Teen Titans Go! New
16:35 Teen Titans Go!
16:45 Teen Titans Go!
17:10 Uncle Grandpa
17:21 Uncle Grandpa
17:30 New Regular Show
17:41 Regular Show
17:55 Regular Show
18:06 Regular Show
18:15 Adventure Time
18:40 The Amazing World Of
Gumball
18:51 The Amazing World Of
Gumball
19:00 Johnny Test
19:11 Johnny Test
19:25 Clarence
19:45 Uncle Grandpa
19:57 Uncle Grandpa
20:10 Teen Titans Go! New
20:20 Teen Titans Go!
20:30 Teen Titans Go!
20:41 Teen Titans Go!
20:55 Ben 10: Omniverse
21:17 Ben 10: Omniverse
21:40 Adventure Time
21:51 Adventure Time

00:00 Violetta
00:45 The Hive
00:50 Sabrina: Secrets Of A
Teenage Witch
01:15 Sabrina: Secrets Of A
Teenage Witch
01:40 Wolfblood
02:05 Wolfblood
02:30 Violetta
03:15 The Hive
03:20 Sabrina: Secrets Of A
Teenage Witch
03:45 Sabrina: Secrets Of A
Teenage Witch
04:10 Wolfblood
04:35 Wolfblood
05:00 Violetta
05:45 The Hive
05:50 Mouk
06:00 Lolirock
06:25 Hank Zipzer
06:50 Girl Meets World
07:15 H2O: Just Add Water
07:40 Jessie
08:05 Wizards Of Waverly Place
08:30 Wizards Of Waverly Place
08:55 Sabrina: Secrets Of A
Teenage Witch
09:20 Sabrina: Secrets Of A
Teenage Witch
09:45 Austin & Ally
10:10 Austin & Ally
10:35 Wizards Of Waverly Place
11:00 Wizards Of Waverly Place
11:25 Jessie
11:50 Jessie
12:15 Sabrina: Secrets Of A
Teenage Witch
12:40 Sabrina: Secrets Of A
Teenage Witch
13:05 Good Luck Charlie
13:30 Good Luck Charlie
13:55 Dog With A Blog
14:25 H2O: Just Add Water
14:55 Lolirock
15:25 Austin & Ally
16:00 Jessie
16:30 Jessie
17:00 Camp Rock
18:40 Liv And Maddie
19:05 Austin & Ally
19:30 Lolirock
19:55 Hank Zipzer
20:20 Binny And The Ghost
20:45 H2O: Just Add Water
21:10 Good Luck Charlie
21:35 Wizards Of Waverly Place
22:00 Wizards Of Waverly Place
22:25 Sabrina: Secrets Of A
Teenage Witch
22:50 Sabrina: Secrets Of A
Teenage Witch
23:10 Wolfblood
23:35 Wolfblood

00:00 Oscar
02:00 Life With Mikey
04:00 Syrup
06:00 Captain Ron
08:00 Moms’ Night Out
10:00 Life With Mikey
12:00 Captain Ron
14:00 Shanghai Calling
16:00 Moms’ Night Out
18:00 The Life Aquatic With Steve
Zissou
20:00 Servitude
22:00 Tim And Eric’s Billion Dollar
Movie

01:00 The Good Witch’s Wedding
03:00 Inside Llewyn Davis-PG15
05:00 Playing For Keeps-PG15
07:00 The Bag Man-PG15
09:00 Shadow Witness-PG15
11:00 Playing For Keeps-PG15
13:00 My Piece Of The Pie-PG15
15:00 At Middleton-PG15
17:00 Shadow Witness-PG15
19:00 One Last Look-PG15
21:00 The Wee Man-PG15
23:00 Suspension Of Disbelief

01:00 The Letter
02:45 All Is Lost
04:30 Casanova
06:30 For Greater Glory
09:00 Serial (Bad) Weddings
11:00 The Letter
13:00 Nebraska
15:00 Swing Kids
17:00 Serial (Bad) Weddings
19:00 Hoffa
21:30 71
23:30 The Hidden Face

01:00 Goat Story 2
02:45 Jack And The Cuckoo Clock
Heart

03:00 Live WWE Tough Enough 
07:00 NRL Premiership 
09:00 Golfing World
12:00 NRL Full Time 
12:30 AFL Premiership Highlights 
14:00 WWE Experience
15:00 WWE Tough Enough 
18:00 WWE Afterburn
19:00 WWE Vintage
23:00 Trans World Sport

18:30 ICC Cricket 360, Episode 32
19:00 Natwest T20 Blast H/L: 1st
Quarter Final
20:00 Natwest T20 Blast H/L: 2nd
Quarter Final
21:00 Natwest T20 Blast H/L: 3rd
Quarter Final
22:00 Natwest T20 Blast H/L: 4th
Quarter Final
23:00 ICC Cricket 360, Episode 32

01:30 Shaft
03:15 Cat On A Hot Tin Roof
05:00 High Sierra-PG
07:00 Vengeance Valley-PG
08:20 Robin And The Seven
Hoods-FAM
10:20 All The Fine Young
Cannibals-PG
12:15 Bells Are Ringing-FAM

01:00 Good Morning America
03:00 The Leftovers
04:00 Outlander
05:00 Good Morning America
07:00 Emmerdale
07:30 Coronation Street
08:00 The Ellen DeGeneres Show
09:00 Prison Break
10:00 Emmerdale
10:30 Coronation Street
11:00 The Ellen DeGeneres Show
12:00 24
13:00 The Blacklist
14:00 Live Good Morning America
16:00 Prison Break
17:00 24
18:00 The Blacklist
19:00 Prison Break
20:00 24
21:00 The Blacklist
22:00 The Leftovers
23:00 Outlander

00:00 Pain & Gain-18
02:15 Outpost: Rise Of The
Spetsnaz-PG15
04:00 Closed Circuit-PG15
06:00 Ender’s Game-PG15
08:00 Shadow Conspiracy-PG15
10:00 The Recruit-PG15
12:00 Closed Circuit-PG15
14:00 Absolute Killers-PG15
16:00 Ender’s Game-PG15
18:00 The Recruit-PG15
20:00 Sniper: Legacy-PG15
22:00 Getaway-PG15

01:00 Welcome To The Punch
03:00 Philomena-PG15
05:00 Romeo & Juliet-PG15
07:00 Escape From Planet Earth
09:00 Big Hero 6-PG
10:45 Captain America: The Winter
Soldier-PG15
13:00 Mandela: Long Walk To
Freedom-PG15
15:30 No Clue-PG15
17:15 Big Hero 6-PG
19:00 The Grand Budapest Hotel
21:00 The Remaining-PG15
23:00 The Equalizer-18

00:00 The Calling-PG15
02:00 Iron Man-PG15
04:15 The Hot Flashes-PG15
06:00 Europa Report-PG15
08:00 Police Story-PG15
10:00 Tinker Bell And The Pirate
Fairy-FAM
12:00 The Secret Life Of Walter
Mitty-PG15
14:00 Appleseed: Alpha-PG15
15:45 Police Story-PG15
17:45 Million Dollar Arm-PG15
20:00 Malavita-PG15
22:00 RoboCop-PG15

01:15 Stalked At 17
02:45 The Horse Whisperer
05:30 A Good Man In Africa
07:00 Scream 4
08:45 Stalked At 17
10:15 Meskada
11:45 In The Dark Half
13:15 Amphibious 3D
14:45 Freelancers
16:30 Piranha 3D
18:00 The Four
20:00 Con Air
22:00 The Reunion
23:45 Guilty At 17

00:00 American Idol
01:00 MasterChef Australia
02:00 Switched At Birth
03:00 Switched At Birth
04:00 Bones
05:00 According To Jim
05:30 According To Jim
06:00 The Simpsons
06:30 The Simpsons
07:00 Lost
08:00 American Idol
09:00 MasterChef Australia
10:00 Switched At Birth
11:00 Switched At Birth
12:00 Bones
13:00 According To Jim
13:30 According To Jim
14:00 The Simpsons
14:30 The Simpsons
15:00 Lost
16:00 American Idol
17:00 MasterChef Australia
18:00 The Bridge
19:00 Desperate Housewives
20:00 Desperate Housewives
21:00 Melissa & Joey
21:30 Melissa & Joey
22:00 The Simpsons
22:30 The Simpsons
23:00 Lost

03:10 Henry Hugglemonster
03:20 Calimero
03:35 Zou
03:45 Loopdidoo
04:00 Art Attack
04:25 Henry Hugglemonster
04:35 Calimero
04:50 Zou
05:00 Loopdidoo
05:15 Art Attack
05:35 Henry Hugglemonster
05:50 Calimero
06:00 Zou
06:15 Loopdidoo
06:25 Limon And Oli
06:35 Art Attack
07:00 Calimero
07:10 Zou
07:25 Minnie’s Bow-Toons
07:30 Jake And The Never Land
Pirates
07:55 Sofia The First
08:20 Doc McStuffins
08:45 Loopdidoo
09:00 Limon And Oli
09:10 Sheriff Callie’s Wild West
09:35 Mickey Mouse Clubhouse
10:00 Sofia The First
10:25 Nina Needs To Go
10:30 Jake And The Never Land
Pirates
10:55 Miles From Tomorrow
11:20 Doc McStuffins
11:45 Henry Hugglemonster
12:10 Mickey Mouse Clubhouse
12:35 Sheriff Callie’s Wild West
13:00 Sofia The First
13:25 Loopdidoo
13:40 Limon And Oli
13:50 Cars Toons
13:55 Jake And The Neverland
Pirates
14:20 Miles From Tomorrow
14:45 Messages From Miles
14:50 Doc McStuffins
15:15 Sofia The First
15:40 Art Attack
16:05 Nina Needs To Go
16:10 Lilo & Stitch
16:35 Adventures Of The
Gummi Bears
17:00 Chip n Dale Rescue
Rangers
17:25 Ducktales
17:50 Jake And The Never Land
Pirates
18:00 Miles From Tomorrow
18:25 Messages From Miles
18:30 Sofia The First
18:55 Nina Needs To Go
19:00 Jake And The Neverland
Pirates
19:30 Loopdidoo
19:45 Doc McStuffins
20:00 Adventures Of The
Gummi Bears
20:30 Sofia The First
20:55 Cars Toons
21:00 Chip n Dale Rescue
Rangers
21:25 Ducktales
21:50 Lilo & Stitch
22:15 Zou
22:30 Art Attack
22:55 Limon And Oli
23:05 Henry Hugglemonster
23:20 Calimero
23:35 Zou
23:50 Loopdidoo
00:05 Art Attack
00:30 Henry Hugglemonster
00:45 Calimero
01:00 Zou
01:15 Loopdidoo
01:30 Art Attack
01:55 Henry Hugglemonster
02:05 Calimero
02:20 Zou
02:30 Loopdidoo
02:45 Art Attack

21:00 Mythbusters
21:50 The Carbonaro Effect
22:15 Magic Of Science
22:40 Wheels That Fail
23:05 Wheels That Fail
23:30 Hellriders

17:00 The Kitchen
18:00 Easy Chinese
19:00 Chopped
20:00 Iron Chef America
21:00 Chopped South Africa
22:00 Kitchen Inferno
23:30 Diners, Drive-Ins & Dives

00:00 Grimm
01:00 The Flash
02:00 The Americans
03:00 Salem
04:00 State Of Affairs
05:00 Odyssey
09:00 Odyssey
11:00 The Flash
12:00 Emmerdale
12:30 Coronation Street
13:00 The Ellen DeGeneres Show

04:30 Pim And Pom: The Big
Adventure
06:00 Christmas Is Here Again
07:45 Krazzy Planet
09:45 Blackie And Kanuto
11:15 Worms
12:45 Jack And The Cuckoo Clock
Heart
14:30 Hatching
16:00 The Happets
18:00 Blackie And Kanuto
20:00 Dinosaur Island
22:00 Hatching
23:30 The Happets

01:30 The PGA Championship
07:00 Golfing World
08:00 Gillette World Sport
09:00 AFL Premiership Highlights 
18:00 Golfing World
19:00 Inside The PGA Tour
19:30 European Tour Weekly
20:00 Trans World Sport
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Arrival Flights on Wednesday 19/8/2015
Airlines Flt Route Time
QTR 1084 Doha 00:05
THY 772 Istanbul 00:15
JZR 239 Amman 00:20
JZR 267 Beirut 00:30
DLH 637 Dammam 00:35
JAD 301 Amman 00:45
FDB 069 Dubai 00:55
PGT 858 Istanbul 01:20
JZR 539 Cairo 01:30
JAI 574 Mumbai 01:30
CLX 784 Luxembourg 01:30
RJA 642 Amman 01:45
ETH 620 Addis Ababa 01:50
OMA 643 Muscat 02:05
GFA 211 Bahrain 02:15
KKK 6507 Istanbul 02:15
UAE 853 Dubai 02:25
MSC 403 Sohag 02:30
THY 768 Istanbul 02:50
QTR 1076 Doha 02:55
ETD 305 Abu Dhabi 03:05
RJA 644 Amman 03:10
CEB 7694 Manila 03:10
FDB 067 Dubai 03:15
MSR 612 Cairo 03:15
SYR 341 Latakia/KAC 03:25
KAC 1544 Cairo 03:35
THY 1464 Istanbul 03:55
MSC 401 Alexandria 04:00
PGT 860 Istanbul 04:05
JZR 555 Alexandria 04:15
THY 770 Istanbul 04:40
THY 5582 Bursa 05:05
DHX 170 Bahrain 05:10
KAC 412 Manila/Bangkok 06:15
BAW 157 London 06:35
JZR 1541 Cairo 06:40
JZR 563 Sohag 06:45
KAC 288 Dhaka 06:55
JZR 503 Luxor 07:20
KAC 382 Delhi 07:30
KAC 206 Islamabad 07:45
KAC 204 Lahore 07:50
FDB 053 Dubai 07:50
KAC 302 Mumbai 07:55
KAC 352 Kochi 07:55
QTR 1086 Doha 07:55
KAC 154 Istanbul 08:10
KAC 344 Chennai 08:15
UAE 855 Dubai 08:25
KAC 362 Colombo 08:30
ABY 125 Sharjah 09:05
ETD 301 Abu Dhabi 09:10
NIA 261 Alexandria 09:10
IRM 1186 Tehran 09:15
QTR 1070 Doha 09:25
IRA 665 Shiraz 09:25
KAC 350 Kochi 09:40
FDB 055 Dubai 09:40
GFA 213 Bahrain 10:40
UAE 873 Dubai 10:40
MEA 404 Beirut 10:55
AXB 889 Mangalore/Bahrain 11:15
MSC 405 Sohag 11:20
JZR 561 Sohag 11:25
AGY 680 Alexandria 11:40
IRM 1188 Mashhad 11:45
JZR 165 Dubai 11:50
IAW 157 Al Najaf 12:00
JZR 241 Amman 12:30
IZG 4167 Mashhad 12:30
SAW 701 Damascus 12:35
IRC 6511 ABD 12:40
UAE 871 Dubai 12:45
ETD 919 Abu Dhabi 12:45
MSR 610 Cairo 13:00
KAC 620 Doha 13:10
THY 766 Istanbul 13:10

CLX 792 Luxembourg 13:15
IRC 526 Mashhad 13:50
KAC 672 Dubai 13:55
MSR 575 Sharm el-Sheikh 13:55
QTR 1078 Doha 14:05
KNE 460 Riyadh 14:10
GFA 221 Bahrain 14:20
FDB 057 Dubai 14:20
SVA 500 Jeddah 14:30
KAC 742 Dammam 14:50
KAC 540 Sharm el-Sheikh 14:50
JZR 257 Beirut 14:55
KNE 472 Jeddah 14:55
KAC 788 Jeddah 15:00
RJD 135 Abu Dhabi 15:00
KNE 462 Madinah 15:05
OMA 645 Muscat 15:05
KAC 1802 Cairo 15:35
ABY 127 Sharjah 15:35
UAE 857 Dubai 15:45
RJA 640 Amman 15:55
ETD 303 Abu Dhabi 16:00
JZR 535 Cairo 16:05
FDB 051 Dubai 16:10
KAC 512 Mashhad 16:10
QTR 1072 Doha 16:20
NIA 263 Luxor 16:30
IRM 1180 Mashhad 16:35
JZR 787 Riyadh 16:45
KAC 562 Amman 17:00
SVA 510 Riyadh 17:15
JZR 357 Mashhad 17:30
GFA 215 Bahrain 17:30
JZR 177 Dubai 17:45
JZR 777 Jeddah 17:50
SYR 343 Damascus 17:55
JZR 483 Istanbul 18:20
KAC 786 Jeddah 18:35
KAC 502 Beirut 18:35
KAC 618 Doha 18:55
QTR 1080 Doha 18:55
KAC 542 Cairo 18:55
KAC 166 Paris/Rome 19:00
UAE 875 Dubai 19:05
GFA 217 Bahrain 19:05
FDB 063 Dubai 19:10
ABY 123 Sharjah 19:20
MSR 606 Luxor 19:30
JAI 572 Mumbai 19:35
KAC 774 Riyadh 19:40
FDB 061 Dubai 19:50
AGY 684 Sohag 19:50
KAC 102 New York/London 19:55
OMA 647 Muscat 20:00
KAC 674 Dubai 20:00
KNE 480 Taif 20:10
MEA 402 Beirut 20:15
DLH 636 Frankfurt 20:20
JZR 189 Dubai 20:25
KAC 792 Madinah 20:55
ALK 229 Colombo 21:10
ETD 307 Abu Dhabi 21:15
UAE 859 Dubai 21:15
KAC 8166 TLS 21:30
FDB 073 Dubai 21:30
QTR 1074 Doha 21:30
GFA 219 Bahrain 21:45
JZR 125 Bahrain 21:45
KAC 546 Alexandria 22:05
ETD 309 Abu Dhabi 22:10
THY 764 Istanbul 22:10
AIC 975 Chennai 22:25
RBG 551 Alexandria 22:30
BBC 044 Dhaka/Dammam 22:40
FDB 059 Dubai 22:50
JAI 526 Chennai/Abu Dhabi 23:00
JZR 185 Dubai 23:00
RBG 555 Alexandria 23:25
MSR 614 Cairo 23:30
FDB 071 Dubai 23:35
KLM 411 Amsterdam/Dammam 23:40

Departure Flights on Wednesday 19/8/2015
Airlines Flt Route Time
AIC 988 Hyderabad/Chennai 00:05
BBC 044 Dhaka 00:10
JZR 562 Sohag 00:20
UAL 981 IAD 00:25
JAI 573 Mumbai 00:25
MSR 615 Cairo 00:30
FDB 072 Dubai 00:45
JZR 502 Luxor 01:10
JAD 302 Amman 01:30
DLH 637 Frankfurt 01:35
THY 773 Istanbul 02:05
ETH 621 Addis Ababa 02:50
CLX 784 GYD 02:55
JAI 525 Abu Dhabi/Chennai 02:55
PGT 859 Istanbul 02:55
KKK 6508 Istanbul 03:10
MSC 404 Sohag 03:30
OMA 644 Muscat 03:35
THY 769 Istanbul 03:40
UAE 854 Dubai 03:45
RJA 645 Amman 03:55
FDB 068 Dubai 04:00
ETD 306 Abu Dhabi 04:05
MSR 613 Cairo 04:15
SYR 342 Damascus 04:25
CEB 7695 Manila 04:40
PGT 861 Istanbul 04:45
THY 765 Istanbul 04:55
MSC 406 Sohag 05:00
JZR 560 Sohag 05:00
QTR 1077 Doha 05:05
QTR 1085 Doha 05:20
THY 1465 Istanbul 05:55
RJA 643 Amman 06:35
GFA 212 Bahrain 06:50
THY 771 Istanbul 06:50
JZR 240 Amman 06:55
FDB 070 Dubai 07:05
JZR 164 Dubai 07:15
JZR 256 Beirut 07:30
BAW 156 London 08:30
FDB 054 Dubai 08:30
KAC 539 Sharm el-Sheikh 08:50
QTR 1087 Doha 08:55
KAC 117 New York 08:55
KAC 1801 Cairo 09:00
JZR 534 Cairo 09:15
KAC 671 Dubai 09:25
KAC 787 Jeddah 09:30
KAC 619 Doha 09:30
JZR 482 Istanbul 09:40
ABY 126 Sharjah 09:45
UAE 856 Dubai 09:50
ETD 302 Abu Dhabi 10:00
GBB 4762 Sarajevo 10:05
NIA 262 Luxor 10:10
KAC 511 Mashhad 10:20
IRM 1181 Mashhad 10:25
IRA 664 Shiraz 10:25
QTR 1071 Doha 10:40
FDB 056 Dubai 10:40
KAC 501 Beirut 11:00
KAC 175 Frankfurt/Geneva 11:15
KAC 561 Amman 11:25
GFA 214 Bahrain 11:35
JZR 356 Mashhad 11:40
KAC 741 Dammam 11:50
MEA 405 Beirut 11:55
KAC 541 Cairo 12:05
UAE 874 Dubai 12:10
KAC 103 London 12:10
AXB 890 Mangalore 12:15
JZR 776 Jeddah 12:15
MSC 402 Alexandria 12:20
AGY 685 Sohag 12:40
IAW 158 Al Najaf 13:00
KAC 785 Jeddah 13:00
IRM 1189 Mashhad 13:10

JZR 176 Dubai 13:10
JZR 786 Riyadh 13:20
IZG 4168 Mashhad 13:30
SAW 702 Damascus 13:35
IRC 6512 ABD 13:40
MSR 611 Cairo 14:00
THY 767 Istanbul 14:10
UAE 872 Dubai 14:15
MSR 576 Sharm el-Sheikh 14:40
ETD 920 Dubai 14:45
CLX 792 Hanoi 14:45
IRC 527 Mashhad 14:50
KAC 545 Alexandria 15:00
QTR 1079 Doha 15:05
FDB 058 Dubai 15:05
GFA 222 Bahrain 15:05
KNE 481 Taif 15:10
KAC 617 Doha 15:15
KAC 673 Dubai 15:20
SVA 503 Jeddah 15:45
JZR 188 Dubai 15:50
KAC 773 Riyadh 15:55
KNE 473 Jeddah 16:00
KNE 463 Madinah 16:00
KAC 791 Madinah 16:00
OMA 646 Muscat 16:05
RJD 136 Abu Dhabi 16:10
ABY 128 Sharjah 16:15
ETD 304 Abu Dhabi 16:45
RJA 641 Amman 16:55
JZR 266 Beirut 17:05
FDB 052 Dubai 17:10
QTR 1073 Doha 17:25
NIA 264 Alexandria 17:30
UAE 858 Dubai 17:40
IRM 1187 Tehran 17:50
SVA 511 Riyadh 18:15
GFA 216 Bahrain 18:20
JZR 184 Dubai 18:20
KAC 563 Amman 18:30
JZR 538 Cairo 18:40
JZR 238 Amman 18:45
JZR 124 Bahrain 18:50
SYR 344 Damascus 18:55
GFA 218 Bahrain 19:50
FDB 064 Dubai 19:50
QTR 1081 Doha 19:55
ABY 124 Sharjah 20:00
KAC 361 Colombo 20:00
MSR 619 Alexandria 20:30
UAE 876 Dubai 20:35
JAI 571 Mumbai 20:35
FDB 062 Dubai 20:35
KAC 283 Dhaka 20:40
AGY 681 Alexandria 20:50
KAC 1543 Cairo 20:55
OMA 648 Muscat 21:00
DLH 636 Dammam 21:00
KAC 331 Trivandrum 21:00
KAC 351 Kochi 21:05
KNE 461 Riyadh 21:10
MEA 403 Beirut 21:15
JZR 554 Alexandria 21:15
JZR 1542 Cairo 21:45
DHX 171 Bahrain 21:50
ETD 308 Abu Dhabi 22:05
FDB 074 Dubai 22:10
ALK 230 Colombo 22:20
KAC 381 Delhi 22:20
UAE 860 Dubai 22:25
KAC 349 Kochi 22:30
KAC 301 Mumbai 22:30
QTR 1075 Doha 22:40
GFA 220 Bahrain 22:45
THY 5579 TZX 23:00
ETD 310 Abu Dhabi 23:00
KAC 153 Istanbul 23:00
KAC 205 Islamabad 23:05
RBG 552 Alexandria 23:10
KAC 203 Lahore 23:10

SHARQIA-1
FANTASTIC FOUR 11:30 AM
OPERATOR 1:45 PM
FANTASTIC FOUR 3:45 PM
OPERATOR 6:00 PM
FANTASTIC FOUR 8:00 PM
OPERATOR 10:15 PM
FANTASTIC FOUR 12:15 AM

SHARQIA-2
SHAD AGZAA 11:45 AM
SHAD AGZAA 2:00 PM
SHAD AGZAA 4:15 PM
SHAD AGZAA 6:30 PM
SHAD AGZAA 8:45 PM
SHAD AGZAA 11:00 PM
SHAD AGZAA 1:15 AM

SHARQIA-3
INSIDE OUT 1:30 PM
MISSION: IMPOSSIBLE - ROGUE NATION 3:45 PM
BAJRANGI BHAIJAAN -Hindi 6:30 PM
MISSION: IMPOSSIBLE - ROGUE NATION 9:45 PM
MISSION: IMPOSSIBLE - ROGUE NATION 12:30 AM

MUHALAB-1
FANTASTIC FOUR 11:30 AM
MISSION: IMPOSSIBLE - ROGUE NATION 1:30 PM
SRIMANTHUDU - Telugu 4:15 PM
VACATION 7:15 PM
FANTASTIC FOUR 4:15 PM
FANTASTIC FOUR 9:15 PM
MISSION: IMPOSSIBLE - ROGUE NATION 11:30 PM

MUHALAB-2
VACATION 11:30 AM
OPERATOR 1:45 PM
INSIDE OUT 3:45 PM
VACATION 6:00 PM
OPERATOR 8:15 PM
VACATION 10:15 PM
SRIMANTHUDU - Telugu 10:30 PM
OPERATOR 12:30 AM

MUHALAB-3
SHAD AGZAA 12:45 PM
SHAD AGZAA 3:00 PM
SHAD AGZAA 5:15 PM
SHAD AGZAA 7:30 PM
SHAD AGZAA 9:45 PM
SHAD AGZAA 12:05 AM

FANAR-1
FANTASTIC FOUR 12:00 PM
INSIDE OUT 2:00 PM
ANT-MAN 4:15 PM
FANTASTIC FOUR 6:45 PM
FANTASTIC FOUR 8:45 PM
FANTASTIC FOUR 11:00 PM
FANTASTIC FOUR 1:00 AM

FANAR-2
VACATION 1:00 PM
OPERATOR 3:15 PM

VACATION 5:15 PM
OPERATOR 7:15 PM
OPERATOR 9:15 PM
OPERATOR 11:15 PM
OPERATOR 1:15 AM

FANAR-3
BAJRANGI BHAIJAAN -Hindi 12:30 PM
DEKH MAGAR PYAAR SAY - Pakistani 3:30 PM
BAJRANGI BHAIJAAN -Hindi 6:00 PM
BAJRANGI BHAIJAAN -Hindi 9:00 PM
BAJRANGI BHAIJAAN -Hindi 12:05 AM

FANAR-4
SHAD AGZAA 12:30 PM
SHAD AGZAA 2:45 PM
SHAD AGZAA 5:00 PM
SHAD AGZAA 7:15 PM
SHAD AGZAA 9:30 PM
SHAD AGZAA 11:45 PM

FANAR-5
MISSION: IMPOSSIBLE - ROGUE NATION 12:00 PM
MISSION: IMPOSSIBLE - ROGUE NATION 2:30 PM
MISSION: IMPOSSIBLE - ROGUE NATION 5:15 PM
MISSION: IMPOSSIBLE - ROGUE NATION 7:45 PM
MISSION: IMPOSSIBLE - ROGUE NATION 10:15 PM
MISSION: IMPOSSIBLE - ROGUE NATION 12:45 AM

MARINA-1
VACATION 12:00 PM
OPERATOR 2:00 PM
INSIDE OUT 4:15 PM
VACATION 6:45 PM
OPERATOR 8:45 PM
OPERATOR 11:00 PM
VACATION 1:00 AM

MARINA-2
FANTASTIC FOUR 12:45 PM
MISSION: IMPOSSIBLE - ROGUE NATION 2:45 PM
FANTASTIC FOUR 5:15 PM
MISSION: IMPOSSIBLE - ROGUE NATION 7:15 PM
FANTASTIC FOUR 9:45 PM
MISSION: IMPOSSIBLE - ROGUE NATION 11:45 PM

MARINA-3
SHAD AGZAA 11:30 AM
SHAD AGZAA 1:30 PM
SHAD AGZAA 3:45 PM
SHAD AGZAA 6:00 PM
SHAD AGZAA 8:15 PM
SHAD AGZAA 10:30 PM
SHAD AGZAA 12:45 AM

AVENUES-1
INTO THE GRIZZLY MAZE 12:00 PM
ANT-MAN 2:30 PM
INTO THE GRIZZLY MAZE 5:00 PM
ANT-MAN 7:00 PM
SRIMANTHUDU - Telugu 6:30 PM
SRIMANTHUDU - Telugu 9:30 PM
ANT-MAN 12:45 AM
INTO THE GRIZZLY MAZE 9:30 PM
ANT-MAN 12:05 AM

AVENUES-2
OPERATOR 1:15 PM
OPERATOR 3:15 PM
OPERATOR 5:15 PM
OPERATOR 7:15 PM
OPERATOR 9:15 PM
OPERATOR 11:15 PM
OPERATOR 1:15 AM

AVENUES-3
VACATION 12:15 PM
VACATION 2:15 PM
VACATION 4:15 PM
VACATION 6:15 PM
HAYATI MOUBAHDILAH 8:15 PM
VACATION 10:15 PM
VACATION 3.500

AVENUES-4
SHAD AGZAA 1:00 PM
SHAD AGZAA 3:15 PM
SHAD AGZAA 5:30 PM
SHAD AGZAA 7:45 PM
SHAD AGZAA 10:00 PM
SHAD AGZAA 12:15 AM

AVENUES-5
MISSION: IMPOSSIBLE - ROGUE NATION 11:45 AM
BAJRANGI BHAIJAAN -Hindi 2:15 PM
MISSION: IMPOSSIBLE - ROGUE NATION 5:15 PM
BAJRANGI BHAIJAAN -Hindi 8:00 PM
MISSION: IMPOSSIBLE - ROGUE NATION 11:00 PM

360º- 1
MISSION: IMPOSSIBLE - ROGUE NATION 1:30 PM
MISSION: IMPOSSIBLE - ROGUE NATION 4:15 PM
MISSION: IMPOSSIBLE - ROGUE NATION 7:00 PM
MISSION: IMPOSSIBLE - ROGUE NATION 9:45 PM
MISSION: IMPOSSIBLE - ROGUE NATION 12:30 AM

360º- 2
MINIONS 11:30 AM
MR. HOLMES 1:45 PM
MR. HOLMES 4:00 PM
MINIONS 6:15 PM
MR. HOLMES 8:30 PM
MR. HOLMES 10:45 PM
MR. HOLMES 1:00 AM

360º- 3
OPERATOR 12:15 PM
OPERATOR 2:15 PM
OPERATOR 4:15 PM
OPERATOR 6:15 PM
OPERATOR 8:15 PM
OPERATOR 10:15 PM
OPERATOR 12:15 AM

AL-KOUT.1
MINIONS 11:30 AM
MISSION: IMPOSSIBLE - ROGUE NATION 1:30 PM
MISSION: IMPOSSIBLE - ROGUE NATION 4:00 PM
ANT-MAN 6:30 PM
MISSION: IMPOSSIBLE - ROGUE NATION 9:00 PM

KNCC PROGRAMME FROM THURSDAY TO WEDNESDAY
(13/08/2015 TO 19/08/2015)

I, Vemu Subbaiah, holder of
Indian Passport No.

FOR SALE

LOST

Doctor owned Gallant
2013, done 26000 km, in
excellent condition, spot-
less, automatic gear, gray
color, KD 2550. Mob:
66572082. (C 5020)
17-8-2015

Original document policy
No. 633001783-3 of Mr
Samiuddin Babars DV the
State Life Insurance
Corporation of Pakistan,
Gulf Zone is reported to
have been lost. Anyone
finding the same or claim-
ing any interest in it should
communicate with the
Manager Kuwait State Life
office - Ph: 22452208. 
(C 5021)
18-8-2015

MO403337 R/o D.NO.P
9/310-5, Agadi street,
Saipeta, Kadapa city Y.S.R
District, changed my name
as Mansoor, s/o Vemu
Gangaiah. (C 5022)
19-8-2015



Positive change could come to a key relationship today, whether busi-
ness or personal. Love planet Venus forms a supportive trine to Uranus, ruler of the
unexpected. You could meet someone with long-term potential out of the blue, or
even feel thrilling chemistry with a member of your inner circle. Don't turn your nose
up at online dating if you're single. Uranus rules all things digital and Venus is nestled
in your technology sector, upping the odds of a virtual match. If you're looking for a
job or a professional connection, tap social networking channels and scour LinkedIn.
Inbox someone promising and see what happens. Authenticity is your ace in the hole
today, so avoid the generic cover letter approach at all costs. 

Make a bold business move today. Charming Venus in your pro-
fessional sector will trine radical Uranus, turning hierarchy on its head. A
young upstart in your company may lack experience, but could have a bril-
liant idea worth trying. Don't be dismissive—today's intern could be tomor-
row's CEO. If you're the junior-level person, share your savvy solutions and
make an effort to get more related to higher-ranking colleagues. Unfair as it
seems, execs often promote people whom they genuinely like. Position your-
self that way and exciting doors could soon open.

Let your loveable freak flag fly. Today's supportive trine between
charming Venus and spontaneous Uranus attracts admirers who

adore your outspoken ways. Quit worrying that you're "too much" for people,
Sag. Anyone who can't handle your lively personality doesn't really belong in
your world. With Venus in your travel sector, a vacation romance or a cross-cul-
tural connection could heat up out of the blue. Coupled Archers, cruise the
travel sites or book a freewheeling getaway a deux. 

Out-of-the-blue "I do"? Today's fast-acting trine between romantic Venus
and unpredictable Uranus (your ruling planet) could find you leaping to the next level in
love. While your spontaneous sign has been known to make major life decisions without
notice, this one could involve a big commitment. You might also go to the opposite
extreme, realizing you need more freedom in your relationship. An authentic conversa-
tion with your S.O. could help you get the breathing room you crave—no breakup neces-
sary. Single Aquarians could find sparks flying with a friend or casual acquaintance, who
looks shockingly fetching today. 

Ah, the beauty of order…or is that "the life-changing magic of
tidying up"? However you label it, today's trine between aesthetic Venus and
revolutionary Uranus helps you open a can of feng shui on your cluttered
spaces. Haul that gently-used couture to the consignment shop. Plow through
piles of paper and organize the keepers in pretty storage files. Dare to finally
part with your ex's T-shirt or relics of bygone love. As a lucky and unexpected
bonus, you might even find some forgotten money. Or, you'll simply clear a
space to attract abundance. Don't be shocked if it happens pretty quickly! 

The walls come tumbling down! Today, emotional Venus forms a rare
trine to unpredictable Uranus in the most sensitive zones of your chart. You won't
be able to keep that stiff upper lip from quivering at the slightest provocation. The
most unexpected things could touch you deeply today—particularly small acts of
kindness and concern from people around you. It's such a nice surprise to be on the
receiving end of unconditional love and goodwill. Open up and take it in. If you
need to lovingly cut a codependent tie, this Venus-Uranus alignment will give you
the courage to set yourself free. 

Spread your wings, Aries. Today, a change-making Venus-Uranus
trine finds you seeking more freedom. You could crave breathing room in your
love life, or feel a fierce desire for artistic recognition. Since Uranus rules sudden
changes, you might decide to take a break from your romantic partner, or to see
other people. Fame could come knocking out of the blue, so make sure your cre-
ative brilliance is ready to be shared with the masses. Prep that portfolio, post
your demo, snap a self-portrait that can double as a headshot. 

Letting go of grudges is not in your wheelhouse, Bull, but today
brings an exception. A revolutionary Venus-Uranus trine shakes up the soft-
hearted sectors of your chart. You realize that YOU are the one paying the
emotional tax for hanging on to resentment. Release equals peace. Make the
first move: initiate reconciliation or simply apologize. A powerful and gentle
woman could play a role in events today, opening an exciting door for you.
Her wise words could also spark a major a-ha moment.

Your words hold the power to change the world…or at least, your
corner of it! Today's transformational trine between caring Venus and revolution-
ary Uranus could find you inspiring the team, or delivering a loving-but-direct
wakeup call to a friend. Instead of telling people what they want to hear, keep it
real. Your authenticity could change someone’s life. Sparks could also fly with a
previously platonic pal under this cosmic configuration. The attraction will come
out of left field, but could be worth exploring! 

Ready for a career breakthrough? Today's Venus-Uranus trine could give
you a major status boost on the job. With social Venus in the mix, it really IS about who
you know. Play the game, Cancer. Your kind and thoughtful gestures won't go unno-
ticed, and could even earn you surprising insider status with a VIP. Seize an opportunity
to get more personal with the power players, too. If you suddenly find yourself sharing an
elevator with the CEO, for example, strike up friendly chitchat. Remember: the top dogs
are still people, too. 

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 19, 2015

Aries (March 21-April 19)

STAR TRACK

Taurus (April 20-May 20)

Gemini (May 21-June 20)

Cancer (June 21-July 22)

Leo (July 23-August 22)

Virgo (August 23-September 22)

Libra (September 23-October 22)

Scorpio (October 23-November 21)

Sagittarius (November 22-December 21)

Capricorn (December 22-January 19)

Pisces (February 19-March 20)

Aquarius (January 20- February 18)

CROSSWORD 996

ACROSS
1. An inclined surface or roadway that moves
traffic from one level to another.
5. Surpass in speed.
12. The part of the nervous system of verte-
brates that controls involuntary actions of the
smooth muscles and heart and glands.
15. (Greek mythology) Goddess of discord.
16. Of or relating to a creed.
17. The last (12th) month of the year.
18. Growth of hair or wool or fur covering the
body of an animal.
20. A city in southern Turkey on the Seyhan
River.
21. A loose sleeveless outer garment made
from aba cloth.
22. (Spanish) Saffron-flavored dish made of
rice with shellfish and chicken.
23. An important dogsled race run annually
on the Iditarod Trail.
25. Small often spiny insectivorous mammal
of Madagascar.
26. A young woman making her debut into
society.
27. Naked freshwater or marine or parasitic
protozoa that form temporary pseudopods
for feeding and locomotion.
30. A public promotion of some product or
service.
31. The capital and largest city of Bangladesh.
35. Deprive of by deceit.
38. A branch of the Tai languages.
39. Resist or confront with resistance.
40. Brief episode in which the brain gets insuf-
ficient blood supply.
43. A reptile genus of Iguanidae.
45. French romantic writer (1766-1817).
47. A castrated tomcat.
48. Belonging to or prescribed for celiac dis-
ease.
50. Cassava with long tuberous edible roots
and soft brittle stems.
53. A trivalent metallic element of the rare
earth group.
54. A trivalent metallic element of the rare
earth group.
57. A heavy brittle metallic element of the
platinum group.
60. A formal expression of praise.
64. Hard white substance covering the crown
of a tooth.
66. (computer science) A coding system that
incorporates extra parity bits in order to
detect errors.
69. God of love and erotic desire.
70. Egyptian statesman who became presi-
dent in 1981 after Sadat was assassinated
(born in 1929).
72. The type of environment in which an
organism or group normally lives or occurs.
74. An artificial language that is a revision and
simplification of Esperanto.
75. A tributary of the Missouri River.
78. The 7th letter of the Greek alphabet.
79. The bill in a restaurant.
80. Web spinners.

DOWN
1. A fabric with prominent rounded crosswise
ribs.
2. A particular geographical region of indefi-
nite boundary (usually serving some special
purpose or distinguished by its people or cul-
ture or geography).
3. A unit of length equal to 1760 yards.

4. An ancient stringed instrument similar to
the lyre or zither but having a trapezoidal
sounding board under the strings.
5. A skilled worker who can live in underwater
installations and participate in scientific
research.
6. An ancient city of Sumer located on a for-
mer channel of the Euphrates River.
7. A beverage made by steeping tea leaves in
water.
8. A tricycle (usually propelled by pedalling).
9. (Babylonian) God of storms and wind.
10. Any of various fissiped mammals with
nonretractile claws and typically long muz-
zles.
11. Exultantly proud and joyful.
12. The sixth month of the civil year.
13. (Babylonian) God of wisdom and agricul-
ture and patron of scribes and schools.
14. Any of a number of fishes of the family
Carangidae.
19. Fleshy spore-bearing inner mass of e.g. a
puffball or stinkhorn.
24. Lower in esteem.
28. A person who participates in a meeting.
29. Viscera and trimmings of a butchered ani-
mal often considered inedible by humans.
32. Goods carried by a large vehicle.
33. Of or relating to or containing cerium
especially with valence 4.
34. Jordan's port.
36. God of the underworld.
37. A large oven for firing or burning or drying
such things as porcelain or bricks.
41. A highly unstable radioactive element (the
heaviest of the halogen series).
42. Meat from a calf.
44. Semisweet golden-colored table or
dessert wine from around Bordeaux in France.
46. Affect with wonder.
49. Tropical American tree grown in southern
United States having a whitish pink-tinged
fruit.
51. A depression in an otherwise level surface.
52. Of or relating to Iraq or its people or cul-
ture.
55. A gonadotropic hormone that is secreted
by the anterior pituitary.
56. The branch of engineering science that
studies the uses of electricity and the equip-
ment for power generation and distribution
and the control of machines and communica-
tion.
58. A wealthy man (who made his fortune in
the Orient).
59. An assertion of a right (as to money or
property).
61. Having been taken into the mouth for
consumption.
62. Italian violin maker in Cremona.
63. Relating to or accompanying birth.
65. Ctenophores lacking tentacles.
67. Of or relating to or characteristic of the
Republic of Chad or its people or language.
68. The work of caring for or attending to
someone or something.
71. An orange-brown antelope of southeast
Africa.
73. The cry made by sheep.
76. A heavy brittle diamagnetic trivalent
metallic element (resembles arsenic and anti-
mony chemically).
77. An artificial language for international use
that rejects rejects all existing words and is
based instead on an abstract analysis of ideas.

Yesterday’s Solution

Yesterday’s Solution

Yesterday’s Solution

WORD SEARCH PUZZLE

34s t a r s

Daily SuDoku

Speak now…and forever create peace! Today, daring Uranus and
peacemaker Venus form a golden trine, helping your express yourself authen-
tically. While you might raise a few eyebrows, chances are, your honest words
will articulate what everyone else is thinking. You're no stranger to being the
pioneering upstart, Leo, so if you have to be the "voice of the people," embrace
the role. Since Venus is the planet of love, your outspoken ways could also
attract a flirty admirer—likely someone different from your usual "type." 

You're not usually one to gush, Capricorn, but thanks to today's cosmic
curveball, you could be the poster child for sentimentality. An unpredictable trine
between emotional Venus and spontaneous Uranus could find you baring your soul
or pouring your heart out. Luckily, this should be especially endearing to the people
who adore you. If you've been intimate with someone but trying to "not get
attached," give up the ruse. Human beings crave connection. Your desire for depth is
healthy and well worth exploring—either with your amour du jour or someone more
emotionally available. 
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Ahmadi Sama Safwan                                    Fahaeel Makka St 23915883
Abu Halaifa                                        Abu Halaifa-Coastal Rd 23715414
Danat Al-Sultan                              Mahboula Block 1, Coastal Rd 23726558

Jahra Modern Jahra                                   Jahra-Block 3 Lot 1 24575518
Madina Munawara                        Jahra-Block 92 24566622

Capital Ahlam                                                   Fahad Al-Salem St 22436184
Khaldiya Coop                                 Khaldiya Coop 24833967

Farwaniya New Shifa                                           Farwaniya Block 40 24734000
Ferdous Coop                                   Ferdous Coop 24881201
Modern Safwan                               Old Kheitan Block 11 24726638

Hawally Tariq                                                      Salmiya-Hamad Mubarak St 25726265
Hana                                                      Salmiya-Amman St 25647075
Ikhlas                                                    Hawally-Beirut St 22625999
Hawally & Rawdha                         Hawally & Rawdha Coop 22564549
Ghadeer                                              Jabriya-Block 1A 25340559
Kindy                                                    Jabriya-Block 3B 25326554
Ibn Al-Nafis                                        Salmiya-Hamad Mubarak St 25721264
Mishrif Coop                                     Mishrif Coop 25380581
Salwa Coop                                        Salwa Coop 25628241

Ophthalmologists
Dr. Abidallah Al-Mansoor            25622444
Dr. Samy Al-Rabeea                         25752222
Dr. Masoma Habeeb                        25321171
Dr. Mubarak Al-Ajmy                      25739999
Dr. Mohsen Abel                                 25757700
Dr  Adnan Hasan Alwayl               25732223
Dr. Abdallah Al-Baghly                  25732223

Ear, Nose & Throat (ENT)
Dr. Ahmed Fouad Mouner          24555050 Ext 510
Dr. Abdallah Al-Ali                            25644660
Dr. Abd Al-Hameed Al-Taweel  25646478
Dr. Sanad Al-Fathalah                    25311996
Dr. Mohammad Al-Daaory         25731988
Dr. Ismail Al-Fodary                         22620166
Dr. Mahmoud Al-Booz                   25651426

General Practitioners
Dr. Mohamme Y Majidi                  24555050 Ext 123
Dr. Yousef Al-Omar                           24719312
Dr. Tarek Al-Mikhazeem               23926920
Dr. Kathem Maarafi                          25730465
Dr. Abdallah Ahmad Eyadah     25655528
Dr. Nabeel Al-Ayoobi                      24577781
Dr. Dina Abidallah Al-Refae       25333501

Urologists
Dr. Ali Naser Al-Serfy                       22641534
Dr. Fawzi Taher Abul                        22639955
Dr. Khaleel Abidallah Al-Awadi 22616660
Dr. Adel Al-Hunayan FRCS (C)   25313120
Dr. Leons Joseph                                66703427

For labor-related inquiries 
and complaints:

Call MSAL hotline 128 

Sabah Hospital                                                 24812000

Amiri Hospital                                                  22450005

Maternity Hospital                                         24843100

Mubarak Al-Kabir Hospital                        25312700

Chest Hospital                                               24849400

Farwaniya Hospital                                    24892010

Adan Hospital                                                23940620

Ibn Sina Hospital                                         24840300

Al-Razi Hospital                                            24846000

Physiotherapy Hospital                            24874330/9

Kaizen center 25716707

Rawda 22517733

Adaliya 22517144

Khaldiya 24848075

Kaifan 24849807

Shamiya 24848913

Shuwaikh 24814507

Abdullah Salem 22549134

Nuzha 22526804

Industrial Shuwaikh 24814764

Qadsiya 22515088

Dasmah 22532265

Bneid Al-Gar 22531908

Shaab 22518752

Qibla 22459381

Ayoun Al-Qibla 22451082

Mirqab 22456536

Sharq 22465401

Salmiya 25746401

Jabriya 25316254

Maidan Hawally 25623444

Bayan 25388462

Mishref 25381200

W Hawally 22630786

Sabah 24810221

Jahra 24770319

New Jahra 24575755

West Jahra 24772608

South Jahra 24775066

North Jahra 24775992

North Jleeb 24311795

Ardhiya 24884079

Firdous 24892674

Omariya 24719048

N Khaitan 24710044

Fintas 23900322

GOVERNORATE PHARMACY                            ADDRESS PHONE

Plastic Surgeons

Dr. Mohammad Al-Khalaf                        22547272

Dr. Abdal-Redha Lari                                   22617700

Dr. Abdel Quttainah                                 25625030/60

Family Doctor

Dr Divya Damodar                        23729596/23729581

Psychiatrists

Dr. Esam Al-Ansari                                         22635047

Dr Eisa M. Al-Balhan                                  22613623/0

Gynaecologists & Obstetricians

DrAdrian arbe                                   23729596/23729581

Dr. Verginia s.Marin                       2572-6666 ext 8321

Dr. Fozeya Ali Al-Qatan                              22655539

Dr. Majeda Khalefa Aliytami                  25343406

Dr. Ahmad Al-Khooly                                  25739272

Dr. Salem soso                                                  22618787

General Surgeons

Dr. Amer Zawaz Al-Amer                          22610044

Dr. Mohammad Yousef Basher             25327148

Internists, Chest & Heart

Dr. Adnan Ebil                                                   22639939

Dr. Mousa Khadada                                      22666300

Dr. Latefa Al-Duweisan                              25728004

Dr. Nadem Al-Ghabra                                  25355515

Dr. Mobarak Aldoub                                    24726446

Dr Nasser Behbehani                                25654300/3

Paediatricians

Dr. Khaled Hamadi                              25665898

Dr. Abd Al-Aziz Al-Rashed                         25340300

Dr. Zahra Qabazard                             25710444

Dr. Sohail Qamar                                   22621099

Dr. Snaa Maaroof                                  25713514

Dr. Pradip Gujare                                  23713100

Dr. Zacharias Mathew                        24334282

Dermatology

Dr. Mohammed Salam 
Bern University                                      23845955

Dentists

Dr Anil Thomas                                       3729596/3729581

Dr. Shamah Al-Matar                          22641071/2

Dr. Anesah Al-Rasheed                     22562226

Dr. Abidallah Al-Amer                       22561444

Dr. Faysal Al-Fozan                              22619557

Dr. Abdallateef Al-Katrash             22525888

Dr. Abidallah Al-Duweisan             25653755

Dr. Bader Al-Ansari                              25620111

Neurologists

Dr. Sohal Najem Al-Shemeri         25633324

Dr. Jasem Mola Hassan                     25345875

Gastrologists

Dr. Sami Aman                                        22636464

Dr. Mohammad Al-Shamaly         25322030

Dr. Foad Abidallah Al-Ali                 22633135

Endocrinologist

     Dr. Abd Al-Naser Al-Othman 25339330

     Dr. Ahmad Al-Ansari 25658888

     Dr. Kamal Al-Shomr 25329924

Physiotherapists & VD

     Dr. Deyaa Shehab 25722291

     Dr. Musaed Faraj Khamees 22666288

Rheumatologists:

     Dr. Adel Al-Awadi 25330060

     Dr. Khaled Al-Jarallah 25722290

Internist, Chest & Heart

     DR.Mohammes Akkad           24555050 Ext 210

     Dr. Mohammad Zubaid
     MB, ChB, FRCPC, PACC
     Assistant Professor Of Medicine
     Head, Division of Cardiology
     Mubarak Al-Kabeer Hospital 25339667

Consultant Cardiologist

     Dr. Farida Al-Habib          2611555-2622555
     MD, PH.D, FACC
     Inaya German Medical Center
     Te: 2575077
     Fax: 25723123

Soor Center
Tel: 2290-1677
Fax: 2290 1688

info@soorcenter.com
www.soorcenter.com

Psychologists
/Psychotherapists

PRIVATE CLINICS

William Schuilenberg, RPC 2290-1677
Zaina Al Zabin, M.Sc. 2290-1677

Kaizen center
25716707

Noor Clinic
23845955

INTERNATIONAL
CALLS

Afghanistan 0093

Albania 00355

Algeria 00213

Andorra 00376

Angola 00244

Anguilla 001264

Antiga 001268

Argentina 0054

Armenia 00374

Australia 0061

Austria 0043

Bahamas 001242

Bahrain 00973

Bangladesh 00880

Barbados 001246

Belarus 00375

Belgium 0032

Belize 00501

Benin 00229

Bermuda 001441

Bhutan 00975

Bolivia 00591

Bosnia 00387

Botswana 00267

Brazil 0055

Brunei 00673

Bulgaria 00359

Burkina 00226

Burundi 00257

Cambodia 00855

Cameroon 00237

Canada 001

Cape Verde 00238

Cayman Islands 001345

Central African 00236

Chad 00235

Chile 0056

China 0086

Colombia 0057

Comoros 00269

Congo 00242

Cook Islands 00682

Costa Rica 00506

Croatia 00385

Cuba 0053

Cyprus 00357

Cyprus (Northern) 0090392

Czech Republic 00420

Denmark 0045

Diego Garcia 00246

Djibouti 00253

Dominica 001767

Dominican Republic 001809

Ecuador 00593

Egypt 0020

El Salvador 00503

England (UK) 0044

Equatorial Guinea 00240

Eritrea 00291

Estonia 00372

Ethiopia 00251

Falkland Islands 00500

Faroe Islands 00298

Fiji 00679

Finland 00358

France 0033

French Guiana 00594

French Polynesia 00689

Gabon 00241

Gambia 00220

Georgia 00995

Germany 0049

Ghana 00233

Gibraltar 00350

Greece 0030

Greenland 00299

Grenada 001473

Guadeloupe 00590

Guam 001671

Guatemala 00502

Guinea 00224

Guyana 00592

Haiti 00509

Holland (Netherlands) 0031

Honduras 00504

Hong Kong 00852

Hungary 0036

Ibiza (Spain) 0034

Iceland 00354

India 0091

Indian Ocean 00873

Indonesia 0062

Iran 0098

Iraq 00964

Ireland 00353

Italy 0039

Ivory Coast 00225

Jamaica 001876

Japan 0081

Jordan 00962

Kazakhstan 007

Kenya 00254

Kiribati 00686

Kuwait 00965

Kyrgyzstan 00996

Laos 00856

Latvia 00371

Lebanon 00961

Liberia 00231

Libya 00218

Lithuania 00370

Luxembourg 00352

Macau 00853

Macedonia 00389

Madagascar 00261

Majorca 0034

Malawi 00265

Malaysia 0060

Maldives 00960

Mali 00223

Malta 00356

Marshall Islands 00692

Martinique 00596

Mauritania 00222

Mauritius 00230

Mayotte 00269

Mexico 0052

Micronesia 00691

Moldova 00373

Monaco 00377

Mongolia 00976

Montserrat 001664

Morocco 00212

Mozambique 00258

Myanmar (Burma) 0095

Namibia 00264

Nepal 00977

Netherlands 0031

Netherlands Antilles 00599

New Caledonia 00687

New Zealand 0064

Nicaragua 00505

Nigar 00227

Nigeria 00234

Niue 00683

Norfolk Island 00672

N. Ireland (UK) 0044

North Korea 00850

Norway 0047

Oman 00968

Pakistan 0092

Palau 00680

Panama 00507

Papua New Guinea 00675

Paraguay 00595

Peru 0051

Philippines 0063

Poland 0048

Portugal 00351

Puerto Rico 001787

Qatar 00974

Romania 0040

Russian Federation 007

Rwanda 00250

Saint Helena 00290

Saint Kitts 001869

Saint Lucia 001758

Saint Pierre 00508

Saint Vincent 001784

Samoa US 00684

Samoa West 00685

San Marino 00378

Sao Tone 00239

Saudi Arabia 00966

Scotland (UK) 0044

Senegal 00221

Seychelles 00284

Sierra Leone 00232

Singapore 0065

Slovakia 00421

Slovenia 00386

Solomon Islands 00677

Somalia 00252

South Africa 0027

South Korea 0082

Spain 0034

Sri Lanka 0094

Sudan 00249

Suriname 00597

Swaziland 00268

Sweden 0046

Switzerland 0041

Syria 00963

Serbia 00381

Taiwan 00886

Tanzania 00255

Thailand 0066

Toga 00228

Tonga 00676

Tokelau 00690

Trinidad 001868

Tunisia 00216

Turkey 0090

Tuvalu 00688

Uganda 00256

Ukraine 00380

United Arab Emirates 00976

United Kingdom 0044

Uruguay 00598

USA 001

Uzbekistan 00998

Vanuatu 00678

Venezuela 00582

Vietnam 0084

Virgin Islands UK 001284

Virgin Islands US 001340

Wales (UK) 0044

Yemen 00967

Yugoslavia 00381

Zambia 00260

Zimbabwe 00263
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Miley Cyrus is putting the “finishing touches” to her new music. The 22-
year-old star has teased she has almost completed work on her eagerly-
anticipated fifth studio album, almost two years after she released

‘Bangerz’, which spawned singles ‘Wrecking Ball’ and ‘We Can’t Stop’. In a selfie
posted on Instagram along with her producer and ex-boyfriend Mike Will Made
It, she wrote: “Finishinnnggggg toucheZzzzz @mikewillmadeit (sic).” The contro-
versial musician made the post just hours after the producer premiered the
video for his new single ‘Drinks on Us’ - taken from his ‘Random’ mixtape - in
which Miley is seen heading into a club and smoking a suspicious looking ciga-
rette with him. Meanwhile, Miley’s recent cover story with the September issue
of Marie Claire magazine suggested she is planning on giving away her new
record for free, with the singer adding she only makes music because she enjoys

it. She said: “I make [music] because I like it.”And then I put it out to the public
because there are some people out there who like it, too.”And her manager
Adam Leber added: “Miley’s not driven by dollars. She makes her own path. Once
upon a time, that’s what most artists did. Now, people like Miley are few and far
between.” Back in June, Mike Will Made It updated fans on the progress of the
record, saying they had completed “eight or ten songs”. He said at the time:
“We’ve got like eight or ten songs recorded, so we’re just gonna pick the best
songs to go on the album.”It should be interesting though. Her whole sound is
switching up, you know what I’m saying? It’s crazy.”

Cyrus putting ‘finishing
touches’ to LP 

Will.i.am is working on new music.
The 40-year-old musician jetted
out to Los Angeles over the week-

end to hit the studio and is intending to
work with the “hottest” stars in music for
his next record. A source revealed: “Will is
keen to get writing new tracks. He wants to
collaborate with the hottest writers and
artists on the scene.” The hip hop star
released his fourth solo studio album
‘#willpower’ two years ago - which includ-
ed singles ‘Scream & Shout’ featuring
Britney Spears and ‘#thatPOWER’ featuring
Justin Bieber - but more recently has been
working with his Black Eyed Peas band-

mates, apart from singer Fergie, with
whom he started his career. The band have
already premiered songs ‘Awesome’ and
‘Yesterday’ so far this year to celebrate the
group’s 20th anniversary but Will is now
looking to work on his own career as well,
before he starts work on the next series of
BBC singing competition ‘The Voice’, on
which he is a coach. The source told the
Daily Mirror newspaper: “While he enjoys
mentoring on ‘The Voice’, nothing com-
pares to the feeling of performing in his
own right.”He’s buzzing with ideas.”

Evans to star

in Webb’s 

drama ‘Gifted’

Chris Evans and Marc Webb are both taking a step
back from the superhero universe. Evans is set to star
in Webb’s upcoming drama “Gifted” for Fox

Searchlight. Tom Flynn penned the film, which follows a
man who sues for custody of his gifted niece. “Gifted”-
Webb’s first film since “The Amazing Spider-Man 2”-is
expected to start shooting this fall. Webb is also setting up
“The Only Living Boy in New York,” starring Miles Teller,
with Jeff Bridges and Rosamund Pike in talks to join.
Although Evans has made a name for himself as Captain
America in the Marvel universe, the actor has been drawn
to more dramatic roles lately. He recently starred and made
his directorial debut in the Sundance drama “Before We Go”
opposite Alice Eve. Evans also appeared in the critically
raved sci-fi action pic “Snowpiercer.” He can be seen next
reprising his role of Steve Rogers in “Captain America: Civil
War.” Evans is repped by CAA and 3 Arts Entertainment. The
news was first reported by Deadline Hollywood.

Gibson’s ‘Hacksaw

Ridge’ sold to

YooZoo for China

YooZoo Pictures has acquired Chinese distribution
rights for Mel Gibson’s World War II drama “Hacksaw
Ridge,” starring Andrew Garfield, from IM Global. The

deal marks the first high-profile acquisition for YooZoo,
which will also have a presentation credit in international
territories. YooZoo Pictures is part of online and mobile
entertainment company Youzu Interactive under chairman
and CEO Lin Qi. “Hacksaw Ridge” also stars Sam
Worthington and Vince Vaughn. The movie is based on the
life of Desmond T Doss, a medic and the first conscientious
objector-someone who claims the right to refuse military
service-to win the Congressional Medal of Honor after sav-
ing dozens of soldiers during the Battle of Okinawa. The
film will shoot in Australia beginning in September. Gibson
is directing from a script by Robert Schenkkan and “We
Were Soldiers” screenwriter Randall Wallace. Cross Creek is
the principal financier. The film is produced by Bill
Mechanic’s Pandemonium Films and David Permut’s
Permut Productions. Brian Oliver will produce, Terry
Benedict and Steve Longi are co-producers, and Gregory
Crosby is an associate producer. IM Global is handling
international rights for the film, which will be distributed
by Lionsgate in the US.

Charli XCX is planning to write for Rita Ora’s new
album. The 23-year-old star enlisted her pal’s help for
a verse on her single ‘Doing It’ and she is now plan-

ning on repaying the favor by helping Rita, 25, with her
second studio album, which is expected to be released lat-
er this year. Asked if they’re going to be working together
again, Charli explained: “Yeah we’ve spoken about a couple
of songs. Maybe not me featuring but writing together and
that kinda thing. That’s really exciting and I think she’s
going to make a really great record. She’s definitely taking
time to really put herself into it and make it the best she
can.” Meanwhile, the ‘Boom Clap’ hitmaker is currently hard
at work on her own third studio album while on tour
around the US and has promised fans it will be “really
weird” and out next year. She said: “The next stuff will have
to be really weird! It ’s going to be totally different.

“Hopefully it will be released next year, I’m working on it
now but really at the beginning stages of vagueness.” And
although she loves entertaining crowds, she does some-
times feel guilty while on the road because it means her
diet consists mainly of unhealthy Italian treats. She told
Ticketmaster: “Home is all over the place now. It’s every-
where and nowhere really. The worst thing about touring is
probably when you eat pizza every single day. Well that’s
not actually that bad, I love it but technically it’s bad.”

Charli XCX
planning 
to write
for
Rita Ora LP 

Will.i.am working 
on new music 

Linney joins Hanks

in Eastwood’s ‘Sully’

Laura Linney is in talks to play Tom Hanks’ wife in
Warner Bros’ “Sully,” directed by Clint Eastwood. Based
on the book by Chesley “Sully” Sullenberger and

Jeffrey Zaslow, the story takes a closer look at Sullenberger,
who became a national hero after his plane began to mal-
function shortly after takeoff and he was forced to take
drastic measures in order to save the passengers. Producer
Frank Marshall acquired the rights to the book in 2010 and
had been developing ever since. Aaron Eckhart is also on
board to play the co-pilot in the pic. Allyn Stewart will also
produce with Marshall. Linney can currently be seen in “Mr
Holmes” opposite Ian McKellan and recently wrapped pro-
duction on “Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles 2.” She is repped
by ICM Partners. Deadline Hollywood first reported the
news.

Cate Blanchett and Rooney
Mara quietly fall in love in the
first trailer for their upcoming

lesbian romance “Carol.” The film,
directed by Todd Haynes, received
rave reviews and generated Oscar
buzz following its premiere at the
Cannes Film Festival in May. It also
earned Mara a best actress award at
the fest. The 1950s-set drama fol-
lows Carol (Blanchett), a Manhattan
socialite trapped in a loveless mar-
riage of convenience with Kyle
Chandler, whose life is forever
changed when she meets a depart-
ment store clerk (Mara). The relativi-
ty dialogue-free teaser, set to the
song “My Foolish Heart,” shows the
blossoming romance. Phyllis Nagy
adapted the film based on Patricia
Highsmith’s novel “The Price of Salt.”
The drama will screen at the BFI
London Film Festival’s American
Express Gala on October 14. The
Weinstein Co will release “Carol” in
the US on November 20, while
Studiocanal will debut it a week lat-
er in the UK.

Shakira has joined Disney’s ‘Zootropolis’. The
38-year-old ‘She Wolf’ singer has revealed she
will voice a gazelle in the upcoming Disney

movie - which is set to be released in March 2016 -
and will also sing a song titled ‘Try Everything’ in
the much-anticipated film. Announcing the news
to her 34 million followers on Twitter, she wrote: “I
am thrilled to announce that I will be playing
Gazelle in @DisneyAnimation’s #Zootopia “I’ll be
singing a brand new song for the movie called “Try
Everything”! Shak”. The movie - which will be
known as ‘Zootopia’ outside of the UK - will reimag-
ine a world in which humans have never existed,
with other stars confirmed for the animated film
including Jason Bateman who will play a friendly
fox and ‘Once Upon A Time’ actress Ginnifer
Goodwin who will take the role of Lieutenant Judy
Hopps. The film is a collaboration between
‘Tangled’ director Byron Howard, ‘Wreck-It Ralph’
and ‘The Simpsons’ director Rich Moore and ‘All of
Us’ scribe Jared Bush, with ‘Toy Story’ creator John
Lasseter on board as the executive producer.
Meanwhile, Disney are already planning other
forthcoming animations and announced a brand
new movie named ‘Gigantic’, based on the tale of
Jack and the Beanstalk, at their D23 conference
over the weekend.-Bang Showbiz

Shakira joins
Zootropolis cast 

Blanchett, Mara fall in 
love in ‘Carol’ first trailer
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If your garden is missing something, perhaps it’s height.
While it’s too late to plant tall-growing delphiniums or hol-
lyhocks, you can achieve this same vertical interest with a

garden tower. They’re easy enough to make. And sculptural
pieces also draw the eye. “When planting drifts of annuals and
perennials, a sculpture can create an exciting focal point that
the plantings accent and enhance,” says interior and garden
designer Kathryn Boylston of Evergreen, Colorado. Sculpture
often can be moved to fill in bare spots as the growing season
evolves. To make a garden tower, Boylston recommends think-
ing tall - at least 3 feet high. She makes and sells totems out of
colorful ceramic pieces that she learned to make in a ceramics
class. She offers several different heights at Sundance by
Design, the garden-art store she manages in Evergreen.

She builds the pieces at home - rolling and cutting out sec-
tions on her kitchen counter - and fires them at a studio. The
shapes include a blue bird, brown nest, periwinkle flowers,
and many others stacked on a reinforced steel bar that can be
stuck into the ground, a planter or a heavy base. The pieces
are glazed and fired at high temperature so they’ll withstand
the outdoors.

Inexpensive lamps
“You can do this at home,” Boylston says. “It’s all hand-

building.” She does recommend taking a beginning ceramics
class, however, to learn the hand-building basics and to gain
access to a professional, high-heat kiln. Want that garden fea-
ture faster? Here are just two options: Karen Heath of Grosse
Pointe Farms, Michigan, recycles antique glass lamps into tall
garden towers. She threads the mismatched globes, which are
gaudy and outdated for many homes today, onto rebar to
make works of light-catching art. You can find inexpensive
lamps at thrift stores and garage sales.

“It adds color to your garden” and beauty, Heath says. “You
don’t have to grow it and you don’t have to tend it.” Hunting
for old lamps to take apart and reassemble is part of the fun,
Heath says. Her towers take three to six lamp globes (with
their accompanying, showy metal parts) threaded onto 4- or
10-foot rebar. She shares the do-it-yourself instructions at her
blog, Somewhat Quirky Design. “The glass has made it

through some early snows, but I take these down every win-
ter,” she adds in the instructions. “That way I can get out the
spider webs and clean the globes in the dishwasher.”

Plastic jewelry
Jennifer Pierquet of Elkhorn, Wisconsin, knew she could

DIY the glass garden blooms she saw in a high-end garden
shop a few years ago. She now sells dozens of them from her
Etsy.com shop, Glass Blooms. Pierquet makes her garden
sculptures by repurposing glass and ceramic plates, glassware
and other found objects. She coordinates the pieces by pat-
tern, size or color, and adds pops of color with outdoor acrylic
paint (she buys Pebeo online). Individual plates and saucers
are glued together with waterproof, silicone-based caulk
available at home-improvement stores. (Pierquet likes the GE
Silicone II brand). Painting the pieces is a fun way to get chil-

dren involved, says the mother of two. The kid-painted blos-
soms make memorable teacher gifts, she says, warning that
the outdoor paint won’t wash out of clothing.

Pierquet recommends thinking about how the pieces
will appear from the front, especially where glue may show
through clear glass. She hides those spots by adding flat
craft marbles, old buttons or plastic jewelry that she finds at
thrift stores. The back of the bloom must be flat, she says, so
it can be fitted with a piece to hold the rebar. Many crafters,
she says, attach a small glass vase for that purpose. She
prefers a rubber hockey puck drilled with a hole large
enough to insert 3/8-inch-diameter rebar. For all three proj-
ects, use galvanized, ridged rebar to prevent rusting and for
sturdy anchoring. — AP

Photo shows Kathryn Boylston standing among the ceramic garden totems she handcrafts and sells at Sundance By
Design, a garden-art shop in Evergreen, Colo.

A selection of ceramic garden totems handcrafted by Boylston.

Give the garden some height

with a DIY totem or tower

This undated photo provided by Glass Blooms shows two
glass blooms crafted from large platters and other glass-
ware by Jennifer Pierquet, of Elkhorn, Wis. — AP photos

This undated photo provided by Glass Blooms shows the
detail of a glass bloom crafted from a petal-shaped bowl
and other glassware by Jennifer Pierquet, of Elkhorn, Wis.

Photo shows the detail in one of Kathryn Boylston’s gar-
den totems.

Las Vegas is a must-see destination, luring visitors from
around the world with its bright lights, gambling and
flamboyant shows. But even the most die-hard revelers

can get worn out from the never-ending party on The Strip.
Two of the top destinations for Vegas visitors who need a break
from the action are just 30 minutes to the southeast at the
Arizona-Nevada state line: Hoover Dam and Lake Mead. A run-
down of what you’ll see at these popular tourist destinations:

Hoover Dam
Built between 1931-36, Hoover Dam is an architectural mar-

vel, considered one of America’s seven modern civil engineer-
ing wonders. The dam spans 1,244 feet (379 meters) across
Black Canyon and rises 726 feet (221 meters) from the
Colorado River. But like the Grand Canyon or Niagara Falls,
Hoover Dam is a sight - albeit man-made - where descriptions
or pictures don’t do it justice; it’s something that has to be seen
to truly appreciated.

The view from the road is unimpressive, but once you look

over the edge to the sliver of river below, expect your breath to
be taken away. The view from the O’Callaghan-Tillman
Memorial Bridge above the dam - accessed from a parking lot
on the road to Hoover Dam - also is spectacular and looking
back toward the deep blue water of Lake Mead isn’t bad,
either.

The visitor center offers interesting details about the dam’s
history, but to get a true appreciation, take the tour to see the
inner workings. A quick warning: The large elevator can be
crowded and there are warnings about claustrophobia. The
trip is short, though, and the friendly guides tend to ease the
tension during the 530-foot (161-meter) ride down.

The 30-minute guided power plant tour includes viewing
the 30-foot (9-meter) penstock pipes, which control the flow of
water, along with massive generators and access to the visitor
center. The hour-long dam tour has the same elements, but
visitors also get to explore the various tunnels throughout the
dam and peer out the air vents facing the downstream face.

Lake Mead
At full capacity, Lake Mead is the largest reservoir in the

United States. It hasn’t been at capacity in decades, though,
with water levels dropping more than 60 percent due to
drought conditions in the Southwest. Even with low levels,
Lake Mead is still one of the largest man-made lakes in the
country - and there’s plenty to do.

“Once you get to the water, nothing has changed,” said
Kevin Turner, Interpretation and Education Operations Chief at
Lake Mead National Recreation area. “The water is still just as
fun to be in and there’s a lot of it out there. Even though we’re
down, it’s still a huge reservoir. It’s not like a trickle of water out
there.”

During the summer, the main attraction is the water:
Boating, water skiing, jet skiing, swimming, fishing, house
boating. A warning here, too: This is the desert, so it gets very
hot during the summer. Park rangers urge people not to hike
after 8 am and to bring along plenty of drinking water. The lake
has nine developed areas, though the boat ramps at Las Vegas

Bay, Government Wash and Overton Beach are closed due to
low water levels. Las Vegas Boat Harbor, Callville Bay Resort
and Temple Bar Resort & Marina have boat rentals, stores and
restaurants.

The park has nine wilderness areas and numerous camp-
grounds dotting the shoreline, including some that back right
up to the water. Though most of the nearly 7 million visitors to
Lake Mead come during the summer, other times of year offer
activities like hiking, biking, off-roading, camping and fishing.

The low water levels have revealed new beaches and coves,
along with a few new sights, including the ruins of St Thomas,
an Old West town that previously had been submerged. Divers
also can see the remnants of a B-29 Superfortress that crashed
into the lake in 1948. — AP

Hoover Dam and Lake Mead worth the trip from The Strip 

Wind kicks up dust on an area that was once underwater at the Boulder Harbor boat ramp in the Lake Mead
National Recreation Area, near Boulder City, Nev. — AP photos

Lightning strikes over Lake Mead near Hoover Dam at the Lake Mead National Recreation Area in Arizona.
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Pharrell Williams, One Direction and Florence + The
Machine are going to appear at the Apple Music Festival
next month. Apple announced yesterday that the musi-

cians will be among the headlining performers at the 10-night
festival at London’s Roundhouse that begins Sept 19. Festival
performances will be broadcast live and on-demand on Apple
Music, and additional material will be available on the app’s
Beats 1 radio.

Niall Horan of One Direction said the group is excited to

return to London “to perform for our fans in the Roundhouse
and around the world on Apple Music!” Previously known as
the iTunes Festival, the eight-year-old concert event was
renamed the Apple Music Festival to support the launch earli-
er this summer of the new Apple Music app.

Past performers have included Adele, Lady Gaga, Justin
Timberlake and Elton John. — AP

One Direction members, from left, Harry Styles, Liam Payne, Niall Horan and Louis Tomlinson perform on ABC’s ‘Good
Morning America’ at Rumsey Playfield/SummerStage in New York. — AP

Singer-songwriter Florence Welch of the band Florence +
the Machine performs in concert at Merriweather Post
Pavilion in Columbia, Md.

Singer Pharrell Williams performs on the Pyramid Stage at
Glastonbury music festival at Worthy Farm, Glastonbury,
England. 

Pharrell, One Direction among 
headliners at Apple Music fest

Jennifer Lopez and Pitbull will headline
the iHeartRadio Fiesta Latina concert in
Miami this November, which will be

streamed live online. Other performers
joining Lopez and Pitbull at the
AmericanAirlines Arena in Miami include
Don Omar, Wisin, Prince Royce, Marco
Antonio Solis, Camila, Becky G, Fonseca and
Voz de Mando. 

The Nov 7 event will be streamed live on
Yahoo Live. iHeartMedia Spanish-language

stations will also broadcast the event and
Telemundo will have a special re-broadcast
on Nov 15. Tickets go on sale to the general
public on Saturday. The concert will come a
few months after the iHeartRadio Music
Festival in Las Vegas in September that will
feature Kanye West, Sam Smith, Janet
Jackson, the Who, Lil Wayne, Coldplay, the
Weekend and Blake Shelton. — AP

APakistani militant leader with a $10 million bounty on his
head over his alleged involvement in the 2008 Mumbai
terror attacks now has a new target: a Bollywood film that

imagines him being assassinated. In a twist worthy of a movie
itself, a lawyer for Hafiz Mohammed Saeed wants to ban the
upcoming film “Phantom” from being shown, arguing it is Indian
propaganda meant to hurt the image of Pakistan abroad. But
beyond the choreographed mayhem of the film’s imagined, per-
fectly coiffed Indian spies, the movie’s premise lays bare the
anger still felt over the Mumbai attacks that killed 166 people,
including six Americans, as well as tensions between the two
nuclear-armed rival countries.

“I am surprised and amused that a wanted terrorist has gone
and filed a petition,” film director Kabir Khan recently said, accord-
ing to the Press Trust of India news agency. “He is the one who is
spreading hate agenda and he is opposing the film, without even
knowing what the film is about.” Spy revenge films are nothing
new, like “Zero Dark Thirty” focusing on the US special forces raid
in Pakistan that killed Al-Qaida leader Osama bin Laden or
“Munich,” the Stephen Spielberg film on Israel’s retaliatory assassi-

nations of Palestinians over the 1972 Olympic Games attack by
Black September.

Intelligence agencies
In “Phantom,” based on the novel “Mumbai Avengers” by S

Hussain Zaidi, Indian spies target those behind the Mumbai
siege, a three-day rampage that saw gunmen attack two luxury
hotels, a Jewish center and a busy train station in India’s financial
capital. But unlike the novel, which used pseudonyms for those
accused of plotting the attack, “Phantom” apparently names
Saeed, as well as American David Coleman Headley, who was
sentenced to 35 years in a US prison for his role in planning the
siege. Authorities in the United States and India blamed the mili-
tant group Lashkar-e-Taiba, long believed to be used as a proxy
by Pakistani intelligence agencies against India in the disputed
Kashmir region, for carrying out the Mumbai assault.

Saeed, who founded Lashkar-e-Taiba, now runs the charity
Jamaat-ud-Dawa, which India says is a front group for Lashkar.
Saeed denies having any links with the militancy now. The fact
Saeed is named in “Phantom” puts him at risk, lawyer AK Dogar

told The Associated Press. The movie’s “trailer shows that this film
is against Hafiz Saeed and has posed a serious threat to his life,”
Dogar said. He wants “Phantom,” due to be released Aug 28, to be
banned from showing in Pakistan. He’ll argue his case before a
Lahore court on Thursday.

Saeed remains free in Pakistan to address crowds and lead
anti-India protests. Pakistani authorities once briefly detained
Saeed, who has a $10 million US bounty on his head. Seven other
suspects remain on trial, though the attack’s alleged mastermind,
Zaki-ur-Rehman Lakhvi, has been free on bail since April. A sus-
pected Pakistani spy service contact for the group, known as
“Major Iqbal,” also has yet to be identified or captured. That con-
tinues to anger many in India, including “Phantom” star Saif Ali
Khan. “America struck Osama right in his home,” Khan growls at
one point in the film’s trailer. “Why can’t we do the same?” — AP

“Straight Outta Compton,” a biopic about
the pioneering rap group N.W.A., wowed
Hollywood by taking first place in the

North American box office in its debut weekend.
Racing past its rivals and past even the most opti-
mistic of expectations, the film took in an impres-
sive $60.2 million, box office tracker Exhibitor
Relations reported Monday. Yet the movie, which
opened in the United States on August 14, comes
off as strikingly contemporary as the nation grap-
ples with a slew of recent deaths of African
Americans in custody of law enforcement. It was
named after the 1988 debut studio album from the
group that gave birth to the gangsta rap genre and
launched the careers of Ice Cube and Dr Dre.

“F*** Tha Police,” N.W.A.’s heads-held-high cry of
defiance against the Los Angeles Police
Department, so alarmed authorities that it generat-
ed a warning letter from the FBI, and the song
remains a controversial anthem in many protests.
Directed by Gary Gray, best known for his music
videos, “Straight Outta Compton” traces the roots
of the then teenagers’ rage against mostly white
police in their gang-ridden home of Compton and
other parts of the Los Angeles area. “What a wel-
come surprise and the last blockbuster blast of the
season,” Exhibitor Relations box office analyst Jeff
Bock told AFP.

“$60 million for an R-rated biopic featuring an
ensemble of unknown African Americans-as far as I
know, that’s never happened before, so it’s quite
rare.” Until the film opened in theaters, Universal
Pictures had expected just $20 million in weekend
ticket sales. The studio got a major coup in more
than doubling its reported budget of $29 million.

Largely African American public 
Relatively unknown actors-O’Shea Jackson Jr

(Ice Cube’s son, who plays his father), Corey
Hawkins and Jason Mitchell-interpret the roles of
the 

founding members of N.W.A., which stands for
Niggaz Wit Attitudes. Bock says biopics rarely gen-
erate such success. “But a couple of factors went
into this opening: one, there hasn’t been any studio
films that cater to the African-American crowd this
summer and two, this was a seminal story in music
history that was long overdue,” he added. “Any time
you have a group of underdogs taking down the
establishment... is always a good place to start for
film success.

“This had it all, and said it very poignantly.”
N.W.A.’s story is also that over different fates, from
American success stories like Ice Cube, a recog-
nized producer and musician to Suge Knight, fac-
ing life in prison for a fatal hit-and-run. The film

comes out a year after the death of unarmed
teenager Michael Brown, killed in Ferguson last
year by a white policeman. Los Angeles is also
commemorating the 50th anniversary of the Watts
riots against police violence.   

The feature sailed ahead of the number two
film, “Mission: Impossible-Rogue Nation,” which
took in $17.2 million, despite playing in nearly
1,000 more theaters than “Compton.” The Tom
Cruise action-thriller, the fifth installment in the
blockbuster franchise, has earned a total of $138.3
million in three weeks in theaters. The other major
debut of the week-”The Man from U.N.C.L.E.,” a
reboot of the hit 1960s spy series-earned $13.4 mil-
lion for third place. Following in fourth was one of
the major flops of the summer-the comic book
action film reboot “Fantastic Four,” which took in
just $8.2 million in its second week.—AFP

‘Straight Outta Compton,’
unexpected box office star

Jennifer Lopez, left, and Pitbull present the award for best pop solo performance at the
55th annual Grammy Awards in Los Angeles.— AP

Jennifer Lopez and Pitbull
to lead iHeartRadio concert

Wanted Pakistani militant seeks to ban Bollywood action film

Indian Bollywood actress Katrina Kaif hugs director Kabir Khan during the trailer launch of their upcoming movie
‘Phantom,’ in Mumbai, India. — AP photos

An Indian soldier takes cover as the Taj Mahal hotel burns during gun battle between Indian military and militants
inside the hotel in Mumbai, India.

Hafiz Mohammed Saeed, chief of Jamaat-ud-Dawwa
and founder of Lashkar-e -Taiba talks with the
Associated Press in Islamabad, Pakistan.

This photo provided by Universal Pictures shows, Aldis Hodge, from left, as MC Ren, Neil Brown, Jr
as DJ Yella, Jason Mitchell as Eazy-E, O’Shea Jackson, Jr as Ice Cube and Corey Hawkins as Dr Dre, in
the film, ‘Straight Outta Compton.’ — AP
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The Beatles’ first recording contract was signed in
Hamburg, Germany, where the band honed its craft
performing in the city’s boisterous nightclub district.

The 1961 recording session produced the single “My Bonnie.”
It was released on the Polydor label in Germany only and
never hit the top charts. But the tune led directly to the
Beatles’ discovery back home, a contract with EMI the follow-
ing year and their first hit, “Love Me Do.” Heritage Auctions
will auction the six-page contract in New York on Sept. 19 for
an estimated $150,000. It’s the centerpiece of a Beatles col-
lection spanning the band’s entire career. It’s being sold by
the estate of Uwe Blaschke, a German graphic designer and
noted Beatles historian who died in 2010.

“Not many people know that the Beatles started their
careers in Germany,” said Beatles expert Ulf Kruger. “The
Beatles had their longest stint in a club in Hamburg at the
Top Ten Club. They played there three months in a row, every
night. The style they invented in Liverpool, they cultivated in
Hamburg.” “Without this contract all of the pieces wouldn’t
have fallen into place,” added Dean Harmeyer, Heritage’s con-
signment director for music memorabilia, who said the band
was “a ramshackle, amateur band” when they first went to
Germany. “They were probably a C class in the pantheon of
Liverpool bands.”

A recording contract
But their stints in Hamburg between 1960 and 1962

changed that. “It really is where they honed their musical
skills to become the Beatles,” he said. “They set about learn-
ing new material, they worked on their instrumental abilities.”
But it was “crazy luck” that got them to Hamburg, he said.
Their booking agent fortuitously ran into a club owner look-
ing for rock ‘n’ roll bands to perform in his Hamburg night-
club. The Beatles were not the agent’s first choice and wound
up going only after other bands declined. When the Beatles -
John Lennon, Paul McCartney, George Harrison and original
drummer Pete Best - were later hired to be the backup band
for British singer/guitarist Tony Sheridan at the Top Ten Club,
German record producer Bert Kaempfert signed them and
Sheridan to record a rock ‘n’ roll version of “My Bonnie Lies
Over the Ocean.”

“My Bonnie” netted the Beatles about $80. It was credited
to “Tony Sheridan and the Beat Boys” because Kaempfert felt
the name “Beatles” would not cut it with Germans. “The
Beatles didn’t care what they were signing as long as it was
for a recording contract,” said Kruger. The only copies that
made it out of Germany initially were the ones sent to the
Beatles back home in Liverpool, England. After a local club
disc jockey got his hands on one and started playing it, music
fans began asking for it. That got the attention of Liverpool

record shop owner Brian Epstein, who decided to hear them
perform at the Cavern Club.

“He immediately sees their potential. He tells them ‘I want
to manage you and I’ll make you successful’” - and he did,
going on to secure them a record contract with EMI,
Harmeyer said. “Every great collector wants their collection to
be illuminative of the subject, and Blaschke’s collection does
this so well largely because it also covers the German period,”
he said. “It covers everything else. He’s got stuff from ‘Sgt.
Pepper’ and ‘Abbey Road’ and the later things ... but he’s got
this great trove of things that are specific to Hamburg. That’s
really where the story started ... it’s where they really become
the Beatles.”

Other highlights and their pre-sale estimates include:

• A 1962 autographed copy of “Love Me Do,” the first single
recorded with Ringo. $10,000.

• A 1960 postcard Ringo sent to his grandmother from
Hamburg. $4,000.

• A Swiss restaurant menu card signed by the Beatles while
they were filming “HELP” in 1965. $12,000.

• A set of four psychedelic posters by Richard Avedon
commissioned by the German magazine Stern in 1966.
Estimate: $5,000.

The auction comes on the 55th anniversary of the
Beatles’ first trip to Hamburg and 50 years after the Fab
Four’s record-breaking performance at Shea Stadium in
Queens, New York. — AP

Photo shows a 1960 postcard Ringo sent to his grandmother from Hamburg, Germany, where the band honed its craft performing in the
city’s boisterous nightclub district.

Photo shows a signed copy of their first hit, ‘Love Me Do’.

Beatles’ first recording contract

to be auctioned next month

Photo provided by Heritage Auctions from an upcoming
Beatles collection sale shows a set of four psychedelic
posters by Richard Avedon commissioned by the German
magazine Stern in 1966, which will be auctioned in New
York on Sept 19. — AP photos

Photo shows a Swiss restaurant menu card signed by the
Beatles while they were filming ‘HELP’ in 1965.

Photo shows a 1960’s era dress illustrated with por-
traits of the Fab Four.

Actor Emile Hirsch began serving 15 days in a Utah jail after
pleading guilty to misdemeanor assault for putting a
female studio executive in a chokehold and body slam-

ming her at a nightclub during the Sundance Film Festival The
“Into the Wild” star told a judge Monday that he was sorry and was
learning to take responsibility for his actions, saying he has no
excuse for what happened Jan. 25 at Tao Nightclub in Park City.
But the victim said Hirsch’s punishment should have been
tougher.

Hirsch was intoxicated and taking medications when he
dragged the woman across a table, according to police and prose-
cutors. “I know it was completely wrong and reckless and irre-
sponsible,” said Hirsch, 30, who wore jeans, a sport coat and tie to
court. “I have no excuses for not remembering. I put those chemi-
cals inside me.”

Hirsch’s deal with prosecutors also calls for a $4,750 fine and 50
hours of community service. In exchange, a more serious felony
assault charge was dropped and the misdemeanor will be dis-
missed if he completes his sentence.

Daniele Bernfeld, an executive for the Paramount Pictures sub-
sidiary Insurge Pictures, said in a statement read in court that the
violent and unprovoked attack has caused long-lasting effects
beyond physical injuries.

“It took two people to pull him off me, and if not for their inter-
vention, the attack would have continued,” she said. “I thought I
was going to die.” She said authorities treated her with respect
and dignity, but she’s disappointed that prosecutors agreed to a

deal that meets the bare minimum. “If a violent attack in front of a
roomful of witnesses can be labeled a misdemeanor and dis-
missed, what of women who are assaulted while alone in hallways
or bathrooms, or behind the closed doors of their own homes?”
Bernfeld said in a statement sent by Los Angeles attorney Don
Etra.

Terrifying experience
Defending the deal, Summit County Attorney Robert Hilder

noted that Hirsch has accepted responsibility, shown remorse and
went to rehab in Utah immediately after the incident. The prose-
cutor said he will ensure Hirsch, of Encino, California, serves the
full 15 days in jail and that his community service is meaningful.
Hilder said of Bernfeld’s complaints: “That was a terrifying experi-
ence. I don’t think we could have given enough jail to satisfy her.”

Hilder, a former state judge, said he thinks the jail time will
affect Hirsch. “I don’t how many of you good gentleman have
spent 15 days in jail, but 15 minutes is too much for me. I think he
will learn from that,” the prosecutor said. What motivated Hirsch to
attack Bernfeld that night remains unclear. The actor said in court
that he still doesn’t remember what happened but took responsi-
bility for drinking an enormous amount of alcohol and putting
himself in that position. He also was taking medications, Hilder
said, but didn’t reveal what kind.

State Judge Kara Pettit agreed that there were no excuses for
the attack but credited Hirsch for going to rehab, staying sober
and offering what she considered a sincere apology. She noted he
had no previous history of violent or criminal behavior. She said
he would serve one year in jail if he doesn’t complete all the stipu-
lations of the deal. The prosecutor acknowledged that he’s trou-
bled he does not know what motivated Hirsch in the “shocking”
attack. Hirsch was at Sundance for the premiere of the drama “Ten
Thousand Saints.” He is best known for his starring role in “Into the
Wild” and has also appeared in “The Girl Next Door,” “Milk,” and
Universal’s Navy SEAL drama “Lone Survivor,” Peter Berg’s account
of a disastrous 2005 military operation in Afghanistan. As part of
the deal, Hirsch was ordered not to drink alcohol or use drugs. He
told the judge he will continue going to Alcoholics Anonymous
meetings. Hirsch, who has a young son, said he’s grown up after
going to rehab, learning the importance of “not just saying I’m sor-
ry, but letting my actions line up with my words.”— AP

Final arguments made
over Howard divorce

settlement

Ajudge said Monday he will take a week to determine
whether to set aside Terrence Howard’s divorce judg-
ment that entitles his ex-wife to a spousal support and a

share of his earnings from the hit television series “Empire.”
Attorneys for Howard and his ex-wife, Michelle Ghent, made
closing arguments Monday after four days of testimony in the
case that featured embarrassing details about the actor’s sex
life and forced him to address accusations of domestic violence.

Howard contends Ghent repeatedly threatened to sell or
leak personal details, including phone sex calls and a video of
him dancing naked in the bathroom, if he didn’t give her a
favorable divorce settlement. The pair was married in January
2010, and she filed for divorce a year later. A settlement wasn’t
signed until September 2012, and it took several more months
for a judge to approve their divorce.

On Monday, Ghent’s lawyers played audio of a recording in
which Howard was heard professing his love for his ex-wife,
despite having only recently married another woman. He also
threatened to violate a restraining order in the audio.
Howard’s lawyers last week played a recording of Ghent berat-
ing the Oscar-nominated actor in September 2011 and repeat-
edly threatening to sell embarrassing information about the
actor if he didn’t send her money immediately. Howard paid
her $40,000 later that day, which Ghent’s lawyers say was to
cover housing expenses but the actor described as “blood
money.”—AP

Venice mayor hits back

at Elton broadside on

same-sex schoolbooks

The mayor of Venice hit back yesterday after coming
under fire from Elton John over the city’s withdrawal of
books depicting same-sex families from the city’s nurs-

eries and primary schools. Branded a bigot by John, Luigi
Brugnaro took to Twitter to defend his policy, insist he was no
homophobe and direct some sharp jibes of his own at the
British rock star. “Absolute respect for the homosexual choices
of whoever and for different living arrangements with the
associated rights and freedoms. Kids have nothing to do with
that,” the centre-right city leader wrote on the social media
site.

He went on to accuse John, who reportedly has a property
in Venice, of never offering a penny to help the city in its per-
petual battle with the sea. “You insult me to support your
arguments but I think all you represent is the arrogance of the
rich who can do what they like,” he added in another tweet.
John, who has two sons with husband David Furnish, had
used his Instagram page to launch an attack on Brugnaro that
was highlighted by the Italian media yesterday with most
commentators suggesting the mayor’s comments could dam-
age the international image of his tourism-dependent city.

“Beautiful Venice is indeed sinking, but not as fast as the
boorishly bigoted Brugnaro,” John, 68, wrote. Brugnaro, who
has also been attacked by Italian writers and publishers over
his move, also re-tweeted numerous messages of support,
including some with an overtly homophobic tone, such as:
“Listen, @eltonjohndotcom: we’re protecting our children
from people like you.” —AFP

Emile Hirsch pleads guilty 
to assault on studio exec

Actor Emile Hirsch is taken in to custody after appearing
in court Monday in Park City, Utah. — AP

Elton John

Actor Terrence Howard walks into a Los Angeles court for a
hearing. — AP
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Indonesian men climb greased poles to retrieve prizes such as bicycles and rice cookers as part of the Independence Day festivities at Ancol Beach in Jakarta, Indonesia, Monday. Indonesia marked the 70th anniversary of its declara-
tion of independence from Dutch colonial rule on Monday. — AP

In the wake of two violent attacks on movie theaters, near-
ly half of ticket buyers say they are willing to pay more to
improve security at multiplexes. However, their appetite

for shouldering the extra costs that come with installing
metal detectors and armed security guards lessens as the
pricetag grows higher. While 48% are fine with paying $1 or
more for the additional measures, only 23% said they would
pay $2 or more, according to a new survey by consumer
research firm C4.

“Moviegoers are telling us that they’re starting to see the
value of security,” said Ben Spergel, executive vice president
of consumer insights at C4. “Hopefully they’re beginning to
value it the same amount that they value Imax or 3D, where
they recognize that you have to pay more for a better experi-
ence. You may also have to pay more for a safer experience.”

The report comes after a gunman killed two patrons and
himself during a July 23 showing of “Trainwreck” in Lafayette,
La, and follows an August 5 attack during a Nashville, Tenn,
showing of “Mad Max: Fury Road” that left a hatchet and pel-
let gun-wielding assailant dead. These killings come nearly
three years after a gunman in Aurora, Colo, murdered 12 peo-
ple at a screening of “The Dark Knight Rises.”

Safety precautions
C4 did a similar poll on theater safety following the

“Trainwreck” shooting, but this is the first time it has checked
in with moviegoers since the Nashville incident. To get its
results, the company surveyed 500 moviegoers from August
6-7. The study has a margin of error of 5%-6%. Following the
latest attack, respondents have demonstrated a greater will-

ingness to pay more for added security. Only 13% of respon-
dents said they would pay $3 extra for more security after
the first attack, but that climbed to 19% after the second vio-
lent incident in as many weeks.

The two attacks have sparked debate about the need for
greater safety precautions in the country’s theaters, but
there are other factors to weigh before metal detectors
become commonplace. Experts tell Variety that bag checks,
scanners and armed guards could cost hundreds of thou-
sands of dollars and present logistical challenges. Last week-
end, security concerns surrounding “Straight Outta
Compton” prompted Universal Pictures to say that it would
foot the bill for extra measures at theaters that felt they were
at risk. The film centers on N.W.A, a band that helped popu-
larize gansta rap.

Going forward, however, that cost will likely be shoul-
dered by ticket buyers, Spergel notes. “The issue is that
even an extra dollar wouldn’t cover what you need to do,”
he said. “People realize that they’re paying for security
when they’re at an airport or a concert, but they don’t think
about it when they’re paying for a $500 plane ticket. When
they’re adding 30% to a $10 movie ticket, that can be a lot
to take.” Despite the spate of violence, moviegoers still plan
to go to theaters. Nine percent of those surveyed said the
attacks would impact the number of movies they plan to
see at the cinema. — Reuters

Nearly half of moviegoers will pay extra for theater security 

Face taut, muscles bulging, his rigid body suspended hori-
zontally in the air on a pole, Bakr Al-Makadmeh’s “street
workout” showcases the urban bodybuilding making rip-

ples in Gaza.  With passersby looking on as they enjoy the rela-
tive cool of late afternoon on the Gaza beach, the 23-year-old
Palestinian carries out a series of exercises with ease as he calls
the names in English, alternating between the “human flag,”
“back and front lever” and “muscle up”.

“These moves, you can’t learn them in just one day, it took
me six months to get them right,” he says before dismounting
from the bar he improvised with his group. The rusty metal pole
is held up by two other wobbly poles supported by sandbags
branded “UNRWA”-the United Nations agency responsible for
Palestinian refugees. Makadmeh works 12 hours a day at a
motorcycle spare parts shop, “but every other day we get
together in the evening for two hours of street workout,” he tells
AFP. 

For nearly a year he has been training with other young
Gazans in the sport inspired by a Swedish fitness trend, which he
discovered through YouTube videos. Summer or winter, their
team-”Bar Palestine”-can be found on the enclave’s
Mediterranean waterfront. “Most people who pass by are happy
to see us, they appreciate it and young people want to know

how to join us,” says Eyad Ayad, a 21-year-old student. But not
just anyone can master the rigours of street workout, its
Palestinian practitioners warn.  

“It started off with 20, now we are just four,” Makadmeh says
of his group.  Suleiman Taleb, a 21-year-old teaching student, is
one of the group who has persevered.  He soars over the bar,
swinging around it and performing pull-ups before dismounting
with a back flip.  He says his athletic background, which includes
parkour-the urban sport combining running, acrobatics and
gymnastics-helped make his body “ready for the effort”. 

Living ‘like anyone else’ 
“We are the first street workout team in Palestine,” he says.  “In

Gaza, despite the blockade, despite the wars and everything
we’ve been through, you can live like anyone else and innovate,”
he says. Taleb then joins Ayad and Mahmud Nasmane, already
suspended on the bar, and with short straps suspended from
their necks the three form a human pyramid in the air. Back on
the ground, all open their hands to display blisters, some raw,
their palms calloused. They practice their sport with the means
available-their bar is wobbly and instead of magnesium carbon-
ate gym chalk to dry the sweat from their hands and strengthen
their grip, they use sand stuck to their feet. Street workout was

born outdoors, away from gyms and stadiums. But in Gaza, even
the streets are ill-equiped to accommodate the sport. 

“We contacted the municipality, the authorities in charge of
youth and sports, but nobody answered us,” Taleb says.  “And
when we set up our own equipment-paid out of our own pock-
et-in a park, we found it dismantled and discarded a few days
later,” adds Nasmane, a 21-year-old student.  The four friends,
three of whom live in the Shati refugee camp, struggle to under-
stand this lack of support in a territory where 70 percent of the
population is under 30 and two of every three youths is unem-
ployed. “There is so much talent here-artists, athletes, singers-
but so few have been able to follow through and make it on the
outside,” Taleb says, his eyes downcast. 

Their dream is to take part in international competitions
where they could finally meet the athletes they see performing
street workouts on the Internet.  But in Gaza, such dreams all
hit the same wall-its sealed borders closed off by Egypt and
Israel, which has kept the Palestinian territory blockaded for
nine years. — AFP

Members of Palestinian sports group Bar Palestine performing on the beach in Gaza City.— AFP photos

On Gaza beach, ‘street workout’ flexes its muscles
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